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Preface
The third volume of the series “Global Telemedicine and eHealth
Updates: Knowledge Resources”, is now in your hands.
With 136 papers from over 50 countries, the book presents a collective
experience of experts from different continents all over the world. Papers
reveal various national and cultural points of view on how to develop and
implement Telemedicine/eHealth solutions for the treatment of patients and
wellbeing of citizens.
Year after year the series “Global Telemedicine and eHealth Updates:
Knowledge Resources” provides a glimpse and summarizes the most recent
practical achievements, existing solutions and experiences in the area of
Telemedicine/eHealth.
Brought to life by contemporary changes of our world,
Telemedicine/eHealth offers enormous possibilities. The technological
solutions are available and ready to be implemented in healthcare systems.
Telemedicine/eHealth services are advancing and acceptable to both
patients and medical professionals. If carefully implemented, taking into
account the needs of the community, Telemedicine/eHealth is able to
improve both access to and the standard of healthcare, and thus to close the
gap between the demand for affordable, high quality healthcare to everyone,
at any time, everywhere, and the necessity to stop the increase in healthcare
budgets worldwide.
Telemedicine/eHealth is already a must, a fantastic challenge for the
future, but it must be based on cooperation and coordination at all possible
levels. It requires networking and planning, readiness to learn from others,
and avoiding re-inventing the wheel. The main challenge is to be sure that
available options are used optimally and in a coordinated manner as to
ascertain that the desired effects do come true and the resources are indeed
not diverted away from basic needs.
We are convinced that this book will provide useful information to those
who are preparing to introduce Telemedicine/eHealth in their regions or
countries. It will allow them to rely on the experience of others and will
make them aware of the benefits and problems that were encountered
during and after implementation of systems or services, and as such help
them to avoid mistakes and reduce potential problems.
Yet, it is necessary to underline that:
• The content of the book is divided in chapters covering various
areas of eHealth;

iii

• Chapters and papers in each chapter are arranged alphabetically;
• The original style of the authors was kept as much as possible;
• “How”, “Where”, “When” and if possible “How Much” – are only
part of the questions that authors are trying to answer.
We hope that everyone involved in Telemedicine/eHealth will find this
book not only interesting, but valuable as well.
Enjoy your reading!
Editors
Malina Jordanova, MD, PhD
Educational Program Coordinator, Med-e-Tel
Solar-Terrestrial Influences Institute, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
Bulgaria
Frank Lievens
International Coordinator, Med-e-Tel
Board Member, Secretary and Treasurer of International Society for
Telemedicine & eHealth (ISfTeH)
Belgium & Switzerland

Editors gratefully acknowledge the work of all reviewers that dedicated
lots of e fforts, time and hi gh expertis e, and wit h t heir va luable advice,
supported both authors and editors in the process of selecting, correcting
and preparing for publication all papers included in this book.
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1

A Model Framework for Understanding Telecare
and Telehealth
M. J. Fisk
Telecare Services Association, United Kingdom
malcolm.fisk@dsl.pipex.com
Abstract: The devel opment of telecare and telehealth techn ologies and
services has been compr omised by different unders tandings of their
role. The different understandings follow the growing e xperience of
providers in rela tion to va rying user needs – whether for the lifestyles
of younger or the frailties of older people. The different understandings
relate to dive rgent professional experie nces and the di fferential us e of
labels fo r teleca re and telehea lth se rvices. Th is paper a rgues t he ca se
for a shared understanding linked to the need to pursue the objective of
personal well-being – where social and heal th interventions both
contribute. A mo del framewo rk is o ffered to fa cilitate that sha red
understanding.
Introduction
The shape of future services that carry the labels ‘telecare’ and
‘telehealth’ remain uncertain. What is clear, however, is that there is
confusion about these labels or terms; and that there is some different use of
labels in support of particular professional perspectives. The clearest
difference in the labels relates, it is argued, to the social and healthcare
dimensions of care – with the social care professionals being adherents to
the term telecare, and healthcare professionals using the term telehealth.
These labels or terms do not, however, stand alone. There are the related
terms such as telemedicine and eHealth (both assuredly on the telehealth
side of any equation); and a growing recognition of the role of social alarms
and other devices as ‘assistive technologies’. The terms eHealth (embracing
services that facilitate the communication of health information often
between clinicians and other health professionals) and assistive technologies
(helping people, whether or not they are service users, to undertake
activities and/or compensating for disability) provide us with what are the
main broad categories that can encapsulate many of the other terms. This
gives us a ‘background’ on which we can superimpose and consider other
terms. The overlap between eHealth and assistive technologies then
becomes the main battlefield for competing understandings.
2

Context
The range of telecare and telehealth applications is now becoming clearer.
A typology for telehealth was presented at the 2009 Med-e-Tel Conference
[1]. This included the social care elements that are generally embraced by
the term ‘telecare’. It broadly speaking subdivided telehealth applications in
relation to health conditions (where certain technologies were typically
used); and the extent to which users could decide for themselves regarding
the services and technologies they accessed. There was, in addition, a nod
towards some of the issues around technology intrusiveness that has
subsequently been well explored by Schermer [2].
The three areas cited for telehealth applications in the earlier typology
were (a) responses and event recognition; (b) medication compliance or
concordance; and (c) the monitoring of well-being. Ensuing experience
means that we can now expand these areas as follows. At least three of
these now characterise many ‘telecare’ services and are directly supportive
of the health aspect of well-being:
• Response and event recognition (including use of social alarms, fall
detectors and seizure detectors);
• Medication compliance (including use of pill dispensers and
automated prompting);
• Disease management (including use of vital signs monitors - notably
for users with long-term conditions);
• Care management (including use of activity monitoring to monitor
well-being and assess user needs);
• Health and fitness (including use of telephone and video consultation
and dialogue in relation to lifestyles, health and motivational
coaching); and
• Enhancing the home (including use of environmental controllers and
home adaptations such as those relating to access and lighting).
Two of the above areas, viz. disease management and health and fitness,
echo the Continua Health Alliance’s ‘personal telehealth domain’. These
would have contributed to ‘monitoring of well-being’ [3]. Four of the above
telehealth areas have been, furthermore, offered as the framework for
developing a European code of practice for telehealth services within a
project titled ‘TeleSCoPE’. This project, lead by the Health Design and
Technology Institute at Coventry University, commences in 2010.
Towards a Model Framework
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The typology above implies a role for telecare and telehealth that
embraces a range of users - including young people (e.g. for whom there
might be a perceived need for support in adopting or maintaining more
appropriate lifestyles); and older and frail people (the main recipients, to
date, of telecare and telehealth.
New to the list of identified areas is ‘care management’ – reflecting the
need for recognition of a further contributor to health and overall wellbeing. More challengingly from the point of view of traditional service
frameworks, the new typology gives a pointer to the importance of the
home to personal well-being - through its design, lighting and accessibility.
Such matters have been poorly discussed in the context of telecare and have
been largely absent from debates about telehealth.
And though not indicated in the six ‘areas’, there is the need to recognise
the role of free-standing technologies for which the ‘tele’ (communication)
element is a matter between the user and the device itself – i.e. with no
information necessarily being passed on to a third party. Such devices are as
easily recognised (or more so) as ‘assistive’ rather than being concerned
with health. What was, therefore, seen as a telehealth framework should
arguably be recast as a framework that also embraces telecare and, indeed,
could carry the telecare rather than the telehealth label. With such an
understanding in mind we can begin to build on the earlier suggestion that
identified eHealth and assistive technologies as the background within
which services and technologies concerned with well-being can be further
developed and a shared understanding achieved.
In adding to that background, the exact positioning of activities that carry
particular labels is, of course, open to challenge. It seems appropriate,
however, that both telemedicine and telehealth are firmly within the area
labelled ‘eHealth’ and that social alarms are within the area labelled
‘assistive
technologie
s’. But it
can
be
argued,
social
alarms are
also
embraced
by eHealth
Figure 1
and that at
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least some element of telehealth is embraced by social alarms. This is in
recognition of the health support role played by social alarms and the sensor
devices that are linked to them. It is, furthermore, that range of services
associated with social alarms that has quickly adapted to the more all
embracing title of ‘telecare’ – this being regarded as indicative of the
changes to services that follow from their having a role that is more than
just being concerned with response and event recognition.
The proposed framework is, therefore, as illustrated overleaf. It makes a
claim for the title ‘telecare’ to cover the whole of the overlapping area
between eHealth and assistive technology. It calls for recognition of the
broader meaning of care – one that relates to personal well-being.
Conclusion
The language and labels used by professionals within the social and
healthcare sectors have contributed to misunderstandings concerning the
nature of telecare and telehealth. This paper has offered a framework for
understanding - first through an appraisal of the areas covered by
‘telehealth’, and then by reference to the way that telecare underpins
personal well-being, including health.
The point regarding the objectives of services and technologies to deliver
in relation to personal well-being appears to justify a perspective where the
term telecare should carry some pre-eminence, and be focal to a shared
understanding, albeit that telehealth needs to be recognised as important
within it.
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Abstract: This paper desc ribes how the need for
a telemedicine
specialist c onsultation ser vice in Fi nland was iden tified, e xplains h ow
the service is implemented, presents how the service helps public health
care to reduce costs and discusses the benefits gained. Until now, more
than 20 000 specialist reports have been channeled to over 130 practices
around the country.
Introduction
In Finland, municipalities are obliged by law to arrange healthcare for
their inhabitants. There are 342 municipalities and their population varies
from less than 1 000 up to 580 000. Because of this wide range in
population size, the opportunities of municipalities to provide primary care
and specialized medical care for the inhabitants differ significantly.
Primary healthcare is delivered at health centers employing mainly
general practitioners and nurses who provide most day-to-day medical
services. In larger municipalities health centre operations are arranged by
the municipality itself whereas smaller municipalities have formed joint
municipal organizations to perform the task economically and to secure the
required level of medical expertise.
When a general practitioner suspects that a patient needs specialized care,
the patient will typically be referred to the secondary care sector. Secondary
and tertiary care is provided in hospitals, through outpatient and inpatient
departments. The secondary level consists of 15 central hospitals and
around 40 other smaller specialized district hospitals. The tertiary level is a
network of five university teaching hospitals where the most specialized
care is given. All these hospitals are maintained by federations of
municipalities, i.e. hospital districts.
Since municipalities are legally required to finance the healthcare, the
cost of secondary care will eventually be shared among municipalities.
Municipalities negotiate on the provision and costs of services with their
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hospital district annually. However, municipalities may feel powerless to
influence the costs and provision of hospital care. In many cases, they are
not able to utilize the medical, economic and other skills necessary for
arranging services in the most efficient manner. As financial situation
changed, municipalities started showing an interest in controlling
specialized care costs and planning annual budgets more accurately. [1, 2]
Although the access to care and quality of healthcare are of high standard
in Finland, there have been incidents where patients are not adequately
referred to specialized care. Waiting times for referrals in the secondary
care are typically long and high costs of specialized care are passed on to
the municipalities. On the other hand, health centers seldom have facilities
or skills for special diagnostic examinations.
Based on the above observations, the emergence of new ambulatory
diagnostic devices, and their acceptance and scientific approval [3], an
innovative remote analysis service was launched at the end of 2002 as a
joint venture between renowned medical specialists, innovative IT
professionals and business administration professionals. The service was
first introduced with the polysomnography sleep test but was gradually
expanded to include another five diagnostic services, including 24-h ECGregistration, 24-h Ambulatory Blood Pressure Monitoring, and Spirometry
Consultation.
Telemedicine diagnostics services
Operating model
The remote analysis service operator equips the medical practices with
the registration devices free of charge, thus, no initial investment is
required. Deployment takes place in less than 30 minutes via a PC and
Internet access. The initial two month test phase includes a few specialist
reports free of charge with no obligation to continue services. Charges are
based on the actual use that arises from the number of delivered reports. In
case the number of registrations remains below the annual minimum of 10
registrations over the four-year contract period a nominal fee will be
charged.
A nurse hooks up the registration device on a patient. The registration
takes place over a 24-hour period (or overnight in case of the
polysomnography) during the patient’s daily life. On the following day, the
patient returns the device. Thereafter the nurse uploads the registered data
without the patient’s personal identification data to the remote server over a
secure connection. The data is checked for accuracy by technicians and then
7

forwarded to the specialist for interpretation and analysis. The leading
specialists in the field rank analyze the data and write a report to be returned

Figure 1. The remote analysis operating model
promptly for download at the practice’s interface.
Demand of telemedicine services
Since the introduction of this service, the number of reports has grown
progressively. In 2009, more than 8 000 specialist reports were channeled to
about 130 health centers, private clinics, occupational health units, hospitals
and laboratories. Based on the demand during 2007 – 2009, the estimated
number of reports to be delivered in 2010 will exceed 9 500. To this date,
approximately every third district health centre in Finland uses this service.
Discussion
The ease, speed, flexibility, and cost-effectiveness of the described
approach are obvious. Patients benefit from prompt diagnosis: testing can
be initiated in patients’ daily activities as soon as the GP has ordered a test.
The attending physician gets a consultation report with treatment
recommendations from the special experts of the field. Often the patient can
be treated in the nearest health centre. Patients and specialists benefit as
they no longer have to travel to meet each other and queues to secondary
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care shorten as only patients requiring secondary care treatment will be
referred.
The cost of a typical outpatient appointment in a secondary care unit
accounts at least several hundreds of Euros whereas the cost of a
telemedicine specialist consultation is only a fraction of that. The costs of
specialized care can be controlled by using telemedicine in diagnosis and
treatment of patients in the primary care. By reducing the number of
referrals via screening, they also reduce the burden and resource utilization
in specialized hospital districts. Lately, district hospitals have taken similar
steps to set up a process model to provide consultation to GPs prior to
No of

No of
t

practices

Figure 2. The number of reports and practices using the
i
accepting any referrals from health centers. Financially, it is also

noteworthy that no heavy investment or complicated implementation project
are required to set up the functional remote analysis system. Moreover,
operating costs are low, as charges are tied to actual usage.
Conclusion
The diagnostics service offered by Remote Analysis Ltd has changed the
traditional division of work between primary and secondary care in Finland.
This private enterprise initiative has contributed to public health by
improving access to diagnosis, shortening queues to secondary care and
reducing costs. Taking into account the unique features of each national
health care system this service can be applied globally.
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Abstract: This paper deals with the acceptance of telemedicine in
emergency cases and possible ethical issues which may occur. Therefore
we explore the pilot sche me "Med-on- @ix". It c onsists of a spec ial
ambulance vehicle which allows fo r an additi onal Tele-Emergenc yDoctor to advice and assis t the emergen cy doc tor on location. In this
context fi ve of the s o-called "T ele-Doctors" i nvolved ha ve been
interviewed about the technologies' fu nctioning and possible ethical
issues.
Introduction
More and more, telemedicine proves to be an important field in medical
healthcare. Meanwhile several examples can be found worldwide for the
application of telemedicine services in standard as well as emergency cases,
e.g. the Internet portal "Medgate" in Switzerland or "The Flying Doctors" in
Australia. In the light of possible advances of medical treatments and the
demographical changes Germany has to follow the impulse of telemedicine:
absence of medical professionals, especially in the countryside, which leads
to longer dead-times in emergency cases, higher costs, and an increasing
number of emergency cases demand new solutions [1,2].
The new telemedical service "Med-on-@ix" is a project, which deals with
the problems named above. The pilot scheme takes place in Aachen,
Germany. It concludes a specially equipped ambulance vehicle which
allows an additional "Tele-Emergency-Doctor" to advice and assist the
emergency doctor on location.
In the framework of the project "Gender-related Acceptance, Usability
and Ethics in New (Medical) Technologies (AC-TEC)" the acceptance of
this telemedical service has been analysed taking into account different
perspectives, such as emergency doctors, ambulance officers, patients etc.
The aim is to identify issues from the point of view of all participants. As a
first step we interviewed the emergency doctors about the acceptance of the
new technologies involved in the ambulance vehicle and considered the
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following questions: which main issues are identified by the doctors,
especially considering ethical aspects? Which conflicts emerge? Is there
more need for action to avoid the rejection of telemedicine on the part of the
executive group of persons, and where?
The pilot scheme "Med-on-@ix"
The central point of the new project is an additional, special control
centre, where a skilled emergency doctor (Tele-Doctor) is situated to
support the emergency doctor during an operation. The Tele-Doctor
receives every medical data of the patient directly from the scene of
emergency via wireless data transfer. The doctor and paramedics on
location use headsets to communicate with the Tele-Doctor, a special ECG
to transfer the vital signs, a special tablet PC to do the documentation and a
video camera in the ambulance vehicle to take pictures from the scene. The
Tele-Doctor has access to this information in the control centre and has the
possibility to consult databases etc. in order to consult the emergency doctor
and to contact the hospital remotely any time to provide required assistance.
The intention is to improve the medical therapy and to disburden the
emergency doctor from organisational tasks [3-4].
The project started in 2007 and is, after several preliminary stages, in its
test phase since the beginning of December 2009.
In the future, it is being considered to establish these special ambulances
vehicle without an emergency doctor on board so that the "Tele-Doctor"
undertakes the diagnosis on his own. This kind of emergency medial aid is
meant to be used in areas of structural weakness where doctors are missing
and long dead-times must be reduced.
Methods
For the following findings five of the Tele-Doctors have been interviewed
(in total there are nine doctors in the team). The prerequisite for becoming a
Tele-Doctor is three years of clinical experience.
The structured interviews took approximately 20 minutes and contained
questions about the techniques' functioning and possible ethical issues, e.g.
changes in communication, actions and patients’ confidence to this novel
medical service.
Discussion
On average most of the Tele-Doctors had about six to eight days of
service at the control centre and the same number of operations with the
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new ambulance. The cases varied, there were standard cases in which a
presence emergency doctor had not been necessary up to risky operations
like a multiple trauma; yet most of them were not life-threatening.
Technical disfunctioning of the new technologies and the detailed
handling caused the main problems during this first two month period.
Every Tele-Doctor reported technical problems, mainly referring to the
tablet PC or the transmitting box. Additionally, the use of the technologies
was unfamiliar to the doctors although they had had trainings prior to their
service, as one doctor mentioned: "In the beginning the handling was
certainly unfamiliar so that it [the technologies] was an additional load at
first. Now, during the last shifts, I am more experienced and it is no longer
an additional load; instead, in some cases it was a benefitting experience to
have the chance to consult with someone." It emphasises that a professional
and enduring training is necessary to guarantee the quality of the treatment
and to avoid the release of additional stress for the patient and the doctor
her/himself.
Moreover, it was reported that the patients themselves did not express any
displeasure concerning the technologies. Most of them realised the headset
but the doctors on location always explained what they were doing: "It was
always noticed [by the patient] and you have to tell them because otherwise
they wonder to whom you are talking to." Even with the camera there were
not any problems: "Not once has a patient objected after having been asked
if she would allow pictures or video recording to be taken." The doctors
referred that only one person out of one hundred they dealt with had not
given her consent for taking those pictures. It seems that the camera does
not provoke further questions and that the patient feels comfortable with it.
One doctor added that the case of emergency has a "favourable" effect on
the patients noticing the technical devices: "You do not find yourself on an
emergency vehicle once a week. When you are in one for the first or second
time you do not care if the monitor is fabricated by Philips or someone else
or if a tablet PC is hanging on the wall. You just do not notice." In the
situation of the pilot scheme one benefits from the negligence of the patient.
It remains to be answered how the patients react when they comprehend the
whole setting: will it complicate the treatment and slow down the
operation?
When asked for ethical issues the doctors named the possible
economization of emergency doctors and therewith a downsizing of the
treatment's quality and jobs. One doctor pointed out that this is a problem
especially considering other emergency doctors who still have to be
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convinced of the project: "The more someone knows how important an
emergency doctor on location can be the more she/he is afraid that a
dangerous rationalisation will take place although this is exactly what the
project is not about. But it is definitely the major problem." None of the
Tele-Doctors see ethical problems when referring to the conflict of the
present study and the case of emergency. Their certainty is based on the
dual supply they offer at the moment: "I do not see any problem between
the study and cases of emergency because right now we offer an
oversupply. To evaluate the technologies there are two doctors to examine
the patient – sometimes even in cases when there would be usually no
doctor at all." At this point two questions arise. Firstly: to what extent does
the problem of distributive justice play a role? Secondly: the aim of the pilot
scheme is to install a Tele-Doctor connected to an ambulance who
redundantises the usual emergency doctor appearing at the location - in this
case, can the diagnosis be warranted?
Conclusion
Overall the interviews showed the need of a better usability for the TeleDoctors and better transfer of information for successors: it seems like
conflicts only emerge if information is lacking. On part of the doctors
ethical issues did not prove to be a considerable problem, although it can be
said that practice on the technologies and awareness training has to be done
to guarantee the project's success in the long term.
Ethical questions regarding the patients from the Tele-Doctor’s point of
view did not arise. Hence further research is necessary to identify related
ethical issues, which might have been remained unnoticed. The next few
months of the project will be evaluated to reveal potential existing ethical
problems.
The patients' experiences as well as their perception of this novel medical
service and technology will be studied as a next step with the following
questions: how did they feel about the presence of the Tele-Doctor and the
new technologies? Did it cause any additional stress or discomfort? What
do they think about the concept of Med-on-@ix in general? Do they realise
a potential conflict between study and emergency case?
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Abstract: Integrated care is based on inte rdisciplinary and cross-sector
attendance of a p atient. Seam less communication of rele vant
information i s an impor tant p rerequisite there of. ByMe dConnect
applies the
standard E N 13 606 that specifies an inform
ation
architecture for electronic health record exchange and will evaluate it
in medical routine. The project en ables health care professionals to
seamlessly e xchange rel evant d ata neede d at the various focus p oints
within the shared care scenario. Therefore, a communication solution is
developed t hat f ollows a n ad aptable, interoper able and th us also
internationally applicable European approach.
Introduction
The advanced level of healthcare that is prevalent nowadays is
demanding a high degree of specialization. This is reflected in the integrated
care paradigm that is based on interdisciplinary and cross-sector attendance
of a patient. Seamless communication of relevant information is an
important prerequisite thereof. Unfortunately there is still a lack of data
exchange between the various partners involved in healthcare [1]. Direct
and prompt communication between regional care providers could improve
the continuity of care. The heterogeneity of system environments and
missing standards for data exchange are challenges that have to be met [2].
Therefore, ByMedConnect [3] develops and demonstrates a communication
solution based on the EN 13606 standard for electronic health record
exchange [4]. The Continuity of Care Record (CCR) of ASTM [5] is used to
trigger the definition of the medical content to be transferred.
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State-of-The-Art
In Germany the exchange of information in health care is mainly done on
paper, which is transported via the patient himself, the post or by fax. For
certain events like e.g. referral and hospitalizations obligatory paper forms
are used. In order to document the results of an examination or a stay in the
hospital doctors’ letters are posted. These are varying much in level of
detail and length and lack a common design.
This rather antiquated scheme longs for improvement, but incompatibility
of systems and the divers styles of documentation impede a general solution
for electronic communication up to now. Digital data exchange is still
limited to laboratory results and reimbursement. However radiological
practices have started to hand over pictures of the examinations to the
patients on CD-ROM instead of bulky folders.
Method
The standard EN 13606 addresses the heterogeneity of system
environments and specifies information architecture for electronic health
record exchange that can be used to map data from different systems to a
single comprehensive representation. A reference model is introduced that
defines generic building blocks for aggregation of health record components
and for collecting the context information required to meet ethical and legal
requirements. A hierarchical structure is used to accommodate these,
reflecting the organisation of medical records. This makes sure that the
meaning of the information is preserved when records are communicated.
This strictly generic representation is complemented by Archetypes that
define the medical concepts and ensure semantic interoperability that is
needed for precise and reliable interpretation of data. Archetypes deliver
meta-data that consistently define the divers, complex and frequently
changing concepts in clinical practice and, thus, facilitate the setup of
semantic interoperable electronic health records [6].
Besides the technical implementation, the definition of medical content,
to be transported, is important. The CCR will be used as a starting point
since it defines a lean and application-oriented dataset that gives a brief
summary on the relevant data of a health record. Health professionals were
heavily involved in its development and it is already used in a lot of
applications in the USA. ByMedConnect advances this pre-work and
collects requirements and ideas with health professionals to adapt the data
set to the German health environment.
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System Architecture
A communication module is developed that provides the functionality
needed for data exchange. It will be realized as independent software that
reuses existing interfaces to the legacy. This way already captured data can
be integrated in the transfers. EN 13606 provides structures for health
record exchange, but doesn’t define how information can be extracted out of
routine systems. Approaches for the mapping of schemes of existing data to
archetype definitions have been published [7-8]. Based on this a
transformation module will be developed that is able to import data from the
systems in place and to convert them to the standardized format.
A runtime environment for archetypes will be created that enables
navigation within content, display of different views and data entry, storage
and export. A generic and modular system is aimed for that does not assume
fixed data schemas, but supports the constantly evolving needs of the users.
Transmission takes place on a secure network for direct and prompt
communication between the care providers where only authorized
participants can retrieve temporary supplied data related to a treatment.
Conclusions and Future Work
The project enables health care professionals to seamlessly exchange
relevant data needed at the various focus points within the shared care
scenario. This contributes to increase the efficiency and quality of care
within an integrated health environment [1]. As information is provided in
standardised form, usage is not limited to a semantically interoperable
exchange between legacy systems, but the connection of add-on
applications (e.g. decision support or personal health record) is enabled [9].
If such applications are provided with standardized data, they do not need to
be adapted to the manifold system environments anymore, but can be used
in a “plug-and-play” fashion.
ByMedConnect has started to collect requirements and ideas with health
professionals to adapt the CCR to the needs of the regional health network.
A set of communication packages that reproduce and complement the
conventional documents will be compiled for exchange within the
electronic network. The transformation module reduces the effort for
addition of further systems to the network. As every contribution out of a
legacy system is converted to a normalised representation, each individual
system needs to do the mapping only once, instead of repeating this process
for every different system that gets connected.
ByMedConnect develops a standard-based communication solution that
will be demonstrated at a pilot implementation within the GOIN Regional
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Health Network in Ingolstadt. The pilot will be evaluated in detail regarding
the support of continuity of care, the usability and acceptance by users and
the implementation of standards in practice.
In Germany, a common telematic eHealth infrastructure is still missing.
Until a national platform is in place, ByMedConnect will use an
independent solution for communication. Experiences and results can be
easily transferred later on since an adaptable, interoperable and thus also
internationally applicable European approach is followed.
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Abstract: To reduce inequality ensuring health access and quality to the
population of Minas Gerais, a Brazilian state with large dimensions and
contrasts, the State Heal th Depar tment decide to use ICT to su pport
the Family Health Progr am creating the Telehealth Network of Minas
Gerais, connecting University and remote villages in the state. Starting
as a Pilot Pro ject in 200 5, it reached 22 9 co nnected v illages in
April/2009. T o conso lidate telehealth in the Sta te, in July/2009 it w as
created the Tele Minas Saúde extending the Network to additional 328
municipalities. A new
methodology had to
be devel oped for
implementation the ser vice for these villages in a shor t period of ti me
and impr oving th e use of teleconsultations with lo wer co st. All these
objectives were achieved. The success of the methodology is due to the
identification of barriers to telehealth and confronting the problem by
discussing it with transparency and involvement of all actors, preparing
the villages to incorporate ICT in its health system.
Introduction
Minas Gerais is a Brazilian state of large dimensions: has the largest
number of municipalities (853), second Brazilian state in population (19.8
millions) and fourth in territorial extension (586,528 km2) and significant
contrast of living condition expressed by the Human Development Index
varying from 0.568 to 0.773. In this scenario, the Health State Plan 20082011 was developed by the State Health Department (SES/MG) with the
objective to reduce inequality ensuring health access of the population and
improving the quality of services. In this sense, Minas Gerais has the largest
number of teams of Family Health Program. Presently there are 3,983 teams
in operation, covering 69,2% of the total population. However, even with a
reasonable coverage, there are still problems of quality in services,
particularly in relation to the principle of being the Primary Health Care: the
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gatekeeper of the health system, coordinating patient referral to specialists
and monitoring the services. To overcome this challenge, using Information
and Communication Technologies (ICT) a Telehealth Center connecting
University and villages to offer specialized health services was created. It
started as a Pilot Project in 2005 (Phase I) connecting 82 villages through
the Telehealth Network of Minas Gerais [1]. It was successively expanded:
in June/2007 to 50 villages (Phase II) and by end of 2008 to another 97 sites
(Phase III) totalizing in April/2009 229 villages. Although teleconsultations
were also offered, telecardiology was then the main activity. Consolidating
the actions of Telehealth, in July/2009 it was created the Tele Minas Saúde
extending the Network to 328 municipalities (Phase IV). It was them
decided to promote the use of teleconsultations. To fast expand the network
(from 8/2009 to 3/2010) and to promote the use of teleconsultations, a new
implementation methodology had to be developed. The objective of this
work is to present this methodology and the results obtained.
Implementation Methodology
The implementation process used for the previous 229 sites had a long
sequence of events before using the Network: specification and purchase of
equipment, a visit to each village, training at the hospital and equipment
delivery. Implementations had the focus on telecardiology since
cardiovascular diseases are the main cause of deaths in Brazil. This
methodology had to be used because the use of Internet and IT for health
care was almost nothing in those villages. In the last years this situation has
changed and implementation methodology had to be reviewed.
The new implementation methodology was developed based on the
concepts of readiness (the degree to which an organization is ready to
participate and succeed in telehealth), previously used by various authors
[2-3]. The basic concept was to prepare the villages to use telehealth,
discussing clearly its advantages, disadvantages, barriers and risks. Using
this concept, a new methodology was developed with focus on (i)
implementation in a short period of time, (ii) to improve the use of
teleconsultations and (iii) to decrease the implementation cost.
A research to detect the main barriers to the use of teleconsultations in the
229 villages identified two organizational factors: training and time devoted
specifically for teleconsultations. This study provided subsidies to
reformulate the methodology to increase the use of teleconsultations.
The new implementation process structured in a partnership with the
Health State Department consists in 4-hour regional meetings involving 10
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to 15 villages from the same administrative district. Fundamentals of
telehealth and economical aspects [4] are presented as well as training on
teleconsultations. Group discussions to identify the barriers to telehealth are
promoted to produce an action plan for each village. An important
modification is the involvement not only of clinical and IT personal as
before, but also municipal authorities (mayors and health secretaries),
administrative staff, FHP health agents and members of the community.
Previous users of the system were also invited to present the problems and
advantages they have found. In these occasions, an award for the best
regional user is granted. At the end of the meeting, an evaluation of the
methodology was done to subside future improvements. A telehealth
implementation guideline [5], containing all information to support the
service, is distributed to the participants.
Immediately after this meeting, the clinical staff is able to use
teleconsultations from equipments available in the village (basically a
computer connected to Internet). Equipment delivery necessary for
telecardiology (ECG exams) is done in a second phase when only the
personal involved (doctor, nurse and IT technician) comes to the university
hospitals for training.
Results
Compared to the previous implementation process used for Phase I to III,
the new methodology applied on Phase IV brought significant
improvements in terms of use of the system and costs. Fig. 1 shows the
evolution of the number of teleconsultations after each implementation
phase. Different of the previous implementations, the use of
teleconsultations on Phase IV starts almost immediately after the training.
In fact, some of the villages start using teleconsultations on the next day
after training. Table I presents a comparison between the necessary time for
implementation and number of people involved in the four phases and Table
II shows implementation costs (travel expenses, consumables and personal
costs) for all implementations phases.
Discussion
The use of the new methodology has reached its objectives: immediate use
of teleconsultations, rapid implementation and cost reduction. The main
factor of success is the correct approach to the organizational problems
identified previously. Involvement of health professionals, managers and
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community, motivation, discussion about benefits and difficulties and how
to overcome them are important tools contributing to the results.

Figure 1 – Evolution of the number of teleconsultations after each
implementation phase
Table I – Comparison of performance indicators for each implementation phase at
the Telehealth Network of Minas Gerais, Brazil

(*) Until January/2010
Table II – Cost related to travel, consumables and personal for
implementation

The same
methodol
ogy
applied to
previousl
y
implemen
ted
villages, also participating in the meetings, promoted sudden increase on the
number of teleconsultations.
Another very impressive effect of the new methodology is on the
implementation cost. Implementation costs depends on two main factors:
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number of sites and duration of the process. Therefore, the control variable
for implementation cost is number of sites implemented per month. There is
a clear correlation on these two variables as it can be seen from Fig.2.

Fig.2 – Effect of implementation rate on implementation cost at the
Telehealth Network of Minas Gerais, Brazil
Conclusion
The success expanding telehealth system with low cost and high
utilization depend primarily on identification of barriers. The second step is
to confront the problem by discussing it with transparency and involvement
of all actors, preparing the villages to incorporate telehealth in its health
system.
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Abstract: This pa per gives an upd ate of the French e-He alth P olicy
from 2002 t o 20 10 c oncerning: patient rights, heal th ICT st andards,
personal medical record, e -Health governance and re place it in the
global framework of national healthcare reforms.
Introduction
Your goal is to point some recent legal developments of telemedicine’s
framework in France. The following subjects are presented hereafter:
patient rights, health ICT standards, personal medical record, e-Health
governance, and financial aspects.
Patient Rights
The Medical Privacy Act of March 4, 2002 details the ownership rights of
the patient to his or her data. The transmission of personal information is
authorized only between health professionals treating the same patient, and
only with patient’s prior consent (article L1110-4 of the Public Health
Code) [1].
Health ICT Standards and Personal Medical Record
The legal framework is the Healthcare Insurance Act of August 2004
(articles 32, 33, 34 and 67 related to telemedicine).
This act also provides for the creation of the Personal Medical record
(Dossier Médical Personnel - DMP) which will facilitate the continuity of
care. A special structure (Public Interest Group) was created in 2005. It is
dedicated to design, supervise and organize the deployment of the DMP
(Article L 161-36-1 of the Public Health Code) [2].
This structure has been dissolved in November 2009 and replaced by the
Agency for Shared Information Systems in Healthcare (Agence des
Systèmes d’Information Partagés de Santé – ASIP Santé). This is a
milestone in French health reforms of health information systems
governance. The reforms seek to consolidate the public management
process and thereby encourage the development of health information
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systems compatible with telemedicine and electronic health records. ASIP
Santé’s function is to develop health and medico-social information
systems, and it has therefore begun developing security provisions
(including identification, authentication, signatures and encryption) and
promoting public confidence. ASIP Santé will also create a national
information systems framework in consultation with all healthcare
stakeholders.
The Pharmaceutical Record
This professional tool is developed on the basis of the DMP by the
National Council of Pharmacists (Article L 161-36-4-2 of the Public Health
Code) [3]. It aims at centralizing data on all medicines dispensed to each
patient, and, subject to strict confidentiality conditions, to make it accessible
from any pharmacy. The Pharmaceutical record will allow pharmacists to
fight drug induced accidents and redundant healthcare [4].
New Global Plan for the Hospital Sector
The Hospitals, Patients, Health, territories Law (or Bill Bachelot) is the
first stage of the Hospital 2012 Plan, launched by French President Sarkozy,
which aims at revamping of the French health care system. The bill aims for
guarantee a better and equal access to care for all French people, whatever
their geographic location [5].
Article 78 amended the French Public Health Code: Article L6316-1 of
the Public Health Code confirms telemedicine’s legal basis.
Governance of e-Health
In January 2009, President Sarkozy declared that telemedicine is a
national priority. Prime Minister Fillon asked legislator Pierre Lasbordes to
make national policy recommendations. In November 2009, the French
Representative formulated 15 recommendations in his report to the Ministry
of Health on e-Health development [6]. He pointed the need for a global
governance of e-Health and proposed the creation of an inter-ministerial
delegation under the supervision of the French Ministry of Health.
The report also plans e-Health development towards a 5 years national
calendar. The fist implementation phase (2009 – 2011) has already started:
the Lasbordes report was adopted before the Social Security Finance Law
Project for 2010 so that this latter would take it into account. Indeed, article
L 612-3 of the French Social Security Code was modified to reflect
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telemedicine development. The report contains 15 recommendations
concerning many issues such as:
1. Recommendation that the French national Social Security
reimburse telemedicine;
2. Recommendation that business model studies be executed as soon
as possible;
3. Projection that France would need to spend around €1 billion per
year to set up telemedicine, but that savings would cover costs.
Positive outcomes are the sanitary gap’s reduction and the possibility to
keep patients at home, as well as a better use of emergencies systems, a
better access to health for disabled and elderly people but also prisoners…
To reach these goals, many conditions have to be met such as a new legal
framework, the creation of convenient healthcare rate settings, health
professionals’ long life learning, the adoption of an innovative industrial
policy, and a national communication plan…
The Regional Health Agencies will play a major role in e-Health
governance. They will be operating from April 2010.
Financial Aspects
In December 2009, the Parliament adopted the Social Security Finance
Law for 2010 (Projet de loi de financement de la sécurité sociale). Article
78 allows health professionals to receive remuneration for telemedicine
medical procedures [7].
This text was first introduced at the French National Assembly thanks to
a governmental amendment. Indeed, for the last ten years, the Government
has, every year, presented its policy on social security to Parliament through
the discussion of the social security finance laws and Parliament has
debated these policies. It makes a decision on the revenue forecast and the
expenditure targets for social security, which in fact deals with financial
sums greater than those of the State budget. The procedures for the
examination of finance bills by the National Assembly are different from
those concerning ordinary bills. They are laid down in constitutional
provisions which are supplemented by two institutional laws.
This law facilitates, only on the case of telemedicine, the sharing of
medical fees between health professionals. A health professional may
charge a medical procedure for which he/she is not allowed to do. As a
result, article L4113-5 (V) of the Public Health Code was amended.
It also authorizes one exception to the physical presence requirement of
both patient and general physician for the consulting to be reimbursed, in
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the event of an e-Consulting (new article L162-3 (V) of the French Social
Security Code). His/her presence is not anymore necessary for the medical
procedures to be paid by the Health Insurance.
This measure will neither allow the invoicing of separated fees for a
given consulting (for the doctor who is in front of the patient and the remote
one); nor the invoicing of phone consulting.
The Upcoming Government Order
A government order will give a list of telemedicine medical procedures,
their implementation conditions and financial coverage. It will be adopted
in compliance with the bill Bachelot.
The government order project reminds that many telemedicine practices
belong to basic legal rules. In the public sector, financements will be based
on rates. While in the private sector, there may be some medical procedures
but lump sum would be more convenient for the treatment of patients’
chronicle diseases [8].
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Abstract: SNOMED CT® (S CT) is a machine re adable code d cli nical
terminology which can be bound into s tandardized e lectronic heal th
record (EHR) data repres entational m odel form ats. SCT terms are
currently bei ng developed for telemedi cine applicati ons, particul arly
for eHe alth-enabled m onitoring de vices that are capable of repor ting
clinical findings. A limited number of ‘quasi’-standards currently exist
for technical aspec ts of telemedical record documentati on but none
have been adopted internationally. Examples are provided to illustrate
how these standards could be used in telemedicine to allow clinicians to
access and communicate patient data via these devices.
Introduction
Standards for clinical recording of patient care have always been an
important issue for accurate communication among the health care
providers. Accurate documentation impacts quality of care and patient
safety in health care delivery, regardless of recording format [1]. With the
growth of telemedicine in the 1990s, telemedical records were identified as
the weak link in telemedicine [2], citing issues of privacy, security,
accountability, and other medicolegal concerns [3-4]. A Telemedical
Record Model was proposed in 1997 to bring these issues to the forefront
[5] but a 1998 survey found that these were not a top priority for
telemedicine programs in the US at that time [6-7].
With the introduction electronic devices that collect, report, and retrieve
patient data, the need to accurately document those data is even more
critical. Various standards have been discussed for use in telecare including
MPEG for digital images and secure access as well as the use of SNOMED
CT (Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine – Clinical Terms) for costing
[8-11]. The implementation of the machine-readable medical terminology
SNOMED CT for communication via the electronic health record (EHR)
will help to address some of these telemedical record documentation issues.
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Terms Defined
What is meant by eHealth?
The term eHealth was created in 1999, and refined in 2003, to describe
the combined use of electronic communication and information technology
in the health care sector [12-13]. The term includes digital data which are
transmitted, stored and retrieved electronically for clinical, educational and
administrative purposes, both at the hub and remote sites. In this paper, the
term is used in the context of eHealth-enabled devices such as Point of Care
(PoC) monitoring devices, used in nurse-led practices for surveillance of
patients with chronic disorders and for carrying out procedures such as
laboratory and cardiovascular testing.
What is SNOMED CT?
SNOMED CT (SCT) is a clinical terminology based on approximately 40
years of research and development which started as a coded vocabulary for
pathology and broadened to include all clinical specialties. From 2002,
SNOMED RT (Reference Terminology) was fused with Read codes and
Read CTV3 (Clinical Terms v3), a terminology developed by the United
Kingdom, to form SNOMED CT. SCT was originally developed and
distributed by the College of American Pathologists and is now maintained
by the International Health Terminology Standards Development
Organization in Denmark (www.ihtsdo.org). Presently, SCT is distributed
every six months as an International release as well as National releases for
each of the member countries [14].
Telemedical Record Documentation Scenarios
Since SCT is a coded and machine readable terminology that can be put
into a framework using Health Level 7 version 3 (HL7v3) as an embedding
format [15][16], there is a need to receive the message by binding the
terminology into standardized EHR data representational model formats
such as openEHR (www.openehr.org/download/software.html). The
binding of SCT can easily be achieved by creating ‘Archetypes’ using an
Archetype editor software that fits with the openEHR structure (e.g.
www.oceaninformatics.com). Examples of ways that SCT could be applied
in telehealth settings are described below.
Telehealth Scenario 1 - In telepsychiatry, a telemedicine video conference
involves a ‘classic psychiatric interview,’ during which important findings
and observations are made, which lead to an appropriate treatment plan for
the patient. These results must be consistently documented in the patient’s
telemedical record. Once the interview is documented, additional
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technologies could run in the background to identify clinical findings and
procedures, provided that an agreed standard clinical language is used. An
example of these technologies which has the ability to encode SCT directly
into the EHR is a product called ‘SnoCode3’ from Medsight Informatique
based in Canada (www.medsight-info.com).
Telehealth Scenario 2 - In settings where PoC devices are used for patient
surveillance, such as in home care, plug-in devices may be operated by a
nurse or even the patient, with data being uploaded directly to a
telemedicine hub. These could include blood pressure cuff measurements,
body weight measurements, simple blood glucose measurements, or simple
one lead ECG surveillance devices to detect cardiac arrhythmias. Use of
some of these devices would require training to accurately prepare samples
such as blood versus serum sample input or 12-lead ECG requiring the
correct application of electrodes.
Examples of Potential Standards to be Implemented
Examples of organizations which are implementing technical standards
for Telemedicine and eHealth include Continua HealthCare Alliance which
certifies eHealth devices using a number of electronic connectivity
standards to ensure interoperability [17][18]. Another organization,
DoCoBo, offers standards for the architectural structure of its Telemedicine
and eHealth Hub based on the European Data Protection Directive
(www.docobo.co.uk/ArticlePage.aspx?articleId=6&topParentId=7).
Requirements for use of SNOMED CT in eHealth devices
Of the 19 Concepts which make up the hierarchical structure of SCT, the
following five Concepts and their subtypes would be relevant in a telecare
setting: 1) Clinical Findings, 2) Observable Entities, 3) Procedures and
Qualifiers and their defining Attributes, 4) Attributes as part of the Linkage
concept (e.g. linking a clinical finding and procedure), and 5) Qualifiers
(measurements such as dimensions and proportions) and their defining
reading values. The use of these SCT Concepts requires that the
terminology be embedded in HL7v3 (xml-type) in order to be able to send
messages in a single agreed format. Further requirements would include:
•
‘Clinical Findings’ would be embedded into a HL7v3 syntax as an
HL7 CD (Concept Description) Data type
•

‘Observable Entities’ would require post coordinated expressions,
which consist of at least these 3 components: members of the
Observable Entity Concept, a clinical or pathology Procedure, and a
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Measurement Value Qualifier. Every component must be linked to each
other with appropriate (sanctioned or allowable) SCT Attributes as
members of the Linkage Concept. The entire SCT post coordinated
expression would then need to be nested into a given HL7v3 xml
syntax as a HL7 CD Data Type. Refer to Examples in Table 1.
Table 1 Example Two Types of Concepts Encoded as SNOMED CT Terms
‘Clinical Finding’
SCT Identifier and Description
Compatible with bundle
bunch block
‘Observable Entity’
Blood pressure reading
Systolic pressure =
120mmHg
Diastolic pressure =
80 mmHg

6374002 | bundle branch block and/or
164909002 | ECG: left bundle branch block
164907000 | ECG: right bundle branch block|
SCT Using Post Coordinated Syntax
386457009 |surveillance: remote electronic
|:{363702006|has focus|=46973005|blood
pressure taking |,363705008|has definitional
manifestation|=407554009|sitting systolic
blood pressure|,((259018001|mmHg|=120
|)}AND{363705008|has definitional
manifestation|=407555005|sitting diastolic
blood pressure|,(259018001|mmHg|= 80|)))}

These examples also show how SCT could help refine the predefined
clinical finding even further depending on the real meaning of the
predefined reports which are already in the ECG device. As these types of
reports would reoccur frequently, the encoded terms could be stored in the
ECG device itself and then embedded into an HL7v3 format to transmit to
the telemedicine hub.
Conclusion
SNOMED CT is not ‘just another coding system’ but it also is only a part
of the solution to address the requirements for effective documentation in
electronic telemedical records. SCT on its own is incomplete as it cannot be
directly used to support Clinical Information Systems without additional
enabling software. However, SCT can be used to serve as a basis for
providing effective messaging services, clinical decision support,
and reporting activities. The process of embedding SCT, as described here,
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would enable implementation to meet the real and perceived needs of users
in managing patient data in the telemedical record.
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"You know the annoying fortune of this word of standardization. What is
not standardization? I standardize, you standardize, etc… let’s try to detect
some significant points in all that." (Michel Foucault)
The first definition of “standard” is the representation of a statistical
average. A thing is regarded as normal if it is presented in an identical way
for the majority of a population. The standard comes from a frequency. The
first normality thus concerns more psychological aspect.
In the second definition, the ideal standard plays a role of attraction and
conformity. The standard serves here or must be used as object of imitation,
to do or reproduce something, to delegate, it’s the description of a process.
We will not treat in this text the first normality but only the second, as it
intervenes in technological processes of production of goods and services,
associated, or in organizations. In this text, we will constantly get back and
forth between standards, associated goods and organizations.
Different Types of Standards and Visions
Standard can be considered on a managerial or organisational point of
view. But it is also a tool of communication or an engineering practice.
Why do we then want to standardize, is it to describe various forms of
standards, anthropological, technical or conversational?
Organisational, Communicational, Engineering visions
When one is interested in standards, three visions are proposed:
organisational, communicational, and engineering. Catherine Loneux
(2005) considers an organisational a pproach. The NATO’s "STANAG
2517" is perfectly in this organisational vision. It proposes an army model
of organization for health on line. As an example, the system described
within the framework of this standardization is simple and consists of a
"Group Consultation" which studies the patient problems. According to the
case importance, this authority makes the choice to direct the patient
towards a specialized group, or simply send an email to a person of
reference. The mail will be treated 24h/24 everyday, within 5 hours.
For the Forum Continua or the mHealth Alliance, the communication is
an essential factor. The events organized by Continua generally gather more
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than 1400 participants, mainly industrials. The Rockefeller foundation, the
Foundation of the United Nations and the Vodafone foundation announced
the common creation of a mHealth Alliance to facilitate the innovations in
the broad sense and to ensure a maximum of developments in the field of
mobile health or "mHealth". If the communication suggested by Continua is
rather in the field of marketing, the mHealth Alliance considers the
exchange aspect. The forum delivers labels and certifications. Within the
framework of marketing actions, only certified actors have the right to use
the logo "Continua". Thus the mHealth alliance wishes to implement a
platform to develop study cases, allow exchanges between the various
actors and improve health care via mobile phones.
For engineer s, standardization is between objectivation and intersubjectivation. It is often a question of industrializing the production of a
resource whose limits are accepted jointly. Thus, the standard is represented
by a series of engineering activities. One can only regret the weakness of
standardization actions in this field apart from the actions carried out by the
International Telecommunication Union.
The anthropological Standard Versus Technical Standard
Catherine Loneux proposes to distinguish the anthropological standard
from the technical standard. The anthropological standard is not built, it is
spontaneous and according to the approach of Hayek, it is essential to
regard them as such. To include/understand them, it is necessary to take into
account the cognitive structures. On the other hand, the technical standards
are built and obey desired forms. The anthropological approach of the
standard can lead to an analysis in terms of handling. On the other hand,
there are activities of writing which become easy to handle, therefore, to put
in the performativity of the activities of handling can be legitimate. The
standard will be essential. This idea is in the line of the writings of Fraenkel
(2006).
The standards suggested by the forum CONTINUA or the STANAG of
NATO consist in technical standards, the approach suggested by the
mHealth Alliance is connected to an anthropological standard.
Standards and Forms
Christian Le Moënne puts the question of the standard and his form.
Standards were invented starting from their modes of propagation. It is
interesting to note that each case is present in E-health.
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Standards, Writings and Professions
Several research difficulties can arise in a context of practice
professionalization: writing, regulation and organizations. First, when one
considers structural rule matters, they can be supports (Grosjean and
Lacoste, 1998), a simple setting for documents (Péne, 1996), or
standardization acts in products (Pontille, 2006). The second consists in
knowing how the writing of the standard can be a means of legitimating a
profession or an organization. The third difficulty is to know how the
profession contents were negotiated, whether the profession is new or has
already been modified. Later, we will address the role of standards in
organizations and in particular their influences on trades. Then, we will
position standards in practices and other documents. Lastly, we will wonder
about practical aspects.
Modes of propagation
Law
Innovation
Market
Soldier

Example
Communication "Com(2008) 689" of the
European Commission
M-health Alliance
Forum CONTINUA
STANAG 2517

Organisational Consequences
The knowledge industry raises digitalization issues and its exploitation in
terms of risks for personal freedoms, and standards matters for the
transactions exchange and traceability. These issues are particularly
important whether we consider a collaborative or cooperative mode. In this
context of full transformation, the standard will be the translation of an
organisational evolution in progress. It raises the question of actors’
migration from a participative mode to a contributively mode. The question
of the participative innovation passes by a standardized management of the
data and management by project. The mHealth alliance considers a cooperation mode as it wants to develop new technologies while working with
partners to obtain the necessary data for problem solving and
communication improvement during natural disasters.
What Does that Prove…? Initially, there is no Ideal Organization
e-Health is an example of this knowledge industry. This document does
not study the standardization influence on cleavages between production,
dissemination and conservation of knowledge, nor on the value chain it
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generates. Should we integrate this influence in a standardization process or
does that concern other approaches? E-Health is the perfect example of an
industry that creates traceability. Two practical aspects raised our attention.
The emerging debates on the various shapes of digital medical files in
different countries raise controversies in regards to numerical intellectual
property. This specific subject will have to be seriously investigated in a
near future. Even the specific name of the digital medical file was prone to
debates. These digital data constitute useful knowledge for health
professionals and a significant commercial value for companies such as
insurers, but also for some employers. The question is then to know what
data should figure in the process of standardization.
The "monitoring of remote people" is badly necessary and essential to
defer the hospital to the house but also requires reinventing the hospital
management. Used technologies in this case will also enter the hospital
itself in the same process. New professions will thus emerge from the
knowledge industry. New workers will have to position themselves in front
of the management team and healthcare professionals. They will, thus, need
intensive training. Should they also be integrated in a standardization
process?
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Abstract: telemedicine has recently started playing an increasing role in
body-related technologies. The aim of this study is to identify key
ethical iss ues raised by telemedicine application in various types of
these technologies. Firstly, it dist inguishes them a ccording to their
degree of invasive ness into the hum an body (e.g., attac hed/wearable,
penetrating, and im plantable de vices). Fur thermore, the stu dy
identifies alre ady existing and potential telemedicine applicati ons of
body-related technologies as well as
their risks and benefits. It
concludes with a disc ussion of the e thical implicati ons and social
consequences of telemedic al concepts for those technol ogies regarding
the grade of their obtrusiveness and the purpose of use.
Introduction
Due to advances in micro/ nanotechnology, mobile and wireless
telecommunications and data treatment, telemedicine has recently started
playing an increasing role in body-related technologies. These technologies
can be worn, attached, or fully incorporated into the human body [1]. In
conjunction with telemedicine, they enable continuous real-time monitoring
of a patient’s vital information and health parameters 24 hours a day. On
one hand, telemedicine in body-related technologies offers a large benefit to
patients and caregivers alike. It promises to provide a higher quality of care,
especially to high-risk patient groups such as elderly people and chronically
ill patients. It can contribute to support of pre- and post-hospital health
services, provide better follow-up of patients by offering help for prevention
and early detection of diseases, as well as to assist in managing healthy life
style. Last, but not least of the advantages is lowering of overall costs as a
result of fewer hospital visits to the doctor’s office. Despite the many
promising benefits of telemedicine application in body-related technologies,
its usage raises not only medico-legal, but also considerable ethical
concerns both on the individual and the societal level.
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Attached or Wearable Devices
Attached or wearable devices, which are worn outside the body, can be
voluntarily removed by the patient. They provide a non-invasive or minimal
invasive monitoring method used in telemedicine (so called “Smart
Wearable Health Systems” (SWHS) [2]). The individual’s vital signs, i.e.,
cardiac frequency, as well as sensorial, emotional and cognitive reactivity
can be monitored remotely.
SWHS include micro sensors, wearable computing (e.g., wrist devices),
as well as “intelligent biomedical clothing” (IBC) [3]. Examples of noninvasive attached/wearable devices for continuous monitoring of
physiological parameters are:
“Wrist Monitoring De vice” (WMD) [4], worn on the patient’s wrist,
gathers vital information from the sensors and transmits it to a remote
telemedicine centre. It enables monitoring heart rate, blood pressure,
oxygen blood saturation, and skin temperature;
“Clothes for Tele-Assistance in Medicine” (VTAM) [5] is an example
of wearable textiles. It integrates textiles with biomedical sensors and
mobile telecommunications and enables transition of physiological
information (cardiac and breathing frequency, temperature).
The observed trend in the market is changing from wearable electronics to
multifunctional smart fabrics, which can allow also monitoring of the
biochemical data in the future. Although it will enable more accurate
evaluation of a person’s health condition, e.g., by analysing body fluid
constituents, the required incorporation of sensors into the human body for
this purpose will make this technology more invasive.
Penetrating Devices
Penetrating devices which are placed into the fat tissue or under skin, for
example, require ongoing body penetration, but can be relatively easily
removed. One example of such technology is a telemetry glucose sensor. It
is designed to be implanted under the skin of the diabetic patient in order to
continuously measure blood glucose level. Integrated within a telemedicine
system, glucose-level, insulin infusion data and patient therapeutic decisionmaking can be supervised remotely by a doctor. A further example is
VeriChip, a subdermal, RFID device. It can provide medical data as well as
the local positioning of the individual.
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Embedded Technology
Embedded devices (totally implantable devices) such as a pacemaker or
implantable cardioverter defibrilator (ICD) are completely incorporated as a
part of the body and become permanent and irreversible. Integrated into the
telemedicine system, the implanted device communicates automatically
with a home receiver connected to the internet, which is stationed in the
patient’s home. This then transmits encrypted data to the physician, which
allows monitoring of cardiac status, remote patient follow-up, the device’s
functions and programming. The heretofore rapid technological advances
have also lead to increasing functions that the device can offer, e.g.,
performing a wide range of medical tests.
Ethical Aspects: Privacy, Date Protection and Security
Telemedical devices transmit data that are very sensitive to the individual.
Therefore, the question of the security of this information is a relevant issue
regarding privacy and data protection. Many of these devices use GSM
mobile communications, Bluetooth, and RFID, all of which have
undisclosed security problems. Another issue is that using RFID systems by
body-related technologies can be abused to allow unauthorized tracking of
the individuals. Due to such technologies certain individuals may be
unwillingly located via GPS.
Moreover, implantable devices accessible via digital networks can also be
misused. As a result of unauthorized access, there can be severe
consequences with implantable devices such as with the ICD (e.g., change
device settings, including ordered shock applications) [6].
Thereby, informed patient consent is necessary when such technologies
are to be used for health purposes. This information should not only reveal
benefits and health risks, but also risks that such devices could be used to
trace people or acquire access to sensitive information without the
authorization of the person in whom the devices are inserted [7].
Autonomy and Human Dignity
Wearing or implantable devices, in some cases, might raise ethical
challenges to human dignity and autonomy, especially when patients no
longer have the ability to make judgements or individual choices [8]. Using
tracking bracelets or implantable chips equipped with Global Positioning
System Technology (GPS) to monitor the movement of elderly Alzheimer’s
and dementia patients, as well as tracking mentally ill patients is ethically
controversial.
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Quality of Care and Risk-benefit Considerations
The use of telemedical application, especially in implantable devices and
biosensors, raises questions about the quality of care patients will receive.
As far as implantable devices with telemedicine application (e.g.,
pacemaker or ICD) are concerned, the following question arises: can remote
monitoring offer a similar quality of information acquisition compared to
usual doctor visits? Furthermore, implantable devices for remote monitoring
of cardiac function for patients without a pacemaker or ICD indications or
implantation of biosensors raise ethical issues concerning risk-benefit
considerations (possible benefits against implantation potential risks).
Body-perception and Self-concept
A further consideration is the intrusiveness of such technologies. Often
one experiences a psychological difference after a device penetrating the
skin has been embedded versus one which has been attached externally to
the body. The skin has always been a border for one’s personal space, and
breaching it can constitute a profound invasive violation of not only the
body, but also the person’s core. Such technologies, already per se, include
concerns, which can be even more intensified by telemedicine application
and may contribute to this invasive violation. For example, when tracking
and monitoring patient functions using bundled chips, one might percept the
implantation of a microchip as “bodily invasion”, which includes the
possibility of further risks of “privacy invasion” [9].
These worn or implanted devices can be challenging to the integrity of the
patient’s body and self-concept. Although it is not uncommon for one who
must wear an external device to experience fewer problems than one who
has it inside the body, nevertheless, it can cause some problems for the
individual. A technological gadget may be perceived as obtrusive, which
results in negative impact on bodily integrity.
Further psychological problems of telemonitoring on the individual level
might be worry, insecurity, dependence, and loss of control that, in turn, can
have a negative influence on coping with diseases. Such technologies, e.g.,
smart wearable textiles, can be perceived as a reminder of the illness. In
addition to self-scrutiny, what others may think is also important to one’s
self-esteem. Patients who have such a device may have been stigmatized by
others for needing such assistance.
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Aspects from a Societal Perspective
On the societal level, advances in these technologies challenge the
anthropological core of the individual. Through these technologies
integrated into the human body, the body itself becomes integrated, or
“wired” [10] into information and telecommunications network; hence
individuals are becoming “networked”. This can have impact on the
understanding of the individuals’ autonomy and dignity as well as the
understanding of human body.
Conclusions
The insertion of multifunctional devices, attached or implanted within the
human body, with telemedicine application will become increasingly
common in future medical practices. Advances in micro/ and
nanotechnology together with progress in wireless communication, will lead
to the development of more powerful miniaturized implantable devices,
e.g., implantable biosensors, or even ingestible devices (e.g., “smart pill”).
It follows, then, that rapid ongoing developments in telecommunication
technology applied directly to the human body should be carefully
evaluated. Our daily lives are being pervaded with these applications. They
require continuous monitoring and increasing awareness of ethical and
social implications, as they are implanted in our bodies or are worn on them
[11].
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Abstract: Several advan tages of usin g telehealth h ave been prese nted,
principally in remote
and isolat ed areas. Howeve r the economic
argument of reducing he alth care costs is not so e vident an d depe nds
strongly on a particul ar si tuation. Costs reducti on i s an imp ortant
argument to convince municipal admini strators to adopt telehea lth. A
methodology to e valuate su ch sa vings w as developed and ap plied to a
village in the Telehealth Network of Minas Gerais, Brazil. The results
show th at sa vings of 1 2% on municipal health budget are achi eved.
Important factors for the economic balance are the efficienc y of
telehealth, the number of referrals and the isolation level of the village.
Introduction
The State of Minas Gerais in Brazil has a large territorial dimension
(586.528 km², equivalent to France territory) and a population of 19 M
inhabitants living in 853 cities with wide social, economical, cultural,
geographical and infra-structural contrasts [1]. Within this context, the State
of Minas Gerais Health Department and the Ministry of Health gave
financial support to create a telehealth program to support the primary care
in remote and isolated villages in the state. Starting in 2006 as a pilot
project coordinated by the University Hospital of Federal University of
Minas Gerais (HC/UFMG) in 82 villages, it is planned to reach 607 villages
by April/2010. Until December/2009, the Telehealth Network of Minas
Gerais has delivered 300,000 ECGs, 6,000 teleconsultations and 9,600
urgency supports to these villages. In order to support government decision
to expand the project, it was necessary to develop a cost/benefit analysis.
The objective of this work is to present this methodology through an
application example showing the impact of telehealth on the municipal
budget of a specific village.
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Methodology
An important argument to convince municipal administrators to support
the implementation of telehealth is to demonstrate that it can reduce the
costs in health care decreasing the number of referrals. To demonstrate the
savings on referrals, two types of information are necessary: those related to
the cost to refer the patient and those relative to the number of refer. These
two types of information were collected at a specific village during the
period from January to July/2008, the first one at the accounting department
and the second one at the municipal health department. Of course the use of
telehealth cannot reduce 100% of referrals. It is possible to classify them in
two categories: consultations and exams that are impacted by telehealth, and
delivery/urgencies/hospitalization that are not affected. Also, in the first
category not all of them can be avoided by telehealth because even after a
teleconsultation some of the patients still have to be referred. Therefore
additional information regarding the efficiency of telehealth, defined as the
percentage of referrals that are avoided by telehealth, was collected at the
Telehealth Center information system.
Characteristics of the Village
The example to be presented here is from the village Machacalis located
in the northeast part of the state of Minas Gerais at 620 Km. from Belo
Horizonte (state capital) with a total area of 329 km². Its population as of
2007 was 6,855 living mainly in rural area. The city belongs to the region of
Mucuri River Valley, considered one of the poorest of the state. It has
Municipal Human Development Index 0.637 ranking 772 out of 853
municipalities in the state (2000) and a life expectancy of 63 years [1]. The
GDP in 2007 was US$ 15M resulting in a per capita income of 2,200
US$/year. [2].
Referral Costs
The cost related to referral is the patient displacement cost covered by
municipal health authorities. Part of this cost is salaries of administration
staff and drivers and costs related to vehicles used for transportation of
patients (fuel, tires, maintenance, insurance, taxes, depreciation, capital cost
and rental). Since the population in those villages has low income, they
usually receive a pocket money for daily expenses. Telephone and Internet
costs are related to exam and consultation appointments with specialists
made by the municipality. In Brazil all patients have the right to be attended
in the public health system without cost. However due to the high demand
for these services, the municipal health authority establishes, together with
other villages, a health consortium where expenses with salaries, exams, etc.
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are shared. Another alternative found by some of the villages is a contract
with private clinics or hospitals.
Since telehealth will not reduce all referrals, to evaluate the savings it was
considered only the variable referral cost because at least part of the
infrastructure has to be kept after implementation of the service.
Results
Table I shows
Table I – Machacalis’s Annual Budgets in 2008
the
values
of
Machacalis’
budgets in 2008. It
can be seen that the
village has a health
expenditure
per
capita of only 104 US$/year. Machalis usually send its patients to four
cities as can be seen on Table II with a weighted average travel distance of
155 Km. Table III shows the monthly averaged referral costs. Referral cost
corresponds to 28,7% of the health budget.
The average efficiency of telehealth activities in Machalis in the period of
January to July/2008, measured through the Telehealth Center information
system, was 95.7%.
Table II – Number of referrals and respective distances

Table III – Monthly averaged referral costs in
Machacalis
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Considering
the
numbers shown on
these tables it is
possible to calculate
the monthly savings
from telehealth due to
reduction of referrals as
39.24 US$/referral x

190 referrals/month x 0.957 = 7,135 U$$/month
Discussion
The literature has shown a series of advantages resulting from the use of
telehealth [4-5]. However, the economic argument for using the telehealth is
not so evident [4, 6-7]. Also most of economic analysis in telehealth is
highly dependent on a specific situation making difficult a preliminary
assessment of a particular case. For the specific situation found in
Machacalis, the use of telehealth reduces referral costs by 85,620 US$/year,
corresponding to 12% of health budget.
However, independent of the situation, important factors affecting the
economic balance are the efficiency of telehealth in reducing the number of
referrals, the number of referrals and the distances for referral. In this sense,
the telehealth center should provide to its customers different tools to
resolve the case without the patient displacement, thereby increasing its
efficiency. Acting on those high-demand specialties will also promote the
economic balance. Finally, it is also clear that the savings will be
proportional to the level of isolation of the village.
Conclusion
Although the use of telehealth in isolated and remote villages as in the
northeast part of the State of Minas Gerais has many advantages, a strong
argument to convince the municipal administrators to support it is the
savings resulting from referral that can be avoided. In a typical village in the
poorest region of the State of Minas Gerais, due to the high number of
referrals and the long distances, these savings are particularly important
because the relative high amount spent on referrals. Another important
parameter to promote the economic balance is the high efficiency of the
telehealth in reducing the number of referrals.
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Abstract: The proof of qua lity of serv ices and or p roducts gains in
importance not only in the medical s ector. To provide objec tive
evidence of quality more and more heal th care provi ders on various
medical fields establish qua lity management systems (Q MS) in th eir
institutions. Especi ally E N ISO 9001:2000 certi
fied QMS
are
widespread for instance in hospitals, doctor's practices or in companies
producing medical devi ces. T he pr oof of quality very often i s a
precondition requested by principals prior to conclude a contr act or to
place an order. Objective: Regarding the evolving rol e of telemedic ine
in the he alth care s ystem worldwide an d it's cl aim to deli ver at lea st
equivalent or even be tter quality th an the standard services it is
expected that quality and q uality management systems are considered
already when developing products or se rvices. Me thods: A survey of
publications about telemedicine has been conducted on the databases of
PubMed and the Telemedicine Information Exchange (TIE) to gain an
overview of t he rol e of q uality i n general and espe cially of qu ality
management systems. Catchwords in this research were "Telemedicine
or T elehealth or E -Health or T elemonitoring" i n c ombination w ith
"Quality" and
"Certification o r Guidelines or Pat hways or
Management or ISO 9001" Results: Only 202 publications matched the
search criteria . 10 8 of them described studies
on fea sibility o f
telemedical applications. 72 public
ations descr ibed telemedical
applications established in medical care. 35 of all publica tions dealt
with the op timization o f proce sses. Only 10 of t hem a nalyzed
established applicati ons c onsidering q uality as pects. 2 di fferent
publications described one and the same teleradio logical applica tion
certified following EN ISO 9001:2 000. One publication describe d a
QMS follow ing the SixSigm
a stand ard. Conclusion: A first
interpretation of the re sults, kee ping in mind the s pread of Q MS not
only i n the m edical sector , l eads t o the a ssumption of a di stortion o f
results cause d by the s tudy desi gn. I n fac t many publications are
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published in an early stage of development of a telemedical application.
For this reas on the study foc used on well established telemedic al
applications. But a random research in the Worldwide Web delivered a
similar trend like PubMed and TIE research. Thus it can be assum ed
that QMS stil l do not pl ay a similar role in telemedicine like in other
sectors of medical care.
Introduction
Quality is defined as the conformance with requirements. This applies to
products as well as to services produced or provided by companies or
service providers respectively. The requirements are defined by the
customers themselves. In the healthcare sector products are e.g. medical
devices or pharmaceuticals. Medical services could be e.g. medical
examinations or (tele)-medical applications. The main services or core
processes of hospitals which in general are medical service providers are
diagnostics, treatment and rehabilitation. The level of quality of these
services corresponds to the grade of customer retention. The better the
service quality the more patients return to the hospital the next time medical
support is needed. Quality management systems include the identification
and definition of processes and their requirements in a first step followed by
the elaboration of standard operating procedures and a continuous process
of improvement. To maintain quality an increasing number of service
providers, not only in the medical sector, decide to implement quality
management systems (QMS) to control and improve their processes. In
Germany medical institutions like hospitals, doctor’s practices or
rehabilitation centers from 2010 on are committed to implement QMS and
to improve them continuously [1]. Various types of QMS exist where the
ones following the standard EN ISO 9001:2000 are widespread in the
medical sector, not only in Germany. Further standards for QMS are e.g.
EFQM [2], SixSigma [3], KTQ [4] or JCAHO [5].
Objective
Telemedicine claims to be an alternative to standard medical treatment
delivering at least the same or even better results. As mentioned above an
increasing number of medical service providers implements QMS to
standardize and improve their processes. Against this background, it is of
interest to identify whether quality and quality management systems play a
major role in the field of telemedicine as well.
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Methods
A literature research has been conducted on the databases of the U.S.
National Library of Medicine (PubMed) and the Telemedicine Information
Exchange (TIE). Only telemedical applications established in medical care
where included in the analysis because QMS are irrelevant in feasibility
studies or discontinued projects. Catchwords in the research were
"telemedicine OR telehealth OR e-health OR telemonitoring" in
combination with "quality" AND "certification OR guidelines OR pathways
OR management OR ISO 9001". The term “telemonitoring” has been
selected because the monitoring of vital parameters of elder or chronically
ill patients is a widespread service in telemedicine especially in the field of
ambient assisted living (AAL). The term “certification” is of interest as
QMS have to be certified by an independent assessor.
Results
202 publications matched the search criteria. 141 were found on the
PubMed portal of the U.S. National Library of Medicine. In the database of
the Telemedicine Information Exchange 61 publications matched the query.
108 publications described studies about new applications or limited
projects. 72 publications analyzed established applications in the field of
patient care. The topics of 22 papers were neither studies nor running
services. 35 publications dealt with quality aspects of telemedical
applications. The papers of 20 telemedical services reported to be integrated
in patient care discussed quality aspects.
Only 2 different publications described one and the same teleradiological
service certified following EN ISO 9001:2000. One publication described a
QMS following the SixSigma standard which is more statistically and not
process oriented (table 1).
Table 1
PubMed
TIE
total
Search criteria
141
61
202
Studies
47
61
108
Projects
52
20
72
Quality aspects all
23
12
35
Quality aspects services
13
7
20
QMS
1
1
2
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Discussion
A first superficial analysis of the results leads to the assumption that
QMS do not play a significant role for telemedicine service providers. But
that interpretation could miss some facts out. On one hand telemedical
services could be just one part of a complex product portfolio offered by a
company which could run a QMS including all, the telemedical and nontelemedical processes. But in this case it is surprising that only 2
publications of established telemedical services describe the embedding in a
QMS. Keeping in mind the spread of QMS not only in the medical sector,
at least a few references to QMS of the publishing institution should be
present. On the other hand a distortion of results caused by the study design
– QMS cover companies not services – does not explain the rare results
when performing similar random queries in the worldwide web.
Summing up the results quality management systems still do not play a
similar role in telemedicine like in other sectors of medical care or business
in general.
Quality management systems following the EN ISO 9001:2000 standard
can be established in almost every company irrespective of the fact the
company is manufacturing products or providing services. In the field of
telemedicine 2009 the Association for Electrical, Electronic & Information
Technologies (VDE) developed application rules for telemonitoring[6]
basing on EN ISO 9001:2000 in cooperation with leading telemonitoring
service providers, a promising step for quality in telemedical care in the
future.
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Abstract: The need to de velop human capaci ty in the field o f ehealth in
Africa has been identifie d by both the medical informatics and
telemedicine communities. There is a shortage of people with the
necessary skills to teach and tra in people in eHea lth in Africa. This
paper re ports the backgr ound to th e de velopment of a new model for
the eheal th capacity devel opment, ba sed on the conce pt of devel oping
the capacity to develop capacity in Universities.
Introduction
Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) faces a disproportionate burden of disease, a
shortage of healthcare professionals and limited funds for healthcare
provision.[1] Information and communications technologies (ICTs) are seen
as a potential means of addressing aspects of the problem: by facilitating
and improving timely health data acquisition, interpretation, dissemination
and storage; facilitating healthcare delivery through telemedicine; and
enabling education over distance. While the potential benefits of ICT in
health appear obvious, integration of ICT in healthcare has been slow.
There are many reasons for this in SSA, including lack of infrastructure,
high connectivity costs, illiteracy and computer illiteracy, restrictive
telecommunication legislation, lack of eHealth policy and lack of human
capacity in the field of eHealth. Internet penetration in SSA is ~4.5%.[2]
While there may be political will to introduce eHealth in Africa, there are
few people trained in medical informatics or telemedicine in Africa and few
with experience in implementing ehealth solutions in resource poor settings.
This deficiency has been identified by various organisations and endeavours
such as the American Medical Informatics Association's Global Partnership
Program, the African Academic Public Health Informatics Alliance and the
International Society for Telemedicine and eHealth's basic telemedicine
training programme are attempts to address this. There is need to find new
models of eHealth capacity development for the developing world and SAA
in particular.
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Objectives
This paper reviews an eleven year experience of working towards
Medical Informatics capacity development in South Africa and sub-Saharan
Africa funded by Fogarty International Center Training Grants and the NIH.
Drawing from this experience, a new approach built on the concept of
"developing the capacity to develop capacity" is outlined.
Review
Phase 1: 1999-2004
The University of Natal, and Tufts Medical School in Boston, received a
Fogarty International Center Training Grant to develop medical informatics
capacity in Africa. Five students and staff were sent to the USA for training
at master’s level and annual training workshops were held in South Africa.
While the workshops raised awareness of medical informatics, there was
insufficient capacity and experience amongst the attendees to develop any
projects on return to their home countries. Two conference attendees were
returned to Durban for a year to take degree courses in information
technology, not available in their home country.
The return on investment of sending people to the US was limited as the
environments to which they returned were not supportive. To further
develop capacity, a part-time coursework Masters programme in Medial
Informatics was developed for computer scientists and health professionals.
Although part-time, students were required to spend 3 weeks in Durban at
the start of each semester. Faculty from MIT, Harvard and Tufts came to
South Africa to teach some of the MI specific modules.
What did we learn from this? The needs and expectations of the health
professionals were different to those of the computer science graduates,
which caused tensions. The model of a residential block at the beginning of
each semester was problematic for health professionals, as they had
difficulty being away from work. While all health professionals expressed
satisfaction with their medical informatics education, their newly gained
knowledge was not exploited by their employers.
Phase 2: 2005-2009
A second Fogarty Training Grant was received to developing medical
informaticians to support research in the Southern Africa. The curriculum
was restructured, setting up a fulltime coursework Masters and Postgraduate
Diploma programme for IT graduates and a part-time MPH with
specialisation in Medical Informatics for health professionals. Recruiting
students proved difficult because of the shortage of suitably qualified
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graduates and the lack of career paths in medical informatics. Students from
several African were brought to Durban for full-time tuition. While
significantly cheaper than sending them to the US the model is not
sustainable without external funding.
A partnership was formed with the School of Information Systems and
Technology (IS&T) at the University. Their graduates complete either a
Bachelors or an Honours degree in Commerce and IT. Nine of their
graduates were enrolled in the fourth intake. In addition, two of the MI
modules were incorporated into the IS&T Honours programme. Thirty
students have taken these modules, raising awareness of the MI programme,
with eleven students subsequently entering the masters programme.
Phase 3: 2009-2013
A further Fogarty Training Grant was received to build capacity
development. Ideally students should receive MI training in their home
country, but this is not possible because of the shortage of academic
capacity in MI in Africa. A new model based on initial sharing of teaching
and curricula with other African Medical Schools has been developed. It
involves educating both academic staff and students, thereby enabling
partner institutions to "develop the capacity to develop capacity", with the
end goal being the establishment of sustainable academic medical
informatics departments at partner institutions The existing postgraduate
programmes in MI at University of KwaZulu-Natal are being offered in a
collaborative manner to partner institutions in Uganda, Mozambique,
Zimbabwe and South Africa by ICT based distance education using desktop
videoconferencing, supported by an electronic learning management
system. Staff at partner institutions will be expected to act as local mentors
and take specific modules themselves to build local teaching capacity.
The ICT distance learning model is based on 10 years’ experience of
teaching other courses by interactive distance learning in South Africa using
ISDN and IP based videoconferencing (VC). Videoconferencing into Africa
is expensive and other solutions ranging from an open source low
bandwidth desktop VC programme DimDim to Skype have been used At
times combinations of VC technologies been used concurrently.
Discussion
This new model will address only part of the far larger problem of
capacity development in medical informatics in SSA. There are several
other important aspects of capacity development that need to be addressed.
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Medical informatics is not seen as a career path. There is need to involve
local and national Ministries of Health in medical informatics training
programmes so that training and research projects are relevant and add
value to the Ministries of Health. At the same time advocacy is needed to
develop posts and career paths in MI within ministries.
Medical informatics training is needed for all levels of health workers.
This is based on the observation of the lack of a "culture of data acquisition"
in many health systems around Africa. Health workers responsible for data
gathering and capture do not necessarily understand why they have to
capture data and why it must be captured accurately. Many also have
limited understanding of data interpretation, down to the level of not being
able to read a graph or interpret tables. Training needs to address data
capture, data interpretation, system maintenance, system development,
research, planning and management.
There is often limited capacity and experience within governments in
developing countries to formulate appropriate MI policy and strategies
within the constraints of small budgets. Specific short courses need to be
developed to address this.
The problems of capacity development for medical informatics will
require many different interventions. The development of a consortium of
African Universities sharing curricula and teaching through distance
education is one possible solution. A similar model is being explored for
telemedicine capacity development in Africa.
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Abstract: This ar ticle de monstrates how eHe alth solutions c an be
sustainably implemente d in emerging countries bas ed on the pi lot
project ViduSuwa (htt p://www.vidusuwa.com) deplo yed wit hin the Sri
Lankan Hospital System.
Introduction
A healthy life style paves way to a successful livelihood. Good health
allows people to utilize and expedite their natural talents and develop new
skills, leading to a well-off living. The vision of the Ministry of Healthcare
& Nutrition in Sri Lanka states “A healthier nation that contributes to its
economic, social, mental and spiritual development” [1]. Nevertheless
governments in developing regions find it difficult to improve health
services offered to their citizens due to various reasons such as financial
difficulties of patients, geographical dispersion of health institutes and lack
of qualified health professionals.
The development of Information Technology (IT) has started to bring the
human living standards into a new sophisticated era. The paperless virtual
capabilities of IT can be effectively utilized in Health Systems in emerging
regions. Such initiatives can easily address the resource anomalies enabling
a consistent service for patients irrespective of the geographical dispersion.
Usage of mobile eHealth system to support telemedicine in rural and/or in
emergency situations had been established successfully in India, Japan, and
Russian Federation enabling last mile connectivity [8].
Facets of eHealth Sustainability
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Sustainable deployment of eHealth solutions in emerging regions
necessitate to consider numerous factors such stakeholder interests,
technology provisions, economic conditions, legislations, etc [2].
Stakeholder Interests
People centricity plays a crucial role in ensuring the sustainability of any
IT solution. Well tailored Health Information Systems intended for patients
and health institutes provide greater incentives for health workers to
actively contribute enabling a better service for patients [3], [5][6].
Therefore a background analysis should be performed to verify, whether a
selected health institute is capable of applying an eHealth solution in terms
of the Health Institute staff. A sound change management strategy should be
utilized to eliminate/reduce political resistance of the stakeholders [4]. The
following activities can be utilized to synergize the efforts of service
providers and staff of health institutes:
• Interviews - The consent of the head of the health institute and staff
members can be captured.
• Questionnaires - Structured questionnaires can be utilized to
comprehensively analyze the user interest for an eHealth solution and
the level of IT literacy.
• Training Sessions – IT training sessions can be conducted to
provide/improve the IT literacy of the staff.
• Assessments – Based on the assessment-results, staff can be categorized
to carry out tasks pertaining to eHealth job roles such as data entry,
system administration, etc.
• Prototypes - eHealth solution should be demonstrated to the staff at
regular intervals to create the feeling of ownership of the system among
the staff members.
Technology Provisions
Sustainability of an eHealth solution greatly relies on its technological
features. eHealth tools for data entry and retrieval, including voice
recognition, digital images, video clips, are some of the technological
features that could be incorporated to a Medical Information System [7].
The procurement/development and maintenance of Technological
components should be assessed well in terms of:
• Hardware – Hardware should be chosen depending on the financial
provisions for procurement and maintenance, quality of service (QoS),
effective repair/maintenance, interoperability and extensibility.
• Software – It is advisable to use open source technologies for both
system and application software as lack of financial support persists in
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acquiring and maintaining Licensed Software in emerging regions.
Architectures should be standardized, modularized and flexible.
• Infrastructure - Budgetary allocations for procurement and maintenance
of server space, internet connectivity and electricity should be allocated.
Economic Conditions
Electronically enhanced healthcare promises to reduce costs, improve
quality and efficiency and treat more patients with the same resources. An
EU project “eHealth Impact” has demonstrated that eHealth can provide
enormous financial benefits – if the technology is properly implemented [9].
However, the implementation and the running cost of eHealth solutions
should be given great importance in order to sustain at an emerging country.
The following guidelines can be followed for economic sustainability:
• Assessing the average cost disparity between a patient receiving the
conventional healthcare services from a patient receiving eHealth
services where the travel distance and the travel set to constant. The
calculated value should be a positive value in order to instigate the
eHealth solution
• Following standard procurement procedures to purchase the hardware
equipment at the lowest price with less maintenance cost.
• Using open source technologies for system and application software.
• Using a low cost service provider for internet connectivity.
• Assessing the total implementation cost including procurement and
development costs to check the financial feasibility of the implementing
the eHealth solution.
• Calculating the average monthly cost estimation pertaining to hardware
maintenance, connectivity charges, electricity bill payment and
employee wages (optional).
The authorities of the health institutes should be able to manage the
implementation and maintenance costs under their budgetary allocations.
Otherwise a revenue generation model should be put in place to compensate
the expenditure to sustain an eHealth solution such as charging a lesser fee;
an average patient would incur in receiving conventional healthcare
services.
Legislations
The Legal liabilities covered under eHealth and Medical Information
initiatives through three clusters of issues: Privacy, confidentiality, and
security issues; Product & service liability and consumer protection; and
Trade and competition aspects of eHealth [10]. For example a patient may
want to know his/her legal responsibility in being exposed to the current
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medical condition and disclosing it to the rest of the world [11]. Therefore it
is crucial to implement an eHealth Policy, Terms & Conditions and
Disclaimer forms for both patients and the system users.
Conclusion
In a nutshell eHealth solutions will significantly empower health systems
in improving the healthcare services offered to patients. Sustainability of
eHealth solutions in emerging countries could be achieved by emphasizing
on the appropriate stakeholder interests, economic conditions, technology
provisions and legislations. In conclusion, a more healthy population
enabled by eHealth solutions would catalyze the development processes of
emerging countries.
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Abstract: The state of Amazonas is the largest state of Brazil, with main
access by boat and air. Land access is done by few r oads because of the
difficult ge ography and c onstant ra infall (ra inforest). Co nnectivity is
one of the factors that hinder acce ss to information science and the
region, especially in the North area of the Amazon River. Health care in
remote Amaz onian is olated popul ations have bee n pr ovided with
support fr om the Teleme dicine Br azil, which jo ined in 200 7 the
regional initiative of th e Te lemedicine, which open ed in 2004 [1]. The
program established the Amaz on Na tional Cent er for T elehealth a nd
connection p oints in the coun ties th at h ave had connec tivity (44
municipalities with 48 units of co nnection in Decem ber 2009). The
Center is respo nsible for maintaining experts to attend to requests for
second opinion of c onnection points. Th e an swers are devel oped and
structured based on the
best clinic al a nd scientific ev idence. This
structure of r esponse is cal led Form ative seco nd opinio n, as i t implies
qualification of pro fessionals and techn icians of the Pri mary Health
Care Strategy distribute d by F amily Health. In December 2009 the
Center has reached the rec ord of 712 applications for Second Opinion.
According to the da ta of coverage b y Fami ly He alth Str ategy, o nly
6.25% of the municipalitie s are no t covered, while 21.87% have full
coverage of the strategy. Other 21.87% of municipalities have coverage
equal t o or greater th an 75%. Wi th t he supp ort o f the Telehea lth
Program Brazil is expected to re ach full coverage of t he state in 2012,
with pr ofessional and tec hnical q ualification through the Sec ond
Opinion F ormative, reducing the dis tance, c osts and unneces sary
referrals, e xtending the assistance, its quality and solving in primar y
health care , p articipating actively i n the condition of f ixing the he alth
care professional in remote and isolated areas.
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Introduction
Brazil occupies an area of 47% of the territory of South America with
continental dimensions (8 514 876.599 km2) and a population of
191,480,630 inhabitants. It is the fifth most populous nation, despite having
one of the lowest population densities (21.96 km 2), with a concentration of
population in the coastal area. What makes this data is the internalization of
large population and areas of vacant land primarily in the forest. The
country has the fifth largest in the world, with the eighth world economy
and the first in Latin American. It is in 39th place on the quality of life and
where it meets every 15 to 20% of global biodiversity, with 3.6 million km2
occupied by rainforest. It is structured by the division in 26 states and one
Federal District.
The State of Amazonas, despite being the largest state of Brazil
(1,558,987 km²) has only 62 municipalities, with main access by boat and
air. Land access is done by few roads in the light of the difficult geography
and constant rainfall (rainforest). Removal of a patient has a high cost due
to the need of air transport in many situations and the distances to be
traveled (city of Parintins: $ 5,000.00. The city is about 369 km from the
capital. For the city of Santo Antonio do Içá the cost is $ 10,000.00, as it is
of 888 km from the capital in a straight line, and 1199 km by river). The
Amazon has a population of 3,341,096 inhabitants and a density of 2.05
inhabitants/km², with the largest areas of vacant land in the region and
country. Its boundaries include the South American countries Peru,
Colombia and Venezuela.
About the health of populations, the Brazilian constitution determines this
as the right of all citizens and the duty of the state, but regional
characteristics determine many challenges to people receive quality care to
health. The strategy of the Health System - SUS, created by the 1988
Constitution stipulated that the Brazilian population has access to public
service. This system includes the centers and health centers, hospitals
(including university laboratories, blood banks, services, Surveillance,
Epidemiological Surveillance, Environmental Monitoring, foundations and
research institutes).
The Primary Health Care (SUS) is supported by Family Health Strategy –
ESF, by teams (1 doctor, 1 nurse, 1 dentist, 1 nurse and a dental assistant
and 1 community worker). The teams made visits to a number of families.
The concern for professional and technical qualifications of the clinical staff
ESF moved the Ministry of Health to bring together the initiatives in
telemedicine in the country, thus creating the Brazil Telehealth Program,
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which has built a virtual library bringing together the applications of Second
Opinion of the Family Health Teams [1].
Strategy
The health care of the remote Amazonian isolated populations have been
provided with support from the Telemedicine Brazil in the Primary Health
Strategy for the Family, who in 2007 joined the regional initiative of the
Telemedicine, which opened in 2004. The program established the National
Center for Telehealth at the University of Amazonas State - UEA, with
support from the Federal University of Amazonas - UFAM, responsible for
establishing connection points in the Basic Health Units – UBS, in
municipalities that already have connectivity [2].
The Center is responsible for maintaining experts to attend to requests for
second opinion of the connection points, whose requests are answered
elaborately structured and based on the best clinical and scientific evidence.
This structure of response is called Formative Second Opinion, as it implies
qualification of professionals and technicians of the Primary Health Care
Strategy distributed by Family Health teams. All answers given on this form
is collected in a Virtual Library of Primary Health Care (VHL-APS) in
which it can find direct evidence for research by the Family Health Teams,
in addition to news, themes, and shared documents for the core operating.
Areas of attention include the following themes: Dermatology,
Otolaryngology, Orthopedics, Psychiatry, Surgery, Ophthalmology,
Dentistry, Medicine and Cardiology.
Connectivity is one of the factors that hinder access to information
science and to the region, especially in the north area of the Amazon River,
because of the difficulty of wiring under the river water of large current.
The Center of Amazonas signed an amendment to the tele-education project
of the University of the State of Amazonas (UEA) for the purchase of 50
antennas and a satellite carrier for the Telehealth Program Brazil in effort to
implemented the connectivity. Based on these acquisitions was possible to
establish an implementation schedule of more 12 municipalities (34
municipalities were covered by the program until September 2009, in
December 2009 the number reached 44 municipalities).In addition to
actions on the ground, the Center for Telehealth Amazon relies on the
cooperation of the Navy through the Vessel Assistance Hospital Oswaldo
Cruz, with a team of 4 medical officers, 15 dentists and 2 squares
nurses/pharmacists. The ship is equipped with VSAT antenna for direct
contact with the core team on the ground and makes a schedule of 40 days
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visiting coastal communities, making calls and sending cases and images
for the Center to issue a Formative Second Opinion.
Results and Conclusions
On December 2009 the Telehealth Center of Amazonas recorded 712
applications for Formative Second Opinion, with an average of 1.14
requests per point of Telehealth. It registered 188 tele-education activities in
the same period. This operation currently covers 157 ESF, attended by 48
points of connection in Basic Health Units in 44 municipalities. The
structured responses are presented in the form of FAQs on the program
portal, mounted so as to also allow free access to literature relevant to
Primary Health Care (Virtual Health Library on Primary Health Care www.telessaudebrasil.org.br).
The Brazil Telehealth Program in support of the Family Health Strategy
depends on the population coverage by this program to fulfill its role.
According to the data coverage of Family Health Strategy, only 6.25% of
the municipalities are not covered, while 21.87% have full coverage of the
strategy. Other 21.87% of municipalities have coverage equal to or greater
than 75% (Dec 2009).
With the support of the Telehealth Program Brazil is expected to reach
full coverage of the Strategy of Family Health in the state in 2012, with
professional and technical through the Second Opinion Formative, reducing
the distance, costs and unnecessary referrals, increasing the assistance, its
quality and solving in primary care, participating actively in the condition of
fixing the health care in remote and isolated areas [2]. To take forward this
major will require commitment of state and municipal governments to
improve the connectivity of populations, enabling the consolidation and
sustainability of the program [3].
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Abstract: This paper presents change management strategies utilized in
the web-based eHealth solution: ViduSuwa (http://www.vidusuwa.com)
which was im plemented to provide specialized healthcare consultation
services via internet.
Introduction
The healthcare domain is a field, which constantly changes, due to
technological innovations as well as business process revisions. Apart from
that, skilled work force is considered one of the most expensive and valued
resources in any healthcare institute. Effective adaptation to new techniques
by healthcare workers increases the productivity of the healthcare institute
that ultimately enables the provision of a good quality healthcare service to
patients.
Change Management is the process, tools and techniques to manage the
people aspect of change to achieve the most successful outcomes when a
new technology or process is being introduced into an organization or a
system. The objective of using change management for eHealth solutions is
to assist people to adopt the desired change efficiently. The sooner the
change is fully utilized in a healthcare institute a better service would be
provided to the patients in no time [1].
Background
In coming up with an optimal change management strategy for
ViduSuwa, a thorough study about the existing literature was carried. This
enabled to identify the important theories, which should be considered for
the deployment of a web-based eHealth solution. These theories include, the
Seven eDistinctive Components [3], the 5C Model [4], and the McKinsey’s
7S Model [5]. After conducting an empirical analysis by applying these
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theories on ViduSuwa, we came up with a set of activities that should be
carried out to effectively introduce a web-based eHealth solution that would
in return offer the maximum benefit to the system stakeholders.
The Seven eDisctinctive Components
When considering the human factor in this context, it is important to
consider the seven “eDistinctive” components, considered to be missing in
most of the projects. The seven “eDistinctive’ components are; Need
Assessment, eHealth readiness assessment, Integration, Change
Management, Policy, Rigorous pre-planned evaluation, Privacy impact
assessment.
The 5C Model
According to Prof. Peter Drury’s ‘eHealth in Developing Countries: a
framework’, there are five vital components to be addressed when
implementing an eHealth solution in the developing countries called 5Cs
framework. The components include Context, Content, Connectivity,
Capacity Building, and Community Development. It is very important to
address every component in the framework in order to make this effort
successful. Each component carries a significant role in the society and if
one fails, the whole project will become a failure.
The McKinsey’s 7S Model
The McKinsey’s 7S Model consists of the seven components Strategy,
Structure and Systems, Skills, Staff, Style and Shared Values which should
be considered in managing change and transformation efforts within an
organization. The importance of these components is:
• Strategy – In response to changes in the external environment
• Structure - Specialization and co-ordination in terms of strategy,
organization size and diversity
• Systems - Formal and informal procedures that support the strategy and
structure
• Style / Culture - Organizational Culture in terms of dominant values and
beliefs, and norms and Management Style
• Staff – Human Resource Management
• Skills – Distinctive competencies
• Shared Values - Fundamental concepts on which a business is built
Pilot Project
This research is in accordance with the eHealth pilot project, ViduSuwa:
A Mobile eHealth Solution for Patients living in Emerging Countries [2].
ViduSuwa was implemented in two Sri Lankan hospitals: Base Hospital,
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Maarawila & District Hospital, Dankotuwa that stresses on enhancing the
mobility of Health Care Services. Thus, ViduSuwa is designed to make
specialized healthcare services available in rural areas in emerging
countries by connecting
a medical
Consultant (whom
would
be
geographically located in a place of his choice) with a patient in a rural
area assisted by a doctor.
Change Management in ViduSuwa
The Change Management Process utilized in ViduSuwa consists of three
phases:
• Change Management Readiness
• Application of Change Management
• Re-assessing Change Management efforts
Change Management Readiness
Prior to initiating any Change Management practices, it is essential to
identify the organization and the changes that will take place in the
organization. Hence, the business model [6] designed in the project is used
to identify and analyze the organizational readiness with the 7S model being
used to identify the factors of change in the organization.
This would check not only the technical readiness of an organization to
adopt a new change, but also the other factors which define how
successfully an organization could accept new changes and adapt to it.
These factors would cover the organization’s technical capabilities as well
as the organizational provisions with respect to integration, policies,
evaluation.
Application of Change Management
Change management strategy should be formed based on the outcome of
Change Management Readiness. We used a participatory approach
throughout the project where selected medical staff from both hospitals got
involved in decision making from the initiation to the end of the project.
This group formed the change management team. The group consisted of
medical & surgical consultant, two heads of the hospitals, doctors and
nurses, who would act as change agents and Subject Matter Experts (SMEs)
where they would provide others with necessary expertise.
Re-assessing Change Management Efforts
Final phase of the Change Management Strategy was to re-assess the
change management efforts and to identify certain bottlenecks or drawbacks
if any.
This was carried out by a series of surveys, which were collected at the
beginning of the project as well as at the end of the project. Furthermore, a
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set of interviews conducted with medical specialists, system users, and
patients to get their feedback on how they feel about the new change of the
traditional health system.
Feedback was collected and analyzed for the re-assessment of change
management effort. Suggestions and modifications were documented and
the required changes were applied on to the system.
Conclusion
The change management process adhered in ViduSuwa brought about
promising results. The system users showed a significant attitude change
towards the new system before and after the change management process
was completed. System Users were enthusiastic in taking the ownership of
the system and suggesting future changes. In fact, the System Users became
the driving force behind ViduSuwa. Hence, the process can be used in webbased eHealth applications successfully. Moreover, ViduSuwa was
accredited by both international and local award ceremonies [7], [8].
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Development of Specialist Teleconsulting System
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Telemedicine Project by the Armenian Association
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Abstract: The project de scribes devel opment of a pi lot teleme dicine
system for primary community health care in rural ar eas in Arme nia.
The purpose is to establi sh and operate a telemedi cine connecti on
between a primary he alth care facility in remote
rural locati on
(“Referral Site”) and a health center in Yerevan ( “Consult Site”), f or
provision o f tele-co nsulting services by s elected medic al and sur gical
specialists in Yerevan. Armenia has relativel y de veloped prim ary
health care network; however, shortage of specialist physicians in rural
areas, a s well as fina ncial co nstraints frequently ham per maintaining
appropriate quality of c are at co mmunity l evels. A s a res ult
considerable number of patients from rural areas seek specialty health
care in large urban centers, mostly in Yerevan, which is associated with
significant direct and indire ct costs, and frequently results in delays in
diagnosis an d initiation of trea tment. The projec t by Arme nian
Association of Telemedicine (AATM)
aims at deli vering spe cialty
distant c onsultations to patients and pri mary care w orkers in remote
locations vi a usa ge of Information and Com munication Technologies.
The project will
utili ze ex isting prima ry ca re fa cility,
telecommunication link and commercial PC-based m edical s tations
equipped with necessary hardware and software. The pilot telemedicine
system will co nsist of o ne referra l statio n at a co mmunity prima ry
health center, a nd one co nsult statio n a t selected fa cility in Yerevan.
The system will operate the following workflow: patient presents to the
referral site ; minimum nec essary data are collected by primar y care
physicians with the aid
of medic al peripheral de vices; data are
transferred to the consult si te via high-speed Internet connection, both
in real-time and store-and-forward formats; specialist reviews the data,
and consults the patient an d primary care physician on diagnosis and
management. During the pi lot peri od and upon c ompletion thereof, a
series of systematic assessments will be conducted, evaluating project’s
feasibility and impa ct on primary health ca re. Based o n ex perience
with compar able projec ts in other c ountries, it is ex pected that the
system will allow reducing by 60 -70% patients’ v isits to remo te
specialists, allowing timel y dia gnosis, improving treatment outc omes,
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increasing patients ’ s atisfaction a nd c ommunity primar y he alth care
workers’ educati on, reduci ng health care cos ts, and contributing to
overall development of target rural c ommunity. Major partners in this
project are
Ministry of Heal
th of Rep
ublic of Armenia,
USAID/Armenia – Primary Health Care Reform (PHCR) project,
TMD System s (US- based c ompany producing telemedicine equipme nt
and so lutions), U nion of Inf ormation Te chnology Enterprises (UIT E),
Armenian Medical Ass
ociation (Ar MA), and Sym
otec (local
telemedicine producer). AAT M has success fully complete d the
background and preparatory stage of the project, and is ready to begin
necessary installations to launch the connection.
Background
Telemedicine (TM) has emerged as an important tool to improve medical
assistance at the level of Primary Health Care (PHC). Tele-consultations
allow patients presenting to the PHC facility, or being managed by PHC
personnel (a family physician, a general practitioner, or a nurse practitioner)
to obtain specialty medical advice and assistance which is otherwise
inaccessible locally. It allows to save costs and efforts required for
transferring patient to specialty care facility, and most importantly, to avoid
unnecessary delays in diagnosis and treatment. No less important benefits of
TM in primary health care are related to community primary health
workers’ practice. Direct tele-consultation between the community health
worker and a relevant hospital specialist can reduce professional isolation
and provide opportunities for continuing education to the community health
practitioner.
Armenia has relatively extensive primary care infrastructure and
potential. Recent efforts by the Government and Ministry of Health, backed
by considerable support from external funding resources (such as USAID
and World Bank programs), have resulted in improved functionality of the
primary care system, and better overall performance. At the same time,
community health care facilities are facing shortage of specialist physicians,
while health care workers in rural communities are insufficiently exposed to
contemporary means of continuing professional development. Availability
of specialty tele-consulting would decrease need for patients to travel
considerable distance to obtain a specialty consult, assist in delivering
timely care to the poorest and most underserved subsets of local population,
and provide cost-effective opportunity to deliver up-to-date professional
knowledge to primary care personnel in remote rural areas.
All above described makes developments of TM applications in Armenia
an especially important perspective, with significant potential to stimulate
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local primary health care systems, to overcome current inequities in
specialty health care and continuous medical education, and to tackle
present disparities between metropolitan and rural communities.
Project Goal and Objectives
The goal of the project is to establish and operate a Telemedicine system
(System) utilizing high-speed Internet connection (Connection), between
one selected primary community health care facility in rural location in
Armenia (Referral Site) and one dedicated tele-consultation center in
Yerevan (Consult Site), capable of providing the following key features:
• Direct tele-consultations to patients presenting in the Referral Site, by
specialists based at the Consult Site, in the following specialties:
cardiology,
pulmonology/respiratory
medicine,
endocrinology,
rheumatology, gastroenterology, dermatology, neurology, general
surgery, urology, gynecology, ENT, and pediatrics;
• Tele-consultations to primary care physicians at the Referral Site
discussing relevant patients’ information and providing contemporary
Continuing Medical Education (CME) content in verbal, electronic or
printed format, where appropriate, in the above listed specialties;
• Integration of presenting patients’ medical data into basic Electronic
Health Records (EHR) incorporated within the System, for storage,
subsequent review and analysis, and assessment of the System’s
functionality and feasibility.
Project Design and Methodology
The basic operational phase of the Project should include the following:
Setup of the Referral Site: Primary health care facility in rural area;
Referral Station; Referral Site personnel (nurses and physician).
Setup of the Consult Site: Dedicated facility in Yerevan; Consult Station;
personnel (technical staff); available consultant specialists; scheduled teleconsultation hours.
Setup of the Connection between the Referral Site and the Consult Site:
High-speed Internet connection provided by the selected Internet Service
Provider(s).
Organization, Operation, Management and Workflow Control: Patients’
presentation to the Referral Site; data collection by primary care physicians
with the aid of medical peripheral devices; data entry into electronic health
records; data transfer to the Consult Site in both real-time and store-andforward formats; reviews of the data by specialist physician; specialty
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consultation of the patient and primary care physician on diagnosis and
management; synchronization between the two Sites’ workflows.
Assessment and Dissemination of the Outcomes of the Project: Recording
and assessment of the Project’s outcomes; reporting to health care
authorities, medical society, and lay public; necessary media coverage.
Expected Outcomes of the Project
Based on experience with comparable projects in other countries, it is
expected that the system will allow reducing by 60-70% patients’ visits to
remote specialists, allowing timely diagnosis, improving treatment
outcomes, increasing patients’ satisfaction and community primary health
care workers’ education, reducing health care costs, and contributing to
overall development of target rural community.
Project Implementation and Collaboration
Armenian Association of Telemedicine (AATM) – leading local nongovernmental organization in the field, completed preparatory stages of the
project, and proceeded to necessary installations to launch the Project. Our
major prospective collaborators and supporters in this Project are: Ministry
of Health, Primary Health Care Reform (PHCR) project by USAID, TMD
Systems (major US-based company producing telemedicine equipment and
solutions), Union of Information Technology Enterprises (UITE), Armenian
Medical Association (ArMA), and Symotec (local telemedicine company).
Georgi V. Chaltikyan, President of AATM
Associate Professor of Surgery, Department of Surgery #2, Yerevan State
Medical University , Republican Medical Center “Armenia”.
Armen E. Avoyan, Vice-President of AATM
Associate Professor of Urology, Department of Urology YSMU, Clinic of
Urology, Republican Medical Center “Armenia”.
Davit L. Gasparyan, General Secretary / Treasurer
Associate Professor of Obstetrics/Gynecology, Head of Gynecology
Department, Medical Center “Kanaker-Zeytun”, Yerevan, Armenia
Ruben H. Hovhannisyan,
Associate Professor of Urology, Department of Urology YSMU, Head of the
Adult Urology Service, Arabkir Joint Medical Center, Yerevan, Armenia
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Issues
Text to Change together with HIPS, Uganda conducted an mHealth
project whose major aim is to work with the Uganda Business Community
to increase access to health information and services for employees, their
families and surrounding communities.
A need was realized to explore a strategy that utilizes mobile messages to
disseminate health messages as a way of addressing most of the barriers to
information access among the various groups. The program aimed to
explore whether SMS text messaging can be used as an effective means to
improve communication and disseminate information between workers and
employers. Between June and September 2009, HIPS, Uganda partnered
with Text to Change (TTC) a communication agency to develop and pilot
the first work place based SMS mobile messaging program in Uganda. The
program was piloted in three companies, 1. Kinyara Sugar, 2. Kakira Sugar
Works and 3. Kasese Cobalt Company Limited (KCCL).
Programme Description
Mobile telephone numbers of those interested in the program were
collected with the help of peer educators and built into the program. These
individuals received messages at the start of the program. If one wanted to
opt in or out of the program, he or she would simply type in “Kakira yes” or
“Kakira stop” respectively then send to 8181.
Messages were accessed on a variety of networks such as MTN, ZAIN
and UTL. The messages focused on Medical Male Circumcision, Family
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Planning, HIV Counselling and Testing, HIV discordance and Being
Faithful.
Text to Change developed the communication platform and translated the
messages.
Lessons learned
•
•
•
•

The findings of this project suggest potential use of SMS textmessaging at workplace
Employees can respond to their messages while working so
company time is saved.
Information on service outlets like outreaches can be received
promptly through the SMS strategy.
SMS messages help to reinforce information already received from
other communication approaches.
Next steps

•
•
•

HIPS and Text to Change will expand the program to reach eight
companies
The framework will be revised so that respondents get automated
answers
There will be greater mobilization especially the women whose
participation in the pilot phase was low.
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Telemedicine Projects: An Essential Need for
Developing Countries
Sujata Warrier
N. G. Acharya and D.K. Marathe College, Subhash Nagar, Chembur,
Mumbai, India
Department of Sociology, University of Mumbai, India
Abstract: This paper aims at reviewing the urgent need of cost effective
programmes like telemedicine project in the developing countries. The
telemedicine projects c an be implemented as a part of public health
programme. The telemedicine proj ects undertake n by Nar ayana
Hrudayalaya a nd Rabindra Na th Tago re Int ernational inst itute o f
cardiac sciences (RTIICS) Kolkata, Amruta ho spital Kochi, All India
Institute of medical sciences New Delhi, Tata Cancer Research Institute
Mumbai, can be the model of telemedicine projects being undertaken in
India.
Background of the Problem
Health is considered as a main responsibility of the state thus health of the
people is usually taken care of by the govt. of that particular state of the
nation.
In India although many public health care programmes were undertaken
under the British rule, of course, we did achieve, but it was quite less and
not as per the expectation. The beneficiaries were a few middle class and
the upper class. A large proportion of people who lived in villages and
remote areas could not get much through these health programmes. Family
Planning Programme, Mother and Child Care Programme, Epidemics
Control Programme and many other environment protection programmes
were undertaken by the India’s public health department. In spite of all
these measures good health is a distant dream for many in developing
countries like India. On one side we have displays of high Tech medical
care and use of state of art medical Technologies in five star deluxe
facilities. These facilities are available but they are utilized by the minority
rich, upper class who stay in urban areas. On the other side we have poor
who cannot afford good health care. Despite several growth oriented
policies adopted by the govt., widening economic regional and gender
disparities are posing challenges for the health infrastructure, medical
manpower and other health reasons.
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Meeting of the Health Challenges by using Telemedicine
IT Revolution, the introduction of ICT and the phenomena of
globalization have changed the entire work setup of various organizations.
The introduction of ICT (Information and Communication Technologies) in
health has been a great boon for the patients of remote and inaccessible
areas of the world.
Telemedicine in India
The escalating health care cost and the challenge of taking modern
Medicare to all rural and remote areas is possible only with this type of an
electronic revolution in health care. Asia heart foundation and Narayana
Hrudayalaya has made use of information and communication revolution
under the leadership of various state govt. to provide specialty healthcare
services in various remote and rural locations in India and other developing
countries. These two organizations have partnered with the supportive govt.
of West Bengal and Tripura, a remote hilly state in the north eastern part of
India and the govt. of Karnataka which is located on the western edge of the
Deccan plateau.
About 14 hospitals from different areas of Karnataka have been linked up
with telemedicine networking of Narayana Hrudayalaya. Similarly govt.
hospitals of Siliguri and Bankura are connected with Rabindranath Tagore
International institute of Cardiac sciences in Kolkata. The telemedicine
offices of both the super specialty health centers are working 24x7. The
telemedicine networking of both the hospitals come under the umbrella
team of Asia heart foundation.
Dr. Devi Prasad Shetty popularly known as “The Electronic Doctor” and
“King of Hearts” is the chairman of Narayana Hrudayalaya. As on today
about 84 Hospitals from district and taluka levels across the country and
many others from the rest of the world have been linked up with the
services of Narayana Hrudayalaya and are availing the services totally free
of cost. Video conferencing is arranged between the patients of remote areas
and the experts of super specialty health centers. The general physicians
from the govt. hospitals coordinate the discussions.
Findings of the study
The sample consisted of cardiac patients.
Socio-graphic Features of the Telemedicine Patients
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About 75% of the patients under study were married and belonged to the
middle and higher age group. About 62% belonged to the age group of 51 to
80.
Level of Satisfaction
Majority of the patients were satisfied with the telemedicine
consultations. No one complained of any communication gap between the
patients and the Doctors of super specialty health centre. From the sample
under study 54% of them did not go for any kind of treatment to any other
Doctor for their health problems. They felt a sense of closeness and said
could express themselves freely with the Doctor. Majority of them felt that
telemedicine should not be replaced by any other kind of treatment /
consultation.
Affordability
Telemedicine services are found to be affordable. Majority of them said
they could easily afford this type of consultation.
Telemedicine Satisfies the Emotional Requirement of the Patients
The patients felt very close to the Doctors even though they were very far.
The patients from the remote areas could not believe that they were talking
to the Doctor from city.
Telemedicine Helps in Culture and Knowledge Enrichment
Most of the Doctors who were interviewed said they gained knowledge.
According to them telemedicine helped them to perform extra ordinary
tasks. Doctors, Nurses or anybody else could enhance knowledge with the
help of telemedicine.
Bridging the Digital Divide
According to all the Doctors, Technicians, Directors of Health under
study, Telemedicine bridges the digital divide. The patients had never used
internet in their life before using the telemedicine facility. Telemedicine
made the people to come closer to the city dwellers.
Telemedicine Helps in Disaster Management
Many serious patients have been handled during the natural disasters with
the help of telemedicine.
Community Development and Nation Development
According to all the Doctors under study, telemedicine is great
communities reach activity. It can bring about community development and
nation development.
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Reaching the unreached
All the cardiac care units (CCU’s) of the remote ends are located in the
areas which are far away from the main city. In such places where there are
no good hospitals, the patients get good diagnosis and reliable treatment.
Create Employment Opportunities
According to the Doctors and Technicians under study Telemedicine
activities create more job opportunities in the health care setups.
Conclusion
Thus I would like to say that in many developing countries like India, it
may not be that advisable to open many new hospitals in villages and
remote areas but telemedicine connectivity will bring the city, village and
remote areas close to each other. It will save unnecessary health
expenditures. It will encourage public private partnerships. It will also bring
the Academicians, Doctors, policy makers and the common people to work
together for the noble cause of good health. Thus I emphasize on the urgent
requirement of telemedicine projects in the developing countries.
Sujata Warrier is a Senior Lecturer from N. G. Acharya and D. K.
Marathe College, Mumbai. I am taking the lectures of Foundation
Course in this college since last 21 Years for the students of First Year
B.A / B.Com / B. Sc and Second year B. Sc students. Presently I am
doing my PhD Work on Social Implications and Functions of ICT
(Information and Communication Technologies) in public health under
the guidance of Dr. B. V. Bhosale, Reader, Dept. of Sociology,
University of Mumbai, India. I am working on Karnataka Telemedicine
Project for my PhD. I am handling the health centre of our college.
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Telemedicine Solutions in Tanzania: Experiences
on How to Overcome Barriers for Successful
Implementation
Nicolaas P. Moens
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Abstract: Telemedicine is of tremendous importance in a world with a
scarcity of he alth workers and in creasing demands on the health c are
system. Thre e major problems are barriers to its w ider use: 1) the
integration of telemedicine in current practices; 2) the development of
an appropriate business ca se; and 3) sca lability These barriers and the
way to overc ome are disc ussed ba sed on the exper ience with the
development of telemedicine in Tanzania, followed by an explanation of
how a p articipatory approach c ontributes t o e Health str ategy
development.
Introduction
Information and communication technology (ICT) is
influence a data intensive sector like health care. But
successful pilots in Sub-Saharan Africa is limited and
problem [1]. In this paper, experiences with developing
Tanzania are shared.

able to deeply
the number of
scalability is a
telemedicine in

Approach to eHealth
A definition of eHealth is “Systems of human and technical component
that accept, store, process, output and transmit digital data in support of
health care both at the local site and at distance”.
Recognizing ICT applications as socio-technical constructs, makes clear
that particularly in a development setting, the traditional information
systems approach lacks explanatory value). Therefore, it is important to
“construct” local ICT applications. This is conceptualized as generating
ICT-based innovations in the local context.
IICD elaborated the Round Table (RT) process as a participatory and
multi-stakeholder process to generate locally owned ICT applications that
are relevant for development. The RT process lasts four to seven years. The
ideal-type currently consists of three development cycles: (1) participatory
multi stakeholder workshop to generate annotated ideas for prototypes of
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ICT applications relevant to local needs, (2) capacity building, formulation
and implementation of ICT applications including user feedback and (3) the
integration of the ICT applications at organizational and sector level. The
RT process is an operationalisation of Constructive Technology Assessment
and proved effective [1].
The Telemedicine Project
Telemedicine was one of the themes identified during the RT workshop
on ICT for health organised by the Tanzanian Ministry of Health and Social
Welfare (MOHSW) and facilitated by IICD in February 2005. At that time
the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Tanzania (ELCT) was interested in this
field, but first concentrated on health management information systems.
ELCT owns 23 hospitals, 5 paramedical institutions, over 160 dispensaries
and health centres in mostly rural areas with few doctors.
In 2007, ELCT started a small (Euro 100,000) telemedicine project with
the support of IICD and the financial assistance of CORDAID. Its main aim
was to enable medical doctors to address special cases, for which they have
little time and lack knowledge. The project started with an easy to use tool:
iPath [7]. iPath is a platform for storage and forwarding content and uses
limited bandwidth. Doctors from participating hospitals received training
and were equipped with cameras in order to make use of the new tool.
Evaluation
The project was evaluated after 18 months. By that time 39 hospitals
participated in the project (100 medical workers) and 333 consultations had
been made.
The outcomes showed that most respondents consider telemedicine to be
useful. Of the doctors 43 % used less than 10 minutes to make the history
and questions, 43 % between 11 and 20 minutes. But a limited group (18%)
used iPath daily. The majority used it weekly or monthly. Digital photos
were widely used and considered to be helpful and even essential for
radiology, cytology and dermatology. Almost all users (93%) were satisfied
with the time for receiving answers. Most were also satisfied with the
quality of the answers. Despite the good results, only half of the hospitals
adopted some form of telemedicine in the regular practices.
Against expectations little use was made of available medical materials
for reference both off-line and on-line available. What did happen though,
was that llessons learnt where shared with other health organizations. To
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support this learning the ELCT, IICD and CSSC established the National
Telemedicine Platform.
Analysis and Way Forward
Telemedicine is an ICT based innovation in the Tanzanian context. For a
proper analysis of its success the diffusion theory of innovations of Rogers
[2] distinguishing five aspects influencing the speed of diffusion is
interesting to use:
1.

Perceived relative advantage to whatever it replaces;

2.

Compatibility with existing values, behaviour, structure etc.;

3.

Simplicity; can the innovation easily be understood;

4.

Its usability for try-outs;

5. Visibility of the effects of the innovation.
The telemedicine project scores well on (4) and (5). Simplicity (3) is
already more difficult if the technical environment poses problems for the
organization of the working place and procedures. Skills also play a role.
The perceived relative advantage (1) only works out in terms of
professionalism like patient care and continuous learning. However,
professionalism is a challenge. The perceived advantage is negative in terms
of income and work pressure. Compatibility (2) is also less easy fulfilled. It
requires openness to innovation and the ability to redefine status and
position with regard to telemedicine.
Based on these experiences, three lines of action were developed:
•

To make a further differentiation between (1) consultations
between medical doctors, (2) consultation between a hospital and
the clinics that relate to it and (3) provision of services like
radiology.

•

To analyze the existing barriers and obstacles.. Problem analysis
was followed by a brainstorm about possible solutions. For
example a) to stimulate the integration in work practices, to use
group sessions for sense-making with technology, to deploy
respected coaches that assist in developing the competences to
make best use of telemedicine; b) to allow billing for telemedicine
consultations, to negotiate with insurance companies, to lobby with
government for inclusion of telemedicine in the financing
mechanism and by searching for certification; c) to strengthen
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competition by making patients / communities more aware about
the potentials; and d) to include telemedicine in education.
• To integrate telemedicine in the eHealth strategy.
In conclusion, telemedicine is a radical innovation with high potential,
especially in a resource scarce setting. Like most innovations, the priceperformance is low in early stages and hence most practitioners disregard it.
But as the socio-technical configuration evolves, cost lowers, critical
support is gained among decision makers; it will become part of health care.
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Wellness – Disrupting the Healthcare Ecosystem
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Abstract: Thi s paper hi ghlights the roles of tr
aditional and ne w
Healthcare e ntities where emergence of wellness is disrupting
the
operations of st akeholders i n b usiness and IT enable ment areas. The
emphasis lies on the eHe alth technology pl atforms to ad dress th e
challenges of this wellness disruption.
Introduction
Healthcare Ecosystems are in many cases unique to different geographies.
The roles played by these entities while at philosophical are level similar,
may be different across varying scales depending on federal controls and
dominant market trends.
All the Healthcare entities ultimately provide services to individual
human beings. One of the underlying reasons for causing distress in most
Healthcare ecosystems is the perception of these entities of the consumer of
Healthcare services. The striking note here is the similarities of such
perceptions across the globe, a quick look at a consolidated view:
• Medical Care Providers – Patient
• Funding Mechanisms – Members, Citizens, Customers, Users,
Insured, Payee, Enrollee
• Drug Manufacturers & Discoverers – Consumer, Subject, Patient
• Medical Device Manufacturers – Customers, Patients, Consumers
The moot point is that all these perceptions are internal looking. The
paradigm shift that is happening is driven by the need of the consumer for
these services aka the individual human being. None of us want to be
treated for any ailment, pay money for any or such treatment either directly
or through taxes, Consume drugs related to medical recuperation or use
Medical devices for such treatment.
The stakeholders of the Healthcare Ecosystems are grappling with fitting
Wellness within their gamut of operations. The first disruption that has
emerged is that an entire new set of Actors have joined the Healthcare
Ecosystems in different geographies. These include Fitness centres,
Coaches, Alternative treatment, Spiritualism and far more.
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This disruption is multiplied by enablement ancillaries that have a direct,
quick and pervasive influence on the consumer. These enablers include
Information Technology, Communication Channels and of course the
Internet.
The humongous availability of Information and the continued drive to
amass more is driven by the capabilities to connect and analyze from
multiple perspectives. The first impact of this conundrum shift is just being
seen, the turf war is heating up. We are beginning to see as to how the roles
of the entities in the ecosystem are changing.
• Health Insurers are embracing Wellness as means of prevention
whereby the frequency of visits to care providers are reduced, and the
length of contact shortened. And as means to achieve this they are
revisiting their Network relationship, hiring medical professionals and
partnering with the New Actors
• Technology companies are moving beyond the roles of Enablers, they
are publishing content, analyzing information, setting up collaboration
platforms all with an intent making the consumer “smarter” thereby
changing the elective and Wellness related decision making processes
The need to examine the Wellness Disruption is immediate; else the
process of healing the fractured Healthcare ecosystem is going to be
hampered by creation of new silos. The first step to prevent the creation of
such silos is to focus on IT strategies that allow for remote care,
TeleHealth/Telemedicine and communication to seamlessly to converge and
allow for creation of interoperable systems.
Technology – An Enabler
Technology must be leveraged to provide scale, reduce errors and
seamless interoperability to address the paradigm shift of focus from
Sickness to Wellness.
Telemedicine and/or eHealth infrastructure facilitates the same. Homebased projects encounter barriers of cost and inadequate infrastructure.
Health care advocates must work actively in the federal, state, and local
public and private sector levels to address the shortcomings and develop
cost effective partnerships with other community-based organizations to
build network links to facilitate telemedicine-generated services to the
home, where the majority of health care decisions are made.
The major push in designing, planning, assessing, configuring, treating,
monitoring and promoting wellness programs is to improve Health
Outcomes, Productivity, Lower the cost of health expenditure and
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ultimately reduce health utilization. While promoting Health and Wellness
initiatives/programs a Consumer Engagement Framework alongside
Telemedicine or eHealth infrastructure with Patient Centered services is
needed to bring Care to Individuals/Groups.
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Fig.1. A Typical Architecture of eHealth & Wellness Applications
Fig. 1 depicts an eHealth and Wellness application Architecture
Reference [1] which could be the backbone for addressing Consumer centric
Wellness solutions. Such collaborative application frameworks are designed
to provide scalable and versatile infrastructure to support communication
between a Consumer (s), Care Provider (s), Funding agencies, mobile
devices, medical devices and back-end servers and network information.
The framework helps to address some critical issues in the complex
patient encounter system like flexibility, seamless metadata and data
transmission, and interoperability among a number of disparate systems.
Like any application, such a framework may face challenges in terms of
plans for data capture, storage and transmission; and issues such as handling
variable APIs and the utilization of clinical standards. And then the question
arises whether any cost-effective framework utilizing user-friendly and
interoperable mobile applications can be devised and adapted for the health
and wellness domain?
A case example involves ECG measurement wherein data from the
monitoring device is sent to an application residing on a central server and
massaged into desired formats and standards for either live or offline
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interpretation by a cardiologist, who reads the report in the context of the
patient's medical record and returns his/her analysis to the application.
The details of the test, its transmission and its outcome are recorded with
the necessary clinical standards and made available as part of the patient
record which in return help the care provider to plan, design, configure,
float specific wellness programs and monitor the patient closely.
The Applications can range from monitoring a person’s heart rate while
working on the treadmill in a fitness club to transmitting a patient’s
telemetry reading to a nurse via internet. There is a wide variation in terms
of clinical conditions that can be monitored, how often they should be
monitored and whether they should be monitored real time or periodically.
In this model, the patient requiring care maybe at a remote location,
typically at home from where he/she can connect to a wide range of home
care applications which send relevant data to the central server. This central
server is in turn accessible to the referring physician who can remotely
monitor and diagnose the patient. Data exchange is done using standard
communication protocols like HL7 Reference [2].
The action expected from the physician as a result of such monitoring is
to make a clinical decision on whether the patient requires immediate
hospitalization, urgent doctor visit, continued monitoring. The judgement
on which patients can be put into a continuous remote monitoring mode
instead of hospitalization is also the prerogative of the physician. For such
types of models to get operationalized changes to the format of interaction
between patient and provider is necessary. Homecare applications are
positioned to become a source of data from both the Electronic and Personal
Health Record. These instances are enabling care to patients at their door
steps. Such web enabled applications allow the Patients to access and
updates their PHR irrespective of their geographic locations.
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Abstract: Remote Access for Heal th Pr ofessionals (RAHP ) is a
collaboration bet ween a gro up of health pro fessionals in t he Unit ed
States and a network of hospita ls in East Africa, which seeks to utilize
ehealth so lutions to impro ve he alth care servic es and pr ovide
educational support for health professionals. The projects of the RAHP
have demonstrated the unique cha llenges and opportunities of utilizing
telemedicine solutions in the conte xt of developing countries. Our m ost
successful initia tive is a reg ional telepa thology netwo rk established
between 4 hospitals in Eas t Afric a, one of which is a terti ary c are
university hospital, another is a la rge c ity hospital a nd two s maller
community hospitals, with limited access to specialty services. With the
utilization o f multiheaded micro scopes, dig ital cameras a nd the iPath
online plat form, t he t elepathology prog ram ha s g reatly improv ed the
diagnostic capacity and ed ucational opportunities of the hos pitals. The
success of thi s program has demonstrated th at a suc cessful, e ffective
and affordable telemedicine progr am in the devel oping world can be
established with simple equipment, a user-friendly online platform, and
committed partners. Simulataneously, the RAHP atte mpted a medical
education pr ogram pr oviding asynchronous modul es for health
professionals which were not succ essful for a number of re asons,
including inadequate inter net c onnectivity, la ck of local monitoring,
and limited relationship between the
students and teachers. For
hospitals in the developing world, telemedicine can help fill critical gaps
in diag nostic a bilities and pr ovide much-needed educationa l
opportunities for isolated health
professionals. How ever, success ful
initiatives must ta ke into co nsideration the unique challenges
of
working in resource-poor settings.
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Introduction
Given the global shortage in the health workforce, emphasis needs to be
placed on enabling the existing workforce to perform better. Training for
the health workforce can be provided continuously, intermittently or
through distance education [1]. The latter is known to improve clinical
skills, attitudes and confidence and is particularly useful in reaching isolated
professionals in resource-poor settings [2]. Remote Access for Health
Professionals (RAHP) seeks to utilize eHealth solutions to improve health
care services and provide educational support for health professionals in the
developing world. Comparison of the RAHP telepathology and medical
education programs illustrates the unique challenges and opportunities of
utilizing telemedicine solutions to provide remote support to health care
workers in developing countries.
In particular, the practice of pathology in the developing world presents a
number of challenges in terms of limited resources, shortage of trained
personnel and limited continuing education programs [3]. As a pilot project
in the area of pathology, RAHP established a telepathology program
between a hospital in the United States (US) and one in Tanzania, a country
of 38 million served by only 15 pathologists, with extremely limited access
to ancillary diagnostic testing.
Opportunities for continuing education are limited for health care
providers in developing countries. To address this need, the RAHP
developed a distance education program to provide 3-week courses to health
care professionals using asynchronous threaded discussions online.
The experiences of these 2 programs highlight critical factors that must be
considered in designing effective eHealth solutions in developing countries.
Materials and Methods
For the telepathology pilot program, a multiheaded microscope and digital
camera were donated to an 80-bed Tanzanian multispecialty hospital with
an average of 800 pathology specimens per year. Two local pathologists
were given onsite training on image acquisition. Static images were
uploaded to the iPath telepathology server. Pathologists in the US reviewed
images and posted responses on the website. After 1 year, the project was
expanded to include 3 additional hospitals in Kenya (including a tertiarycare university hospital housing a pathology residency program and an
oncology unit) affiliated with the same health care network.
The medical education program was designed using a customized online
platform for asynchronous, threaded discussions. Physicians working in
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academic medical centers in the US were recruited to conduct online
courses for a minimum of 3 weeks. Course participants worked at an urban
hospital in Tanzania and included resident physicians enrolled in a graduate
medical education program and nurses. Residents were instructed by their
program director to spend 1 hour each week logging onto the website,
reading the assigned material and participating in the threaded discussion.
Three courses were initiated, 2 for residents and 1 for nurses.
Results
During the initial 5 months of the telepathology pilot program, 15 cases
were submitted for online consultation in several subspecialty areas. Static
images enabled a complete or partial diagnosis in 12 cases (80%). Among
the 8 partially diagnostic and 3 non-diagnostic cases, factors precluding a
definite diagnosis included absence of confirmatory immunohistochemistry
or flow cytometry, technical artifacts and non-technical issues. Responses
posted to completely and partially diagnostic cases included a diagnosis,
discussion of the differential diagnosis, and publications about the entity.
Upon expansion of the program, the number of cases posted more than
doubled, from an average of 3 to 7 per month. Local pathologists have
commented on cases originating from other hospitals and occasional
challenging cases in the areas of tropical medicine and infectious disease
have been posted for purely illustrative purposes. In addition, the 5-headed
teaching microscope installed at the tertiary care hospital is used daily for
intra- and interdepartmental teaching conferences.
Among the 3 courses offered in the medical education program, 6
residents participated during the first week of the course on chronic cough.
By the second week, only 3 residents remained and by the third week, no
participants were left. The second course covered the basics of chest X-rays
and initially had 8 residents participating, which dropped off to 3 residents
in the second week. The third forum, targeted at nurses with several of the
residents participating, had 9 participants during the first week. This waned
to 2 nurses during the second week and none during the third week.
Discussion
The RAHP telepathology program has demonstrated that a successful
telemedicine program in the developing world can be established with
simple equipment, a user-friendly online platform, initial onsite training,
committed local partnerships and ongoing technical support. We found
that, despite the absence of a real-time interface with dynamic whole-slide
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imaging [4], static digital images can adequately provide both diagnostic
and educational support to pathologists practising overseas. Based on our
pilot study, factors precluding a definite diagnosis are mainly technical and
may be overcome by additional training or building local capacity for basic
ancillary testing. Our telepathology program illustrates that providing
academic medical centers in the developing world with teaching equipment,
such as multiheaded microscopes, may foster greater collaboration among
different specialists within the same hospital. In addition, giving affiliated
health care institutions access to shared technology can lay the foundation
for a regional diagnostic support network.
In contrast, the RAHP medical education program demonstrated the
inherent challenges in providing educational support from a distance.
Despite adequate computer access, well-developed courses, clinically
relevant topics, motivated faculty and an initial burst of enthusiasm from
participants, all 3 forums were abandoned when participation dropped off.
Several reasons were cited in discussions with senior personnel at the host
institution, including slow internet connectivity, lack of monitoring and
enforcement by supervising physicians, and conflicting patient care
responsibilities. Students were also only minimally accountable to their
teachers, as the participants and faculty met for the first time online.
Seeking low-cost, effective means of providing educational support for
isolated and inadequately trained health care personnel is essential as we
seek to address the global shortage of human resources in health care. The
RAHP telepathology program demonstrates the opportunity of providing
meaningful diagnostic and educational support to vested partners with
simple hardware and software. The RAHP medical education program
highlights the importance of ensuring robust internet connectivity, a locally
driven system of monitoring, and personal relationships between students
and teachers, all of which may provide greater assurances of success.
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Introduction
The use of information and communications technologies (ICT)
complements other Information Education and Communications (IEC)
campaigns designed to reach youth. The same technology resources: e-mail,
CD-ROMs, listserves and the World Wide Web that can link HIV/AIDS
/STI, educators around the world, also holds great promise for reaching
youth, who typically embrace the use of the technology for entertainment,
learning and communication when given access to these resources.
Several recent reports have provided highlights on the use of ICT to
combat HIV/AIDS/ STI.
Objectives
• To promote campaign and education on
AIDS / STI
• To promote the use of the technology
among young people, as interchange form,
breaking with the existing prejudices
around these methods
• To increase participation of youth and
Picture 1: Education in
youth-led organizations in ITU’s regional
Indigenous People
and global activities
• To increase the possibilities of the young people to like agents of the
development in the communities.
Beneficiaries
• Schools in rural and urban areas who have access to the internet
• Networks of HIV-positive people
• Specific information on characteristics of the beneficiaries will be
collected and compiled as part of the documentation.
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Challenges
ICT has the
potential
for
‘leapfrogging’ in
developing
countries
to
Picture 2: ICT in the
Picture 3: Sexual
accelerate
the
Universities
education
development of the
young as well as of
adult generations,
to empower them to access and to use information, which was for long a
barrier, to learn faster and eventually to stimulate local entrepreneurship for
the benefit of their local communities. Hopefully, early linkages between
the impact of investing in the livelihood development of young people
through empowerment and education can be demonstrated, thus lowering
the HIV/AIDS / STI, infection rate among young people through economic
empowerment of the youth. In order to decrease their risk of AIDS / STI,
infection today, it is essential that youth receive education about HIV,
obtain condoms and clean needles when needed, and have access to health
and rehabilitative services.
Conclusion
• The effective use of the technology would have to contribute to
reinforce diverse forms of youthful participation. Special measures will
be due to adopt to connect to the young people in rural regions,
considering that the fast advances in the matter of wireless technology
have done possible to surpass to a reasonable cost the physical obstacles
that represented the distance and the topography, and that during long
time limited the development of the infrastructure of the
telecommunications in the rural regions.
• It would have to be centered in increasing to the campaign in schools
and universities. It is urgent to enable the professors and to grant
technical and pedagogical endorsement to them.
• To harness the educational directors and, the development of materials,
resources that promote the active participation in the educative space in
the prevention of HIV/AIDS and that are generated within the
framework of the education.
• It is essentially tried to conform human networks, with the support of the
Tics that motivate and harness, in dynamic and systematic form, the
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interaction between the people, who fortify the generation,
dissemination and exchange of information and knowledge based on the
professional objectives, institutional and social in each context in
individual
• Is indispensable to generate the bases for the
establishment of strategic alliances between
the public institutions and participant
organizations of the civil society with a view
to the implementation of joint initiatives or to
Picture 4: Work
the collaboration in concrete actions in
Group
strategies for the prevention of HIV/AIDS in
the region doing use of the ICT.
• The adoption of measures would be due to encourage to facilitate the
access to the Internet and to increase in general the knowledge of the
ICT.
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Abstract: Health c are workers have indicated the need for an
autonomous mobile solu tion t hat w ould ena ble acc ess to the l atest
medical information for lifelong learning with low cost material and to
exchange field cases with peers through social media.
We hereby present a mid-term evaluation of an innovative approach to
healthcare w orkers’ tra ining with utiliza tion of mo bile techno logy a s
personal learning environment in the field of HIV/AIDS care in Peru.
Introduction
Many developing countries are moving towards the use of distance
learning programs, avoiding peripheral health stations being left unmanned,
because of health care workers studying out of stations, for short or long
training programs: mobile technology offers a unique possibility to reach
these workers at the point of care and even out in the field [1-3].
In order to facilitate physicians involved in HIV/AIDS care in Peru to
access the state-of-the-art in
HIV treatment and care the
Institute of Tropical Medicine
Alexander von Humboldt in
Lima (IMTAvH) and the
Institute of Tropical Medicine
(ITM) in Antwerp set up in
2008 an educational mobile
platform allowing access to
the latest medical information
for
continuing
medical
education (CME).
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In the conception of this training program we developed a set of learning
scenarios (hereinafter called ‘clinical module’) simulating interactive
clinical cases which are adapted to mobile devices and sent to physicians
working in different HIV clinical stations in Peru (Figure 1).
Methods
Program description
Out of 24 Peruvian Department Capitals, 20 were involved in the previous
years with an IMTAvH in a distance learning project, which started in 2004
having as aim the scaling up access to antiretroviral treatment in Peruvian
peripheral regions.
All those facilities, where almost 70% of the total HIV-patients can get
free treatment, were involved in this mLearning pilot project, which has
taken place during the whole year 2009. The health centers in the
Department Capitals are run by medical doctors and staffed by 5-10 health
care workers as social workers, counselors, and data clerks.
Individual smartphones (ten Nokia N95 and ten iPhone) equipped with a
portable solar charger were used by twenty physicians based in these 20
urban and peripheral Peruvian HIV clinics.
The didactic material consisted in 3D animation on a specific topic,
critical reading, module discussion and revision, together with the suggested
readings which were distributed along the timeline of the clinical module
discussion. Learning outcomes of the acquired knowledge were tested
through
webbased
multipl
e
choice
questio
ns
issued
at
beginni
ng and
end of
each
Figure 2 Participants’ internet experience
module
.
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A functional stable platform (MLE Moodle) was offered to support the
learning events, tracking students’ progresses over time. The platform also
functioned as a forum for participants for peer-to-peer learning within a
network of experts to assure content quality.
Evaluation
A mid-term evaluation was performed in December 2009 and consisted of
users’ satisfaction surveys, through a standardized anonymous
questionnaire, focus group discussion and informal feedback with the help
desk.
The
users’
satisfaction surveys
sought
to
gain
feedback on quality
of the tutorials,
usefulness of the
information,
applicability to the
daily context of HIV
treatment and care;
the focus group
discussion sought to
identify
general
barriers
to
the
program adherence;
and
informal
feedback from the 2
responsible of the
help desk gave
information about
the
technical
Figure 3. Use of applications according to
difficulties
mobile device
encountered
in
implementing
the
program.
Out of 20 participants, 18 returned the questionnaire; the medium one of
age of the participants is of 48,5 years (range, 34 - 55 years), with a median
of 6 years experience in treating HIV patients. The previous knowledge of
the participants in the use of the different applications is shown in Fugure 2.
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Results
The educational strategy of mLearning has been considered overall
positively by the participants. The advantages indicated by the participants
are many, being the most important portability of the equipment and easy
access to the educational content at own space and time. The topics covered
by the program have been graded as pertinent to the daily clinical practice
and very well thought.
The overall satisfaction of using iPhone or Nokia N95, expressed by the
participants was generally greater for iPhone: access to Skype and
Facebook has been more complicated for the Nokia N95 users (Figure 3).
The main problems indicated by the Nokia N95 users were: screen size of
the equipment, the keyboard and the quality of the images.
The most important difficulties emerged during the technical evaluation
with the two help desks were the short time frame for the implementation of
the project; the lack of participants’ basic data at beginning of the project
(existing “gmail” accounts, dilemma of multiple passwords, …); the lack of
direct communication with the participants; the profile of some of those
already busy with their daily schedule; the long time the phones have been
kept stored before to be distributed (which could have been used for the
participants to familiarize with the tools); the need of a stronger action plan
and the difficulty in using some of the software/tool to generate the
tutorials.
Conclusions
With mobile devices learning environment is enhanced and ability to
share knowledge through online discussion is strengthened through social
media or directly on phone line [4-6]. Educational modules available on
mobile computing give flexibility to the health care workers who can carry
content anywhere [7].
These preliminary results show that the delivery of up-to-date modules on
comprehensive treatment and care of people living with HIV/AIDS can be
contextualized and customized to different devices, and adapted to small
screen size, with production of standardized knowledge, applicable to
multiple operating systems.
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Abstract: Retraining and certificate d medical doctor in basic
cardiopulmonary resuscitation was possible using a di stance education
program.
Introduction
One of the requirements of hospital accreditation programs is the
establishment of training programs and maintenance of medical knowledge
to the clinical staff. Medical procedures are taught and trained during the
medical and residency courses, such as cardiopulmonary resuscitation
maneuvers. Because many reasons, depending on the activity of these
medical, these procedures are not incorporated into the daily life of several
physicians.
Are all doctors able to carry
out cardiopulm onary res uscitation
maneuvers correctly and quickl y with today's standar d? The answer to
this question is no. Despite the learning and training of these maneuvers
during medical school and residency, only the doctors working in prehospital care, ICU and emergency room perform these procedures
frequently. In other medical specialties, the management of these patients
can be compromised, since these procedures performed only sporadically.
The medical staff of a private hospital consists of physicians and surgeons
who perform elective procedures, these doctors have different time and

experience of professional practice and, not least the difficulty to
attend training.

Objective was to create a distance course and face-to-face train to
remember and update the cardiopulmonary resuscitation maneuver to
medical staff of a hospital with 4,500 doctors in different specialties, with
different levels of experience and professional practice.
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Method
Using the technique of E-learning platform Moodle® reviews the
theoretical content of these maneuvers, together with demonstration videos
of these procedures. Sure that the students finished the course: test at the
end of the course, and enable these students to perform practical training.
All students who took the course over the Internet were invited to do the
practical skill.
Results
After 50 days of the implantation, 203 doctors performed these course
with 100% satisfaction this methodology. After 100 days 282 physicians
and after 200 days 409 doctors performed these courses.
Same questions included in the final test reveal: 80% of the doctor never
assisted a car diac arrest outside the hospital. The 59% of the doctor
know the au tomatic defibrillation but only 39% know how to u se this
equipment.
This course needs advertising campaign to for an appropriate
implementation. We note also that this model of course was cheaper than
the conventional course.
Conclusions
This model of course has shown flexibility to produce and transmit
knowledge. Association and integration of content through images, audio
and text - assist in the practical activity. There is no change in the essence of
education interactive process between those who teach and learn.
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Introduction
Discussion forums are non-synchronic tools that permit interaction among
participants in an online course without the need for simultaneous
connection [1]. This tool is adequate for situations in which the teacher
wants students to go deeper into a certain theme. Its advantages are: answers
are posted at the most adequate time for the students, more time for study
and research on the theme under discussion and availability of the
information for the group [2]. The goals of this research were to:
characterize the profile of undergraduate students in a Teaching Diploma
Nursing program at a Brazilian public university who took an online course
module on Endocrine Physiology in the virtual learning environment
Teleduc, and verify their participation in the proposed discussion forums.
Methodology
Descriptive research: Sample of 44 students. To organize the discussion
forums, seven questions were posted on the Teleduc discussion forum. Data
were collected after the students had signed the Free and Informed Consent
Term (FICT), filled out a questionnaire with data about sociodemographic
characteristics, use of internet and microcomputers and registered for the
Teleduc discussion forums.
Results and Discussion
The results evidenced that most students were female 41 (93.2%) and
between 19 and 23 years old (75%), according to table 1.
Internet was the most used communication means to stay updated with 23
(59.0%) students and all students 44 (100%) had internet access. Twenty-
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Sociodemographic
Characteristics
Sex
Female
Male
Total

f
41
3
44

Students
%
93,2
6,8
100,0

Age (years)
<=19
13
29,5
20-20
12
27,3
21-23
8
18,2
24+
11
25,0
Total
44
100,0
Table 1 – Sociodemographic characteristics of
students participating in the module. Ribeirão
Preto, 2010

The mean participation in the discussion
forums was 30 students. This result differs
from findings by Silva [3] who conducted
an online course on mood disorders for
nursing undergraduates, found small
participation in forums and attributed this
result to the teacher’s absence from the
discussions. Because this is a nonsynchronic
activity,
with
lesser
requirements for students to participate, it
becomes easier for them to temporarily give
up the online course and dedicate
themselves to other activities. Setting dates
helps to avoid dispersion, although this
demands more time and dedication from the
teacher. Other aspects besides the teacher’s
absence can collaborate for students to
assume a negative posture towards
discussion forums. According to Oliveira
(2005)
discussion
forums
demand:
students’ preparation by adequate searches
in pertinent literature, organization of
thoughts to discuss ideas and chance to
value
solid
knowledge.
Students’
participation is also related with their
motivation since, if they want, they can
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three students (56.1%) used
microcomputers and a
majority
(58.1%)
had
learned
to
operate
computers alone.
According to table 2,
thirty-one students (70.5%)
participated in discussion
forum number 1, 29
(65.9%) in 2, 3 and 6, 30
(68.2%) in 4, 33 (75.0%) in
5, 27 (61.4%) in 7 and 34
(77.3%) in 8.
Forum

Students

Forum 1

f
31

%
70,5

Total

31

100

Forum 2

29

65,9

Total

29

100

Forum 3

29

65,9

Total

29

100

Forum 4

30

68,2

Total

30

100

Fórum 5

33

75,0

Total

33

100

Forum 6

29

65,9

Total

29

100

Forum 7

27

61,4

Total

27

100

Forum 8

34

77,3

Total

34

100

*Considered only students

who participated in
discussion forums.
Table 2 – Distribution of the
discussion forums 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7 e 8. Ribeirão Preto,
2010

participate in different discussions at the same time.
Final considerations
The discussion forum showed to be an effective tool in the Endocrine
Physiology course and made students participate actively in the teachinglearning process.
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Public Superior Education of Majority with
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Abstract: According to our University Rules, Article 1st, in keeping with
CRES Car tagena 2008 and UNESCO , Paris-Jul y 2009, where they
determined in its article third, the importance of access into a superior
education as a hum an being ri ght a nd a go od s ocial p ublic and try to
make a pr oper use of inform ation and communication technologi es
with educ ative ai ms, pu tting a l ot of ef fort and i mprove th e seri ous
inequality that exists among countries.
The str ategies of this management, that were pl anned, supported
strongly from Educative Computing Area and Tele-Medicine-College of
Medical Sciences Na tional Univ ersity Ros ario, tr y to put
the
Information and Comm unication (TI Cs) as the principa l step in its
work and a principal c oncept in or der to guarantee equa lity in the
access and as efficient administr ation an d dem ocratization of the
contents, educative subjects and government actions, this is not for one
student or a teacher for learning, this is an opening and this is a tool in
order to create a citizenship
Introduction
The strategic plan was made by three steps, it was created with three
principal points in a project of technological support, making strong and
promoting development in teaching, assistance and research. They are three
points:
• The connector
• The equipment (hard and soft)
• The contents to spread.
The connector: we have it from 2007 in the historical building with three
floors, CUAS I and II and Centenario Hospital. The access is by cable,
WIFI or ISDN. Referring (hard and soft) equipment, this will be ready in 24
months, so the College installed:
• 120 terminals more,
• Center of Contact, 30 terminals of PC and reception of calls,
• Room for Video-Conferences, peripherals for physicians, for making
second consults in the distance,
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Rooms for Computing subject, (2) 25 PCs,
Auditorium Multimedia for 150 persons, PCs, equipment of audio,
microphones of room and wireless, cannon of showing and
videoconferences.
• The management gave 30 Notebooks and 8 cannons of showing for
Coordinators of Area, Heads of Area and Principals of Department.
This is the third and perhaps the most important of the steps. From the
middle of 2008 this management is looking for own contents, but not
canning.
The strategy is like this:
• Laboratory of Virtual Communications and Multi-medial Resources,
that give digital instruments and tools for being used in the process of
teaching-learning (Web, CDs, Videos, Films, Graphic, etc)
• Virtual Campus: where the different areas develop their materials of
Studying, guides of learning.
• Laboratory of Tele-Health: the place where the digital applications are
developed, generally in distance and live; A – B - C
a) General Practitioner: Scene Room, simulations, clinical and interconsults. Team of experts is developing guides of management and
diagnosis of different specialities and prevailing pathologies.
b) Surgery. Centenario Hospital. Surgeries live at auditoriums and
inter- Action live with the expert surgeon.
c) Pedagogy: Multi-Media, Video-Conference Room, Room of
Computing, Dissection lives, simulators. All of them create the
interaction in a PC and the process of teaching-learning, supported
and supervised by TICs.
In March there will be ready the first welfare applications in distance, as
support for medical decisions, by speciality and with different instruments
for diagnosis help, Web, Center of Video-Conference
Contact, (IP e ISDN), WAPs applications, for inter-acting with mobile
phone and in a near future try to catch signal to satellite in order not to have
physical and geographical limitations, this is referring by GIS applications.
This support in the second medical opinion in distance, will be possible,
not only technology but also the College has created expert Teams: the
guide for management and diagnosis of different specialities and the
prevailing pathologies, trying to reach the different treatments.
This is a summary that we can give. There is covered a long way in the
subject.
•
•
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We had good results and mistakes in this work. It is not easy but there is a
feeling when we try to help people through these tools. The results can be
seen, felt and shared, so it is wonderful.
Our proposal is to share the work, trying to improve by a Web of
knowledge Generation in the region, without doubts there will be a new
chapter in this subject.
The development of Superior Education represents nowadays a challenge
for the societies and governments. It needs resources, time and the right
decisions for the investment.
A very important challenge for a lot of Institutions of Superior Education,
private entities and governments is the practice of the information system
that compiles analyses and provides information about performances of
quality standards.
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Abstract: These paper pre sents an initia l experience in prepar ation of
simulated clinical case for use in te ach and evalu ation studen t in take
correctly clinical decision and procedures.
Introduction
Clinical cases is a great teaching tool, it puts student in front of a real
clinical problem and made possibility of join and use all knowledge to make
diagnosis developing clinical decision. Studies case can be made through
various resources; most common presentation is descriptive.
Allow to the audience had more visibility of the case, decreases
misinterpretation, facilitating presentation was possible by the use of still
and /or moving image of patient, diagnostic methods and treatment. To
created realistic scenarios, we need: 1- the correct way of the diagnosis and
the treatment; 2 - the pictures of the wrong diagnosis or exam or procedures
as the consequences of these mistakes. For the firsts item, it's possible to use
real case, but material for others possibilities to avoid damage to patient and
ethical problems, the devolvement these is factitive by use a 3D animation
case move.
Using these methods association, real cases and 3D animation were
possible the idealization of new teaching tool: a case study based on
decisions that is so realistic allows you to choose procedure to perform,
view the running and consequences of your decision, correct or wrong. It
also allows choosing treatment for complications or going back and
restarting evaluation.
This method has the great advantage of allowing the student to clinical
decision and treatment before having to make these decisions in a real
patient.
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Methods
Interactive module for training techniques of airways definitive control
was developed. Several clinical situations were studied to teach and check if
the student or the health care people do or resolve the clinical difficulties.
We develop in 3D-animation the possibilities of the procedures and the
corrections. So if the student goes to the wrong way, he had the possibility
of diagnosis the mistake and sees the correction.
The interactivity of this was made by multimedia program Flash®. The
initial program that we develop was definitive control of airways. Start by
real case student chooses material for definitive control of airways, watch
through 3D-animation what happened if he did correct or not maneuvers.
He observes anatomical changes of these maneuvers and then checks the
correct diagnosis and observes maneuvers to fix. This module allows
student to perform procedure through Internet.
Results
The case: Figures beneath illustrated the clinical case. The student choose
what he needs to put laryngoscope, and allow see the consequences of his

choose (in this case: esophageal intubation) and the treatment (take out the
endotracheal tube and the maneuver to fix it.
All students who underwent this module approved it.
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Conclusion
Furthermore it has proved interesting for evaluation of learning.
Conclusion simulation case based in decision may be important tool to
prepare student and workers in health care, and knowledge evaluation.
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Abstract: The projec t of the “Tele-he alth Ne twork i n America” i s a
proposal o f integration, the col laborative w ork i n gro ups among
Government Institutions, Co llege o f Medical Scienc es, H ospital and
ONGs, where each of them gives its e xperiences fr om the c areer, in
order t o set up a gr oup of strong work. The experiences will support
the needs. The place and situation will not be important.
Introduction
The necessity is to do emphasis in contents, manual procedure, standards
and inter-operational capacity of actions, not because the equipment and
options of connector, understanding that the most important of the Network
is the node, the academic duty with results referring aims. Not because the
budget that is invested in equipment.
In the same way we consider that involving local actors, International
Organisms, Government Institutions, College of Medical Sciences,
Hospitals and Civil Society, they reassure to think in working and making
deeper this kind of projects, where the real actions can be appreciated in a
medium and long time.
We observed in the region and countries very important projects that
depend from only one institution, but because the politics and economic
instability they fail.
The Inter-American Committee of Telecommunications, from the
Organization of American States, CITEL-OEA [1], its XIV meeting, in the
next past of May in Cusco-Peru determined to support the Creation of the
Network of Tele-Health from America. The project was presented by
members of Argentina.
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Project Aims
The general aim of the project “Tele-Health in Americas” is to build up a
Network of Tele-Health in the region [2], where successful experiences are
integrated, local initiatives with regional project are harnessed, is allowed to
take advantage of appliances and principally to capitalize the contents and
professional diagnostic valuations, services of health or hospital of the
region which they are arranged to add itself to he Network.
Optimizing the existing equipment, spreading the best practices, learning
of the errors, that allow to develop, to implant and to operate an integrated
system of Tele-Health, sustained in the Technologies of the information
with the purpose to improve and to extend the services provision of the
health through National, Regional and International Telematics Networks.
This doubtless will allow that different unprotected populations can get
benefits, as much geographic as economically, also strengthening the
processes of continuous education, by means of clinical association,
diagnostic collaboration between professionals of the health and strategies
of remote education that use the TICS among pairs.
Specific Objectives
Identify the best local practices of each one of the countries of the region.
Develop Guides of handling and prevailing diagnosis of the different
specialities and its pathologies, trying to establish pre-determined clinical
parameters for the boarding of the different treatments.
Develop a technological platform of Second Consultations, Digital
Clinical History, HDC and collaborative work between professionals of the
health.
Involve and integrate Permanent Professors, Chiefs of Hospital Services
and Experts in the different medical specialities trying to make up an own
staff of Experts of the Network where can be given answer and containment
to the second diagnostic consultations.
Create a Portal that spreads the advances in the subject and where
contains the different areas.
Foment and promote the design of sanitary prevention about special
programs with Dengue, Chagas, etc.
The important thing of the development of this Regional Network, is that
it sets out to work on projects in the area of telemedicine in Latin America,
that have a real incidence in their means and adhere to the plans of work,
trying the inclusion, cooperative, not to superpose strategies and thus to
harness the successes thinking about the medium and long term.
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The secret is that these programs are viable, that last in the time which
they exceed in the same administrations, since it would be desirable that last
beyond the different institutional political changes that happen in our
countries.
In this sense, we think that the model of mixed administration is very
good resource. Thus also analyse strategies and policies tending the access
to the Network of knowledge, different platforms and solutions and thus
works for reducing the social breach that without doubt will diminish the
digital breach.
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Analysis of Current Technologies and Devices for
Mobile Data Capture: A Qualitative Usability
Study for Comparison of Data Capture via
Keyboard, Tablet PC, Personal Digital Assistant,
and Digital Pen and Paper
Ronald Boldt
University of Applied Sciences, Berlin
Abstract: Ronald Boldt will present the findings of a study conducted in
2008 at the University of Applied Sciences in Hamburg, comparing the
usability of electronic data capture (EDC) methods. The study revealed
that Digital Pen and Paper (DP&P ) technology is more user -friendly,
quicker and more accurate compared with using a keyboard, tablet PC
or Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) to capture data.
The aim of the stud y, conducted with test c andidates from the
technology and healthc are areas, was to inv estigate mo bile da ta entry
using different appliances – looking at speed, error rates in capture d
data and ergonomic support of the input processes.
During the te sts, candid ates had to solve sev eral identica l ta sks usi ng
different devices. The entry of patient data was chosen to exemplify the
findings. Data capture using the digital pen was by far the fastest, with
a minimum time of 98 seconds – more than twice as fast as a PDA.
DP&P was p articularly p opular among the tes t candi dates. While a
variety of de vices were preferred before the test, by the end the
majority of ca ndidates f elt t he dig ital pen wa s the mo st suita ble da ta
input device.
It can be as sumed that the study confirms a trend. E very day, d octors,
policemen, fie ld staff, m anagers, tec hnicians and other s across a wide
range of pr ofessions, pr epare do cuments th at for m an ex tensive
decision-making basis for a la rge number o f people, so it is o f primary
importance that the data entry is as efficient and accurate as possible.
DP&P technology exploits one of the most fundamental cultural assets
inherent to people - namely our own handwriting.
Comparison of Mobile Data Capture Methods Study
The project – “Comparison of mobile data capture methods” at the
Usability Lab of the University of Applied Sciences Hamburg – covered
mobile data capture via tablet PC, Personal Digital Assistant (PDA),
keyboard and Digital Pen and Paper, examining speed of the process, error
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rates for captured data and ergonomic support of the devices in the
capturing process.
The study, which was carried out with test persons with either a
technology or healthcare background, showed the advantage of familiar
technologies and methods. Capturing methods like handwriting or typing on
a keyboard, which are based on established cultural techniques, have
significant advantages in acceptance and usability.
The test scenario simulated the workflow in a hospital, where a person
uses a data-capturing device to admit patients. This person needs to capture
a lot of data from incoming patients. The test subjects had to capture the
data as quickly as possible with as few errors as possible.
The study delivered qualitative findings about the usability of capture
methods and technologies. The closed environment and the availability of
all test data with simultaneous picture and audio recordings represented and
secured the results in a form not possible in other studies.
The findings led to the assumption that there is actually a connection
between the cause of errors, the capturing time and the usability of devices.
The findings should be corroborated with a quantitative study and a focus
on the error rate of the respective method and device.
Objective of the Study
The objective of the study was to examine the most important
technologies currently available for mobile data capture, relating to
capturing speed, quality and ergonomics. The goal was to come up with
findings regarding the correlation between intuitive usability and process
performance. With this research, it was intended to determine the usability
of technologies and devices for mobile data capture processes.
Approach of the Study
For the study, a test environment was installed at the Usability Lab of the
Hochschule für Angewandte Wissenschaften Hamburg. The lab equipment
for analyzing usability was used accordingly. In this study, a small group of
test persons were going through the test environment to get qualitative
results.
The Test
On each of the devices, the data for one patient had to be captured by the
test person. The order was: first the PDA, second the tablet PC, followed
by the keyboard/PC and finally, the Digital Pen and Paper. For each of the
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devices, an individual text was dictated and an individual patient form
shown. Each test person received the same patient data on each device.
The test person was put under time pressure – especially during the
dictation, i.e. the dictation continued even when the person was still typing
or writing. For the test person it was important to capture the data as fast as
possible with minimal errors.
If the test person was unable to memorise the information fast enough,
he/she could always interrupt and ask for the information he/she had
missed. They could also ask for help with the use of the devices, but this
added to the time the person needed to capture the information, which
created disadvantages for delivering fast and accurate data capture.
Study results
The study and analysis of the results confirmed the reason for doing the
study in a Usability Lab. The closed environment and the recording of all
of the tests using video and audio sources in parallel, secured the results of
the tests, which were not found in other studies. The study provided usable
results, which led to qualitative statements.
The goal – to make a statement about the speed and quality of data
capture using technically supported capturing methods on the basis of study
results – was achieved. The following results can be derived.
The use of Digital Pen and Paper for handwritten data capture leads to the
fastest and most accurate results in the scenario analyzed. Familiarity with
the use of the device was quick and only disrupted the dialogue slightly.
Users’ familiarity of writing with pen and paper led to an easy transfer of
knowledge when using Digital Pen and Paper.
Data capture via a keyboard came second, with good results in speed and
quality. The competence using this method was the same across all test
subjects. Among most professions and levels of education, it can be
assumed that this technique is widely known.
Using a PDA or tablet PC led to poor results. The strength of these
devices lies in their processing power and connectivity. It can be assumed
that a PDA or tablet PC is most appropriate for mobile data capture
scenarios where communication with other systems is key.
The ergonomics could only be looked at with the analysis of the data
capture times and errors. Digital Pen and Paper and the keyboard, were the
devices that best supported data capture processes ergonomically.
The results of this study provided a good basis of information for
deciding the most appropriate data capturing technology.
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Benefits of a National Electronic Radiological
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Introduction
In 2005 the Luxembourg Ministry of Health initiated the development of
a nationwide electronic radiological record (ERR; Project Title: CARA –
Carnet Radiologique [1]). In the first phase, carried out in 2006 and 2007, a
feasibly study – including a demonstration prototype at a pilot site – was
carried out. In the currently running second phase the promising results [1]
lead to the design of an overall concept for the implementation of this
application in the framework of the national eHealth program. The concept
does not only focus on the different involved IT systems, but also on
structuring of the available information. An implementation of the CARA
platform with limited functionality is planned to be operational at the end of
the year 2010. This paper deals with the benefits of the CARA project for
the health professionals and the patients.
Materials and Methods
The implementation of the electronic radiological record cannot be done
independent of other related applications in the medical domain. It has to be
assured that different applications in the same domain are able to exchange
data and provide unified access for the users. For example, the access to
laboratory results has similar requirements at technical and organizational
level. In Luxembourg, the eHealth program is coordinating and developing
different national eHealth activities with the implementation of a common
eHealth platform [2]. This platform will provide common services that will
be used for several applications. It includes services dealing with data
encryption, health professional identification, cross-organizational patient
identification, data exchange and a common backup strategy.
As a specific application within this program, the CARA project is
providing information about all radiological examinations (figure 1). Access
is available to physicians with the consent of the patient. A sophisticated
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security system guarantees the data protection. Not only information about
type, purpose, acquisition parameters, location, dates and dose, but also
significative and illustrative images will be available. Further functionalities
like electronic prescription are in preparation but will be implemented
during a later phase of the project. The storage and the transfer of images
and corresponding data, will base on international standards, like Digital
Imaging and Communication in Medicine (DICOM, [3], HealthLevel7
(HL7 [4]) and Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE, [5]). This is an
important aspect to enable interoperability and the implementation of future
requirements.
Results
A national radiological record will provide several benefits for the
different involved parties: for the patients, for the health professionals, for
the hospitals and for the government.
Due to the fact that it is easy to access information about previous
examinations, double examinations would be avoided. This reduces dose
levels and saves time for the patient while at the same time reduces the costs
for the healthcare system.
As it will be possible to access significative and illustrative images in the
system, better diagnosis can be made: the treating physician is able to take
into account images from the anamnesis of the patient for his diagnosis.
Given the availability of a centralized, pseudonymous database, the
Ministry of Health now has the possibility to perform statistical analysis.
This can focus on economical or public health topics, but as well patient and
population dose related questions can be answered.
Due to the fact that all examinations will be coded with the same
nomenclature, research into types of examinations and their related
diagnosis is possible as well.
The database will provide fast and secure access to dose related
information. At the patient level, this can be used to calculate the overall
patient dose, especially important in high-risk groups. At the governmental
level, the development of population dose levels over the years can be
monitored. Even the control of international and national laws can be
verified to detect radiation overexposure.
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Figure 1: The CARA approach
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Conclusion
The system will allow us to give secure access to the image related
information to assist health professionals. This allows the physician to use
the anamnesis of the patient and to avoid double examinations. It is possible
– as the same nomenclature and diagnostic reports are used at national level
– to exchange medical reports, create statistics and follow trends in
examinations. Dose related information help in the risk analysis for highrisk groups.
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Diakonie-Pflege Verbund Berlin: Digital Pen and
Paper Technology Helps Improve Social Care
Services for Home Care Provider in German
Capital
Ronald Boldt
University of Applied Sciences, Berlin
Abstract: At Diakonie-Pflege Verbund Berlin, a home care provider in
Germany, carers use Digi tal Pen and Paper (DP &P) technology to
record infor mation during home vi sits. The technology pr
ovides
significant time sa vings, as w ell as ensuring p atient u pdates a re
instantly accessible to health agencies and health insurance companies
for billing and quality control purposes.
Diakonie-Pflege Ver bund Berlin starte d to rol l o ut An oto’s DP&P
technology in 20 08 t o th e first nur sing w ard, t o hel p au tomate t he
mountains of paperwork that social carers create during their working
day. Using the digital pens, staff c an now capture patient information
instantly, eli minating the need to re-enter
handwritten notes
electronically. Previously, carers had to manually fill in care forms and
deployment records after each home visit, and then enter the data into
the patient management system when they returned to the office.
With the digital pens, information is collected at the bedside and stored
in the pen’s memory. Back at the care station, it is docked and the data
is tra nsmitted a utomatically t o the patient management s ystem
respectively the Electr onic Patient File . Digital versi ons o f the for ms
can be viewed as PDFs and made available for review and au diting by
the respective health insurance providers.
More i mportantly, d octors an d other care staff can work with up-todate inform ation, which means tre atment can be dep loyed to p atients
more quickly for improved care quality.
Following a successful pilot with 40 staff at a c are station in the east of
Berlin, two further l ocations are being equipped with the digital pens,
which will see a total of 166 employees working with the technology.
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Better Quality of Outpatient Care with Digital Pen and Paper
Diakonie-Pflege Verbund Berlin decided at the end of 2006 to introduce a
data capture system using Digital Pen and Paper, (DP&P) which at the time
was not in use in Germany.
DP&P technology, which is now starting to become more popular in the
German market, enables the capture of handwritten data automatically into
electronic data systems. Notes are taken with pen and paper, which most
people are familiar with. The pen, which looks like a normal pen, has a
complex technical interior that stores the written data. For all documents
related to outpatient care, the result is an innovative model for document
management.
Health and Social Care Challenges
Health and social care is faced with many challenges, such as time, cost
cutting and large amounts of paperwork. Delivering food to elderly people,
taking care of their household and providing nursing or geriatric care are all
time-consuming activities.
However, these are often overshadowed by accounting and administrative
tasks that have to be done by the care staff in addition to their day-to-day
activities. So what should be the main focus for care workers – time spent
caring for people – can easily become secondary. In order to help care staff
improve their work processes, Berlin’s charity healthcare association,
Diakonie-Pflege Verbund Berlin, has had to find new ways of supporting its
care staff in their everyday work.
In the course of a day, not only do a large number of patients have to be
cared for and visited, but also a multitude of data has to be transferred into
the patient management system following each patient visit. When it was
being done manually, it was time-consuming, prone to errors and often not
up-to-date. A solution was needed to automatically capture and process the
data.
Making Improvements without Changing the Way They Work
Due to legal requirements, a paper copy of the care documentation has to
be given to the patient. This ensures transparency of the care staff’s
diagnosis for the patient and is also an important factor in the process of establishing a strong relationship between care staff and patients. So any new
solution for data capture had to allow for a paper copy to be kept.
Before choosing the Digital Pen and Paper, Diakonie-Pflege Verbund
Berlin tested a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) solution. However, it was
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not popular with staff due to its complexity and the need to adapt working
procedures to the technology. In addition, battery life, handling and
practicality did not meet the minimum requirements of the staff.
The New Solution – How It Works
Diakonie-Pflege Verbund Berlin was introduced to Digital Pen and Paper
by Anoto partner Allpen. The solution consists of a digital pen and paper
with Anoto’s dot pattern, which can be printed out either as a care form or
deployment transcript that lists the care staff’s activities during the course
of the day.
Diakonie’s care staff collects data at people’s homes with the digital pen.
The data is then stored in the pen and transmitted to a PC via a docking
station at the end of the shift. The entries can be opened as a PDF file in the
Document Management System for further processing, or made available
instantly to the Medical Review Board of the Statutory Health Insurance
Funds for review.
Benefits with Digital Pen and Paper
Anoto Digital Pen and Paper technology is proving its worth in day-today outpatient care. The ease of use for care workers at Diakonie-Pflege
Verbund Berlin was instantly noticeable. The solution was easy to
implement, as no training was required, and workflow processes did not
have to be changed.
As the solution enables fast, almost error-free data capture and a much
quicker execution of the accounting process, care workers at DiakoniePflege Verbund Berlin can now save a couple of working hours every day.
What was a matter of additional hours at the end of a shift is now a matter
of minutes.
For Karl-Martin Seeberg, General Manager of Diakonie-Pflege Verbund
Berlin gGmbH, the use of digital pens plays an important role in further
improving the quality of the organization’s outpatient care: “Caring for
people means spending time with them. With Anoto Digital Pen and Paper
technology, Allpen has given us a solution that allows our care staff to
concentrate on looking after patients instead of being tied down with bureaucracy.”
Another benefit is that patient records are always up-to-date, since there
are no delays in transferring the field data into the document management
system. This way, if a doctor or other member of staff looks in the patient
records, he/she can see for example if a patient has received their medicine
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or experienced any particular symptoms. This leads to improved medical
treatment with fewer errors.
The solution also complies fully with legal requirements, as it enables
care workers to retain paper forms for verification and record keeping.
At the moment, 166 pens are being used at the Diakonie stations in
Berlin, and there are plans for further implementations in the Berlin area.
Ronald Boldt is a Lecturer in Process-Oriented IT Management at the
University of Applied Sciences Berlin. He is also Managing Director of
Allpen Gesellschaft für Systementwicklung mbHm, a company which
develops Digital Pen & Paper Systems and is a solutions provider for
better data capture processes. Mr Boldt was previously the manager
marketing and sales BENUS IT-Service AG.
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Electronic Health Records as a New Dimension of
User Profiles in Recommender Systems
Martín López-Nores, Yolanda Blanco-Fernández, José J. Pazos-Arias
Department of Telematics Engineering, University of Vigo
ETSE Telecomunicación, Campus Universitario s/n, 36310 Vigo, Spain
Abstract: Recommender systems are tools intended to discover items that
are likely to be of interes t for the users, as inferr ed from profiles tha t
gather information about their preferences, interests and needs. T his
paper deals with the in troduction of electronic health records as a new
dimension of the profiles, in a system that brings together TV watching,
e-commerce and home-based telemedicine.
Introduction
Knowing the overwhelming amount of data available through the digital
media, the scientific community has been working on recommender systems
to tailor the information delivered to the users' preferences, interests and
needs. These systems rely on profiles that store personal data of the users,
plus web navigation or TV watching records, learning or consumption
histories, etc. We have enhanced this scope to exploit information from
electronic health records (EHR). This idea enables a number of features
that may have a significant impact in the field of interactive services to the
home. For example, we make it possible to advertise over-the-counter (i.e.
non-prescription) drugs to receptive users who may benefit from them,
while avoiding offering groceries or drinks (e.g. coffee) that may interact
with any prescriptions they are following. Also, we can use propitious
scenes of TV programs to offer relaxation services to users who may be
stress-prone (e.g. as inferred from their jobs). Likewise, we provide the
foundations to achieve greater targeting for herbal, first-aid or dietetic
products, for rehabilitation or assistance services and so on, following
factual information about the users' health problems or factual/inferred
information about their hobbies. We can avoid offering certain products to
users touched by diabetes, celiac disease or allergies, and even think of
preparing personalized diet plans following the culinary preferences and the
metabolic possibilities of each individual.
In exploring these functionalities, we have solved several flaws of
traditional personalization techniques, which failed to reckon the special
nature of health-related data.
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Refining the Current Personalization Techniques
The first approach devised to automatically select items for a user was
content-based filtering, looking for items similar to the ones he/she liked in
the past. This strategy is easy to adopt, at the expense of overspecialization:
the recommendations are repetitive for considering that a user will always
appreciate the same kind of stuff. This may not pose a problem with users
who want to remain informed on specific topics (e.g. people with chronic
diseases), but it does so in general. In response to that, researchers came up
with collaborative filtering, to examine not only the profile of the target
user, but also those of users with similar interests. Yet, this approach faces
problems like difficulty to find users with similar ratings for the same items
when the number of items is high (sparsity), or the treatment given to users
whose preferences are dissimilar to the majority. It also entails risks for
promoting items by their popularity, which is not desirable, e.g., with
proanorexia videos. Knowing this, in a first phase of the recommendation
logic, our proposal is to use a hybrid approach, weighing the estimations of
interest computed by content-based and collaborative algorithms.
Regardless of the filtering strategy, many recommenders rely on syntactic
matching techniques, which relate items by looking for common words in
their metadata. These techniques miss a lot of knowledge for being unable
to reason about the meaning of the metadata –e.g. they cannot observe a
relationship between "measles" and "rubella", because the two words are
dissimilar. In many areas, this limitation may just imply another source of
overspecialization. When reasoning about health-related data, however, it
entails risks that would make a recommender undependable for its little
wisdom. To solve this, we resort to techniques from the Semantic Web, that
gain insight into the meaning of words –so that, for example, "measles" and
"rubella" can be automatically recognized as two eruptive infectious
diseases. The key lies in the use of ontologies to describe and interrelate
items by means of class hierarchies and attributes. There exist various
semantics-enabled recommenders, but they are driven by cumulative
metrics that merely count the attributes shared between the items available
to recommend and the ones recorded in the profiles examined. That way,
item features that do not align with a user's profile (e.g. sugar-richness in
the case of a diabetic person) dilute as a negative contribution to a
summation of many addends, so the items can be recommended if the sum
exceeds a given threshold. This inability to prevent recommendations
depending on health-related conditions (and, conversely, to boost the value
of items that might have a beneficial effect) calls for using reasoning
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mechanisms based on rules, as we do in the second phase of our proposal.
Specifically, we use semantic rules to revise the outputs of the contentbased and collaborative algorithms, considering three types of corrections:
DISCARD for items that are unsuitable for the user, PENALIZE for items that
are not a mainstream choice for people with certain conditions, and BOOST
for the opposite case. E.g., rule R1 below ensures that a diabetic user will
never be recommended items classified as desserts in the ontology, unless
they have been explicitly annotated as "safe for diabetics":
R1: USER(?U) AND ITEM(?I) AND HASCONDITION(?U,"Diabetes") AND
ISA(?I,"Dessert") AND NOT HASATTRIBUTE(?I,"Safe for diabetics") THEN
DISCARD(?I,?U)
PENALIZE and BOOST can be ABSOLUTE or RELATIVE. Using either version
is often a question of the items' nature and whether the user's conditions are
temporary or chronic. In the first case, we cannot assume that the items will
appear in the user's profile, so absolute decreases/increases are needed to
modify the 0 values returned by the first-phase algorithms. On the contrary,
in case of chronic (or long-lasting) conditions, the items will get non-zero
values in the first phase, and relative decreases/increases (expressed as %)
make sense in the comparison with other items. For example, rule R2
causes an absolute increase for the relevance of baby clothes for pregnant
women; a relative increase here would have been unwise, because the user
may have never found her in the need to purchase such items before:

R2: USER(?U) AND ITEM(?I) AND HASCONDITION(?U,"Pregnancy") AND
ISA(?I,"Baby clothes") THEN ABSOLUTEBOOST(?I,?U,0.3)
Thanks to the semantic formalization of the ontologies, "Diabetes"
applies to cases of "Diabetes mellitus type I", "Diabetes mellitus type II"
and "Gestational diabetes mellitus", among others. Likewise, retrieving the
condition of "Gestational diabetes mellitus" from the user's EHR would
match the HASCONDITION clauses of both R1 and R2.
A Quick Example
Our proposal has been implemented as an extension of the recommender
presented in [1], using openEHR specifications (http://www.openehr.org) in
all aspects related to the management of EHR. Let's consider the case of a
TV viewer whose profile indicates that he is diabetic, fond of traveling and
a frequent viewer of documentaries. It is Christmas, and the viewer is
watching a documentary about polar fauna and flora. Due to the nature135

related topic, the TV provider delivers advertising material about herbal
remedies and rural tourism; the snowy settings and the fact that it is
Christmas time lead to broadcasting material about nougat bars, too.
In this scenario, the first
phase of our personalization
strategy
yields
high
relevance values for some
rural sites due to the viewer's
fondness for traveling, and
also for nougat bars provided
that these are appealing items
for like-minded viewers. By
whichever means, we assume
that herbal remedies receive
Figure 1. Advertising herbal remedies in
positive
(though
low)
a nature documentary
relevance values. Having
those preliminary estimations, the second phase causes a reordering that
fixes nougat bars to the lowest value (by rule R1), whereas herbal remedies
that claim benefits for diabetics gain increased relevance. Assuming that
this suffices to exceed the values computed for the rural sites, we end up
advertising a garlic-derived preparation as shown in Fig. 1.
Conclusions
Research in personalization has hitherto failed to deal with health-related
data, even though these are undoubtedly a wealthy source of knowledge
about the interests, preferences and needs of many users. Our position is
that a suitable health-aware recommender can be built by combining a
semantics-based hybrid filtering strategy with rule-based refinements.
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Abstract: A semantically interoperable Electronic Health Record (EHR)
is one of the most challenging rese arch fields of hea lth infor matics.
EHR s tandards that formally describe health data s tructures are a
prerequisite for sharing medical rec ords. CE N E N13606 is one of the
most promising appr oaches to s olve this problem since it covers the
technical needs fo r sema ntic intero perability a nd, a t the sa me ti me,
incorporates a mechanism (arche type model), which allows clinical
domain experts to participate in the definition of the medical content of
an EHR system. In this paper we present EHRfle x, a generic archetype
driven system that provides a flexible EHR solution. The graphical user
interface i s ge nerated on-the-fly and al lows to c apture da ta according
to the arche type descriptions of th e user. EHRflex shows that the dual
model approach of CEN allows the separation of software development
and defini tion o f clinical concepts. This a ffords t o satisfy the m ost
diverse and c onstantly c hanging da ta re quirements and to save c ostintensive software adjustments at the same time.
I.

Introduction

Even only one disease or health problem results in a lot of documentation.
It ranges from the patient’s demographic information to the treatment and
evolution of the disease. New forms, views and structures to document or
interact with health information are cost-intensive and need to be
customized for each case.
The international standard CEN EN13606 [1] contains an approach on
how to structure medical extracts, which can be used to design complex and
generic information in a fast and efficient way. In 2009 the Instituto ITACA
developed the idea of creating a native system based on EHR standardized
models. This resulted in a working application, which can handle generic
standardisation models to capture and manage complex health information,
but is independent from pre-defined data structures.
The software includes a complementary model to the EN 13606 that is
needed to create a generic user interface for an EHR. This model is used to
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generate dynamic widgets, which allow form based interaction with the data
out of user defined archetypes and templates.
Methods
CEN EN 13606
The European standard EN 13606 - Health Informatics -- Electronic
Health Record Communication was developed by the European Committee
for Standardization. It describes an approach to enable an interoperable
exchange of health data between electronic health record (EHR) systems.
An information architecture is specified that makes use of a reference model
in combination with archetypes and takes a so called „dual model approach“
that separates the medical knowledge from the technical concerns.
The Reference Model captures the global characteristics of medical
records. It defines generic building blocks for aggregation of health record
components and for collecting the context information required to meet
ethical and legal requirements.
The generic information model is complemented by a knowledge domain.
Archetypes are formal definitions of combinations of the building blocks
defined by the Reference Model for particular clinical organizations or
settings. They express distinct clinical concepts by specifying a particular
hierarchy of record components and define or constrain names and other
relevant attribute values, data types and values ranges.
Operational Template Model
EN13606 was designed primarily for EHR communication purposes of
existing data. Since the main objective of EHRflex is to enable the user to
interact with data, we had to add some formal definitions.
The Operational Template Model defines generic structures and data
types, which represent a minimal intersection of several known health
informatics data models [2]. An instance contains entered data and its
hierarchical composition can be modified during the runtime of the
application. The implementation is done in the deployed user interface
technology.
System
EN 13606 empowers health professionals to define and describe medical
content without any knowledge of the technical background [3]. However,
there is still a lack of software that offers a technical platform to manage
self defined health information.
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Thus EHRflex works on external defined archetypes and allows the user
to create and edit standardized medical data. The actual version of the
application is a stable and working prototype implementation in Java.
A clear self-explanatory and user friendly graphical interface was an
important objective during the development phase. For a high-performance
on- and offline software, we choose the “Google Web Toolkit” to
implement EHRflex as a rich client application. To reach a direct binding
between the widgets and an OTM instance, the model had to be
implemented in the used framework.
The OTM is transformed out of an archetype or template (Figure 1). The

Figure 1 “Operational Template Model” dynamical binding

Figure 2 “Operational Template Model” transformation
transformator observes the constraints, structures and the underlying
reference model to combine the entities of the OTM model in the right way.
The resulting instance is interpreted by a builder to create a flexible
interaction mask, which includes two widgets: a navigation tree, which
represents the actual data, and a dynamic form, which interprets the OTM
(or parts of it), its constraints and data types into structure and field widgets.
The user can interact within the archetype defined borders and create
concrete data. The documented information is transformed into an instance
of the reference model and stored in XML (Figure 2). The native XML
database enables direct interoperability with other systems without further
mapping or transforming of data.
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Conclusion and Future Work
The implementation of widgets that are working on the generic
Operational Template Model is, in the beginning, more time-consuming, but
the scenarios showed that once accomplished, the user can easily change the
data structures without further adjustment of the software. This flexibility
enables powerful data management even in low resource environments,
since the changes can be done without cost intensive technical expertise.
By using appropriate architecture and development methodologies,
technical complexity of the standards can be hidden from the clinical enduser. Clear and visually attractive application forms invite the user to
interact with the data giving a good overview on the whole content.
Moreover, users can import their self-defined archetypes and immediately
see a working application based on them. The benefits of this approach are:
Knowledge defined by the medical community by archetypes can be
used and integrated.
Information can be received and communicated seamlessly from its
source.
Quality EHR systems can be created by using international standards.
One important characteristic of the implemented application is its
openness. The Helmholtz Zentrum München and Instituto ITACA are
working on an open source project that is based on EHRflex. The free
availability of software solutions can accelerate the adoption of standards in
real use cases.
Future work to be done includes improving the support of archetypes of
different reference models, such as OpenEHR [4] and HL7 [5] CDA.
EHRflex is built upon a generic architecture which is independent from the
EN13606 model. Thus it is feasible to align other models easily.
A second line of work is to evolve the definition of the OTM in order to
include more properties needed for correct screen rendering: support of
several concurrent archetypes, selection of a default language and even
definition of the size and positioning of the visual gadgets.
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Abstract: Elec tronic Health Records (EHR) s ystems manage the most
intimate and private information. The acceptance of EHR sys tems is
proportional to their p ositive b alance o f benefi ts w eighted against t he
risk o f ins ufficient d ata protection. An ob jective, b etter tre atment
process for patients on the one side and a highly secure d system on the
other side are the most important preconditions. The aim of this paper
is to prese nt the require ments to design arc hitectures to national
eHealth platforms and to
describe the architec ture propose d by
SANTEC team.
Introduction
Compilations of medical records are the basis for treatment decision
support systems. They support practitioners to diagnosis diseases and select
therapies or medical pathways by taking into account the patient's current
symptoms and his complete medical history. With the advances of the
Internet, medical data can be more easily shared between healthcare
professionals. But this context also has some critical risks and the
confidentiality and reliability of medical data need to be assured. The
contribution of this work is on the data protection level within national EHR
architectures. In this paper, we present an architectural solution to manage 3
kinds of data:
(a) Small and structured documents, where personal data can be separated
from medical data. Example: CDA laboratory results.
(b) Small documents where personal and medical data cannot be
separated. Example: PDF discharge letters with patient identity.
(c) Large documents where personal and medical data cannot be
separated. Example: DICOM images with patient identity.
System Architecture & Security
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The proposed system deals with these kinds of data: (a) Laboratory results
which are pseudo-anonymized and stored in a central medical data
repository. (b) PDF documents are encrypted and stored in a centrally
encrypted DMS (Data Management System), (c) X-ray images are stored in
encrypted decentralized data repositories (for example on servers in the
hospital's DMZ (demilitarized zone)). Also national PACS backup systems
are good alternatives and may act in a second role as decentralized
repositories.
To avoid attacks from external or from internal users the system splits
person-identifying data and medical-result data into different systems,
operated by different institutions. One system (called TTP – trusted third
party) keeps the person-identifying data and maps it to pseudonyms. A
second system (CMReg – central medical registry) keeps pseudonyms
together with their corresponding medical data (see Fig. 1).
Dealing with Pseudo-anonymized Data
Primary systems (that produces medical data) are charged to split the
information into two messages: one with the person-identifying data; and
one with the medical data. The messages are sent to TTP and CMReg,
respectively. Both messages have the same link-ID which will be used by
CMReg to request to TTP a pseudonym. CMReg will never know the
patient’s identity and TTP will never know where the medical data is stored.
The medical data document is stored in the CMDRepo (central medical

Figure 1: Simplified Architecture representation
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data repository) and the CMReg keeps meta-data (location, pseudonym,
etc.) about the document.
When a Web-client queries data from the system, the query is splitted into
two messages. The TTP receives person-identifying data (of the patient) and
a token; the CMReg receives the query and the same token. The CMReg
asks to TTP for the pseudonym(s) corresponding to the token. The TTP
replies to the CMReg with a list of pseudonyms that match to personidentifying data sent by the Web-server (with the same token). These
pseudomyms are used to perform the query in the medical data storages.
The query results are encrypted with the public key of the client and sent
back.
Dealing with Non-anonymized Data
As long as the system can assure that medical data does not contain
person-identifying data, the pseudo-anonymization works well. For
documents that pseudo-anonymization cannot be guaranteed, a new
procedure must be implemented.
For small documents like patient discharge letters in CDA or their PDF
versions this problem can be solved by: (a) charging the primary system to
generate a symmetric key; (b) encrypt the medical data with the symmetric
key; (c) encrypt the symmetric key asymmetrically with the public-key of
the KeyStore server; (d) send the encrypted key and the encrypted medical
data to CMReg; (e) CMReg sends the medical data to DMS and the
encrypted key to KeyStore; (f) CMReg creates meta data (locations,
pseudonyms, etc.) about the documents.
For large and unstructured documents like x-Ray images, where a
separation of data is impossible, the transmission time can become a
bottleneck to the system. In that case, data may reside on the producers’
side instead of getting copied to the central encrypted DMS. Therefore we
considered to have Encrypted Decentralized Data Repositories. The
procedure to register these documents in the EHR system is quite similar to
small documents (e.g., PDF files): (a) the documents are symmetrically
encrypted (as explained before), the key is sent to the KeyStore server and
the medical data location is sent to CMReg (to complete the meta data). The
only difference is that documents are stored on the producer side.
The retrieving process is the same for small or huge documents. When the
document is requested by a client, the symmetric key is decrypted by the
KeyStore server and re-encrypted asymmetrically with the public key of the
client. Both, document and encrypted key, are sent to the client.
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Statistic evaluations are possible only on non encrypted medical results
which are stored in the CMDRepo. If further statistical research has to be
done and personalized data like age and sex are necessary, special
exceptional queries must be allowed to query the TTP.
Conclusion
This paper describes the architectural approach of SANTEC to improve
confidentiality and reliability of medical data within a national eHealth
platform. The proposed architecture was designed to satisfy the following
requirements:
• Medical data must be separated from person-identifying data.
• The same organization must not have complete access to both data
stores. A TTP is charged to map real identities and pseudonyms while a
CMReg is charged to map pseudonyms and medical data.
• Data can be sent as structured or unstructured file formats.
• If possible, medical data must be pseudo-anonymized.
• Non pseudo-anonymized data must be encrypted.
• Data must be accessible via secured connections over the Internet.
• Encrypted data and the encryption key cannot be available to the same
person or organization (e.g. server manager).
• The results of a query can only be readable by the requester.
• Users must be identified.
• The access’ rights of users must be predefined. The services are
available according to the users’ rights.
• Pseudonyms of patients are never sent outside of the platform. They are
not visible for clients and primary systems.
• Statistic evaluations are possible only with non encrypted medical data.
• The system must foresee a solution to verify patients’ consents.
Consents are associated to pseudonyms.
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Abstract: AIMSU, a n on-profit me dical ass ociation gathering
emergency physicians and engineers, decided to explore new tracks for
information medica l really a dapted by nature and han dling to the
circumstances of the emer gency. S upported earl y on by tw o major
public institutio ns, AIMSU ha s demo nstrated the relevance in the
context of the emergency practice of a simple and robust solution that is
based on three axioms in a untappe d co mbination: (1 ) focus on the
emergency medical informati on; (2 ) manage the data under the
responsibility of the patient; (3) unbound the ci vil and the medica l
identity. Our work leaded to the cre ation a website cal led sanoia.c om
allowing free and a nonymous online st orage of pers onal heal th d ata
essential for medical c are in emerge ncies and accessible to any doctor
in France and abroad, through a unique and secured number. Several
French medi cal institutions, attr acted by the i
mmediacy and
operational features of sanoia.com have expressed an interest.
Introduction
More than 20% of the French population suffer from chronic diseases or
have a health history. Their medical profile must be well known to any
medical doctor to receive the best possible care. According to study from
the French National Ministry of Health, an estimate of 405 000 adverse
effects in health structures (hospitals, clinics ...) has been calculated of
which 155 000 might be avoidable [1]. Yet, according to the General
Manager of Marseille Hospitals (400 beds and 80 000 admissions/yr) 85%
of emergency patients are not able to accurately express their medical
history. The main trends increasing the risks are known and growing [2]:
• Ageing population with a greater source of medication interactions,
• Greater mobility of populations in France and abroad,
• Prevalence of chronic diseases that impact the choice of treatment,
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•

Advances in medicine and associated technologies, which result in a
tendency to hyper-competence, resulting in fragmentation of care.
The public expectations are high in terms of electronic communication of
personal health information. Although, 91% have expressed the wish to an
increase use of informatics in physician practice, they were more than 78%
to consider confidentiality of their health data as a critical issue [3]. We
therefore, decided to build a tool accessible at http://www.sanoia.com that
will meet these expectations and requirements (fig 1.)

Figure 1: Schematic representation of Sanoia.com
Methodology and Results
Doctor/Emergency Interface
We have gathered a panel of physicians and emergency physicians having
them to define and focus on the most common parameters needed in
emergency situations. Once the basic and anonymous data entered a secured
and unique ID is generated. The ID associated to doctor access URL can be
written on any wearable item or displayed on the mobile screen. Associated
to user provided password, the patient can enter his personal space and fill
the items alone or with the family doctor.
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Technical parameters
Sanoia.com, built with php, mysql and javascript tools, is hosted on 2
dedicated servers at a major hosting company providing all services in
terms of maintenance and back-ups. It has been successfully tested to allow
500 000 users per day. To help the user enter his treatments, we generated a
dynamic link with the French national drug database. We aim to be able to
connect all major national drug databases through the International
Nonproprietary Name.
Anonymity and Privacy
All possibilities of identification, even by overlap, were discarded. For
example, besides the absence of name or email in Sanoia.com, it is assumed
that three antecedents with a specific date (date / month / year) and location
identifies a person. So we opted to ask only the month and year history.
We have placed the management system of health records behind a proxy
that anonymizes traffic. Our two tiered architecture, the first rendering
invisible to the second the IP address of applicants, has led to the
recognition of anonymity by the expert services of the French National
Commission of Informatics and Freedom (CNIL).
Conclusion
SANOIA is beneficial both for care givers and patients on several levels.
Since the launching of the first release on February 2009 previously under
the name medurg.com, we are facing an accelerating trend of visits reaching
today about 2 000 monthly visits and a subscription conversion rate of 40%.
Sanoia.com has proven to generate interest among the different parties.
Interest of Sanoia for key actors of the health chain
• Patients improve their safety in an emergency, anywhere in the
world while preserving their privacy.
• Physicians save time and secure their practice.
• The emergency teams make quicker good decisions and improve the
quality of the psychological status at the admission.
• The public health actors (State, Regions, Territories ...) offer a new
reflex preventive health simply and immediately operational.
Perspectives
Sanoia.com, offering now a practical solution, immediately operational,
might represent a complementary or add-on module for emergency and
international access, to the future DMP or the European Heath insurance
card which contains only reimbursement information [4]. In this regard,
contacts were established with local health institution in charge of Digital
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Health and the local chapter of the National Order of Medical Doctors to
study the terms of integrating services, which will be entrusted to the LSIS
Laboratory in Marseille (http://www.lsis.org/).
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Abstract: A pronounced requirement is audible for quite a while from
the medical professionals to access me dical data an d possibl y other
Hospital I nformation System (H.I.S.) fe atures from 'anywhere' within
the hospital premises, specifica lly during the ward
round. A
deployment of a mini touc h screen notebook see ms like a technically
viable solution. There are suitable models on the market with 10" touch
screen displ ays. T he touch screen tec hnology is much m ore user
friendly t han the st andard keyboard. A high perform ance and secure
WiFi infras tructure is a pr erequisite which is, howe ver, often present
already. H.I .S. m odifications to fit the simplified f unctionality and
limited screen siz e also nee d to be done . These modifi cations requir e
close c ooperation with the users in order to fulfil thei r needs, invol ve
them in the p rocess a nd m otivate them i nto u sing it. This technol ogy
can be easily complemente d with oth er technological features (possi bly
already in place): RFID or bar code patient identification thus allowing
during the r ound to pr opose the M.D. the list of patients curre ntly in
the room visited. The be nefits are m ultiple and obvious. The describe d
solution encounters good user acceptance.
Introduction
Comprehensive clinical hospital information system PCS*CARE®
developed and maintained by PCS Systems, spol. s r. o., Prague, Czech
Republic, has been in use by many hospitals and other health care providers
in several countries (EU, Middle East) since 1994. Its users, both nurses and
physicians find it difficult to make daily records during the rounds in an ‘off
line’ mode. Such process involves making temporary notes on paper with
the need to enter the data at some later time into the H.I.S. This requires
extra work with an additional disadvantage of making errors. Thus a
pronounced interest has been expressed by the users of PCS*CARE to
deliver a solution which would enable them to enter daily records online,
during the rounds.
Solution
During discussions with the users the following points and requirements
have been identified:
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• Should serve both for nurse as well as for physicians
• For nurses, should serve for entering regular measurements
(temperature, blood pressuer, etc.) and applied medication
• For physicians it should allow prescription (both new and
modifications), ordering tests and examinations.
• Results, preferably in graphic mode (where applicable) should be
make available
• Entering to be kept as simple as possible, e.g. ticking a box, or using a
touch screen button
• Written input should be kept minimal
• The possibility to enter longer texts needs to remain should the need
arise
• Open for future technical and functional extensions and additions
These requirements were taken into account in both the prototyping phase
as well as in the pilot testing.
The proposed solution uses, of course, the robust infrastructure of
PCS*CARE H.I.S. – its Oracle database, Unix/Linux operating system on
the server side and its data structure. For the user interface both .Net or Java
could be used. Our choice was Java.
Major Advantages
Introduction of this portable technology increased significantly the rate of
daily records entered into the H.I.S. Its affordability and convenience for the
users surpassed the expectations. Probability of errors in the entered data
decreased. All data can be shared between PCS*CARE and the portable
solution which becomes an integral part of the the H.I.S.
Software Functionality
The available functionality started with a limited set of functions.
Prototype handled on the nurses’ side the possibility to enter regular
measurements and the confirmation of the medication delivery. For the
physicians viewing of the results was made available (temperature, lab
results) in both graphic and tabular forms. Also the results of other findings
could be viewed. The most frequently used tests and examinations could be
ordered for the selected patient by a ‘tick’. Medical prescription can be
entered or modified. For all staff entering notes (daily records) was
available, though not encouraged.
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Technical Requirements
The inevitable preliminary condition is the availability of a secure and
fast wireless net. This is usually already in place. A mini notebook or net
notebook with a touch screen
display is another hardware item
required. Operating system can be
any supported Windows platform.
Windows 7 seems to be a good
choice. We have used Gigabyte
T1028X with 10.1” display which
provides good functionality at a
reasonable price, currently around
|350,- . It can be reasonably
expected that this ratio will surely
Figure 1
continue to improve in time. It is
also lightweight and small enough to carry around.
RFID chips or bar coded identification of the patients can be used to make
the process even more fast, simple and error free. Again, such patient
identification can be often found already in place and is useful for a number
of other applications. In such a case a suitable reader needs to be added to
the notebook.
Summary
Providing the portable technology for daily records and in future for other
features as well brings the long awaited ease of use and flexibility. It offers
the possibility to view and enter the data when and where needed while
sustain the robustness and full functionality of a comprehensive H.I.S.. The
increased efficiency more than justifies the modest cost of this solution. The
acceptance rate by the staff is high indeed and negative comments rare. The
functionality can be gradually extended both by technical means (bar code,
RFID) as well as by software enhancements.
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Michal Citavy has been Chief Executive Officer of PCS Systems, s.r.o.
since its foundation in 1990. Mr. Citavy's experience in medical
information systems includes five years as System Engineer for the
processing of medical data, database applications and image
processing at Charles University. His international experience includes
two years with Centrotex a.s., a trading company, where he had direct
responsibility for products with an annual turnover of $200 million. He
also spent a year in France as a programmer for the Centre Hospitalier
Frederic Joliot in Orsay. Mr. Citavy holds an MSc degree from the
Czech Technical University, Prague, in Bio cybernetics.
Radovan Trzicky has been working in the IT sector all his professional
life. He held the positions of system engineer, database administrator,
administered UNIX and Linux servers as well as large computer
networks, initially in the Czech Social Security Office. In 1996 he
joined PCS Systems, where he remained as system administrator,
Oracle DBA, as well as analyst and programmer in C, C++ and Java
both for PCS*CARE H.I.S. and for internal applications. His
experience includes the development of the "Intelligent SMS
messaging into PCS*CARE H.I.S.", participates on behalf of PCS in
the NetC@rds project, etc.
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Prototype System Supporting Modular, StackOriented Personal Healthcare Services
Thomas Clark1, Ryszard Krzyminiewski2
Patient Measurement and Monitor Corporation, 10490 SW Meier Drive,
Tualatin, Oregon 97062 USA, cctualatin@speakeasy.net
2
Medical Physics, Os.Tysiaclecia 65/9, 61-255 Poznan, Poland
rku@amu.edu.pl
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Abstract: A Prototype System c omposed o f tw o Desktop S ystems
connected to a Rou ter to form a subnet has bee n bui lt using m ultiple
dissimilar Application S tacks (BitNa mi S tacks). Use of the S tacks
enables a m odular, r econfigurable s ystem cap able of i ncorporating
various advanced local networks, embedded systems and networks plus
commodity w ireless and te lecommunications systems. B eneficiaries of
the desi gn will be Pa rticipants in Pa tient-Centric, Personalised
Medicine and Legacy Healthcare Services.
Introduction
Health and Medical Services can be static or dynamic across Populations.
For those Populations receptive to and experiencing change in services,
delivery models are likely to be moving toward Patient-Centric and/or
Personalized Medicine. In both models, continuous, periodic and aperiodic
Patient Monitoring provides relevant data upon which local and remote
analysis and diagnosis can be based. Integrated with Telemedicine and
eHealth the end-products will substantially extend and expand existing and
future services.
The Patient is and has been a data source for Practitioners. The
acquisition, analysis and usage of Patient-supplied data has been affected by
various errors, leading to a dependence upon Practitioner-selected,
Laboratory-performed tests. Detection, isolation, analysis and response are
common technologies in more disciplines than Healthcare Services.
Medical Diagnosis is based upon Medicine and Knowledge-based Decisionmaking. Continuous reliable, accurate, precise and relevant Patient data is a
critical requirement.
Presuming the existence of adequate, accessible, appropriate, current,
necessary, sufficient, reliable, repeatable, timely and historical Patient data
covering lifelong conditions, events, results, successes, failures, Facilities,
Practitioners, Support and environments, it is likely that a secure Patient
Knowledge-based System (sPKS) can support: (1) current state
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determination, (2) triage of serious medical conditions, (3) risk analysis and
proper treatment.
Developing the sPKS is a co-operative task involving Information
Technology and Medical Groups. Supplying the sPKS with data inputs is a
co-operative task involving Medical Device and Information Technology
Groups. The primary focus herein is the development of required data
inputs for the sPKS. Data inputs can be composed of raw data from Medical
Devices, or similar sources, Patient- and Community-supplied data, (e.g.,
audio/visual), local pre-processed data (e.g., statistical data generated over
time) and reports from local and on-site Practitioners. Local Patient
Monitoring activities can be multifunctional; multiple data sources and
types is typical. The above indicates a data flow from the Patient to a
Practitioner at a remote site, with an attendant concentration of remote data
processing and storage, much in line with current practice. This
concentration translates into rather large bottlenecks which adversely
impact overall efficiency and performance.
With readily available, over-the-counter Medical Devices the Patient has
available a range of such devices that should support computer interfaces or
software applications that accept Patient-entered data. Local Computer
Systems are likely to support the downloading and uploading of
applications along with databases and application data.
An alternative to fixed configurations are modular, reliable,
reconfigurable, expandable, maintainable architectures that operate under
the joint control of the Patient and remote Practitioner. Similar approaches
to dynamic configurations have successfully been taken in other Industries
over time, e.g., Enterprise Computing, Smart Manufacturing, Chemical
Processing and Aerospace.
Platforms
The Computing Platforms and Networks identified herein are
Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS) items; their Operating Systems are
drawn from Microsoft Windows and Linux offerings; Application Software
Tools are Open-Source and Commercial products.
Open-Source Development
All software is written with open-source code. The code is protected by a
special license that ensures everyone has access to that code. Such access is
necessary since developing custom Application Stacks will require code
integration for newly designed and legacy software packages.
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Application Stacks
A Software Operating System is an example of a Software Stack, i.e., a
set of software components and subsystems required to deliver a fully
functional solution for a product or service. An Application Stack is a
Software Stack that delivers an Application. An Application can include
multiple, identifiable Components, e.g., Databases, programming language
and control packages. Application Stacks herein support directly or
indirectly Healthcare Services.
BitNami Stacks
BitNami Stacks (http://bitnami.org) include an open source application
and all of the other software necessary to run it, such as Apache, MySQL,
PHP or Ruby. The selected BitNami Stack is installed on the Platform
(herein a Windows XP Professional or an UBUNTU Linux Platform).
Thereafter it is accessible via a User-defined port number associated with an
internal or external Apache Server.
BitNami Stacks were chosen to demonstrate presence, functionality and
versatility of currently available Application Stacks. Many new Stacks have
been proposed; each will substantially broaden the Stack library.
Commercial Custom Application Stack Designers are available. With the
combination of BitNami Application Stacks, Custom Application Stacks and
proprietary Application Stacks, an advanced Prototype can be built to enable
Participants, Facilities and Support Groups to configure and built models
for advanced Healthcare Services suitable for Patient-Centric and
Personalised Medicine Healthcare Services.
Advanced Prototypes and Models can also be used to integrate medical
researchers and specialists plus advanced technologies, e.g., imaging,
decision-support, conditions, chronic care and whole-body health. A
selection of existing BitNami Application Stacks includes, but is not limited
to: DjangoStack (Rapid Application Development), LAMPStack (Linux,
Apache, MySQL, PHP), RubyStack (Ruby), Drupal (Content Management),
phpBB (Bulletin Board), Liferay (collaborative tools), Spree (eCommerce),
Moodle (Documentation), DokuWiki (Wiki).
A selection of proposed BitNami Application Stacks includes, but is not
limited to: AIOCP (All in One Control), Epiware (Document Management
System), FUDforum (Web Forum), Open-Xchange Server ( Collaboration
and Integration), SQL-Ledger (double entry account/ERP system), Pandora
FMS (Monitoring), Plone ( content management system).
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Application Stack Caveats
Developers must consider that a Computing System supporting
Application Stacks encounters additional inherent overhead, resource
limitations, processing tasks and User limitations. Scalability, Capacity
Planning and Performance must be closely monitored. Since this
development effort has been directed at Patients and Communities of
Patients (e.g., multiple systems), related limitations are expected to be less
severe. Performance and scalability will remain issues.
Anticipated Additional Architectural Requirements
Overlay Structures: an overlay is when a process replaces itself with the
code of another program.
Swap Data Structures: enable the execution of programs that manage data
files larger than available memory.
Roll-in and Roll-out: Task Sets, comprising selected tasks to be performed
by the Computing System, may not be fixed, i.e., the member tasks in any
Set may vary depending upon current and future processing requirements.
The number of Task Sets may vary as well. Hence, at any time the number
of Task Sets and the number of Tasks in any Set may vary. Furthermore, at
any time, individual Tasks may not be required to perform assigned
processing. During this dwell time a Task may be 'rolled-out' to a storage
facility to await the next time it is required when it would be rolled-in from
the storage facility.
Task Sets, comprising selected tasks to be performed by the Computing
System, may not be fixed, i.e., the member tasks in any Set may vary
depending upon current and future processing requirements. The number of
Task Sets may vary as well. Hence, at any time the number of Task Sets and
the number of Tasks in any Set may vary. Furthermore, at any time,
individual Tasks may not be required to perform assigned processing.
During this dwell time a Task may be 'rolled-out' to a storage facility to
await the next time it is required when it would be rolled-in from the storage
facility.
An example is a test-oriented Task assigned to run during periods of verylow activity. Another example would be a Task designed to support a Sleep
Apnea Study. Similarly, an Application Stack that is currently in a dwell
processing state could be rolled-out to a storage facility to await the next
time it is required when it would be rolled-in from the storage facility. This
would be the topic of a future project.
Overlay and Swap in Extended Application Stacks: A reasonably prudent
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presumption is that not all Application Stacks are required to be
continuously resident, active and performance task sets. This presumption is
justified by the reality that a Patient progress through a sequence of activity
states within a 24-hour period. The set of currently resident, active and
performing Application Stacks must at least properly match the current
activity state. Inactive Application Stacks can relinquish resources and/or be
rolled-out to a storage facility.
Sensor data can be processed to determine the current activity state and
software configuration management can make the proper modifications.
When Sensor data is not available, e.g., the Patient is unavailable, a low
activity related configuration would be achieved.
Overlay Application Stacks: Application Stacks can be designed to
function as Overlay Structures, i.e., a set of Applications can be configured
to use a specific Application Stack under a preset set of rules. Multiple such
Stacks would support multiple Overlay Structures. For example, a remote

Practitioner may request that a set of non-standard tests be performed
(e.g., two) and each test is designed to execute on a standard Overlay
Stack. Where the local System supports two or more such Overlay
Stacks, the tests can be performed in parallel.

Swap Data Application Stacks: These Application Stacks are likely to be
under the control of other resident Application Stacks. This may entail
access to data on remote storage resources.
Future Testing: Future testing will address expanded testing on each
System and on co-operative and peer-peer application testing involving both
Systems and external applications.
Future Developments: Bluetooth and Wireless Technologies inject
multiple and substantial possibilities into this configuration. These cover a
variety of embedded systems and networks, Cellular Systems and mixedmode configurations, e.g., all of the above plus current infrastructures.
Conclusion

The Prototype integrating BitNami Application Stacks functioned well in
preliminary testing. The results obtained indicate that an expanded
configuration is appropriate as is the inclusion of embedded systems,
wireless networks, e.g., 802.11x, and Bluetooth-enabled devices and
networks. The integration of open-source Medical Packages is both feasible
and planned, e.g., imaging and diagnostics.
The 'next step' in development is an advanced Prototype that integrates
available open-source Medical and Health packages. When a level of
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successful completion is accomplished, additional integrations will include
Telemedicine, eHealth and more advanced Medical Devices.
Thomas Clark: A BSEE from the University of New Mexico and an MSEE from Wichita
State University provided a basis for Electronic and Computer-based Control Systems in the
fields of Military Ground and Airborne Radar, Fire Control, Navigational and Guidance
Systems. A MSCS and an Engineer Degree from The University of Southern California
provided a basis for Enterprise-level, Fault-Tolerant and Highly-Available Computer Systems
and Networks. A BSL and a JD degree provided a basis for related fields. Recent activities
include Telemedicine, eHealth, Public Health, Medical and Health Informatics, Embedded
Systems and Networks, Electronic Record Systems, Reconfigurable and Personal Systems,
Medical Devices and related Diagnostics Interests extend to Public Health, Patient-Centric
Healthcare and Personalized Medicine.
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Using Digital Pen and Paper to Improve Electronic
Care Record Keeping, Boosting Productivity,
Accountability and Quality of Social Care
Petter Ericson
Anoto AB, Sweden
Abstract: In the face of ti ght res ources and gr owing workloads, s ocial
care pr oviders are under c onstant pressure to deliver ‘m ore for les s’.
Explosive de mand for soc ial services – for ins tance as a res ult of a
rising elderly populati on – i s not m atched by higher staffin g levels an d
a shift in resources.
Anoto’s Pe tter Ericson, co-inventor of Digital Pen an d Paper (DP& P)
will discuss ho w DP&P can help hea lthcare providers respond to these
pressures by simplifying service management and delivery – without
jeopardizing well-oiled, existing working routines.
The digital pen recor ds c arers’ notes in real time, as the y fill in c are
forms and de ployment tr anscripts. Th e digital pen writes just like a n
ordinary ba llpoint p en, with a tiny infrared camera at its tip tracking
its movements relative to a nearly invisible dot patter n printed on the
form. The data can then be transferred from the pen to a PC via a USB
docking station or a mobile phone, and is immediate ly available for
further processing.
ADAC Uses Digital Pen and Paper for Fast Entry and Analysis of Patient
Data
Every year, ADAC-Luftrettung gGmbH, Germany’s largest air rescue
service, takes thousands of rescue flights. Every ADAC air rescue operation
must be documented in detail – with an emphasis on speed, precision and
efficiency.
The information is then needed for follow-up treatment in hospital,
administration purposes and to settle charges with the various service
providers, such as health insurance funds and insurance companies.
Previously, everything was done manually, which meant a lot of time and
effort was spent on filling out forms and capturing accurate data.
Various electronic data entry devices, including Personal Digital
Assistants (PDAs), tablet PCs and a solution based on Anoto Digital Pen
and Paper (DP&P) technology, were tested. The DP&P solution from
Diagramm Halbach was the most convincing choice due to the ergonomics
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and practicality of the technology.
The company developed a digital emergency doctors’ log – ‘dotforms®
rescue’ – in collaboration with ADAC-Luftrettung and the German army
hospital Bundeswehrkrankenhaus Ulm. Verification software with
handwriting recognition was also developed. The solution met one of
ADAC’s main requirements – the need to graphically illustrate and digitally
analyze the correlation between different medical factors during the period
of a patient’s medical treatment.
The dotforms application now means fast, accurate data entry without any
additional effort, as well as the ability to retain paper forms, which
accompany the patients to hospital. Data capture with ‘dotforms rescue’ is
now 4-5 times faster than when it was being done manually.
ADAC-Luftrettung has now decided to use the application at all of its 33
centres across Germany.
Bethesda Emergency Associates, Suburban Hospital, Bethesda, Maryland –
Verifying Information in the Emergency Department
For doctors in an Emergency Department, getting documentation into the
computer system quickly and easily is a major concern in their daily work.
It is important to ensure that documents are verified and contain correct
and complete information. At the same time, learning new and complicated
software is something busy medical professionals could do without.
A system using Digital Pen and Paper (DP&P) has helped doctors at
Bethesda Emergency Associates at Suburban Hospital in Bethesda,
Maryland, to simplify documentation. The system is electronic, but
physicians can learn how to use it instantly.
Developed by Bartcharts LLC and PSR and incorporating Anoto DP&P
functionality, the eBC system means that doctors can record patient
information using familiar pen and paper and then transfer it directly into
the system in digital format.
The eBC system is simplicity itself from the doctors’ perspective. They
simply print off the appropriate template from a computer at the beginning
of their rounds, and complete the template during the patient examination,
documenting items such as medical history, care and diagnosis.
While ease of use and speed is top of mind, the eBC system is also much
cheaper than traditional solutions, providing savings that can be passed on
to patients. The success at Bethesda has led to further orders for eBC,
which is being introduced at two new locations.
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Digital ‘Pain Diary’ Brings Relief to Palliative Home Care
In 2003, an academic study in Linköping, Sweden, tested the innovative
use of Digital Pen and Paper technology in the care of terminally ill patients
in their homes.
The application, developed by Anoto, gave palliative care patients the
opportunity to use a networked digital pen to keep a ‘pain diary’ and
register facts about their condition several times a day. This information
was sent to medical staff via mobile Internet, leading to more precise and
timely pain management.
The digital pain assessment method was considered effortless by patients
in spite of their state of health. It helped that the digital pen resembles an
ordinary pen and is easy to use, even for fragile or elderly patients.
Patients experienced an improvement in the contact with their caregivers
and felt that they were participating more in their own care. The technology
allowed patients to combine the comfort of being cared for in their own
homes with real-time monitoring and control of pain levels.
In the next phase, the monitoring of heart failure patients will be studied.
Petter Ericson studied Engineering Physics at Lund Institute of
Technology and joined C Technologies in 1997, where he worked as head
of software development. In 1998 the world’s first consumer hand-held
image processing device, the C-Pen, was launched. Two years later,
Anoto was founded as a spin-off from C Technologies. Mr. Ericson
currently works with R&D, and has filed patents for over 40 inventions in
the field of image processing and digital pen and paper.
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Using Digital Pen and Paper to Improve Provision
and Management of Home Care in Sweden
Monica Edenståhl
Solna Municipality, Stockholm, Sweden
Abstract: In the Stock holm subur b of Solna (65,000 i nhabitants) the
local council has deployed Digital Pen and Paper technology to improve
the management of its home care services.
Monica Edenståhl will ex plain why So lna opted fo r this specifi c
technology; ho w it h as help ed save the council over Euros
1.2m
annually; and h ow S olna’s s uccess has l ed over 4 0 other Sw edish
municipalities adopting similar solutions.
In 2002, the delivery of home care in Solna wa s split between co uncil
staff and priva te home care providers. As ther e was no ce ntral record
of c arers’ w ork within this new
structure, the council could not
maintain adequate quality control over its services. It finally found an
effective way of addressing this by intr oducing Digital Pen and P aper
(DP&P), wh ich au tomatically ca ptures handwritte n infor mation and
converts them into keystrokes. A tiny infrared camera at the tip of the
pen tracks its movements r elative to a gr ey dot pattern printed on the
form, recording and storing what is being written.
Home c arers now use digital pens to record the exact time of their
arrival and when the y leave , the tasks performed and infor mation
about the patient’s wellbeing. T his has cre ated much greater
transparency for everyone involved.
Back at Solna’s Home Help Centre, the pens are docked and the stored
records are tr ansferred to a central c omputer s ystem. This means the
council has an instant account of the level and quality of care provi ded
and c an confi rm that care time is a ccurately recorde d and paid for.
The handwritten notes are signed and left in the home, where other
carers or family members can then refer to them.
Digital Pen and Paper Solution Creates Security for Elderly
Simplicity and Security
Staff taking care of old people in their homes often do not have time to
get to grips with complicated IT solutions, but as they are dealing with a
group of vulnerable people the need for good documentation is paramount.
In Solna, a suburb of Stockholm, the local council has found that a
solution based on Anoto Digital Pen and Paper technology has
revolutionized their processes.
The Mobipen Care solution, developed by Swedish company Catrel using
Anoto technology, is simplicity itself from a user’s perspective. This is
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vital in the home help service, where many of the workers are not used to IT
and sometimes stay in the job for relatively short periods.
By properly registering every visit and every service provided for the
patient in both written and electronic form, patients’ families can be
reassured about the level of care being provided, and care managers can
ensure that procedures are being followed.
The digital pen means that there is an instant, contemporaneous account
of the care provided that can be incorporated directly into the home help
service’s computer records.
Three Components
The solution has three components: digital pens, binders with special
forms and docking stations for the pens. When care assistants visit people in
their homes, they take the pens with them and note in the binders with
special forms how the old person is being cared for. They make a record of
when he or she has eaten, showered, and note any other observations, such
as whether he or she was feeling unwell.
Staff members also use the pen to make a note on a sheet of paper by the
door as to when they arrive and when they leave. Both this and the binder
remain in the home to give families exact information about how their
relative is being treated.
This can be particularly important in cases where the old person has
dementia, and cannot remember whether care assistants have visited them.
Families can then be sure of the care their relatives have received.
As the digital pen looks feels and writes like any other pen, this process is
straightforward for all of the staff. The fact that the pen also stores
everything they write in digital format goes unnoticed by the user.
A Precise Picture
Once the information is saved in the pen, it is taken back to Solna Home
Help’s office. Here, the pen is placed in the docking station, and the
information on it transferred to the council’s computer system.
This enables care managers to get a precise picture of how the home help
service is working, and makes it easier for elected councillors to ensure that
money is being spent effectively.
The solution is now being used in more than 40 Swedish municipalities,
for example Sundbyberg, Kristianstad, Lomma and Karlskrona.
In Solna, 330 digital pens are now being used. Altogether, 3,000 digital
pens are being used in different Swedish towns.
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e-Mental Health: Enhancing Mental Health
Services through Information and Communication
Technology
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Biofeedback, Virtual Reality and Mobile Phones
for the Treatment of Generalized Anxiety Disorder
F. Pallavicini, D. Algeri, A. Gorini, C. Repetto, G. Riva
Istituto Auxologico Italiano,Milan, Italy
pallavicini.federica@gmail.com
Abstract: Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD) is a psychiatric disease
characterized by l ong-lasting anxiety th at i s n ot f ocused on a s pecific
object or si tuation. P hysical (rel axation and co ntrolled breathi ng),
behavioural (visualization a nd co ntrolled expos ure) and c ognitive
control strategies (challenging negative thoughts) represent a key part
of the GAD treatment,
even if they are hard to be acquire d. T o
overcome this limita tion the EU fu nded INTREPI D research proje ct
(IST-2002-507464) proposes to impr ove the treatment of GAD thr ough
the use of a biofeedback enhanced virtual reality (VR) syste m used to
provide both relaxation and controlled exposure. The patients are made
aware of thei r reactions throu gh the feedbac k pr ovided b y the VR
environment in real time . Using menta l exercises the patients le arn to
control their physi ological parame ters, while using the fe
edback
provided by the virtua l environment they bec ome able to gauge their
success. More, this experience is str engthened by the use of a mobile
phone that allows patients to per form the virtual experience even in an
outpatient sett ing, enhancing the pa tients' a bility to deal with their
symptoms in real life conte xts. This approach was tested in a Ph ase II
randomized controlled tri al (NCT00602212), including three groups of
4 patients each (for a total of 12 patients): (1) the VR and Mobile group
including biofeedback (VRMB); (2) the VR and Mobile group with out
biofeedback (VRM); (3) the waiting list group (WL).
Introduction
Generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) is an anxiety disorder that typically
has an early age of onset, a chronic course and a high degree of comorbidity
with other anxiety and mood disorders [1]. According to the DSM-IV-TR
[2] the essential feature of GAD is at least 6 months of "excessive anxiety
and worry" about a variety of events and situations. GAD is usually treated
with medications and/or psychotherapy. In particular, the two most diffused
treatments are cognitive therapy and applied relaxation [3;4]. The EU
funded INTREPID research project (IST-2002-507464) proposes to
improve the treatment of GAD through the use of a biofeedback enhanced
virtual reality (VR) system in order to facilitate the relaxation process. One
of the main advantages of VR in association with biofeedback is the
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possibility to create specific environments that can be controlled in real time
by the physiological modifications occurring in the patient [5;6]. However,
a critical issue related to the use of virtual exposure in the treatment of GAD
is the lack of a VR system that can be used in the everyday situations: both
the cost and the setting of the system limit its use to the health care
centre/hospital/therapist’s office. To solve this issue we included in the
protocol a mobile phone, in order to provide the guided experiences also in
outpatient settings.
Instruments and Methods
To test the efficacy of the proposed approach we set up a phase-2
controlled clinical trial. One hundred and five consecutive patients seeking
treatment in a public health-care institute in Italy were screened for the
admission in the study. Criteria for participation included the following: (1)
Diagnosis of GAD, following DSM-IV-TR criteria; (2) Age between 18 and
50 years; (3) No psychotherapy received for GAD; (4) In case of taking
pharmacotherapy, the kind and amount of medication had not to be varied
during experimental period; (5) No history of neurological diseases, mental
retardation, psychosis, alcohol or drug dependence; (6) No migraine,
headache, or vestibular abnormalities.
Twelve patients who met the inclusion criteria, 9 female and 3 male,
entered the treatment phase and were randomly assigned to one of the
following groups: (1) the VR and Mobile group including biofeedback
(VRMB); (2) the VR and Mobile group without biofeedback (VRM); (3)
the waiting list group (WL). A semi structured interview was used to
identify the relevant DSM-IV-TR diagnostic criteria for GAD in the sample.
The following psychometric questionnaires were also administered to each
patient at pre-treatment and upon completion of the clinical trial:
Generalized Anxiety Disorder -7 questions (GAD-7), Penn State Worry
Questionnaire (PSWQ); Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI); State-Trait Anxiety
Inventory Form Y-2 (STAI-Y-2), Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale (HAM-A).
The two experimental conditions that received treatment (VRM and
VRMB) were also assessed at the beginning and at the end of each of the 8
protocol sessions using the following questionnaires: State-Trait Anxiety
Inventory Form Y-1 (STAI Y-1) and Visual Analogue Scale for Anxiety
(VAS-A). At the beginning and at the end of each training session (the
Heart Rate (HR) was recorded for 3 minutes. Finally, HR of the patients
included in the VRMB group were also assessed during the treatment
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sessions, in order to obtain and monitor the
variations of their emotional state.
To study the efficacy of the different
protocols, a repeated measured between
subjects design with three experimental
conditions was used. Specifically, the
study included the following conditions:
Fig. 1 The control unit: a)a
1.
Virtual Reality + Mobile Phone
personal computer (Asus
without Biofeedback Condition (VRM). In
G2S;); b)a crosscable; c)a
this experimental condition patients
therapist’s laptop (EEPC
received an eight-session VR-based
100H - BK039X); d)A
treatment including both relaxation and
joypad (Xbox Controller);
exposure and techniques supported by HR
e)a head-mounted display
biofeedback. From sessions 1 to 6, the
(Vuzix iWear VR920
patient explored a beautiful tropical island
in an immersive condition (wearing a
head-mounted display and a head-tracker) and following a predefined path
leading to different relaxing areas: Campfire, Beach and Waterfall. Each
experience was supported by an audio narrative based on progressive
muscle relaxation and/or autogenic techniques. To improve the efficacy of
the training and to increase the effects of relaxation, patients experienced at
home, using a mobile phone, a non-navigable version of the same virtual
reality environment experienced during the therapy. The patient was asked
to train relaxation abilities at least once a day for the entire duration of the
protocol. In session 7 and 8 the patient explored the island reaching a
Gazebo in which he was exposed to pre-selected words or images related to
his personal stressful events and was asked to use the learned relaxation
techniques to cope with them.
2.
Virtual Reality + Mobile Phone with Biofeedback Condition
(VRMB). The patients experienced the same protocol described above, but
with the support of biofeedback. Specifically, in the sessions with the
therapist, HR personal variations were used to modify specific features of
the virtual environment.
3.
Waiting List Condition (WL). This was a control condition, in
which patients not received any kind of relaxation training.
Results and Discussion
The main results of the study are reported in the tables.
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The study offered three interesting results. On one side, it confirmed the
possibility of using VR in the treatment of GAD. Both experimental groups
improved their clinical outcome after the end of the treatment. On the other
side, this study provides initial evidence of the better efficacy of the
treatment for the VRMB group. Subjects belonging to this group reported
higher decrease in the anxiety psychometric questionnaires after the
treatment than both the VRM and the WL groups, even if the VRM group
too reported some significant improvements at the end of the therapy. This
study also supports the clinical use of a mobile phone to re-experience and
anchor the contents of the VR sessions at home. When interviewed about
the usefulness of the PDA, the majority of patients (91%) answered that
they were very satisfied about it because it helped them to consolidate the
relaxation training in the absence of the therapist.
In conclusion, this study represents the first experimental evidence that
(1) VR can be used for the treatment of GAD; (2) in a VR treatment,
patients take advantage of a mobile device that delivers virtual guided
experiences in an outpatient setting; (3) the effectiveness of an immersive
virtual relaxing environment, that helps patients to master the complex
training of relaxation, can be reinforced using the patients’ physiological
data to modify specific features of the virtual environment in real time.
Currently, on the basis of these interesting results, the project is still
ongoing and twelve new patients have been selected to participate in the
study.
Table 1 Demographic details by study group

Variables
Age
Years of
Education

Group
VRMB
VRM
WL
Mean (SD)
41.25 (13.24) 48.5 (12.66)
14.25 (2.5)

11.75 (4.78)

F

p

51.25 (9.84)

.746

.502

10.25 (3.59)

1.164

.355

Table 2 Mean of HR differences between Pre and Post all sessions training
Group
Mean of HR differences Pre- VRMB
Post all sessions training
VRM
169

Mean

Std. Deviation

4,67
2,83

3,327
1,169

Table 3 Mean of STAI-Y1 and VAS-A differences between Pre and Post all
sessions training
Group
Mean of STAI-Y1 differences VRMB
Pre-Post all sessions training
VR
Mean of VAS-A differences VRMB
Pre-Post all sessions training
VR

Mean

Std. Deviation

6,7917
5,2083
7,7083
6,4583

2,71761
3,26886
4,28782
3,82563
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Abstract: A variety of new technol ogies to s upport ment al he alth
treatment are emerging. Many of th ese technologies aim to improve
access t o tre atment a nd to pr ovide more engagi ng and relevant
treatment to clients. Ho wever, technologies which suffer fro m usability
problems or which fail to take into account the real needs of clients and
the conte xt i n which treatment is provided are unlikely to succe ed.
There is a ne ed to e stablish guidelines and processes to s upport the
development of us able and useful technology interve ntions. Res earch
on Human Compu ter Interaction (H CI) has yielded both gener al and
domain speci fic guidelines and de velopment pr ocesses, but further
work needs to b e done to deal with the unique challenges posed by the
mental heal th dom ain. We outline a client-ce ntered devel opment
process, drawing on prior research in HCI and experience gained
through development of a number of e-mental health interventions.
Introduction
Technology to support mental health can potentially address a range of
problems, including difficulties encountered accessing services, engaging
successfully in treatment and providing affordable treatment. Similarly
technology can target a number of different contexts, including systems
designed for use in prevention of mental illness, standalone computer-based
treatments and self-help systems, and systems intended for use in
conjunction with face-to-face psychotherapy. Within these contexts of use,
systems may support monitoring of and self-monitoring by clients,
communication (such as computer-mediated therapy), delivery of content
(e.g. psycho-educational video material), and interaction with content (e.g.
interacting with a Virtual Reality environment to support controlled
exposure treatment for phobia). To date, a range of disorders such as
depression, eating disorders and phobias have been targeted using a number
of different technologies, including animated agents, 3D gaming, virtual
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reality, and mobile phones. The space of possible technology interventions
has been reviewed along with the state of the art in [1].
Addressing usability and human factors issues is recognized as critical for
successful technology development projects, and research on HCI has
resulted in a philosophy of User-Centered Design, in which end users are
consulted early and often during the development process. System designs
are generated through activities which involve end-users, and prototype
systems are evaluated with real users. While many of these techniques may
be difficult to apply in the mental health care setting due to ethical
constraints and access problems, the motivation for using them remains.
Clinical evaluations of technologies which have major usability problems or
which do not match well with the needs, circumstances and interests of the
client group are likely to discover little beyond the fact that the technology
is unusable or un-engaging. That is, design problems with the technology
may mask any positive effect associated with the technology intervention.
A Client-Centered Process
We propose that a client-centered design process be employed for the
development of mental health technologies. Our recommendations on such
a process represent experience gained through development of a series of
therapeutic applications: Personal Investigator – a therapeutic 3D game [2];
PlayWrite – a content authoring tool for therapeutic games (used to produce
a series of therapeutic games); the Mobile Mood Diary – a mobile phone
based mood diary [3]; My Mobile Story – a mobile-phone and desktop
based system for constructing therapeutic stories, and the ongoing
development of the Technology Enhanced Therapy (TET) platform for
online and mobile delivery and support of stepped care interventions.
The design process begins with a needs-analysis of end-users, both clients
and therapists. Given the unique features of the mental health care domain,
it is vital to design in collaboration with therapists, and we recommend that
therapists be part of the design team. While collaborative design, involving
domain experts, is desirable in most design spaces, it has particular
importance in mental healthcare [4]. Few therapists currently have the
experience and expertise required to design or develop new technologies or
to rigorously evaluate them to the standards required for successful
introduction to clinical settings. Equally, designers may be unfamiliar with
clinical issues, therapeutic models and protocols. Collaboration permits a
sharing of knowledge from each expert’s domain. The designer needs to
appreciate the sensitivity of the situation and be able to characterize
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potential clients and to understand a therapist’s motivations and typical
working practice. User-centred design techniques such as workshops,
roleplay, and paper prototyping may be used at the early stages to engage
both clients and therapists in the design process. For example, prototyping
involves creating physical representations of technological designs in order
to provide feedback on design ideas. Prototypes incrementally embed
functionality into the artefact through successive iterations. The use of
prototypes can help end-users envision the potential for the proposed
technology and the resulting changes in work practice.
Choosing a therapeutic model which complements the existing work
practices of therapists and their clients is an important step in any design
process. There are several ways in which this decision can affect system
design. For example a therapeutic model can be incorporated explicitly into
a tool, as in the Personal Investigator game which embodies SolutionFocused Therapy. Equally systems can seek to improve upon existing
therapeutic tools or activities – the Mobile Mood Diary uses mobile and
online technology to try to create a more engaging and convenient mood
chart than the traditional paper-chart. Finally, systems can be open-ended
and allow therapists to adapt and create their own therapeutic content –
PlayWrite, My Mobile Story and TET platform take this approach, allowing
therapists to incorporate their existing therapeutic models into the system.
Guidelines
Another aspect of HCI research is the development of domain-specific
guidelines for new technologies. Specific guidelines for mental health
technologies can include design for outcomes, make the systems adaptable
and sustainable and provide flexibility in the delivery of support. Here we
briefly expand on the example of designing for outcomes.
In technology development projects it is beneficial to set goals and
identify outcomes which a system will seek to achieve. Many outcomes can
be targeted which increase the capacity of services and provide larger
numbers of people with access to professional support, e.g. computerised
cognitive behavioural programmes can supplement face-to-face contact
with therapists [5]. A second broad challenge is to improve the outcomes of
interventions by improving the effectiveness of treatments and increasing
the degree to which clients successfully engage with treatments. Depending
on the nature of an intervention (disorder experienced, intervention method)
systems can be developed which aim to support, as well as monitor [6],
specific therapeutic outcomes (e.g. reductions in anxiety levels,
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improvements in moods, improved coping strategies). It is also possible to
identify broad objectives which contribute to the success of a wide range of
interventions. For example, the quality of the client therapist relationship
plays a significant role in the success of many interventions. Other
examples of outcomes that might be targeted include improved client self
efficacy, encouragement of increased levels of self-reflection by clients or
designing to support behavior change.
A phased evaluation approach is important within the mental healthcare
area; the framework for design and evaluation of complex health
interventions of [7] provides a useful conception of the process ranging
from the preclinical theory phase through to long term implementation. An
important distinction from a systems development perspective is between
formative evaluation and summative evaluation. Formative evaluation is an
integral part of any user-centered process; the evaluation generates
knowledge which is used to aid in the design of the application. This might
relate to difficulties clients encounter in operating the system or engaging
with the treatment and motivates changes to the design. In contrast
summative evaluation seeks to quantify the performance of the system, and
is typically the goal of a clinical trial. As part of a phased evaluation, peeruser evaluations of non-clinical aspects may be appropriate. For example
the mobile-phone mood diary was initially evaluated with peer users not
experiencing mental health problems [8]. This allows usability problems to
be identified and rectified before proceeding to clinical evaluation.
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Abstract: Background: Distortion of body image is common in patients
with severe obesity as are psychological problems such as depression.
Aims: To asse ss body image perception in patients with severe obesi ty
and to investigate the impact of body size overestimation on depression,
anxiety, sel f e steem, body dissatisfaction, binge e ating and quality of
life.
Methods: B ody siz e (BS) percepti on was asse ssed in 185 patients
(71.4% females, 28.6 % males) wi th seve re obesity (mean B MI 42.1,
min-max: 31.2-62.5) ap plying f or gastric by -pass surger y, us ing
“Virtual and Body” (PREVI), a virtual reality program. In addition, all
patients were assessed for depression (B eck Depressi on Inven tory-2),
anxiety (Beck Anxiety I nventory), self-es teem (Rosenberg Self-Esti me
Scale), b ody dissatisfaction and binge eating and drive for thinne ss
(Eating Disorder Inventory) and quality of life (IWQOL-Lite).
Results: 3.2% of the patients underestimated and 58.4% overestimated
their BS by more than 10% in comp arison with the perception of an
external observer. Patients overestimating their BS had a higher BMI,
higher scores of bulimia and reduced quality of life.
Conclusions: Patients with severe obesi ty tend to overestimate thei r
body size and tend to have special psychological characteristics.
Background
Obesity is nowadays a worldwide public health problem [1]. Severe
obesity can have important psychological consequences such as depression,
anxiety, low self-esteem, poor quality of life and negative body image [2].
Body image refers to a mental image that a person has of the physical
appearance of their body [3]. It has been argued that body image
dissatisfaction could be beneficial to motivate people to lose weight. It is
more likely however, that this dissatisfaction erects emotional barriers
which lead to increased eating and depression [4]. The scientific literature in
this area is difficult to summarize, as there are findings supporting different
conclusions: obese individuals overestimate, underestimate, or are accurate
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regarding body size estimation. These inconsistent findings across the
literature may be due to different measurement methods and varying sample
sizes 4). Johnstone et al, using a novel digital morphing tool, have observed
that obese subjects displayed poorer body perception than their lean
counterparts and overestimate their actual body size [5]. Improved body
image would be one of the main reasons for post-surgical psychological
improvement, better social integration, and enhanced quality of life [6].
Virtual reality can be used as an assessment instrument for body image in
obesity. Through the use of immersive virtual reality environments, it is
possible to induce a controlled sensory rearrangement that facilitates the
correction of biased body image [7].
Aim
The aim of the present study is to assess body image distortion in obese
patients seeking a bariatric surgery by a virtual reality program.
Furthermore, relations between these results and the degree of obesity,
quality of life, depression, anxiety and psychological traits of eating
disorders are investigated.
Methods
Subjects
All consecutive patients with severe obesity seeking bariatric surgery
from September 2008 to August 2009 were assessed. Patients who were not
able to understand or read German or French were excluded. All patients
signed an informed consent form before evaluation. The study was
approved by the national Luxembourgian ethics commission.
Anthropometry
Weight was measured in kilograms and height in meters to calculate BMI.
Assessments
• Depression: Beck Depression Inventory 2
• Anxiety: Beck Anxiety Inventory
• Quality of life: Impact of Weight on Quality of Life-Lite (IWQOL-Lite)
• Self-esteem: Rosenberg self-esteem questionnaire
• Body dissatisfaction and binge eating: Eating Disorders Inventory
(EDI).
• Assessment of body image using virtual reality:
Body image was assessed in three steps, using a virtual reality program
called “Virtual & Body” (PREVI). In the first step, an external observer
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draws an “objective” image of the patient’s body form. In the second step,
the patient “draws” his/her body as he/she sees it. In drawing his image, the
patient can change each part of the virtual body. In a third step, his/her
image is compared with the image drawn by the external observer.
Statistical analyses
Comparisons were done using the Mann-Whitney test. Correlations were
done using Spearman’s Rho coefficient. All statistical analyses were done
with PASW 18.
Results
185 patients seeking surgical treatment for obesity were assessed, 132
women (71,4%) and 53 men (28,6%), aged between 18 and 67 (mean=40,5
+ 11,1 years), with BMIs ranging from 31,2 to 62,5 (mean BMI= 42,1 +
6,1). 3.2% of the patients underestimated and 58.4% overestimated their BS
by more than 10% in comparison with the assessment of an external
observer. BS estimation by patients was 12,8 % ± 12,5 higher than BS
estimation by an external observer.
Patients who overestimating their BS most had significant higher BMIs,
reduced quality of life, and higher bulimia scores on the EDI (table 1,
Test

Percentile 0-25
(n=46)
Mean ± S.D.

Percentile
25-75 (n=93)
Mean ± S.D.

Percentile 75-100
(n=46)
Mean ± S.D.

P value

*<0.001

BMI

42.9 ± 5.5

40.4 ± 0.5

44.9 ± 7.2

Depression

12.2 ± 8.8

14.5 ± 10.4

17.3 ± 12.3

0.093

Anxiety

12.5 ± 10.5

13.5 ± 11.8

14.5 ± 11.3

0.722

Self-esteem

20.3 ± 5.7

19.0 ± 5.8

18.5 ± 6.2

0.372

Drive for
thinness

0.4 ± 0.2

0.4 ± 0.2

0.5 ± 0.2

0.504

Bulimia

0.1 ± 0.2

0.1 ± 0.2

0.2 ± 0.2

*0.011

Body
dissatisfaction

0.7 ± 0.3

0.7 ± 0.2

0.7 ± 0.2

0.576

Quality of life

40.8 ± 19.4

42.6 ± 21.1

51.4 ± 22.8

*0.045

Table 1 Differences of mean of psychological variables in three groups of
percentile of body overestimation (test Mann-Whitney)
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Mann-Whitney test).
Conclusions
Most candidates for bariatric surgery overestimate their weight. Patients
who overestimate their weight more than the median of this population,
have higher BMIs, decreased quality of life, and more binge eating than
patients who do not overestimate their weight. In particular, there are
significant correlations and differences between “overestimaters” and “nonoverestimaters” with regard to bulimia scores and binge eating. In addition,
severity of obesity is positively correlated with body image distortion i.e.
severely obese patients tend to overestimate their BS more than those whose
obesity is less severe.
All patients tolerated and accepted the virtual reality technique well.
Patients can better imagine their body image and can change parts of the
body separately. This is an advantage in relationship to traditional methods
of body image assessment [8].
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Abstract: We built a videophone -based speech tel etherapy sys tem
through the internet and provided rehabilitation services for 2 children
with articulation disorders, who lived in a remote area.
Introduction
Childhood articulation disorders are a type of communication disorder,
which affects speech. Children with this disorder mispronounce words by
omitting, distorting, substituting, or adding sounds. This is because it has
been estimated miss-leaning on motion of pronunciations in development of
speech.
Speech therapists (STs) provide rehabilitation services for individuals of
all ages who have speech, language, and hearing disorders, including
articulation disorders, which affect the ability to communicate with other
people. There are more than 14,000 STs in Japan. However, patients in
many remote regions do not have easy access to rehabilitation services for
speech-language problems.
For treating patients in remote areas, telerehabilitation can be considered
as an effective alternative. However, we need to investigate in a case-bycase manner whether telerehabilitation is as effective as face-to-face
rehabilitation. Therefore, we administered videophone-based speech
teletherapy for children who have articulation disorders. In this report, we
discuss our experiences with such cases.
Method
Patients
The patients were 2 children (age, 5 and 6 years) who mispronounced
Japanese sounds [s] or long “s” in International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)
(voiceless palato alveolar fricative: in English “[sh]e” ) by substituting these
sounds with other sounds (e.g., [k], [t], [ts] ). These children live in areas
that have no rehabilitation services for childhood articulation disorders.
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Equipments
We built a videophone-based speech teletherapy system delivered over a
broadband internet connection. The system is described below.
Therapist’s PC
We set up a desktop personal computer (PC) with broadband connection;
the PC was equipped with Windows OS, Skype, Real VNC viewer, and
PacketiX VPN 2.0 client software, web camera, and headset microphone.
PC in the remote area
A note-type PC was installed at a nearby community health center with
the same features as that of the therapist’s PC. In addition, a printer and
loudspeaker were installed.
Software
We describe the role of the softwares that were installed in the PC.
Skype: This software establishes the video-phone connection. We can
communicate interactively through voice and video. Moreover, we can send
some files (text or photo etc.) as an attachment through this connection.
RealVNC: This software enables the operation of the PC in the remote
area from the therapist’s PC. Therefore, once the patients switch on the PC,
they need not further operate the PC.
PacketiX VPN 2.0: This software is used for establishing a virtual private
network. We built a local area network virtually on the internet to increase
the security in our system and to control the remote-area PC from the
therapist’s PC.
Goal of the Therapy
The goal of this therapy was to help children pronounce these sounds
correctly. At the end of the telerehabilitation sessions, the children were
able to pronounce Japanese speech sounds [s] or long “s” correctly in their
conversation.
Therapy Methods
Our teletherapy methods are similar to face-to-face therapy. During
teletherapy, the children were taught exercises for correct motion of the
articulatory organ (lip, tongue, etc); the execution of these actions was the
goal of the first stage of the therapy. After the children achieve this goal,
they continue to perform these exercises using phoneme, syllable, words,
and sentences in their conversations.
We use various cues to correct the articulatory motion. In face-to-face
therapy, these cues may be verbal or visual or tactile. However, in
teletherapy, we could not use tactile cue. Therefore, first, we visited the
patient and performed a face-to-face therapy session for correcting the
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articulatory motion by using tactile cues. At the end of the first session, we
taught the children’s parents and the community health-care nurse in that
area to give tactile cues. From the second therapy session onwards, we
performed teletherapy once in a week or once in 2 weeks. The frequency of
these sessions was the same as that of face-to-face therapy.
Since children must exercise correct articulation repeatedly, the parents
are encouraged to practice these exercises with the children at home
everyday. We prepared the teaching material in text with photographs for
home-exercises on the therapist’s PC; this material was then transmitted via
Skype to the PC at the community center, where it was printed. All these
operations were performed by the therapist from his/her PC.
Result
One child pronounced these sounds clearly after 12 teletherapy sessions,
while the other child pronounced these sounds clearly after 21 sessions. The
children were seated in front of the web-camera during the teletherapy
sessions.
Conclusion
Duration of 2–6 months may be required to achieve the goal of correct
pronunciation if the teletherapy session is conducted once in a week or once
in 2 weeks. Moreover, we were able to give personal attention to the
children during every session of teletherapy. The therapy outcome obtained
in these cases suggests that telerehabilitation is as efficient as face-to-face
rehabilitation. However, we studied only 2 cases. We will include more
patients in our future studies.
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Abstract: Background: T he ai m o f t he stud y w as to ev aluate the
relationship between F acebook user s and Internet addi ction (I A) by
Telepsychiatric service. Facebook is a social utility that connects people
with friends and others who work , stu dy and live around them by
internet. Method: A total of 100 facebook clients were studied with Free
online telepsychiatric services. Internet Addiction Test (IAT) was used,
by Teleps ychiatric ser vice, to as sess s tate me asures of symptom
severity. IAT, de veloped by Dr. Kim berly Young, is a 20-i tem
questionnaire that measures mild, moderate, and severe levels of
Internet Addi ction. First, we invest igated face book users by inter net.
Second, we evaluated for their severity of Internet addiction. Third, we
investigated c orrelations between fa cebook and I nternet addiction use
by IAT. Results: Sco re: 16% clients wit hout Int ernet A ddiction;20-49
points (mild IA) had been founded 19 % clients;50-79 points (moderate
IA) h ad bee n foun d at 18% clients (frequent pr oblems with the
Internet); 80-100 poin ts (severe I A) had been found at 47% clie nts
(significant problems with the Int ernet). Moderate and severe level off
IA had been found at 65 % clients (facebook users). Conclusions: This
study re veals a si gnificant association between In ternet addicti on and
facebook users (p<0.01). The data suggest the necessity of the continued
examination off facebook users, evaluation and follow-up evolu tion of
IA by Telepsychiatric service.
Introduction
Addictive use of the Internet is a new phenomenon which many
practitioners are unaware of and subsequently unprepared to treat. Some
therapists are unfamiliar with the Internet, making its seduction difficult to
understand [1].
Internet addi ction dis order (IAD), or, more broadly, Internet overuse,
problematic computer use or pathological computer use, is excessive
computer use that interferes with daily life [2-3].
A social netw ork ser vice focuses on building and reflecting of social
networks or social relations among people, e.g., who share interests and/or
activities. A social network service essentially consists of a representation
of each user (often a profile), his/her social links, and a variety of additional
services [4].
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Internet Addiction Test (IAT) developed by Dr. Kimberly Young, is a
20-item questionnaire that measures mild, moderate, and severe levels of
Internet Addiction. IAT was used, by Telepsychiatric service. To assess
your level of addiction, answer the following questions using this scale:
1= Rarely. 2= Occasionally. 3= Frequently. 4= Often. 5= Always. Questions
include items: How often do you find that you stay on-line longer than you
intended? How often do you check your e-mail before something else that
you need to do? How often do you feel depressed, moody, or nervous when
you are off-line, which goes away once you are back on-line, etc [1, 2, 5].
Face book is a social utility that connects people with friends and others
who work, study and live around them by Internet.
Aim
The aim of the study was to evaluate the relationship between Facebook
users and Internet addiction (IA) by Telepsychiatric service.
Methods
A total of 100 random facebook clients were studied with free online
telepsychiatric services and 100 total of no facebook clients (control group).
Internet Addiction Test (IAT) was used, by Telepsychiatric service, to
assess state measures of symptom severity. Research instrument was IAT,
developed by Dr. Kimberly Young, with 20-item questionnaire for
measures different levels of Internet Addiction [1-2].
For statistical processing we used programs and methods by SPSS-10 and
PASW-18 statistics for computer.
First, we investigated facebook users by internet and no facebook clients.
Second, we evaluated for their severity of Internet addiction.
Third, we investigated statistical correlations between both groups,
especially facebook and Internet addiction use by IAT.
Results
Based on the goal front, we get the following results for facebook users:
• Score: 16 % clients without Internet Addiction;
• 20-49 points (mild IA) had been founded 19 % clients;
• 50-79 points (moderate IA) had been found at 18 % clients (frequent
problems with the Internet);
• 80-100 points (severe IA) had been found at 47 % clients (significant
problems with the Internet).
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Based on the results front total moderate and severe level off IA had been
found at 65 % clients (facebook users).
Also, we get the following results for no facebook users:
• Score: 65 % clients without Internet Addiction;
• 20-49 points (mild IA) had been founded 13 % clients;
• 50-79 points (moderate IA) had been found at 19 % clients (frequent
problems with the Internet);
• 80-100 points (severe IA) had been found at 3 % clients (significant
problems with the Internet).
Based on the results front total moderate and severe level off IA had been
found at 22 % clients (no facebook users).
Table I and Table II shows statistical results by SPSS-10 and PASW-18
statistic programs (p < 0.01)
Table I
Internet Addiction Test(IAT)
Clients without Internet Addiction
20-49 points (mild IA)
50-79 points (moderate IA)
80-100 points(severe IA)
TOTAL

Facebook Users
N
%
16
16 %
19
19 %
18
18 %
47
47 %
100
100 %

No Facebook Users
N
%
65
65%
13
13%
19
19%
3
3%
100
100 %

Table II
Descriptives
Internet Addiction Test(IAT)
Mean
95% Confidence Interval for
Lower Bound
95% Confidence Interval for
Upper Bound
5% Trimmed Mean
Median
Variance
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Range
Interquartile Range
Skewness
Kurtosis

Facebook Users
Statistic
Std. Err.
25.0000
7.35980
1.5778

No Facebook Users
Statistic
Std. Err.
25.0000
13.73560
-18.7128

48.4222

68.7128

24.2778
18.5000
216.667
14.7196
16.00
47.00
31.00
23.50
1.957
3.862

24.0000
16.0000
754.667
27.47120
3.00
65.00
62.00
48.00
1.653
2.983
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1.014
2.619

1.014
2.619

Conclusions
Only 16 % clients without Internet Addiction, 19 % clients with mild IA.
Total moderate and severe level off IA had been found at 65 % clients
(facebook users). This study reveals a statistically significant association
between Internet addiction and facebook users (P<0.01).The data suggest
the necessity of the continued examination off facebook users, evaluation
and follow-up evolution of IA by Telepsychiatric service.
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Abstract: This presentation will introduce ‘LifeGuide’; free open-source
software that a llows peo ple with no programming ca pabilities to
develop, modify and evaluate online interventions. Online interventions
are used in healthcare to assist s
ervice users to m anage or change
health behaviours or to provide e-learning modules to train an d assess
healthcare staff. The presentation will describe the softwa re, prov ide
examples of current LifeGuide in
terventions and give a brief
demonstration of the tool.
Introduction
The benefits of providing healthcare interventions online are well-known.
The low-cost, 24 hour availability and global accessibility make them an
important resource for both the intervention user and for policy makers [1].
Furthermore, internet interventions can be made available to large numbers
of people therefore researchers can collect longitudinal data on the use and
effects of intervention components in large samples.
Traditionally, the development of online interventions has been resource
intensive. Each intervention is normally programmed individually by a team
of programmers and the initial development of an online intervention can be
more expensive than for other formats (e.g. face-to-face or printed).
Moreover, once an intervention has been programmed it can be difficult to
modify it. In contrast, LifeGuide enables people with no programming
capabilities to develop online interventions in a cost-efficient and flexible
way. This opens up online intervention development to people who may not
normally have the resources to do so (e.g. postgraduates and early career
researchers). Moreover, the software is embedded in a virtual research
environment (the LifeGuide Community website) which allows researchers
to share intervention components and therefore avoid costly duplication of
interventions.
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The LifeGuide Software
The LifeGuide software consists of an authoring tool (Fig. 1), logic and
an intervention manager (Fig. 2).
The Authoring Tool
The authoring tool is used to create the pages of the intervention and has
been designed to be easy to use to allow novice researchers to create their
own internet interventions. Within the authoring tool users can add: their
intervention content; interactive questions to obtain information from
intervention users in order to provide tailored advice; buttons to navigate
throughout the site; and images, videos and audio files. The look and feel of
the website can also be changed using a flexible drag and drop interface to
alter background, layout and colour whilst a templates function is also
available to allow users to create a standardised design.
The Logic
The logic is a written set of commands that works behind the scenes of an
intervention to make it run as expected; it is what makes the intervention
work. It is the logic that allows intervention users to move from one page to
another ensuring that they are directed to pages that are tailored to their
situation. Logic commands can also be used to enable the intervention to:
give personal feedback to intervention users; automatically randomise users
into groups; automatically score questionnaire items, send automatic emails or text messages and lots more. More information about how logic is

Fig 1: The LifeGuide
Authoring tool

Fig 1: The Intervention Manager

used in LifeGuide interventions can be found in our LifeGuide Researcher
Manual [2].
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The Intervention Manager
Completed and tested interventions can be uploaded to our LifeGuide
server on the LifeGuide Community website (or on a researcher’s own
server) to run their intervention trial on the intervention manager. Here,
researchers can collect research data and track participant usage of the
intervention. All information entered by a user throughout the course of an
intervention
is
securely
stored and then can be
exported
from
the
intervention manager to
Excel for analysis.
Creating Tailored
Interventions
Interventions
developed
using the LifeGuide software
can provide intervention
users with key features for
effective
behavioural
interventions. Interventions
can be individually tailored
for the website user and
provide essential longitudinal
support in the following
ways: including diagnostic or
assessment questions that can
then be scored automatically;
providing
tailored
(personalised) advice based
on the intervention user’s
Figure 2: Example Internet Interventions
responses
to
interactive
questions; helping users to
plan and self-monitor their activities; and providing communication with
peers and therapists through e-mails, forums and message boards.
LifeGuide has already been used successfully to create interventions for:
promoting hygiene behaviour to reduce transmission of pandemic flu;
delivering tailored advice for self-management of cold and flu symptoms;
delivering 8 sessions of cognitive-behavioural therapy for irritable bowel
syndrome; and providing e-learning and assessment tools for health
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professionals. Projects that are currently in development include
interventions that aim to: aid smoking cessation; reduce antibiotic
prescribing in GPs across Europe; reduce weight; and manage stomach and
bowel problems.
Future planned capabilities of LifeGuide include the ability to link with
medical records; connect to monitoring devices (e.g. heart rate monitors);
and to deliver interventions through other communication modes (such as
mobile phones).
The LifeGuide Community
The LifeGuide software is freely available to download from our
LifeGuide Community website (www.lifeguideonline.org) where users can
find a detailed user manual and support from others using the tool, share
intervention components and find examples of internet-based interventions
developed using the software.
Our LifeGuide community also allows networks of researchers to share
whole or parts of interventions enabling collaboration, collection of larger
datasets and the opportunity to flexibly modify existing interventions (e.g.
translating them for use in other languages).
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Abstract: As virtual reali ty tec hnology continue s to mature , wider
dissemination is occurring
as th e I nternet and m obile platfor ms
continue to proliferate worldwide. The rapid pace o f t echnological
development is allowing for more creative and widespread development
and im plementation of ne w clinical protocols and applicati ons. As
healthcare c ontinues to migrate to
non-hospital and n on-clinic
environments, these pl atforms w ill enco urage both
healthcare
providers and patients to innovate and experiment with individualiz ed
applications that meet thei r needs. Jus t as the phar maceutical and
genomics industries move rapidly toward personaliz ed medicine, the
advent of adva nced digital technologies may g ive rise to wha t will be
known as “Personalized Digital Medicine.”
Introduction
Simulation technology has long been used to train individuals in highly
specialized fields. For example, the U.S. Air Force and NASA used
simulations to allow pilots and astronauts to practice maneuvers in a safe
environment before attempting these complicated tasks in the real world.
However, new applications of these technologies are enabling residents to
practice surgery without endangering human life, encouraging patients to
complete physical therapy without resistance, and allowing individuals to
overcome their fears and distorted cognitions in the privacy of their
clinician’s office.
The applications of simulation technology in health care are numerous.
Below is a partial list of the uses that are currently being investigated:
• Treatment of anxiety disorders, including specific phobias, panic
disorder, agoraphobia, social phobia, and posttraumatic stress
disorder;
• Treatment of eating disorders and obesity;
• Assessment and treatment of schizophrenia;
• Assessment and treatment of attention deficit disorder;
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Skills training in autism;
Treatment and diagnosis of cognitive deficits;
Physical rehabilitation;
Management of chronic pain;
Distraction from pain associated with medical and dental
procedures;
• Quality of life in individuals with chronic illnesses;
• Empathy;
• Stress inoculation training.
For more than fifteen years, VR environments have allowed clinicians to
treat patients more effectively and efficiently, without concerns of excessive
cost, loss of confidentiality and limited safety that arise with many
conventional treatments. The therapeutic benefits of using simulations are
becoming increasingly well recognized and fully supported with results
from controlled clinical trials. With more than 1,000 papers already indexed
in Medline, it is certain that simulation technology is a strong force in health
care.
As these methods have reached maturity, many investigators are now
beginning to manipulate aspects of the VR environment that will maximize
the effectiveness of therapy for individual patients and specific disorders. A
challenge still remains, however, in the widespread adoption of this
technology which is currently limited by requirements for in-hospital or inclinic visits. Because of technological advances, many simulations are now
able to be delivered over the Internet, as well as on hand-held portable
devices. This allows for wider healthcare dissemination and personalization
in the areas of prevention, training, education, therapy, and rehabilitation.
Noteworthy advances in mobile and handheld technology with their
inherent significantly improved communications and graphical user
interface representations are also providing an explosion of new
possibilities for remote healthcare and next generation telemedicine
applications.
Mobile platforms should not be viewed as replacing the more traditional
systems currently in use in major medical centers and hospitals, but rather
they should be viewed as providing a type of seamless and 24/7 access to
healthcare. The combination of advanced, miniaturized sensors and rapid
point-of-care testing will help to integrate the fusion of a new type of
patient-centered healthcare delivery system paradigm. Although new, there
are some preliminary studies that show advantages in using mobile
platforms which primarily demonstrate efficacy in both patient education
•
•
•
•
•
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and administrative support. It is now time to broaden the horizon and
pursue additional clinical applications.
Some examples of virtual environments ported to the Internet and
handheld devices include:
• Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) VR treatment environments
delivered via the Internet;
• Teen smoking VR treatment environments delivered via the Internet;
• Pain management VR environments delivered via a mobile telephone;
• Physiological monitoring and feedback delivered via a mobile
telephone;
• Mental Armor Training delivered via an iPhone.
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)
Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) continues to be a significant
problem worldwide for populations affected by accidents, natural disasters,
acts of terrorism, and violence. Pioneers in treating PTSD with VRenhanced, physiologically facilitated prolonged exposure therapy with
attentional retraining have shown that this skills based technology enhanced
therapy approach can increase treatment effectiveness. For example, in
Greece, children with special needs have been taught to cope with
earthquakes. In the U.S. and Poland, troops returning from Iraq and
Afghanistan have been successfully rehabilitated. And in Ireland, the U.S.
and Korea, victims of motor vehicle accidents have been able to
successfully drive once more. It has even been proposed that by placing
Rwanda genocide survivors in, for example, a virtual field where crops have
just been burned, a virtual church where a family is hiding, or in other
virtual environments where a trauma has occurred, and then having them
slowly experience that situation in a controlled way, the patient may begin
to habituate to his or her specific PTSD symptoms and come to reappraise
the situation, allowing full emotional processing to occur [1, 2] (Fig. 1).
These same worlds are also now being ported over the Internet to increase
the availability and access of this successful regimen to more individuals.
The VR worlds and clinical protocols used in the first ever randomized
controlled clinical trial conducted by VRMC in collaboration with Balboa
Naval Hospital, San Diego, have the capability to effectively treat those
military members who have left active duty service and are now located in
remote parts of the U.S. Many of these individuals suffer extreme hardship
in trying to attend regular treatment sessions at facilities, many of which are
located several hours from their home.
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Stress Training
To attenuate or prevent PTSD in vulnerable populations, many groups are
performing pre-exposure “stress hardening” or “stress inoculation” training.
Initial reports indicate that this training can successfully prepare individuals
prior to the exposure and may in fact help to reduce rates of trauma postexposure. The goal of VR training is to teach tactical and/or trauma care
skills, allow individuals to practice stress management techniques (e.g.,
combat breathing), and improve performance during real-life combat
situations. Initially training performed in VR, these same treatments are
now being ported to handheld devices including the iPhone to take
advantage of “anytime, anywhere” booster sessions to decrease skill
decrement and provide additional training. One example of this innovation
is Mental Armor Training (iMAT) (Fig. 2). The way people think about a
particular experience impacts current mood and how they think about future
experiences. Created for use by deployed soldiers, iMAT serves to enhance
soldiers’ abilities to form accurate interpretations of the events they
experience during deployment and in every day life [3]. The first study,
being done in collaboration with the Arkansas Veterans Health System, the
Southeast Louisiana Veterans Healthcare System and VRMC, is part of a
study with U.S. Army National Guardsmen to determine physiological and
cognitive interventions during overseas deployment. Not intended to replace
diagnosis or treatment, this is a perfect example of how new portable
technologies can extend healthcare and empower patients to become active
participants in their own well-being.
Pain Management
VR worlds for pain management showed initial success in attenuating
pain during wound care in burn victims. Funded by the National Institute
on Drug Abuse, VR worlds developed to be run on either a laptop or
desktop computers were tested during medical and dental procedures, as
well as with chronic pain populations (Fig. 3). Results indicated a decrease
in both anxiety and pain, subjectively as well as objectively (physiological
signals). The challenge to then port these successful therapeutic strategies
to handheld devices has been started. Initial human factors testing were
completed with a mobile telephone product. Significant efficacy in a study
of patients with chronic low back pain was found. Pain focus conditions vs.
VR focus conditions indicated patients in the VR condition had a drop in
heart rate and skin temperature as well as a reduction in self-report pain
intensity ratings. As with the PC-based product, all participants reported a
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drop in pain while in the cell phone pain VR environment, with significance
ranging from p <0.05 to p<0.001, depending upon which of the three pain
rating scales were used. Also, a significant decrease in heart rate (p<0.05)
and a significant increase in peripheral skin temperature (p = 0.007) while
the participant was in the virtual environment substantiates the three self-

Figure 1. Posttraumatic Stress
Disorder (PTSD) Virtual
Environment

Figure 2. iPhone Application :
Stress Training iMAT on iPhone

Figure 3. Virtual Reality Cell Phone
Solution for Chronic Pain
Management

Figure 4. VR Delivered via Internet
and Cell Phone to Curb Teen
Smoking

reported pain ratings, indicating a reduction in levels of pain and anxiety
and suggesting that VR is an effective method of reducing distress [4].
Teen Smoking
Smoking is an addiction that kills 440,000 Americans each year, yet
2,000 adolescents begin smoking every day [5]. Reaching these smokers
while they still have the chance to choose to quit is of utmost importance. In
an Internet-based VR program (Fig.4), it is theorized that adolescents will
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experience a reduction in urges to smoke and a decrease in the number of
cigarettes smoked weekly. After regulatory approvals (IRB) were received,
an initial study was performed with adolescents in San Diego, California
(n=15). Participants indicated that keeping busy and doing physical activity
distracts them from the desire to smoke. To favor mobile-savvy teens, the
application is now being transferred to a cell phone platform.
Physiology
A portable medical device known as the Mobile Medical Monitor (M3)
was developed and designed to be used in the field to support injury
assessment through real-time vital signs monitoring. The multiple FDAapproved sensors were integrated into a portable, ruggedized existing
military platform that allowed medical data to be transmitted over existing
military bandwidth. As medical sensors continue to be miniaturized and
contain wireless communications capabilities, the opportunities for
continuous 24/7 non-invasive remote monitoring are today realities. There
will be a need for advanced software programs that can manage, interpret,
and signal to both the patient and clinician early warning signs and
indications of subtle abnormalities. This approach will go a long way
towards achieving the next level of preventive healthcare.
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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to e xplore the development of a telerehabilitation prog ram a cross prima ry and secondary ca re, ba sed o n
user-driven innovation. The paper is based on findings from an ongoing
research and innovation projec t, c alled “Telehomecare, chr onic
patients and the integ rated hea lthcare sy stem” (the TELEKAT
project). The proje ct utiliz es three se ts of interve ntions, aimed at
patients, pr ofessionals, and the organisation of c are. T he de velopment
of the telerehabilitation pr ogram across sectors based on a user-driven
approach is shown to be a pr omising framework for a voiding the
fragmentation and disc ontinuities th at c haracterize so much COPD
care.
Introduction
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) is a serious public
health problem. COPD is presently the fourth leading cause of death in the
world, with 2.75 million deaths worldwide [1]. According to the global
strategy for the diagnosis, management and prevention of COPD, stable
COPD is managed using a combination of interventions [2]. However, the
question remains as to the most effective approach of delivering and
coordinating multidisciplinary care according to the disease continuum and
across the healthcare system [3]. Reviews of the disease management
programs for patients with COPD shows that the programs are
heterogeneous in terms of interventions, outcome measures and study
design. However, quality of life is improved, and triple intervention
programs resulted in lower probability of at least one hospital admission
compared to usual care [3-4]. The reviews conclude that there is a need for
more research on chronic disease management programs in patients with
COPD across primary and secondary care. We have taken this challenge up
in an ongoing research and innovation project, called “Telehomecare,
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chronic patients and the integrated healthcare system” (the Telekat project).
The project uses telehomecare technology to develop a new concept for
rehabilitation of COPD patients across primary and secondary care.
Telehomecare technology is defined as the care and treatment between the
patient’s home and health care professionals with the support of
communication and information technology [5]. The target group is patients
diagnosed with serious and moderate levels of COPD.
The aim of this paper is to describe the development of a telerehabilitation
program across primary and secondary care based on user-driven
innovation.
The Concept of Telerehabilitation across Sectors
In the Telekat project, three sets of interventions are implemented: those
aimed at patients, at healthcare professionals and for the organisation of
rehabilitation. A telehealth monitor box is installed in the patient’s home.
Using wireless technology, the telehealth monitor can collect and transmit
data about the patient’s blood pressure, pulse, weight, oxygen level, lung
function, etc. via the Internet network, transmitting the data to a web-based
portal or to the electronic health care record. Healthcare professionals such
as district nurses, GP, nurses, doctors and physiotherapists at the health care
centre or hospital can assess the patient’s data, monitor the patient’s disease
and training inputs and provide advice to the patient. The patients and
relatives can also view the data on the web portal but can decide whom they
want to share their data with. The patient has the equipment placed in their
home for 4 months. They receive an individual training program by a
physiotherapist and may carry out home-based exercises. A telehomecare
team consisting of health care professionals from primary and secondary
care meet virtually to coordinate and discuss the individual rehabilitation
program for the COPD patients.
Theoretical Framework
The organizational perspective is based on inter-organisational theory [6].
Traditional organisational theories tend to overlook the role of networks and
rely on a more hierarchical perspective. Inter-organisational theories, in
contrast, open the boundaries of the organisation. The patient perspective is
based on a theory of everyday life [7].
Methods
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Through user-driven innovation [8], the experimental project focuses on
developing the rehabilitation offerings so that they can be utilised in the
patients’ own homes and from a multidisciplinary point of view. The data
included ethnographic observations in the homes and qualitative interviews
with patients (n= 8), relatives (n= 6), healthcare professionals (n= 21) and
representatives from private firms (n=5). The data collection process sought
to identify the known and unknown needs and wants for COPD patients,
relatives and healthcare professionals. The participants in the project have
developed the tele-rehabilitation program using data from the researchers as
discussed in workshops, a user panel and a network laboratory. A total of 82
patients with COPD are participating in the experiment, with 41 patients in
an interventions group and 41 patients in a control group.
Ethical approval was obtained from the regional Committee on
Biomedical Research Ethics and reported to The Danish Data Protection
Agency.
Findings
Through the innovation process founded on a user perspective, a telerehabilitation program across primary and secondary care has been
developed and is presently being tested. So far, the findings [9] indicate that
the patients and relatives regard tele-rehabilitation as a useful concept. The
patients use the monitored values as a guide for the type and extent of their
daily activities. The patients can also use the monitored values as indicators
of when a doctor or other health professional ought to be contacted, or when
to begin self treatment. There is a striking difference in strategies of selfcare, depending on whether or not patients live with a spouse. Patients
living with a spouse may rely on that person to carry out strenuous chores,
drive the car, carry groceries, and watch over them. Patients living alone
have to rely primarily on their own capacity, although they may sometimes
draw on their adult children or neighbors. These patients feel safer due to
the collaboration with the health care professionals. The health care
professionals regard the developed telerehabilitation program as a benefit to
the patient because new channels of communication are created, making for
enhanced collaboration across primary and secondary care. The benefits of
the patients are in the form of more timely contact with the doctor or
readmission to the hospital. Data on these issues will be analyzed after the
project has been completed.
Conclusion
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The development of the tele-rehabilitation program across sectors based
on a user-driven approach has been shown to be a promising concept for
avoiding the fragmentation and discontinuities of COPD care.
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Abstract: The p aper focuses o n r esults of a s urvey a ddressing the
relation between the Big Five an d clients’ motives and readiness to use
Internet psychological consultations. The study was funded by National
Science Fund, Bulgaria, project OHN 1514/2005.
Introduction
Personality is a dynamic and organized set of characteristics that uniquely
influences his or her cognitions, motivations, and behaviors in various
situations. Contemporary researchers have agreed that there are five basic
dimensions of personality nicknamed the “Big Five”. Empirical evidence
supporting the Big Five has been growing over the past 50 years, beginning
with the research of D. W. Fiske in 1949 and expanded upon by other
hundreds of researchers including Goldberg [1], McCrae & Costa [2-3] and
other [4-5].
While there is a significant body of literature supporting this five-factor
model of personality, researchers don't always agree on the exact labels of
each dimension. However, these five categories are usually described as
follows:
• Extraversion - Introversion: This trait includes characteristics such as
excitability, sociability, talkativeness, assertiveness, and high amounts
of emotional expressiveness. This is the least controversial dimension,
observed as far back as the ancient Greeks;
• Agreeableness - Antagonism: This personality dimension includes
attributes such as trust, altruism, kindness, affection, and other prosocial behaviors;
• Conscientiousness - Undirectedness: Common features of this
dimension include high levels of thoughtfulness, with good impulse
control and goal-directed behaviors. Those high in conscientiousness
tend to be organized and mindful of details;
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• Neuroticism - Emotional stability: Individuals high in this trait tend to
experience emotional instability, anxiety, moodiness, irritability, and
sadness;
• Openness to experience - Not open to experience: This trait features
characteristics such as imagination and insight, and those high in this
trait also tend to have a broad range of interests.
These dimensions represent broad areas of personality. As personality is a
complex and varied, each person may display a combination of behaviors
across several of these dimensions.
Material and Method
As a part of project OHN 1514/2005 funded by National Science Fund,
Bulgaria and Bulgarian Academy of Sciences a survey, assessing clients’
motives to use virtual psychology consultations, started in August 2009.
The objective was to follow and/or the clients’ attitudes toward Internet
psychology consultations in relation to the five factor dimensions of
personality (Big Five).
An extensive questionnaire consists of:
- A standard self-report inventory, measuring the Big Five dimensions;
- Questionnaire revealing subjects’ motivation to use or not to use virtual
psychology consultations.
This paper presents the results of the first group of 129 subjects (aged 1865 yrs old, 4 age groups). When finalized, the survey has to include 300
subjects.
Results and Discussion
As a first step, we were trying to find out whether potential users are
ready to use Internet as a media to receive psychological help and/or advice
or prefer face-to-face contact with the expert. The respondents (subjects)
were divided in 2 groups:
a) Ready to use e-psychology counseling and
b) Those that will not run the risk of searching virtual psychology
consultations. Those that doubted are rejected from further analyses.
Comparing the two groups data revealed:
- A statistically significant difference in the education level of these two
groups: The group that is ready to rely on telepsychology counseling consist
predominantly of people with university education (71.5%), while in the
group that will not rely on virtual psychology support only 33.3% had
university education (comp. err. 17.8, p<0.0001, z=±3.851).
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- The frequency of Internet practice does not influence the decision to run
to virtual psychology support. In both groups subjects that exploit Internet
daily or at least 2-3 times a week is close or exceeds 80% (85.6% from the
first group and 79.1% from the second group).
- Results from evaluating the Big Five are presented at Figure 1. . The
differences in readiness to use virtual psychological support are revealed
more clearly in Neuroticism-Emotional stability, compared to the other
dimensions. There is statistically significant difference between the two
groups: 40% of subjects that will not use Internet for psychology
consultations scored high on Emotional stability, while only 14.3% of
subject from the group with high neuroticism had the same scores (comp.

Fig. 1 Distribution in percentage
err. 15.9, p<0.0046, z=±2.835).
- There are some differences found out between the two groups according
to the main motives for using Internet to receive psychological
consultations. For subjects with high level of neuroticism the leading
motive is the feeling of freedom (I feel free) – no inhabitations, no
conventions, while for those with high emotional stability it is “because
Internet is my basic communication tool to form relationships with social
environment, or to receive various health consultations”. This tendency is in
accordance with the characteristics of the two types of subjects and explains
to a great extent their choices: to use or not to use Internet psychological
consultations. Anxiety, uneasiness and psychological problems typical for
neurotic subjects are logically in connection with their readiness to use
psychological counseling via Internet that gives possibility to avoid face-toface contacts. On the other hand, emotionally stable individuals do not feel
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a systematic need of psychological support, but they would use virtual
counseling because it is comfortable.
Despite of the fact that the difference between the two groups does not
reach statistical significance, it is interesting to examine further the motives
of the second group that will not use virtual psychology support. For this
group Internet is a preferable communication tool, which is applied for
communications and/ or to receive various health consultations. At the same
time these subjects will not exploit Internet to receive psychology support.
Is this because these subjects view physical and psychology health as not
related?
Conclusion
Telepsychology is an excellent tool, offering psychological help to those
who need it, no matter where they are and at what time of the day or night
this happens.
The preliminary data of our survey revealed that both education and the
Big Five may play significant role shaping clients attitude and readiness to
use virtual psychology. They are influencing motivation to use virtual
psychology counseling, too and have always to be considered. Further
experiments are needed. Knowing more about motivation that drive people
towards virtual psychological help will help psychologists in their contacts
with clients. It will also prevent misunderstanding and will give a precious
tool in the hands of experts to increase motivation in groups of sufferers and
stimulate them to care more for their psychological health.
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Abstract: As part of a t hesis at t he L oria rese arch ce nter of National
Polytechnic I nstitute of L orraine (INPL) an d ME DETIC, a n on-forprofit organization, a tele-homecare system is developed. The segment
of population, we are tar geting is the senior citiz ens. This sys tem uses
home automation sensors and other environmental sensors like bed and
chair sens ors to m onitor the activi ty l evel o f the e lderly. Ac tivity
patterns a re analyzed by an intellig ent application which is ba sed on
Fuzzy Logic to find any un usual behavior. The system is designed for
the elderly who wish to s pend their old age in their own home, because
of its potential to increase i ndependence and quality of life. This would
not only benefit the elderly who want to live in their own home, but also
the n ational health care system b y cu tting c osts si gnificantly. In a
survey done by MEDETI C, a total of 24 elderly d ependent pe ople
experiencing several types of limit ations a nd leav ing in 3 different
residential home care units in Fran ce and 13 he althcare professionals
were interviewed in order to me
asure user needs and technology
acceptance. Results of this study provide us a great suppor t to improve
our system.
Introduction
Telehomecare and home-based eHealth services are being used to
maintain safety and independence among elderly. The concept of homebased eHealth that includes both telehomecare and the smart home is
introduced in [1]. In this context, smart home refers to discreet illness and
trouble prevention and monitoring of residents who may not receive other
forms of home care, such as the disabled or elderly [1]. The major targets
are improving comfort, dealing with medical rehabilitation, monitoring
mobility and physiological parameters, and delivering therapy [2]. Smart
homes contribute to the support of the elderly, people with chronic illness
and disabled people living alone at home.
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This New mode of health assessment can improve the quality and variety
of information transmitted to the clinician. Measures of physiological signs
and behavioral patterns can be translated into accurate predictors of health
risk, even at an early stage, and can be combined with alarm-triggering
systems as a technical platform to initiate appropriate action [3]. Home
automation sensor and actuators are the main building blocks in smart
homes. Home automation systems may be used not only to provide security,
entertainment, and energy conservation, but also to make it possible for the
elderly and disabled to remain at home, by providing an activity monitoring
services.
Activity monitoring for healthcare can range from very simple alerts like
the delay in window opening, to a complex intelligent application based
system to analyze the activity patterns of the person in a long period, in
order to determine any abnormal behavior in his daily life of any health
problem and risks.
Challenges
Many telemedicine and e-health systems are being developed and many
innovations and ICT-based emerging solutions are close to be operational,
nevertheless the expected take-up did not occur yet, since proposed systems
and their targeted medical benefits are certainly too segmented and
disconnected the ones from the others. In this type of systems, several
challenges need to be addressed. The technological challenges regard the
generic features of the dynamic database, of the wireless sensor networks,
of the different supporting platforms, of the video call center, and web
services, to allow a flexible and smooth interaction among those items and
to anticipate further additional functionalities, interacting devices, and so
on. In addition, as the healthcare industry is turning to information
technology to help solve its business issues, specially provide to quality
patient care services, it is important to develop QoS (Quality of Service)
specification in distributed telehealth systems [4].
Any failure or lack of performance on the system which could not be
tackled in a reasonable delay may have some damageable consequences on
the solutions’ acceptance and development potential: the confidence is a
basic and elementary factor of acceptance or reject, such incident could also
generate a psychological defiance towards ICT’s in general and towards
such innovative assistance and monitoring services [5]. The lack of studies
related to user needs is also a major barrier to the implementation of health
care technology in smart homes. The biggest concern expressed by potential
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users of home based health technology is "fear of lack of human
responders" [6]. In this respect, the home based health care systems should
be seen as a complementary for human care not as a substitute for it.
Proposition
The system has a distrusted architecture, and consists of client side and
server side platforms. At the client side, a PC (home gateway), is the
responsible to connect the home network with the server platform (database
server, web server, application server…) via Internet. The system proposes
many different services:
Activity monitoring and Comfort: By using Home automation sensor and
actuators, the system uses a more passive method. It senses person’s
presence in a room by home automation sensors installed throughout the
living areas, such as motion and presence detectors, light sensors.
Medical: Blood pressure, Blood sugar and Weight, monitoring. For
instance, the system uses Bluetooth medical devices.
Communication: Video conferencing (with family or with a doctor),
Internet, emails and instant messaging,
Multimedia: TV, Video and music on demand.
The system proposes also a management and control platform for remote
access to the server platform or the home network.
The home gateway communicates via the home network with the home
automation sensor and actuator networks and gathers the information. In
order to process the information, on the one hand, the daily or weekly,
activity patterns are analyzed in the central server for unusual behavior of a
discrete illness, by using intelligent method based on Fuzzy Logic [5]. On
the other hand, if the gateway detects any inactivity in a specific place, for
certain time, it will generate an urgent local alert to a medical call center.
The application installed in the home gateway, has a management part
also. This part is the responsible to detect any failure or crash in the sensor
and actuators, in order to guaranty the right information about activities of
the person and also to reduce the number of negative positive alerts [7].
In this system, a wireless camera network has been used for fall detection.
Nowadays, the most used system for elderly fall detection is the alert
buttons (a bracelet with a push button around the neck). Unfortunately, if
the person forgets to carry the system, it is possible that the help does not
arrive early. By using the cameras (a camera installed in every room) and
the information provided by home automation sensors (Indoor localization),
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the system will be able to follow the person and detect potentially
dangerous situations.
Results
A distributed tele-homecare system is developed at the Loria research
center, to remotely monitor activity and health state of the elderly by using
home automation sensor and actuators and medical devices. The system is
designed for the elderly who wish to spend their old age in their own home,
because of its potential to increase independence and quality of life. This
would not only benefit the elderly who want to live in their own home, but
also the national health care system by cutting costs significantly.
Our first study shows that all the healthcare professionals have a positive
attitude toward using ICT application. The majority of elderly declare not to
know what ICT could do for them (45.83%); 37.5% of them think that they
would be favorable to use ICT and 16.67% think that they would be
unfavorable to use ICT. Our study shows that the limited knowledge about
ICT does not lead to a favorable or unfavorable view [8].
By using this system, MEDeTIC, a non-for-profit organization, offers a
new concept of smart homes for the senior citizens, named in French
“Maisons Vill’Âge”. The first housing schemes are being built in 2
departments of France.
For further information please see: http://www.loria.fr/~nourizas and
www.medetic.com.
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Abstract: This article deals with the role that can be played in the Silver
Economy by the universitie s through lo cal territor y initiative s. In this
frame, inter national degrees can
be considered for inter national
networking in these domains.
Introduction
To face the socio-economic and medico-social problems of elderly and
disabled people, many territories in many countries have started local
initiatives to find technical, medical, social and economical issues. In this
frame, universities clearly have an increasing important role to play through
many aspects:
 Universities can provide new specific trainings with new diplomas
relative to assistive technologies including e-health (telecare and
telemedecine) and also ICT systems (including home automation).
 Through research and academic exchange programs, university
networks can provide new joint diplomas dealing with common
territorial problems, for example through Erasmus and Erasmus
Mundus programs.
The local initiative context
The department of Creuse today prefigures how large areas of Europe
will stand within the next 20 years. The rural population of the department
of Creuse is at now one of the oldest in Europe. To take benefit of this
demographic reality, the district of Guéret (department of Creuse in France)
[1], (19 towns for 29 000 inhabitants) decided, 3 years ago, to create the
“Home automation and Health Pole”.
The aim is to drive a coherent action plan in terms of comfort, safety,
autonomy and communication for the elderly and disabled people. E213

communication techniques and networks technologies together with home
automation management constitute the backbone of this rural healthcare
initiative. It has to answer and fit the following objectives:
 Improvement of the living conditions of elderly people, in respect to
their socio-economic environment, following ethical rules;
 Help for the development of home automation companies and
associated services for health and assistance domains;
 Participation of the university and the education system in specific
training and research programs.
More recently, different public and private partners have joined in the
EnoLL program and as been validated as a “Living-Lab” [2], thus
emphasizing the need for coordinating actions in the domain:
 The region (Limousin) and department (Creuse) councils;
 The hospital center of Guéret;
 The Legrand industrial group, world leader in home automation
equipments;
 Axione, the regional telecommunications operator;
 The Chamber of Commerce and professional offices;
 A wide range of official organizations, foundations and medical centers
which services are dedicated to elderly and disabled people;
 The University of Limoges through academic and research programs.
The context of building new diplomas
In conjunction to the Creuse initiative, the University of Limoges now
proposes since september 2008, a BSc degree dedicated to “Home
automation for elderly and disabled people” based on the use of etechnologies together with home automation techniques. Many industrial
partners are involved in the academic program of the BSC to make sure it
fits the job market requirements.
To emphasize as much as possible the benefit of its diplomas, the
University of Limoges is also resolutely committed to expanding its
international cooperation, at different levels:
 Through students and faculty mobility (through Erasmus and Leonardo
programs);
 Through educational programs with the development of innovative
joint diplomas.
The objective is to build new educational and research cooperative
networks to share experiments and competences in technical and social
domains.
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At the first level, the “Home automation for elderly and disabled people”
BSC has set up agreements (mostly through Erasmus) with partner
universities to provide work placements abroad :
 VIA college university in Horsens, Denmark [3],
 DOMUS laboratory at the University of Sherbrooke, Québec, Canada
[4],
 TUSUR Tomsk State University of Control Systems and
Radioelectronics in Tomsk, Russia [5],
 Bogazici University (University of Bosphorus [6]) in Istanbul, Turkey.
Six of the 24 BSc students will do their internships in these partner
universities in 2010.
Toward an international joint master degree
At the second level, the next step is now to build a new international joint
Master diploma in the field of “Intelligent decisional systems for people in
loss of autonomy”. Nowadays, the technology enables the first step of what
is improperly called “intelligent housing”. In fact, for the people in loss of
autonomy, technologies now just provide technical solutions in terms of
home automation equipment, communication networks and connectivity.
These technological means also enable to collect data and data from
different sources (environment, user context, alarm and security parameters,
telecare and telemedicine, equipment auto-diagnostic and maintenance).
What is not yet provided is a way of interpreting such a multi-format
information flow to extract prioritary decisional data. The objective is then
to think new technical solutions from new e-technologies and advanced
computer programming to intelligently extract the right information from a
multi-agent context.
This project has started initially within the frame of the FrancoNorwegian Åsgard program [7]. This program is intended to:
 stimulate exchanges between France and Norway in terms of the
expertise and scientific competences,
 emphasize the initiatives of cooperation in research & development,
 enable French and Norwegian researchers to extend their own
international networks.
In this Master diploma project, several partner universities (from France,
Belgium, Denmark and/or Norway) are now in the process of building
together a complete master academic program for a new diploma opening in
September 2012.
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The objective is to establish, through the “e-technologies and ICT for
elderly and disabled people”, an international diploma with which the
students would take benefit of all the partner universities competencies. The
students would perform a semester in each partner university to pass a
single joint diploma.
The background of this diploma is also linked to two other mains
objectives that are:
 stimulate exchanges from territory to territory between France and the
other partners from a political point of view in order to develop
common policies in a regions network,
 develop common research projects and participate jointly in European
programs in the domain of “e-technologies and ICT” for the silver
economy.
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Abstract: The study developed a computer analysis of digital pulse wave
recording by linear transformation HSR to enhance resolution of pulse
wave signal. The pulse waves were recorded using a standard electronic
pulsoximeter w orking i n a r ange of 6 60 and 9 40 nm . T hanks t o
resolution en hancement analysis appeared the detai ls in pulse wave
changes, invisible in stand
ard rec ord. New parameters w
ere
determined c haracteristic for par ticular peaks visi ble in a hi gh
resolution record.
Introduction
A typical data record from pulsoximeter put on patient’s finger gives
information how well the arterial blood is oxygenated and pulse rate. The
parameters of pulse wave, eventual pulse disturbances etc. are usually not
analysed.
The study developed a computer analysis of digital pulse wave recording
by linear transformation method [1] to enhance resolution of pulse wave
signal (high signal resolution HSR).
Results
The pulse waves were recorded using a standard electronic pulsoximeter
working in a range of 660 and 940 nm. The pulse wave signals were
subjected to computer processing using linear transformation method
enhancing their signal resolution [2,3]. Thanks to resolution enhancement
analysis appeared the details in pulse wave changes, invisible in standard
record. The results of such analysis are on Fig.1and 2.
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a)

b)

Fig.1. Pulse wave before a) and after high signal resolution processing b).
resolution processing

A a)

b)

Fig.2. Original pulse wave of the one heart evolution before a) and
after high signal resolution processing b).
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To interpret the obtained results, the ultrasound signals received from
brachial artery using Doppler method were compared to pulse wave HSR of
the same patients, obtaining very good signal structure correlations Fig.3.

a)

b)

Fig.3. Pulse wave of the one heart evolution after high signal resolution
processing a) and brachial artery Doppler signal of the same patient.
New parameters characteristic for particular peaks visible in a high signal
resolution pulse wave records were determined. Typical presentation of the
calculated results is shown on Fig.4. It was possible to determine the
parameters of pulse wave HSR and to connect them with some parameters
of cardiovascular system for example: vascular resistance, artery elasticity
etc. To determine the standard values of above parameters the group of 55
people in age range 20-30 years was tested. It was stated that some
parameters in pulse wave HSR record can be used as sensitive indexes of
deviation from the norm in a case of people with cardiovascular diseases,
hypertension and arrhythmia etc.
The telemedical network called MONTE (www.monte.net.pl) was
established to connections between individual patients and a leading doctor
or a doctor presently on duty or an expert centre in order to monitor the
patient's health status using inexpensive pulsoximeter and Internet
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techniques. Applied software has created this opportunity to extend the socalled, home care monitoring of the new method: pulse wave analysis HSR.
Developed client-server software that permits the automatic transfer of
pulse wave data to an analysing server and automatic results collection of
that analysis by a patient in on-line mode. The results of an analysis were
immediately send back to physician office or medical centre.
In this aim a server of Poznan Science-Technological Park of UAM
Foundation was used. The time of such analysis was a few seconds.

Fig. 4. Results of high signal resolution processing of the pulse wave
Currently being tested by patients practical functioning of the
telemonitoring system using pulsoksymetry HSR within the broader system
of medical telemonitoring MONTE is now tested by patients.
Because of its ease of use typical pulsoximeter and its automation, the
services may be able to benefit virtually all of its own, including the elderly,
bedridden sick. The process of pulsoximeter monitoring HSR can be
planned in any sequence, for example in an hour and of course
automatically signalises serious deviations from a norm in chosen
calculated parameters.
Results of the tests of the MONTE telemonitoring system and high-signal
resolution electrocardiography (NURSE-ECG) method show that the
system allows more comprehensive analysis of the data from diagnostic
apparatus by the use Internet and special or unique methods of signal
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analysis. The system allows fast, inexpensive and non-invasive detection of
changes either testifying to the threat of cardiac arrhythmia or muscle
infarct in people whose standard e.g. ECG do not reveal any changes. The
system includes better care for patients discharged from the hospital,
improved control of patients staying at home.
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Abstract: The dem ographic problem c onnected to the ageing of the
population in the European countries comes along with a new spectrum
of questionings in terms of care coverage and services, but also in terms
of aging at h ome an d its conseq uences on economy and loc al cr aft
market. In this context, the Limous in region, the oldest re gion in
France and Europe, seems to be a pri vileged gr ound of experim ent
especially in the field of home automation devices.
Introduction
The increasing importance of aging at home opens new perspectives to
technicians who are able to propose and implement adapted technical
solutions which compensate the handicaps and delay the loss of autonomy.
These technicians come from new university diplomas and fulfill the local
craft sector’s needs of new technical skills in particular in the frame of the
law of February 11th, 2005 for the accessibility and the autonomy of the
persons.
In this regional background, the Limousin’s Chamber of Craft Trades has
created the Innovation Pole for health, autonomy and trades in small
enterprises (CNISAM) [1]. The CNISAM is an Innovation Pole (a label
granted by the French ministry of SME's, Trade, Craft industries, Services
and Professions and the ISM (The Institut Supérieur des Métiers). It aims to
be a resource centre capable of identifying solutions adapted to the needs of
small enterprises, and of coaching them in their development process
through technologies and innovation.
The CNISAM leans on the existing French craftsmen’s assets: variety,
nearness and adaptability, to transform this one into a major actor of aging
at home and adapting home for disabled persons.
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To achieve this goal, the CNISAM helps the craftsmen to integrate
sanitary, social and statutory environmental aspects and new technical skills
in their professional practices, especially in the design of housing
environnement and installation of home automation equipments. It is a
centre of resources for the national network of the professional associations
and the crafts sector. The CNISAM, with its partner's network, proposes
tools and devices in the domains of housing design for the old and\or
disabled persons, the accessibility of small shops, the conception of
adaptable furniture, the application of healthy materials in the building, the
innovation of the services linked to the aging of the population. It publishes,
besides its news bulletins, data sheets on these subjects.
Reference “home automation” data sheets for the craft market
The University of Limoges [2], through its Bachelor's degree "Home
automation and Autonomy of the Persons ", collaborates with the CNISAM
in the conception of reference data sheets on home automation devices.
Intended to craftsmen, the challenges of this data sheets are:
consciousness of the contribution of this device to aging at home or
adapting housing environment for disabled persons,
 integration of the ethical aspects of using home automation device
(respect for private life, dignity, limits of use..),
 capability to present all the possibilities offered by home automation
devices in term of comfort, convenience of usage, safety and reliability,
 capability to elaborate a customized solution in adequacy with the life’s
project of the person.
These data sheets consist of a description and an identification of:
 the handicaps,
 the corresponding technological solutions,
 the specifications for installation and use.
To realise handicap data sheets as precise as, we have consulted dedicated
web sites but also met persons in loss of autonomy. The data sheets first list
what should be known about each type of handicap and the underlying
consequences, the method to be adopted face to the disabled person and also
the main technological solutions to be proposed to the handicapped persons
in respect to their project of life.


The handicaps are listed in five big categories.
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The first one concerns all the visual deficiencies for which are specified
five levels of deficiency, from the average deficiency to the absolute
blindness. As mentioned above, the behaviour to have in face to this
category of disabled person is also specified, in conjunction to the
behaviour to the guide dog if there is one, and also a standard list of useful
technological needs that can be of help for this kind of deficiency. These
needs are sometimes very simple and basic to arrange or install. A light
switch in contrast with the colour of the room, an adapted lighting of the
rooms, a centralised command system for several house functionalities, the
automatic closure of the motorised curtains with crepuscular sensors.
The hearing handicap is described according to the same approach. As the
visual deficiency, the levels of deafness are described according to the
hearing loss level. The distinction and the cause of the deafness (deficiency
of transmission or of perception), the mixed deafness, and the nervous
deafness (deep and total) are also described. For such deaf persons, the
technical solutions will be directed clearly focused on compensation
through a visual augmentation such as videophones or light signals.
The motor disability includes several aetiologies among which only the
most important are presented. The deficiencies are classified according to
the way the handicap arose (congenital, traumatism, ageing, disease,
evolutionary, hereditary). A list of the technologies has been defined
according to the demands and needs (automated doors, and windows,
automated and/or programmable window shutters, centralised command
system …)
The mental handicap turns out to be the most difficult handicap to
evaluate because referring to a large field of pathologies. In fact, in this
case, this handicap clearly has to be handled by medical specialists. The
adequate solution can only be driven by these specialists in conjunction
with the advices of engineers from the technological domains. A
convergence must then be found including the medical and technical aspects
to define personalised solutions.
The last category concerns the elderly people in loss of autonomy. As
anyone knows, this category of the population is increasing and the “Silver
Economy” is really a challenge for the next 20 years for all countries in the
world. The data sheet states of economic and social parameters that have to
be taken into account in the next years for the problem of the dependence of
the aging people. The indoor and outdoor lighting of the houses, the global
electric installation, the services to the persons through home automation
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(light roads, sick call, fall detection …) and the telecare/telemedicine
aspects are for example described.
In addition to the data sheets, we also provide a catalogue of about 30
home automation solutions that can be proposed to the handicapped person.
Each technological solution is described in a dedicated data sheet. It covers
all the aspects in the domains of lighting, heating, automated window
shutters, safety, security, communication systems.
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Abstract: Due to demographic change s and increas ing he alth c are
requirements on the one hand and stagna tion of the financing basis on
the other hand, the heal th care s ystem in most industri al countries
suffers fr om cost pressure . The sys tem is forced to enhance the
ir
efficiency. To encounter these challe nges, hospitals have reduced e.g.
the expo sure time o f thei r pa tients. Hence homely reha bilitation is
becoming increasing ly m ore impor tant. To ens ure a reliable
convalescence it is crucial to cont inuously control the recover y of the
patients, but regular home visits by the physician are hardly possible or
cost-intensive. Therefore innovative medi cal m onitoring ser vices have
to be invented to ens ure the patient’ s state of health at ho me. MeDiNa
is a project with the objective to adr ess this nece ssary access to
telemedical se rvices in order to mee t home he althcare requireme nts
within the interface between the physician and the patient considering
the needs especially of elderly target groups.
Introduction
The prospect of a longer life may appear charming to the individual, but
current health care systems may face their biggest task so far in tackling this
enormous challenge. Trapped in the dilemma of constantly increasing costs
and the ever present expectations of high value medical health care, new
solutions in providing the necessary services are needed imminently.
These trends are constraining the health care system to react. The system
has already noticed the need of improving process efficiency and
effectiveness. The result of the enormous cost pressure can be seen in a 25%
shortened duration of hospital stay within the last 15 years [1].
Subsequent to the stay in hospital numerous medical procedures require
patient care in a rehabilitation clinic (rehab clinic) in order to re-establish a
state of health that enables independent coping with daily life. The rehab
clinics seem to be overstrained with that increasingly early dismissal into
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the stationary follow up treatment.The MeDiNa project [2] has identified
these problems and works on the provision of technical as well as
procedural solutions. A short cycle monitoring system at home is a key
target for MeDiNa and will help to establish an early warning mechanism
which identifies relapses in its earliest stadiums and also invokes necessary
countermeasures.
State of Research and Medical Application
For the implementation of an integrative solution for the support of the
rehab process by an innovative constellation of technical and organizational
methods and systems some different fields of technology must be
considered. Recent development and current conditions will shortly be
introduced in the following.
With the establishment of the first networks of the integrated health care
in 2004 a demand for systems emerged for IT systems providers, to support
the cooperation of different medical service providers. Although at present
the majority of providers of hospital information systems develop products
for the support of these frameworks, the heterogeneity of more than 100
different information systems of hospitals and surgeries on the German
market represents a substantial limit for larger benefits. By input of the
legislator and supported by the activities of the project "bIT4health" (better
IT for better health), a framework architecture for telemetric in the health
service is currently developed. Thereby a standard is created, which will
permit the exchange of clinical information between heterogeneous IT
systems of different service providers.
With a multiplicity of diseases and injuries a two stage medical support is
indicated by patients: After medical acute supply in the form of operations
or other therapeutic interventions in the hospital, the patient is supplied for
subsequent welfare treatment in a rehabilitation hospital, in order to reestablish the physical functions. Main indications for rehab therapy are
cardiac infarcts, polytraumata, spinal column injuries as well as certain
psychiatric illnesses. Due to positive correlation of the mentioned illnesses
with the age and with consideration of the current demographic
development it is to be forecasted that the incidences of these illnesses
continues to rise [3].
Due to these circumstances a medical monitoring of the patient’s state of
health has to be ensured at home as well. A critical state of the patient’s
health must be promptly recognized and impending complications should be
observed [4]. The support of the patient by the family doctor is insufficient.
Regular home visits by the physician are hardly possible for temporal or
monetary reasons for the physician or the clinic he worked for. Currently
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there is no medical application that could provide such a homely rehab with
a coherent flow of information on vital parameters between the doctor and
the patient.
Approach
Based on rehab treatment trends new systems that not only cover the need
for clinical information are necessary. These systems do have to enable
technical and economical spanning, patient centered treatment processes
and value adding services for the improvement in the quality of life.
To solve these requirements stated above a holistic approach is presented.
It integrates innovative information and microsystem technology.
Accordingly new healthcare services and business models must be
developed to support therapy for elderly persons in the domestic
environment. One of its core objectives is the integration of various devices
for the capturing of vital signs and linking them to a central database via the
internet, e.g. in a rehab clinic. Therefore, organizational and technical
partial solutions are introduced and combined to an overall concept based
on the developed platform.
Microsystem technology already includes many innovative devices and
programs that can determine different vital signs. An integration of the
components and the specific implementation in rehab pre and post care has
not yet been realized. Because of a strong practical orientation of the
mentioned challenges an interaction of case studies and action research
affects this methodical approach (see figure 1).
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Fig. 1: Holistic solution for a scenario of microsystem supported services in medical aftercare

Design Patterns for interaction techniques for the elderly
The broad user interaction options made available through modern
microsystems technology give the user (patient) access to numerous
applications and services. However, the primary target group for MeDiNa
are elderly people who must be considered rather untrained regarding
computer literacy. The results are very individual user profiles that are hard
to generalize. Due to the large field of action MeDiNa could possibly face
once commercialized, a case oriented design of most systems appears to be
unavoidable but would guarantee the covering of most patients in the
overall target group.
This paper may only present one exemplarily design pattern. The used
framework for formulizing the concepts consists of several segments that
help structuring the content and the distribution as lingua franca. Within the
scope of this paper only a simplified version of the pattern is applied as the
focus is on application oriented solutions and not on creating a pattern
language [5].
TRABING – Tremor swabbing away
CONTEXT: To prompt your desires to a telemedical system when you have
a strong tremor or suffer from restriction can be very unsatisfactory, as you
cannot indicate special position with a sufficient accuracy.
PROBLEM: The size of buttons, check boxes, text fields or scrollbars of a
graphical user interface (GUI) should be adapted to the user needs. For that
reason modern devices that are handled by elderly people mostly offer
barrier free GUIs where font size and contrast can be aligned or even image
information can be read to the user. This process becomes problematically if
the size of a region cannot be extended to a degree, that action tremor can
be compensated and the number of relevant elements still fit on the screen.
SOLUTION: For integrating the mentioned user groups in eHealth
scenarios, the implementation of an inconvenient method of interaction that
compensates even strongest tremor is necessary. This is realized by not
stopping the user’s input-movement at the screen border but letting him
swab beyond. The detection is solely on the touch screen-surface but
because of the sustained movement, the relevant information, namely the
orientation, can be calculated. The action of two dimensional tangency is
tracked and several parameters like starting point, orientation and
acceleration are detected that can be used to estimate the desired choice.
With help of an aligned algorithm the aberration of the tremor can be
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compensated and the error rate for inputs can be downsized. An additional
increase in precision is given through the continuous contact of the finger
with the screen, as the friction coefficient serves as a damping effect on the
symptoms of a tremor.
ILLUSTRATION:

Fig. 2: Partioning for the realization of a ‘swabbing’-number block

Conclusion
In summary, this paper reports on two contributions:
1. Requirement Analysis in relevant scenarios for a telemedical approach of
homely aftercare, which currently are not provided with sufficient solutions.
For this, the economic influences coming with demographic change is given
special regard with a new access to supply potentials.
2. Specification and functionality of the implementation of TRABING.
Identification of relevant parameters for an efficient use among the target
group. A first evaluation showed high acceptance from the subjects, a very
fast learning curve and a significant decrease of the error rate for inputs.
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Abstract: Market op portunities for tel ecare and teleh ealth comp anies h ave
historically bee n limited b y t he pr ocurement processes and organiz ational
structures of trad itional h ealth an d social ca re p roviders. Bu t, with
Governments and in dividuals req uiring m ore effective a nd effici ent ca re,
technology-based car e p roducts an d s ervices are b eing vie wed as a p otential
solution to th e in creasing p ressure on care services. Th is will gen erate n ew
market opportunities in telecare and telehealth.

Currently, companies wishing to enter the telecare and telehealth market
may encounter obstacles to building a sustainable business. Accessing
statutory and traditional telecare and telehealth markets is often a difficult
task for companies, especially SMEs, frequently requiring a level of sales
effort disproportionate to the order quantities won. At the same time, only a
small proportion of people who could benefit from the use of technology to
support their care actually have access to it. Technology is mostly
prescribed to support those with existing complex and/or severe long-term
conditions (LTCs) and is infrequently used preventatively, limiting the
market opportunities for companies.
However, several factors are driving the requirement for greater use of
technology in health and social care. Population demographics show that
the number of elderly people is increasing; in Europe, the number of people
aged from 65 to 80 will rise by nearly 40% between 2010 and 2030. The
ageing population and poor lifestyles will lead to more people suffering
from LTCs. In England, LTCs already consume 69% of the primary and
acute care budget. At the same time, the proportion of the population
available to deliver professional and informal care is diminishing. Current
methods of delivering health and social care will become unsustainable.
Pilot studies have shown that investment in technology improves the
effectiveness and delivery of residential and domiciliary care. Evidence
supports the value of remote monitoring for people with chronic diseases,
which results in reduced risk of hospitalization, a reduction in the length of
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hospital admissions and also in fewer doctors’ appointments.
Technologically-supported health and care services can help reduce
demands on carers and provide better, more effective solutions for health
and care. Governments are beginning to acknowledge the role that
technology may play and are also professing a preventative agenda, to
which technology could contribute.
Other factors are also driving market change. The figure below shows
that the majority of the population self-manages their care. The advent of
'the professional patient', taking personal responsibility for their own health,
will push towards the availability of 'elective telecare'. The technologysavvy generations will want sensor, information and communication
technologies that they can purchase and access on demand.
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The International Centre of Excellence in Telecare (ICE-T) was
established at the end of 2009, by the South East Health Technologies
Alliance (SEHTA) and the South East England Development Agency
(SEEDA), to support and facilitate the establishment of sustainable
businesses in telecare. In ICE-T, we define telecare as ‘the use of
information, communication and sensor technologies to deliver health and
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social support to people to help them live as independently as possible in
the lowest intensity care setting consistent with their needs and wishes’.
ICE-T aims to identify and develop new market opportunities in telecare,
whilst also addressing the inherent challenges of implementing technologybased care services. By focusing on user need and demand, rather than on
technology push, ICE-T identifies specific areas where a care provider’s or
user’s problems may be solved using technology. Activity is concentrating
on potential new preventative and ‘elective’ markets. Opportunities have
been identified in three thematic areas:
1. Residential care homes generally employ very little in the way of
technology to support the delivery and accountability of their care, or
the ability of the resident to communicate with external carers and
family. It is a large and relatively untouched potential market for
technology companies. In South East England alone the private care
sector is a £10 billion industry.
2. Supporting fragile groups and individuals is another possible market for
telecare companies. These are people who fall into the area of ‘selfmanaged care’ in the previous figure, mostly controlling their LTCs
well, but vulnerable to life’s stresses which may cause them to need
acute care. These individuals may elect to use telecare preventatively, to
monitor and help manage their conditions to reduce acute episodes. The
individual themselves may choose to buy the telecare product or service,
or their family may do so, in order to have reassurance about the safety
and wellbeing of their loved one.
3. Supporting people with LTCs who are in work, or are returning to work
after illness, is another area of opportunity. The annual economic costs
of sickness absence and worklessness associated with working-age illhealth are estimated to be over £100 billion to the UK economy. This
could be reduced by support delivered through the workplace.
Companies could provide telecare support themselves or sub-contract
the service to a specialist provider. Either way, the company would
benefit from a workforce which was less prone to taking time off work
due to illness or to attending doctor and hospital appointments. The
company may even benefit from reduced private insurance premiums, if
its workforce were supported by telecare.
Promoting these potential markets in ‘elective telecare’ should reduce the
burden on statutory services, allowing them to concentrate on ‘prescribed
telecare’ for those in most need, at the top of the ‘Intensity of Care’ triangle.
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ICE-T also recognizes that there are many challenges to successfully
implementing telecare services in any market, new or traditional challenges such as: improving standards, both in the telecare technologies
and in the delivery of telecare services; training of formal and informal
carers and also users; integration of telecare systems; improving uptake and
compliance through social marketing and user involvement. In the matrix
below these challenges are defined as enabling actions which will open up
the potential markets.
THEMATIC AREAS
ENABLING
ACTIONS

Private care
home and
domiciliary care
sector

Support for
fragile
individuals or
groups

Support for
people in work
or returning to
work, through
the workplace

Standards
Education and
training
System
integration
Social
marketing
Usability and
user involvement

ICE-T is a means of addressing opportunities and overcoming challenges
by providing the necessary infrastructure, facilitating the correct
collaborations and seed-funding innovative projects which develop telecare
products and services that meet the established needs of care users and
providers.
Katy Lethbridge joined SEHTA in November 2008 as Project
Development Manager. SEHTA had several large projects developing in
the area of telecare and e-Health and created the new position of e-Health
Development Manager. She started working life as an analytical chemist in
the QA laboratories of Upjohn Pharmaceuticals. Since then she has worked
in various sales and marketing roles including, immediately prior to
joining SEHTA, as a business development professional for M-Scan Ltd, a
contract analytical laboratory serving the bio/pharmaceutical industry.
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Abstract: In this paper, we present an I nformation Sys tem that
improves the management of the workflows involve d in the homec are
activity. Hom ecare workfl ows are modeled using the BPMN (B usiness
Process Modeling No tation). A n el ectronic versi on of the liais on
logbook serves as the user interface of the workflow system. The alarms
and information that
are relevant to the c arer's acti vity (nurse,
doctor...) are readi ly a vailable w hen she logs into the system at her
arrival. The tasks to be per formed are indicated, and the carer has the
opportunity to indicate whether
and how these tasks have bee n
performed. E ach of the c arers also has the oppor tunity to tr ansmit
relevant informati on to the other
carers. The transmission of
information f rom the h ome to the homecare ass ociation and bac k is
also handled by the system. Finally, the instantiation of new workflows
is made e asier by the definition of patients’ profiles that define ty pical
workflows that might be useful for a specific type of patients.
Introduction
The demographic statistics on the aging of the population in France and
Europe are eloquent. France now counts 14 million people over age 60, so
21% of the population. According to estimates [1], their number will almost
double in the next ten years. Increased life expectancy leads to a more than
proportional increase of the ‘fragile’ persons. Direct consequence of this
finding is the increased cost of care and hospitalization.
The transfer of some hospital care to home is one of the most explored
tracks for the future. So many projects are seeking new organizations and
infrastructure able to provide care at home for people with diminished
autonomy [2], [3]. However, referring to the main conclusions of the
specific CNRS action 2HM (Hospital out the walls) [3], today, there is not
really, to our knowledge, works addressing the definition of a generic
system architecture for keeping patients at home.
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The research project PASPORD aims to develop the homecare of semidependent people in loss of autonomy, through a collaborative platform.
This project proposes to combine an intelligent system for detecting
dangerous situations at home with a support system to coordinate the
various activities involved in the assistance mission.
The remaining of this paper is structured in two parts. The first one is
focused in a description of the homecare and the system architecture that we
propose to improve it. In the second part, we present a case study on the use
of the proposed system. This case study concerns the detection and
monitoring of malnutrition in the elderly.
Current Organization of Homecare
The various actors involved in homecare are either professional (nurse,
doctor, etc.) or specialized organizations with their own structure and
operating rules. Generally, an association that specializes in this area of
homecare (SHN: Service Home Nursing) intervenes in the management of
each case and it is responsible for coordinating the actors. It establishes and
maintains the 'liaison logbook' (presented in the next section).
The 'liaison logbook' is generally an unstructured, physical notebook that
is kept at the elderly’s home. It is used for communication between the
family and the various stakeholders. Each stakeholder notes the date of the
visit, comments, recommendations or any other form of comments on this
logbook. This liaison logbook contains very useful data, underused in the
homecare process. Indeed, it stores information of different types: logistical
information which helps for the coordination of activities, medical
information, general information on the patient, any information which may
help improve the quality of the homecare and possibly the detection of the
patient health change via an intelligent monitoring system. It plays a central
role in the various processes of homecare. Seen that is the primary means of
communication between different stakeholders. This mode of
communication has several limits. In particular, a communication that is not
always clear and reliable and there is lack of privacy and security.
Our goal is to provide a collaborative system that helps improving the
homecare process. Improving homecare implies better detection and
prevention of incidents or of degradation of the elderly’s health, as well as
improved means of communication and coordination of stakeholders (to
overcome the limitations of the liaison logbook). Thus, the proposed
architecture aims to achieve these objectives. The architecture is shown in
Fig 1. It represents the various tools used in homecare association, by
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Fig. 1 Overall Architecture Project PASPORD
stakeholders and at the elderly’s home. The idea of this architecture is to
have a surveillance system to detect dangerous situations. This is performed
by PROSAFE [5] a system developed at LAAS, combined with a multiagent system (MAS) to interpret sensor data [6]. Information from sensors
is interpreted, and combined with information in the liaison logbook before
being stored in a database. A workflow engine [7] coordinates the work
involved by transmitting the necessary information and tasks, with different
stakeholders, depending on the condition of the patient's treatment plan and
the role of the interveners.
Case study
We propose a case study on the detection and monitoring of malnutrition
for the elderly. Malnutrition among the elderly has dramatic consequences.
When the elderly suffers from malnutrition, the risk of death is two to four
times higher. The best way to fight against malnutrition is to detect it as
early as possible. Especially, there are simple ways to detect malnutrition.
Most studies [8] agree on screening for malnutrition based on some criteria
like weight loss over time. According to the causes of under nutrition, the
treatment plan is different.
We propose a system that helps detecting malnutrition as soon as
possible. In some cases, this do by preventing measures can be taken, by
informing family members of a potential risk of malnutrition, and by
displaying the evolution of weight for e.g. to nurses visiting the patient. In
other cases, through automatic monitoring of weight, an alert will be
triggered whenever there would be an indication of malnutrition. This
warning will trigger the appropriate process to the origins of the problem
and how to treat it. The process of screening and treatment of malnutrition
in the elderly is shown in Fig. 2.
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A first step consists to detecting malnutrition: trigger an alarm if
malnutrition is suspected. A second step is to preventing medical staff and
family: alert stakeholders of the malnutrition problem. Then diagnose the
cause of weight loss: diagnosis begins with a questionnaire that helps fill
nursing. After the intervention of doctor and discussion between the family
and the nurse coordinator, a new treatment plan will be implemented to
allow the resumption of weight lost.

Fig. 2 Overall process management of malnutrition
Conclusion
In this paper, we present an overall architecture of a collaborative system
to improve homecare. This architecture is a coupling system of monitoring
and coordination system. This helps ensuring the safety of elderly and
facilitates coordination among stakeholders. The innovative idea is the use
of human actors as sensors that transmit information on the status of the
elderly. This information feeds the progress of the workflow and helps
prevent some deterioration in the elderly’s condition. The next step in our
work is the implementation of an inter-organizational workflow flexible and
adaptive and we will define connections between business process of
homecare and this workflow.
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Abstract: In this article, we draw up a list of handicap problems met by
a disabled person and try to associate it material and software technical
solutions to compensate for these problems.
Introduction
The accessibility of buildings to everyone is a fundamental right today.
For already 15 years, the access to establishments or collective houses is
regulated as shows the French decree 94.86 of January 26th, 1994 defining
which types of statutory arrangements must be applied. It is a precursor
decree to the law of February, 2005, which law imposes the stake in
conformity of all the public access buildings.
But buildings are not the only place where the disabled person is
confronted with the problem of the accessibility. The internet, which has
become today a fundamental communication tool for the access to the
information and the freedom of expression, is still inaccessible under many
points to the disabled persons.
With the aim of remedying these lacks in accessibility, our work consists
in drawing up a list of the handicap problems met by a disabled person and
trying to associate it material and software technical solutions to
compensate for these problems.
Facing the handicap: What are the technical solutions?
Face to navigation on a website, the problems stressing the handicap of
the person (and sometimes creating new ones) are many.
The most typical example is a website which contains too much
information on the same page, in a non-hierarchical basis or too bushy way.
It does not allow a visual deficient person to navigate serenely and
effectively. A solution can then consist in acting on the shape of the
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navigation within the site itself and in simplifying the searches for
keywords and the access to the various links.
To evaluate these problems, our approach has been to be put in the
situation of the disabled person to better evaluate the engendered trouble or
lack and look for the most adequate solutions. We leaned for that on the
current legislation and on the latest available material and software
technologies of information and communication.
We have handled the various technical solutions according to the type of
handicap.
Motor disability:
One first technical solution deals with the “mouse without strength” or
DIM Device of Interpretation of Movement. This is a project from students
of the ESIEA engineering school (College of Computing, Electronic,
automatic) [1]. It concerns the accessibility of computer technology tools.
The principle consists in putting 2 small metallic surfaces at the end of the
index and the thumb and with an infrared system. The respective position or
movement of one piece to the other drives the movement of the cursor on
the screen. The first system and prototype uses Wii-mote (Remote control
of the WII game station set). The fingers of the person serve as referents
points on a 2D plan. The Wii-mote is the used as an interface to make the
adequate projection of the fingers movement on the screen.
The Eyegaze system [2] is developed by LC technologies. It is a system
of driving based on the eye movements. He allows simultaneously to
communicate, to pilot your computer (for example to access the installed
software) and control the system functionalities. It has been designed for the
persons affected by important physical diseases with the only capability of
only eye movements. To “click”, the disabled person just has to stare during
an adjustable duration the area corresponding to the desired active function.
The duration needed to activate and “capture” a command is adjustable
depending on the disability level of the person and can be optimized just by
training the person and adapt the parameters.
Another solution can be provided by the HEADMOUSE Extreme system
[3]. The system is based upon the use of a video camera positioned above
the monitor screen of a computer or a laptop. It is driven directly by the
movements of the head of the user. It is intended to replace a classical
mouse for the persons having, either total or partial motor disability who
want to recover the use of computers and other devices for communication
capabilities. Basically, the global system uses an infrared beam which
follows a small target mask placed on the forehead or on the user glasses.
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An integrated electronic sensor evaluates the slope and position of the head
and adapts itself to the most unusual situations. In combination with a
mouse driver software, such as the Dragger, mouse click and selection can
be also simulated on the screen. The mouse click can be also realised by
means of a contactor driven by the breath of the user or by making use of
voice recognition.
Another assistive system for the same handicap category is the system of
word prediction called “Skippy” [4]. Skippy helps the persons capable of
using a standard or virtual keyboard. Just by analysing the first letters
entered on the keyboard the system is able to guess the entire word or at
least, to propose several possibilities. This predictive system can save up to
50 % of the keyboard typing. It can be used under Microsoft Windows
environment with any application program. When typing the beginning of a
word, the user is suggested a list of words beginning with the already typed
letters.
Hearing handicap:
The hearing handicap can basically be handled thanks to the speech
synthesis which can be made through the use of several different existing
software. Among all these software, Dragon Naturally Speaking [5] is of
particular interest since is it the most used in the world. The speech
synthesis is a computer technique of sound synthesis which allows to
artificially create words and sentences from any text file.
To do this, it leans at the same time on linguistic processing techniques,
in particular to transform the spelling text into a phonetic version that can
be pronounced without ambiguity, and on digital signal processing
techniques this phonetic version into a reconstructed sound that can be hear
on loudspeakers. On the contrary way of use, it can also work as a voice
command for all the application programs and it then also suitable for motor
disability.
Visual handicap:
Several technical solutions exist to compensate for the visual handicap.
One solution is proposed through the keyboard INTELLIKEYS [6] which is
a programmable keyboard making use of working sheets. It appears as a
tactile keyboard on which is arranged a sheet where symbolical keys are
drawn. These keys can contain a letter, a sentence, an image or a pictogram.
The size and contrast of symbols can then provide a real visual benefit for
the persons with visual impairment. The system can also be coupled with
software of word prediction to optimize the system. Plexiglass grids used as
finger-guides can emphasize the efficiency of the keyboard. : They can be
mounted on the keyboard to avoid the simultaneous and inconvenient
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activation of undesired press of keys. Furthermore, this solution is also
adequate for any person with a motor disability, or with a cognitive trouble
having no capability in using a classic keyboard or a mouse.
Another proposed project of the students of the ESIEA is called the
“digital magnifying lens” [1]. This lens is a tool to help persons with a
visual handicap. It consists of a mini high-resolution camera coupled to
classical glasses equipped with virtual reality capabilities through digital
image processing. There are various functionalities offered, such as the
modification of colours, contrast, focus (zoom adjustment allowing the
magnifying glass to be used as a digital camera). In this case, a digital
movement stabilizer can be added to limit the shivers which are quickly
perceptible at high zoom levels. The system can also be used to capture shot
pictures or continuous sequences and restore them (a list of events, a map of
public transportation network, a procedure to perform a complete task).
After the establishment of a catalogue of technical equipments which role
is intended to assist the internet website navigation, the objective is the
creation of a test website implementing some of the chosen solutions. The
evaluation will be made by persons suffering of all possible handicaps.
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Objective
The goal of this paper is to describe the process of building a telehealth
project in the city of Belo Horizonte, Brazil, identifying the different phases
and driving factors of its development.
Methodology
This piece of work will explain the different components of the main
telehealth projects carried out in the the city of Belo Horizonte, using the
following primary sources: official documents submitted to the financing
bodies, reports of activities and internal documents of the Belo Horizonte
City Health Department related to the development of the projects. Then the
projects were categorized into phases by the team that carried out the
telehealth project in Belo Horizonte, identifying the main guiding factors of
each phase. The results found were described.
Results
Telehealth resources were used at Belo Horizonte Health Department in
Brazil as technologies that favor the structuring of assistance and formative
processes. The incorporation of these resources came from significant
interactions that took place on the one hand between the Federal University
of Minas Gerais and the Ministry of Health, and on the other hand, through
a continued interaction with international projects starting in 2003 within
the context of the @LIS Project of the European Community.
The incorporation of telehealth resources in the city of Belo Horizonte
started in 2003 with a significant participation of the European Community
countries such as Italy, Finland and Denmark within the @LIS Project. The
idea of this project was to work together in order to set up a telehealth
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model applicable to the Brazilian public network with features concentrated
on low cost primary care and that could be implemented later on in the
whole country, the Projeto BHTelessaúde (BHTelehealth Project). This
project was created in order to support the family health program teams
both in terms of assistance support and continuing education. Its main goal
is to strengthen the central role of primary care in managing patient care.
The model developed used a 64 kbps network that connects the
healthcare units to the Federal University of Minas Gerais, with only one
computer, a webcam and a multimedia kit at the healthcare basic units. This
model enabled teleconsultations and videoconferences every fortnight in the
areas of medicine, dentistry and nursing. Health professionals of the family
health teams could have access and interact with professors of more than 21
medical specialties, in addition to the areas of nursing and dentistry. This
Project served as a model for the larger national telehealth project which
nowadays is implemented in 900 Brazilian municipalities. Also healthcare
basic units have a digital electrocardiogram.
In this initial phase of building telehealth projects in the public sector in
the country, the participation of countries with concrete experiences in this
area was an essential factor for the feasibility of the project, especially
through the international cooperation that took place within the @lis
Project. Besides training technical groups, another important factor of this
international cooperation was its contribution to the exchanging of
experiences in the area involving city health officials and mayors on the
importance of this subject. The model developed with the significant
participation of the main public university of the State of Minas Gerais was
also very important because it introduced a high quality added value in
structuring the public network.
In the second phase, the health department of Belo Horizonte created the
structure to incorporate the latest development in the educational area
involving organic modeling and animations in distance learning courses
focused on family health program and the urgency and emergency network.
This process was done in close partnership with the School of Medicine of
the Federal University of Minas Gerais, which was responsible for
developing two courses fostering the use of telehealth/telemedicine
resources through teaching-learning objects with different technological
resources.
The Health Technology Center of the School of Medicine with its
updating of distance teaching platforms with videos, animation processes
and 3D organic modeling, enables courses with a very high added value.
The use of 3D modeling of organic structures makes possible the building
of virtual objects of learning able to simulate at one single moment,
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physiological, pathological and anatomic events in a dynamic way. This is
possible due to a perfect coordination between the organic objects and the
use of animation, sound and imaging resources. Distance courses on ECG
interpretation and emergency are at e final stage of application.
The general goal of the project is to incorporate telemedicine resources
into the mobile emergency care service (SAMU) in Belo Horizonte in order
to speed up and qualify the process provided to the patients of this service.
The aim of the project is also to enable a better assistance interaction
between emergency units and the pre-hospital system.
This experience shows solutions that include video broadcasting of
patients, medical images and different assistance parameters, allowing the
regulating physician of SAMU to be virtually present at the remote location
and to take part in the pre-hospital care given to the patient. The results of
the experience are quite promising with regard to the quality of pre-hospital
care and the speeding up of the process in the same place.
During the second phase of incorporating telehealth resources, several
committees of telehealth management were created on the area of medicine,
nursing, dentistry and emergency, involving technical groups of the Health
Department and the Federal University of Minas Gerais. This process
reflects an institutionalization of actions within the health department
making possible an interface with assistance and educational processes
integrated with telehealth projects.
Currently the process of implementing projects on monitoring
diabetic/high blood pressure patients is in progress through the
establishment of a diabetic retinopathy network at the city level. This
network is able to capture images of diabetic patients’ retina and to issue
retinography reports at the School of Medicine of the Federal University of
Minas Gerais. Also a telemonitoring system has been set up to control the
glycemic and blood pressure levels of patients at their own homes with a
monitoring center at healthcare basic units.
The Belo Horizonte Health Department and the Federal University of
Minas Gerais are also the home of the Latin America and Europe
Laboratory of Excellency and Innovation in Telehealth, involving 20
countries and exchanging experiences at the public network, publishing
important experiences on telehealth through the Latin America Journal of
Telehealth and driving the development of telehealth actions in different
countries. The Laboratory is increasingly consolidating itself as a model to
incorporate telehealth resources into the public area.
In the current phase, the incorporation of telehealth resources is gradually
starting to be included into the planning of the assistance activities of the
city health department, reflecting the degree of awareness acquired on the
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subject in a highly shared way. The continuity of prospecting actions at the
international level done by the different committees had enabled new and
daring projects on the area.
The close relationship with the Federal University of Minas Gerais and
with groups that work together preparing and implementing projects, speeds
up the feasibility of prospects and experiments on the area with research and
access to equipments making possible the execution of projects in a faster
way. This process shows the strength that the public network has in
including it effectively as a quality healthcare model provided to citizens.
Despite some difficulties, the experience of Belo Horizonte in telehealth
is an example to follow in the country. The incorporation of telehealth
resources has gradually contributed to a better quality healthcare for the
population, placing Belo Horizonte in the national and international scene
regarding advances in management as a result of technological innovations.
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The care of persons in their homes at the end of life, and when they are in
need of palliative care rather than curative care, has been the focus of many
hospice, home health care companies and palliative care health
professionals. With the advance of remote monitoring, telehealth and
telecare, and video-transmission including with mobile technology, there
have been many programs now piloted to care for those with chronic
illnesses who still receive curative services. What then are the prospects of
using these same techniques for a different population at home---those at
the end of life, with medical, emotional and spiritual needs for a reduction
in suffering and family dysfunction?
Trends in the United States
The medical insurance payment for remote monitoring and telehealth
services provided for care in the home is still nearly non-existent in the
United States. Most telehealth care for chronic disease management is
provided through grant funding, managed care pilot demonstrations,
academic medical center innovative delivery models, and inconsistent
state-based tele-homecare funded by Medicaid programs for the indigent.
The federal laws establishing payment for the aged under Medicare home
health care specifically declare that a ‘visit’ must be provided in person and
a telehealth visit may not be an equivalent or a substitute for a medically
needed nursing, therapy, social work or physician service. The private
residential home is not among the locations considered to be an ‘originating
site’ for physician consultation visits; that is, Medicare does not yet pay a
physician or nurse practitioner for consulting remotely to the patient in her
home, even if the technology used is the same as that used in other
locations, where it is compensated. This uncompensated care includes
palliative care consultations; psychiatric, psychologist or social work
services in telemental health; and the remotely monitored care an attending
physician or nurse practitioner might otherwise provide his or her terminally
ill patient. In addition, the services of nurse triage, nurse case management
specialists or off-site disease management clinical services or software
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programs to trend and interpret remotely transmitted data are also not
independently compensated by Medicare.
Some private insurance
companies do pay for remotely managed health services but these are
arranged for in a case by case manner.
Despite this very slow growth of compensation for telehealth in the
American home, there is a robust and growing landscape of research
underway to demonstrate and replicate studies showing significant clinical,
quality of care and cost efficiency improvement using remote monitoring,
sensors and medical devices. These studies are intensely focused on chronic
disease management in the areas of congestive heart failure [CHF],
diabetes, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [COPD], asthma and the
rehabilitation of stroke and cardiac disease patients. The largest reported
study to date is that of the Veterans’ Health Administration [1] which has
documented very significant reductions in resources such as hospitalizations
and emergency room visits across all major chronic illnesses, including
behavioral health, for patients utilizing remote monitoring devices that
interpret and provide practice guidance for patient care.
The
communication of data from the home-based patient in the VHA study cost
approximately $ 1,600 per patient, annually and resource use reduction for
those with multiple chronic diseases averaged in excess of 26 per cent. The
American Telemedicine Association [ATA] tracks much of the accumulated
research and reports outcomes in journal articles and presentations to its
research conferences.[2]
Telehealth use in the field of hospice and palliative care is even less
developed in the United States, although there have been significant
research efforts undertaken within the last five years. The ATA established
in 2009 a Workgroup to explore the prevalence and professional interest in
telehospice and palliative care. The very early findings of an informal
survey are, not surprisingly, that telehospice is developing first in care
settings where there is already an established home health agency working
with telehealth technology. In some individual cases, the patient’s course of
illness reaches a terminal phase and she continues with the supportive use of
telehealth for the chronic illness which has now worsened. In other
situations, free-standing hospices are undertaking to place remote
monitoring and video-communication units with patients for discrete
reasons associated with quality of care. These are to increase the ability of
skilled hospice clinicians to: access the home rapidly, particularly in remote
rural settins; make an assessment during an onset of symptoms or anxiety
on the patient and/or family’s parts; provide re-enforcement of teaching
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around symptom management; provide counseling; engage the patient and
family ‘live’ in care planning done by the hospice team which is located at
the hospice’s offices; and generally to support the patient and family
together---as this is the care unit in the United States hospice model.
Regulatory Changes Could Encourage Telehealth
During 2009, hospices that are billing for care of Medicare and Medicaid
patients in the United States implemented changes required by regulatory
‘Conditions of Participation’. These regulations are found in the U.S.Code
of Federal Regulations Vol. 42 Sections 418.2 through 418.116. Among
numerous requirements, hospices must demonstrate measurable quality
assurance and program improvement [QAPI] of defined goals in patient
care. They also must engage in an intensive, every 15 days reassessment
process of palliation and patient care needs, using skilled interdisciplinary
teams [IDTs]. Some of the interesting telehealth research being conducted
focuses on the capability of video communication to engage the IDT with
the patient and family members.[3] This research suggests positive
outcomes, although the researchers have also found stronger acceptance of
telehealth techniques among some IDT members [nurses] than others,
particularly social workers in the hospice field.
Organizational Readiness for Change Could Impede Telehealth
Research conducted on the growth of and impediments to telehospice has
been limited, but early suggestions are that it is not the patients who would
be reluctant to use the technology [4]. Informal survey by the ATA
Telehospice and Palliative Care Workgroup in 2009 showed that hospices
found patients and families were accepting about telehealth, and it was
hospice staff who were more reluctant to embrace the new approaches.
Hospices also indicated that hospice patients were not reluctant to use
videocameras; anecdotal research suggest that home care patients are most
willing to use audio and remote monitoring devices that do not use camera
features. The VHA has research from its Advanced Illness Palliative Care
program showing involved clinicians can work with cutting edge telehealth
tools to advance patients interests as they move towards end of life.[4]
Future suitable hospice research topics are: whether staff reluctance is due
to a lack of general industry discussion of telehospice among the
professional trade associations’ peer groups; whether it is an ingrained
belief that ‘High Tech’ eliminates or degrades ‘High Touch’; or whether
staff may fear of loss of professional employment or validation.
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Given the vast need of resources in the social work and behavioral health
areas in the United States, the challenges of great distances between rurally
located patients and professionals and the growing positive research in the
general field of tele-mental health, change to telehealth may be a near term
necessity if patient care needs are to be met. The ATA published Standards
for Telemental Health services in 2009, but these do not cover the
circumstances of delivering supportive counseling services to a homecentered terminally ill individual and her family and informal caregivers.
Political Reluctance to Expand Remote Monitoring
A final area affecting the implementation of telehospice and palliative
care is the current governmental reluctance to expand remote monitoring,
generally, in the United States. Largely this is expressed by members of the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services’s skepticism about the
research outcomes of disease management and chronic care models utilizing
telehealth components, even in the face of overwhelming evidence that
there are clinical improvements and care efficiencies with remote
monitoring. There is also a growing concern about fraudulent activities of
some care providers in the medical device and home medical equipment
industries, which have resulted in millions of dollars of judgments against
the persons accused of these abuses. No doubt the Congress of the United
States will have questions about how broadly remote monitoring may be
deployed, what the restrictions about medical necessity and utilization may
be and what safeguards can be put in place to ensure home monitoring
devices do not become the new version of the power wheelchair scandals of
the last decade. Given those restraints, it is likely that there will be bundled
telehospice services to the per episode payment structure already in
existence. It is unlikely there will be a separate reimbursed service for
monitoring equipment for medication compliance, vital signs registration or
nurse case management. Private resources and private insurance are likely
to be required to fully finance the future home telehospice field. Palliative
care outside of care of the terminally ill will also likely be a bundled US
service, but the interest in eHealth and remote consultations will likely
permit an expansion of the definition of care, so long as palliative care
physicians, nurse practitioners and specialist pharmacists develop
supportive research projects that can support this expansion.
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Introduction
Evaluation of telehealth and telemedicine programs is very complex.
Conflicts arise in the definition and delimitation of functions, making the
results of studies, particularly economic ones, difficult to extrapolate to
other situations or to replicate; there is no measurement standards or
evidence of acceptability, it has been difficult to measure the efficiency of
projects with regard to the consequences of the introduction of a
telemedicine system, which was not clearly circumscribe the structure and
process of care and especially when the system on which to formulate
hypotheses is complex, such as social systems, the application of
quantitative or experimental tools may not be appropriate. This is due to the
interdependence of factors [1].
An ethnographic study of evaluation projects of telemedicine systems in
England observed a preference of the researchers to controlled trials, noting
the need for flexibility in approach between the two types of knowledge, an
experimental knowledge about quantitative results and the qualitative
knowledge. The second type has particularly useful for evaluating the
system in practice, guiding its development. This brought greater
recognition of the practical value of research methods that produce
knowledge about processes rather than health outcomes [2].
The Brazilian National Telehealth Project is implemented in 900
municipalities The project's central focus is to incorporate telehealth
resources in primary health care, mainly using formative second opinion
and the realization of web conferencing fortnightly in the areas of nursing,
dentistry and medicine as well as distance learning courses.
The Brazilian experience in the construction of the National Telehealth
Project required understanding the factors involved in the implementation
of the project analyzed in terms of participating municipalities. This study
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seeks to contribute to the understanding of this aspect and so help to redirect
project activities to expand the process of utilization of telehealth.
Objective
This study aimed to identify factors of success or failure in project
implementation as perceived by the municipal health secretaries and
directors of health care in 50 municipalities of the state of Minas Gerais,
coordinated by the Federal University of Minas Gerais (UFMG) School of
Medicine.
Methods and Results
Qualitative research has been used in studies of telemedicine primarily to
measure the acceptability of systems by users, degree of application
integration within the structures of the health system; studies on the causes
that determine the results or specific processes and design assessment
training process. We chose a qualitative study using the Delphi method,
suitable for a process of consensus between groups. The method involves:
1) sending questionnaires with the most relevant results obtained from the
studies reviewed, expressed in the form of statements, 2) the experts are
asked to indicate a score to each of the statements, 3) after processing them,
the statements are sent back to the experts with the average of the group and
his/her own, to ensure that it could consider changing it, to approach the
mean, or if he/she wants to keep the score. This interactive process leads to
consensus, contributing to solid results of the investigation.
Initially, we reviewed the literature regarding the factors that should be
evaluated in telehealth projects, addressing aspects of quality (effectiveness,
reliability, ease of use, impact on the clinical process, impact on the
organization process, impact on health and well-being, impact on users' and
patients’ opinions), access (to the diagnosis, treatment and patient follow
up, training of health personnel and health information), acceptability (by
patients, health staff, management and health authorities) and economic
analysis (involving analysis of cost, cost minimization, cost-effectiveness,
cost-benefit and marginal analysis). Other studies address the evaluation of
telehealth projects based on patient health impacts, patient access to health
care, economic and acceptability of the system.
We opted for a structure of the questionnaire focused on approaching the
phenomenon of adoption of technological innovations that considered the
evaluation focused on three main dimensions: individual, organizational and
technological [3].
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The individual dimension considers individual aspects relating to
telehealth system users. These aspects represent the informational behavior,
skills, values and beliefs and how those considerations interfere positively
or negatively to the adoption of telehealth. The main issues and factors
considered were: a) Psychosocial factors associated with the conduct of
individuals involved in the process of telehealth in organizations, b) policies
and personal opinions that oppose or support the use of telehealth as a tool.
It has to do with the use of technology and familiarity with the tools or, in
extreme cases, fear (computer phobic) and/or the fact that they do not have
any experience with computers, c) Individual inserted values and beliefs
about the work of the health professional, or cultural aspects of health
professionals, d) Other professional factors related to professional health
teams and administrative posts performed by its members in hospitals and
care centers. Some authors believe that the team has an influence on the
decision of physicians to adopt telehealth and that this influence may
manifest itself in the (in) compatibility of technology with the current
practice of physician work [4-7].
As for this single dimension, it is relevant to stress the importance of
socio-technical approach, characterized by user participation in at least one
of the stages of development, proposal and/or system implementation. The
lack of such involvement might compromise the professional involvement
with the proposed innovation. The positioning encourages users to
assimilate the changes necessary for growth of the organization and reduces
the resistance, helping in the implementation process, since, in general,
most people do not accept or take some time to assimilate the changes that
affect their habits and routines.
The organizational di mension considered the organizational factors
involved in telehealth programs, encompassing aspects of culture and
organizational environment, knowledge management and regulation and
institutionalization of practices in telehealth. The analysis of innovation
adoption in public organizations presented the following issues in the
organizational dimension. Specialization and managerial attitude favorable
to change are considered as positive influences, while the centralization and
formalization are considered negative.
The use of computational resources is considered important factors for
successful implementation of standardized practices and training of health
professionals. The training of professionals involved in telehealth is
especially important in organizations where the technologies applied to
professional practices are poor, which can lighten the impact of its changes
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Infoethics - privacy, confidentiality, principled legitimate purposes, consent,
transparency, participation and education - also ensures the legitimacy of
telehealth systems with their users, health professionals and patients [9].
The technological dimensi on includes issues of structure, accessibility
and usability of telehealth systems and interaction with technology.
Compatibility is considered as one of the factors impacting the adoption of
telemedicine. Applied to physicians, results that the characteristics of
telemedicine technologies should be compatible with their values and
experiences and, for that, we must think of appropriate equipment and
training. When telemedicine technology is quite different from daily
physicians routine it can undermine commitment and create barriers [9].
We used the Delphi method, with the application of 72 questionnaires,
using Likert scale. The questionnaires were completed and, after accessing
the average score of the group, they were returned for reconsideration by
the person who filled it out, then the results were analyzed. The research
universe comprised 50 municipal health departments and/or care
coordinators in the municipalities of the Brazilian National Telehealth
Project that are supervised by UFMG School of Medicine.
The questionnaire responses showed that the factor that most affected the
successful implementation of the project was the organizational dimension.
On average, the factors that are crucial to the success of the project are:
encouragement by directors has a degree of importance of 90% for the
success of the project, as well as the participation of the family health team
program coordinator, the institutionalized release for training time and
systematic monitoring by directors as to levels of utilization of telehealth
resources.
When faced with regard to the reality of his/her municipality, an average
60% of respondents estimate that their city does not systematically monitor
and in 50% of cases not formally release its employees to participate in
telehealth activities. Factors such as personality, in which more
communicative professionals can use more the resources, are valued as
important for 70% of the participants. Ninety percent agree that technical
aspects such as quality of image and sound are important to the success of
the project but that they are not essential factors for non-use of the
resources.
It was possible to conclude that the main determinants of successful
implementation of telehealth projects in primary care relates to the level of
engagement of manager, materialized by means of continuous monitoring
and articulation with institutional policies. Another important factor is the
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formalization of the activity, with guaranteed scheduled training time and
formal release of the professionals to pursue the activity. The other
dimensions occupied a secondary role. The results showed also a very
significant difference in the use of telehealth resources available by
different municipalities that make up the project.
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Abstract: As eHealth spre ads worldwide vari ous technical pr oblems
have been effectively addre ssed and miti gated along with the imp act;
the ques tion of w hether h ealth-care pr oviders sho uld or sh ould not
invest in eHealth bec omes more important and have made the
Evaluation necessary for assessing and judging the worth of any Health
care activity. A w ide variety of a pproaches a nd me thodologies h ave
been applied by different researchers in assessing the impact of eHealth
Services in he alth care, ranging from controlled clinical tria ls to use of
questionnaires and inter views with users. This paper presents
a
conceptual fr amework fo r eHealth evaluati on tool to examine
and
measure the different factors that play a definite role in diffusion and
penetration of eHe alth ser vices. These factors were i dentified through
literature se arch on di fferent theori es of e valuation, i dentified a nd
explained by vari ous rese archers. Thes e theories define the r ole of
eHealth serv ices hig hlighting both its fa cilitators and ba rriers. The
literature search str ategy included the clinica l a nd hea lth info rmatics
literature for
articles, abs tracts and conferenc
e proceedings,
encompassing all aspects of eHealth, Telehealth, health informatics and
telemedicine evaluation. We reviewed the different theories and tried to
assess the impact and their outcome in eHealth. The paper provides the
general idea of different stages
of e Health, and then applyi
ng
evaluation theories on each of these stages for tool development
Introduction
Evaluation is defined as “attributing value to an intervention by gathering
reliable and valid information about it in a systematic way, and by making
comparisons, for the purposes of making more informed decisions or
understanding causal mechanisms or general principles” [1]. Evaluation is
necessary for assessing and judging the worth of any Health activity. In
today’s cost-conscious environment there is a demand for value for money
and effective outcomes in the allocation of health-care resources. Without
evaluation it is hard, if not impossible to know how a product or service
works. The introduction of eHealth to our health systems represents the
promise of information and communication technologies to improve health
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and the health care system [2]. The World Health Organization defines
eHealth as " the cost-effective and secure use of information and
communications technologies in support of health and health-related fields,
including health-care services, health surveillance, health literature, and
health education, knowledge and research" [3].
As eHealth is spreading worldwide various technical problems are
overcome along with the impact; the question of whether health-care
providers should or should not invest in eHealth becomes more important. It
is therefore essential for health care system to evaluate eHealth in relation to
different factors that affect its usage either as a benefit or as a barrier. To do
proper evaluation, we need to look for different factors that play an
important role in eHealth development, implementation and operational use.
For the purpose of premium understanding we are taking these important
factors as theories and will try to analyze how these theories will work for
eHealth evaluation. eHealth. Evaluation is a discrete activity that comes to
an end when the “value” of the eHealth intervention has been demonstrated
and “value” is the realm of evaluation [4].
Evaluation is the act of measuring or exploring properties of an eHealth
project or a program (in planning, development, implementation, or
operation), (see figure 1) the result of which informs a decision to be made
concerning that system in a specific context. The interconnections of these
different stages of eHealth services require proper understanding which can
be done by evaluating these stages and indentify the factors which affect its
performance.
Objective
The objective of the wider study is to develop an eHealth evaluation tool
based on a conceptual framework that includes all the relevant theories for
evaluation of eHealth programs. The current paper presents the framework
that was developed after studying these theories, which could be translated
later into an eHealth evaluation tool.
Methodology
The methodology for this paper is comprehensive literature review. The
literature search strategy included the clinical and health informatics
literature for articles, abstracts and conference proceedings encompassing
all aspects of eHealth i.e. telehealth, health informatics and elearning
evaluation. We reviewed the different theories and tried to find out the
impact and their outcome in eHealth [4]. From the initial search of over 500
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abstracts and conference proceedings, 60 papers were selected as primary
references for review. A hardcopy/soft copy of each paper identified was
obtained, and each reference was reviewed and summarized by the project
research associate. From this original list of primary references, 40 articles
were selected and forwarded to a three-member panel for final selection of
key references. After the detailed review and summary of the primary
references, the evaluation framework document has developed. This
framework represents a comprehensive discussion of eHealth evaluation on
the basis of different theories of evaluation. Following literature review and
analysis, the next step was to discuss the theories with the group of experts
in eHealth. Each theory was examined based on its relevance to eHealth,
and to the part of the life cycle of eHealth where it may influence the most.
Results
This evaluation framework was developed on the concept of different
evaluation theories which affect the eHealth services from there
development to sustained operation (figure 1).

Figure 1. Conceptual framework
We divided the eHealth framework in 2 dimensions, i.e. horizontal and
vertical axis, see figure 2.
The horizontal axis divides eHealth in different stages of application and
planning such as: 1) Development, 2) Implementation, 3) Integration, 4)
Sustained operation.
The vertical access identifies different themes and areas of consideration
for eHealth evaluation such as: 1) Health Services Outcomes, 2)
Technology Outcome, 3) Economic Outcomes, 4) Socio-technical
Outcomes, and 5) Ethical Considerations.
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Conclusion
The
framework
identifies and
defines
different
stages
of
eHealth, and
then applying
evaluation
theories
on
each of these
stages for the
tool
Figure 2. Evaluation Framework
development.
These theories
define the role of eHealth services highlighting both its facilitators and
barriers. This paper presents a conceptual framework for developing
eHealth evaluation tool to examine and measure different factors that play a
definite role in diffusion and penetration of eHealth services.
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Abstract: The paper discusses the development of an electronic medical record
system thr ough a te lemedicine ne twork, and how it modified the be havior of
the d istant physicians. We ob served th at it was mos tly u sed to commu nicate
from provinc e to province , which proved to be a way to f ulfill the proje ct
objective to improve the quality of the local case management.
Introduction
Mongolia is a landlocked country located between China and Russia.
Specific problems are: harsh climate, sparse population, huge distances with
limited communication means, and obsolete health infrastructure with
limited equipments in the provinces. The low income of the rural population
combined with a semi-nomadic way of life is a limiting factor to access
medical services.
Under these conditions, telemedicine appeared to be the appropriate
approach to improve the quality of the local case management. Given the
high prevalence of cardiovascular diseases in the country, the first fully
developed medical network was the Cardiovascular Diagnostic Center
Project started in 2001 with the financial support of the Government of the
Great Duchy of Luxembourg.
Since, the project further extended its activity to safe motherhood, and
adding more medical specialties is envisioned in the near future.
Structure and Functioning of the Network
Eight provinces out of 21, potentially covering nearly 50% of the
population, are enrolled in the project. The “Center” is based at the
Department of Cardiology of the Shastin central hospital in Ulaanbaatar.
Communication between the center and the provinces began through regular
telephone lines and 56 Kb modems. They are now replaced by ADSL
connections. Each province is equipped with a computer, an ECG and a
simple echocardiograph. These elements are linked together as a LAN
which is connected to the Internet. At the central level the scheme is similar
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with much more sophisticated ultrasound system. Through this network
physicians can exchange messages, images, graphs, and data.
The functioning relies on two components: 1) an information loop
between each of the eight project provinces and the center, allowing sending
questions directly, and obtaining feedback; 2) a specialized website which
offers several services, the most important of them being the educational
section, and the forum. Both are in a professional, restricted, area.
The educational material contains a series of algorithms on selected
diseases for which a standard case management scheme is proposed. On
key points of the algorithm, the physicians may obtain relevant information
and references. The forum is used to post questions with attached
documents, and to open a thread of peer to peer discussion. Interacting
through an electronic network was therefore nothing new to the provinces
doctors when electronic medical records were introduced in 2009.
eMedical Record for Telemedicine
The patients’ personal medical electronic files are based on an open
source software (Voozanoo) developed by Epiconcept, a French specialized
firm. This product is a toolbox that permits to design questionnaires of any
kind, structured or open, and to include elements from other softwares such
as graphs. It includes a statistical module.
It is web-based, which makes maintenance and upgrade easy for distant
sites, and facilitates the sharing of data from any place in the network.
Each eMedical record contains three sections:
• The background sheet collects information on personal data and on
past medical history.
• The follow-up section collects information on clinical examination
and laboratory tests. It may be filled on each visit, and thus
accumulates medical facts. It contains questions to be answered by
clicks in tick boxes defaulted to “No”, which open a dialog box if
turned to “Yes”. The diagnosis is encoded using the ICD10. It is
searchable by key words and/or by code.
•
The third section allows the physician to select particular data from
the whole medical file, and to attach documents and files of various
formats including DICOM, JPEG, AVI, and PDF. This selection can
be uploaded, along with comments and questions, to a billboard
accessible to other members of the network. It remains open for
discussion until its author considers he/she obtained a satisfactory
answer and decides to close it. There is no other moderation.
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Utilization
The first functional version of the cardiology e-medical record was
finalized during the first weeks of February 2009. All physicians had been
previously trained, and assistance remained available through the network.
However it is not before the beginning of May 2009 that the system was
functional and fully deployed in every province.
A total of 17 cardiologists from 8 provinces can use the software to create
individual medical files for their patients, and to post questions or
comments. This first attempt to introduce electronic files was considered as
a test period meant to observe the appropriation of the product. No criteria
were imposed either to open a file, or to post a bill.
Over a period of six months, 254 files were created. This is a relatively
small number compared to the hundreds of patients seen every week in the
provinces. Out of those, 171 (67%) presented a problem to the physician
who posted a question on the forum. These 171 questions generated 711
responses. That is an average of 4.16 responses /topic (range 1-14). More
than 80% of them, originated from another province.
Discussion
From the very first days of the project existence, the key principles were
to keep the operations managed by physicians for physicians; to meet the
needs of the distant doctors without imposing centrally oriented constraints;
and to introduce behavioral changes by facilitating the daily work of
understaffed provincial teams.
Although the individual levels of “computer literacy” remain variable
among the cardiologists, using a computer is common practice for all of
them after nearly 6-7 years of effective participation to the project. In fact,
the principle and the deployment of an electronic patient medical file had
been long expected, and were warmly welcomed.
The small number of medical records created routinely, and the
comparatively high number of responses and comments that any posted
question generates, indicate that the proposed format meets partially the
needs which, concerning electronic medical files, are of two kinds:
- One is to dispose of tools allowing easy follow-up of repeated cases.
- Second is the possibility to exchange information and to document a
case to support a question.
The reasons given for not systematically filling a file for every patient are
time-related. The two most frequently mentioned are a slow connection and
the time that typing requires. However, both are dismissed when a physician
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feels necessary to post a question or a comment. In that case, the e-medical
record becomes a daily working tool for some. Interestingly, except for
particularly specialized cases, exchanges are established for their most part
from province to province, with limited input from the Centre.
Although only province to centre communications were then possible, a
similar behavior was observed at the beginning of the project when
transmissions relied on slow and painfully unstable connections made
through 56Kb modems: seeking advice surpassed all time constraints.
A tool initially designed to follow-up the patients locally, turns to be
primarily used for peer to peer distant communications. This resulted
anyhow in better local case management with a measurable decline of
undue referrals, which is the major objective of the project.
These findings comfort our view that telemedicine networks are meant to
listen to the distant physicians; that they should facilitate their daily work;
and that they should not be a means to decentralize problems or to impose a
central view point. These are conditions that induce real behavioral changes.
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eHealth – Realities and Perspectives
E. T. Kldiashvili
Georgian Telemedicine Union (Association), ekldiashvili@yahoo.com
75 Kostava str., 0171 Tbilisi, Georgia
Abstract: eHealth and its applications are working out by the developed
countries, but cou ntries with middl e and low income c an use them i n
the most effective degree. Each application is rapidly developed and the
tendency of optimiz ation and de velopment of eHe alth s olutions in
accordance with concrete country’s claims could be obser ved. As a
result medic al service in the developi ng world could be turne d into a
communitarian and safe practice. Vi rtual h ealth ca re units and ev en
systems become more and more realisti c. They offer new perspecti ves
for medic al service and it is envisa ged t hat h ealth ca re profes sionals,
scientists and researchers will use this facility to form a global network.
Georgia i s a smal l cou ntry, i ts health care s ystem face s v arious
problems in the pr ovision of medic al service, including expertis e,
resources, shortage of doctors and other health care pr ofessionals. It is
obvious that computer and communication technologies, which became
the i ntegral part of e veryday p ractice, c an pr ovide a solution t o s ome
problems. eHealth could allow uni versal he alth care access . More
important that e Health offers s olutions for remote consultations,
infections control, bi osafety, a dministration a nd logisti cs, super vision
and quality assur ance, education an d trainin g for he alth c are
professionals, researc hers and pr oviders. There fore, eHealth has the
potential to improv e quality and the accessibility of medica l serv ice in
the country. But this m odern field of me dicine should be implemented
carefully and managed w ell because of i ts obvious an d si gnificant
impact upon healthcare . When implemented well eHealth may allow
developing c ountries leap frog over th eir develope d neighb ors in
successful health c are de livery. Th e ideal of health care in the
information age must be to cre ate a situation where heal th care
professionals spend m ore time creati ng knowledge from medi cal
information than they s pend time managing medical information. The
application of ea sy available a nd adaptable technology together with
the improvement of the infrastructure c onditions is the essential basis
for eHealth applications. The usage of medical informati on s ystem
holds the potential to realize eHealth in the effective and comprehensive
mode.
Introduction
eHealth is the practice of medical service at a distance, based on the
transmission through telecommunication means of medical data for their
corresponding interpretation and diagnosis. Rapid developments in
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information and communication technologies have enabled eHealth to
broaden its scope. eHealth applications are cutting across the wide spectrum
of communication technologies. This wide distribution permits application
of eHealth technologies suitable for all across the digital divide.
Collaboration of technologists, researchers, engineers, developers,
scientists, clinicians, and practitioners is perpetually working to forge new
and greater applications of eHealth.
eHealth is now a well-understood concept. Although in simple terms
eHealth refers to the delivery of medical health services at a distance, there
is no single or uniform eHealth application. To some extent this observation
underpins the reason behind numerous definitions of eHealth, and it also
highlights the issue of portraying all the perspectives of eHealth within one
definition. In general, the uses of eHealth are for 1) primary diagnosis, 2)
second opinion, 3) education / QA (quality assurance). eHealth has left its
childhood. Its technical development is mature, and its use for primary and
secondary diagnosis has been expanded to a great amount.
Overview
The probability of an incorrect handling of a relevant medical data, still
dangerously high, mainly is due to: environmental factors, instinctive
factors, emotional factors. As a consequence the probability of a serious
error occurrence could be high and the probability of its recognition and
correction very low. This frequently causes a repetition of exams in the
same time or in different medical units and it slows down the diagnostic
process (resources waste) and the proper treatment. So, proper actions for
improving the working procedures have to be taken. The health care
systems, and the education of health care personnel, have to be reorganized
to systems that function in a cross-border fashion. Prerequisites for this
development shall be a specific emphasis on equity of access,
interoperability and standardization of systems and protocols, security and
legal aspects. There are technical, legal, organizational, and financial
problems to be solved.
Acceptance of eHealth presents a particular challenge. It is important to
promote the use of automated tailoring of information access and
summaries to accommodate variations in culture, language, literacy, and
health-related goals, as well as integrated decision-support systems that can
proactively foster best practices. Unfortunately, collection and delivery of
the necessary epidemiological and patient data on which such systems must
be built are problematic. From this point of view, the most important and
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perspective application of eHealth is the medical information system (MIS)
and electronic medical record. There is a very clear need for expanded
application of information technology (IT) in health care. Clinical workflow
still depends largely on manual, paper-based medical record systems in an
activity that is economically inefficient and produces significant variances
in medical outcomes. Medical information technology is at the heart of
information technology implementation policies in health care systems
around the world. Most of these policies are based on beliefs about the
positive value of MIS rather than on the available empirical evidence, and
as a result, policy documents tend to the full of aspiration statements rather
than detailed and realistic expectations.
It is obvious and well-known, that the field of health care informatics is
extremely evolving. The new models and protocols of MIS are developed,
which are based on implementation of HL7, DICOM and etc. profiles.
Despite of obvious advantages and benefits, practical application of MIS in
everyday practice is slow. Research and development projects are ongoing
in several countries around the world to develop MIS: examples include
Canada, Australia, England, the United States and Finland. MIS is used
primarily for purposes of setting objectives and planning patient care,
documenting the delivery of care and assessing the outcomes of care. It
includes information regarding patient needs during episodes of care
provided by different health care professionals. The amount and quality of
information available to health care professionals in patient care has an
impact both on the outcomes of patient care and the continuity of care. The
information included in MIS has several different functions in the decisionmaking process in patient care, and it also supports decision-making in
management and in health policy.
Perspectives
Health, health care and wellness support are data intensive activities. For
several decades electronic tools of many types have been introduced, from
hospital information system (HIS) and related subsystems (e.g. laboratory
information system – LIS), to newer tools such as decision support systems
(DSS). As well, many countries are pursuing initiatives to implement
electronic health record (EHR), electronic medical record (EMR), personal
health record (PHR), or similar programs. It is well known, that a hospital
information system, which is variously also called clinical information
system, is a comprehensive, integrated information system designed to
manage the administrative, financial and clinical aspects of a clinic. This
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encompasses paper-based information processing as well as data processing
hardware. The HIS can be composed of one or a few software components
with specialty-specific extensions as well as of a large variety of subsystems in medical specialties (e.g. laboratory information system – LIS,
radiology information system – RIS). CISs are sometimes separated from
HISs in that the former concentrate on patient-related and clinical-staterelated data (electronic health record – EHR) whereas the latter keeps track
of administrative issues. The distinction is not always clear and there is
contradictory evidence against a consistent use of both terms. It shall be
emphasized, that in an area of medical informatics the aim of HIS is to
achieve the best possible support of patient care and administration by
electronic data processing. The medical information system aims patient
management in health care organizations as well as facilitation of electronic
data capture in clinic. This is a class of software that receives, processes,
stores and reports information generated by clinic processes.
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Abstract: A multicentre project of telecardiology started in 2008, in the
state of Rio Grande do Sul (RS), under the coordination of the e-Health
Centre of the Institu to d e Cardi ologia of R S (I C-FUC RS), in a
partnership with the State Secretari at of He alth. A multidisciplinary
team, i ncluding I C-FUC p rofessionals a nd st udents, was i n ch arge of
organizing and deliverin g - durin g 6 months - a training p rogram for
both 2 cardiological centres and 11 remote health care institutions.
Introduction
Worldwide establishment of new telemedicine and e-health applications
brings the potential of overcoming traditional barriers in health care
delivery, with a potential impact when implemented in developing
countries. Telecardiology is one of the most important areas of
telemedicine, as heart diseases [1], mainly coronary heart disease, are the
most common cause of death in many countries [2]. It has been strongly
highlighted that the education of a new generation of professionals will play
a crucial role in the adoption and wide implementation of e-Health services.
It can, in fact, guarantee the sustainability of new technological initiatives,
allowing to estimate a successful delivery of better health care services in
the near future [3].
The State of Rio Grande do Sul/Brazil (RS) has 496 cities. Most of them
are small and have a lack of health care professionals, being critically
underserved in medical specialties. In RS, a multicentre project of
telecardiology started in 2008, under the coordination of the e-Health
Centre of the Instituto de Cardiologia of RS (IC-FUC) in a partnership with
the State Secretariat of Health and including the participation of 11 small
and remote towns/villages and 1 regional hospital. For the implementation
of this project, a 6 month training program was prepared by the e-Health
Centre, which included the participation of IC-FUC professionals and both
undergraduate and postgraduate students.
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Objectives
The project’s aims are: 1. To work as a pilot project for the establishment
of a large network for acute cardiovascular assistance throughout the RS
State, Brazil; 2. To offer, for the students, a practical experience with the
standards of health care practice in both small hospitals and outpatient care
units of remote cities; 3. To allow undergraduate and postgraduate students
to get skills in the field of telemedicine and e-health applications.
Methods
The health care infrastructure of the project includes:
1. Two cardiological referral centres :
- Instituto de Cardiologia of Rio Grande do Sul, located in Porto Alegre
(capital), as a reference for the cities of the north-western region;
- Hospital de Cardiologia of Rio Grande, located in the city of Rio
Grande, responsible for the south-eastern region.
2. Eleven health care institutions (hospitals and outpatient units):
- 6 located in the north-western and 5 in the south-eastern regions.
The medical assistance of severe cases that need advanced cardiac care
will be performed in the Hospital de Cardiologia of Rio Grande for patients
from the south-eastern region. Patients from the north-western region will
be removed to the Hospital SãoVicente de Paulo, in the city of Passo Fundo.
The
project
offers:
1.
Immediate
digital ECG
signal
acquisition,
Internet
Figure 1. Map of RS State and Telecardiology related
teletransmis
regions/cities
sion from
remote areas and specialized ECG diagnosis from 2 referral centres; 2.
Internet based live second cardiological opinion; 3. Thrombolytic therapy
for ST-elevation Myocardial Infarction, to be infused at the remote point of
care and; 4. Ambulance transport of critically ill patients, via public health
system.
Training team selection: the coordinators of the e-Health Centre were in
charge of organizing a training program. The first step was the
establishment of a multidiscipline training team, which included a selection
of 3 students, from both undergraduate and postgraduate programs.
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Results
The Project was implemented during the second semester of 2008. The
first steps were the implementation of a high speed Internet network (512
Kbps-1 Megabit/s) and the installation and tests of the equipments. Also,
during 2 months, a training program for the students was organized, aiming
to prepare them for the training task. In this period, the team organized
guidelines and teaching material to be used in the field.
Training in the field: the training program for the professionals took place
during 4 months, on every 15 days and consisted of:
- Two joint regional meetings - in north-western and south-eastern
regions -, aiming to transmit both telemedicine and e-Health concepts
and an overview about the Multicentre Telecardiology Project of RS.
Figure 2 illustrates a session at the auditorium of the Health Regional
Office, in the city of Santa Rosa.
- During 4 months a series of technical training sessions were delivered
for the professionals of both the remote teams and the referral centres.
It included 6 team trips to each remote region. A total of 121
professionals were trained in all institutions: 67 in the north-western
and 54 in the south-eastern region. Figure 3 shows an example of a

Fig. 2. Regional Meeting in
Santa Rosa

Fig. 3. Training Session in S. J.
Inhacorá

training session in a remote institution in the north-western region of
RS.
Conclusions
The Multicentre Telecardiology Project in RS/Brazil, is under
establishment as a part of a joint public e-health program, with the
participation of 2 public cardiological centres, 11 remote health care
institutions, 1 regional hospital and the State Secretariat of Health. Recent
studies have demonstrated that planning public health assistance and
transport strategies can reduce the time spent to offer proper care for
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cardiovascular urgencies and emergencies [4-5]. This project can play a key
role in health care delivery, improving cardiac assistance in underserved
areas of the state.
The participation of undergraduate and postgraduate students in the
training process resulted in an opportunity to visit and to see, during 6
months, the reality of medical practice in small and remote communities of
Brazil. Assuming an educational task during the training period was a very
innovative experience for the students, allowing them to get experiences in
the fields of acute cardiac diseases, public health services, IT infrastructure
and implementation of e-health services for emergency cardiac care
throughout the state. The results of these efforts, to be documented during
the operational phase of the project, are expected to match the objectives.
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Abstract: mHealth by de finition is he alth care, realized through m obile

devices for s pecialized procedure s, information e xchange, expertises
and effects o n patients an d healthy way of life. As a techn ologically
assisted acti on, it ensures dynamic unique interac tions and contacts temporary and permanent, on topics and problems of heal thcare, as
well as pr oviding medical services to individuals and large contingents
in unforeseeable circumstances and conditions.
The paper presents project of a network for provision of co ntinuity of
care with telemedical and teleheal th s ervices be tween Greece and
Bulgaria which will: be ba sed o n the Internet and 3rd/4th generation
GSM services; handle the medical records of citizens of both countries,
allow the patients themselves or those responsible for their care to enter
data or to utilize for this purpose electronic devices that can do the task
automatically (e.g., glucose measuring devices, portable ECG machines,
spirometry de vices etc ); per mit the tre ating physician to continu ously
monitor his patient's progress from a distance; permit the diffusion and
dissemination (to specific target groups) of health related information;
use smar t car d technology to for tify the security of data c ontained i n
the patients' records and provide te le-education for the medic al and
paramedical personnel involved in the project.
mHealth a pplications ensure co llection of hea lth and clinica l da ta,
delivering he alth i nformation and re al-time m onioring of vital si gns,
and direct provision of information in different stages of its acquisition
and pr ocessing. Sm all and conve nient s ize, low power consum ption,
they can be integrated almost everywhere: furniture, automobiles and
even clothes. Mobile phone s or pers onal digital assis tants (P DA) w ith
wireless networking capabilities, can serve as inputs to the proces ses of
storage and transfer
of recorded and me asured par ameters to
clinicians, selected by their subsequent applications.
Patients, involved in the current project, using their mobile phones will
be able to se nd and recei ve short text messages. T hey c an initi ate
telephone c alls related to health in formation and education, s tudy
therapeutic schemes for meetings and consultations, transport to health
experts, even just for support and courage.
Introduction
Success of this tele-health approach critically depends on providing easy
and affordable access to patients' health records [1]. In this respect Internet
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together with 3rd or 4th generation GSM services enable telemedical and
telehealth solutions that are both far-reaching and affordable [7]. It is now
possible to implement a web-platform which allows affordable access to
medical services within the regions of Smolyan in Bulgaria and
Central/Eastern Macedonia in Greece. The presented here platform will
contain records of the citizens using services, safely and easily accessible by
their physician.
Material and Method
"Continuity of Care" is a main prerequisite for the free and movement of
people across borders within the EU. However, it is seriously compromised
especially in the less developed regions of the EU. It is further
compromised when it comes to the Greek - Bulgarian transborder
infrastructures devoted to the prevention and control of communicable
diseases or the use of controlled substances. In this connection it should be
stressed that 16% of the population of both countries is hospitalized for one
reason or another each year; more than 25% of the population visited
doctor, at least once, during the last year; border mobility for employment
accelerates the spread of diseases among the border populations.
During 2008, the border crossing station at Promachonas/Kulata
processed more than 950000 vehicles and a total of more than 3500000
passengers in both directions. Today, however, the combination of mobile
telephony with the Internet affords great opportunities in preventing the
spread and protecting from disseminating infectious diseases (e.g., H1N1
virus) or following up the treatment for such diseases), in caring for patients
with chronic diseases (e.g., Alzheimer's Disease, Arthritis, Asthma, Chronic
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, Collagen Related Diseases, Diabetes,
Epilepsy, Heart Disease, Hypertension, Minimal Cognitive Impairment etc.)
and in long term care and rehabilitation following stroke, surgical
operations and chemotherapy or radiotherapy interventions in cancer.
The web-platform will accomodate medical multimedia content and will
be geared towards both telehealth monitoring and tele-education regarding
public health concerns and it is the choice of the public bodies involved to
serve as their tool for introducing high quality continuity of care concepts
and services in their respective regions.
Project’s main idea is to develop a network for provision of continuity of
care telemedical and telehealth services between Greece and Bulgaria which
will be based on Internet and 3rd/4th generation GSM services. It would
handle medical records of citizens of both countries, allowing patients
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themselves or those responsible for their care, to enter data or to utilize for
this purpose electronic devices that can do this task automatically (e.g.,
glucose measuring devices, portable ECG machines, spirometry devices
etc). This solution would permit treating physician to continuously monitor
his patient's progress from a distance and least but not last - provide teleeducation for the medical and paramedical personnel involved in the
project.
According to our calculations, the project would aspire to serve at least
15000 persons, among them workers, tourists, businessmen, soccer clubs
and their accompanying personnel and fans and, finally, elderly citizens.
On Fig.1
and Fig.2
are
presented
screens
from
the
web
platform –
Fig.1. Doctors`view on iPhone
Fig.2. Doctors` view
loaded on
in web site
iPhone and
web
site,
view point of the doctor. The model is created purposefully with simplified
design, because it should allow fast and smooth loading at the mobile
phone. The Patient profile consists of detailed information about Medical
history,
status
and
paraclinical
data.
The
doctors` view is enriched
with the following data –
patients number, initials,
sex, age, day, month, year,
hour and minute. By
selecting a record and
clicking the button “Show
Data”, the Doctor can
review selected patients’
details.
Specialists are entered
Fig.3. Concept of Telemedical center in
preliminary in the database,
connection with GPs
but the patients possess for
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each new record individual automatically generated username and
password. The reason for this is that according to the Bulgarian law, the
system cannot store patients data, except the initials, age and sex, which are
not unique data. Using these generated pass and username patients can
access the records from any point with Internet through any device – PC,
iPhone, PDA.
Our basic concept is to combine and connect each GP in a concrete region
by providing telemedical desktop solution – another realized and
implemented authors project [4] and presented here mHealth software, in
order to achieve complete valuable patient service.
Some of the strategic objectives are:
• Improvement of the access to emergency and general health services
• Improvement of the efficiency of health service delivery
• Improvement of the clinical practice for enhanced health outcomes
Conclusion
Presented here project is an extension of authors development of
Telemedical Information System, which combines telemedical functions
with modern technologies – PDAs, mobile phones. Formal Internet
interventions exist in a broad context of diverse online health resources and
services, which share elements in common like information, advice and peer
support. However, most online health resources are not created by
healthcare professionals. Internet interventions need to be designed to
“compete” in that wider context. The democratization of production and
distribution is central to the transformative effect of the Internet on society,
yet potentially conflicts with healthcare’s need for an evidence base and
safe practice. This is a core challenge for our project realization.
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Abstract: The Health I nformation Management Systems Society’s
(HIMSS) defi nition of EHRs is: “a longitudinal elect ronic record of
patient health information generated by one or more encounters in any
care deliver y setting. Inc luded in thi s inform ation are patie nt
demographics, pr ogress n otes, pr oblems, medications, vital si gns, past
medical hi story, i mmunizations, laboratory data, and radiol ogy
reports. The EHR automates and streamlines the clinician's wor kflow.
The EHR has the ability to generate a complete record of a clinica l
patient enc ounter, as w ell as sup porting other c are-related activities
directly or indirectly via interface—including e vidence-based decisi on
support, quality management, and outcomes reporting.”
It is important to note that an EHR is generated and maintained within
an institution, such as a h ospital, integrated delivery network, clinic, or
physician office. A n E HR i s no t a longitudinal reco rd of a ll ca re
provided to the patient in all venues over time.
This paper presents a functional software development, specializ ed for
obstetrics and gynec ology practice in B ulgarian medical en vironment.
The record design is s ubordinated to the Bulgarian and international
medical laws for tr acing the pre gnancy peri od. It consists of three
separated modules – medical history of the patient, administrative data,
tracing the p regnancy i n 3 tri mesters w ith various te sts and medi cal
analyzes, different for eac h trimest er. It allows multimedia history
archive, he art r ate records, 3D/4D video rec ords, fetal m orphology
history, bioc hemical screening rec ord, weekly echograph rec ords and
full labor atory history at simple screen. It performs telemedical
functions thro ugh the po ssibility to connect fro m ev ery po int with
Internet and to be accessible both – for patient and doctor. The EHR is
unique for Bulgarian gyn ecology medical pr actice. It c ombines the
validate paper version of pregnant
p atient rec ord w ith sep arate
medical exams that are performed from different speci alists and
genetic laboratories.
Introduction
The definition of medical information is a set of data, facts and
information (retrospective and prospective) for perceived phenomena,
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processes, objects, ideas and theories related to medicine – as practice,
specialized work and science.
It should be presented in a form suitable for use by doctor or PC. Health
information is presented orally or recorded in due form, in various medium
and it is related to past, present or future physical or mental health or
condition of the individual. It is created or received by a health officer,
public health authorities, health insurers and all specialized healthcare
organizations to collect, classify and use such information.
Medical (health) record is a standardized presentation of specialized
medical and health information and the physical form of this information.
It includes all historical and modern technological forms of presentation of
information: correspondence, memoranda, books, plans, maps, images,
charts, graphs, photographs, films, microforms, sound recordings,
videotapes, machine records and all documented materials, regardless the
physical media and performance.
Methods
In the practice of providing health care to women of exceptional degree of
importance is to have accurate and timely information for managing the
dynamic and complex health needs of their patients. Increasingly,
developers of software solutions aim to create technology that can help and
meet the challenge of caring for women, based on analysis of complex
issues, follow-up preventive measures and prenatal risk management.
In the field of gynecology practice there are number of software solutions,
specialized and only for specific needs, or as a part of a common electronic
file of patient, respectively of the newborn. Obstetric practice is definitely
unique. Patients are monitored for various reasons and often for several
reasons at once.
The EHR, presented here, is a set of considerations required by BG
regulation studies, which are: adapted from the paper equivalent, required
data and additional performance information, generated by long experience
and practice in the monitoring of the pregnancy.
The record consists of 5 main screens, namely - Administrative and
passport data of patients, Medical history, First, Second and Third trimester.
Administrative data are presented with standard parameters for patient
information - name, ID number, phone, age, address, doctor and facility,
and specialized information - previous births, marital status, insurance
status and employer.
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After introducing administrative and passport data, the doctor continues
to the medical history screen, where are entered: first day of last menstrual
period, and based on the date which is generated automatically, the system
calculates the term of birth and
gestational week. There is also specific
information, consisting of menstrual
history, parents history, past and present
illness, intake of medications, allergies
and harmful habits.
Once stored, this information is
available at any time to track a patient's
pregnancy. After finishing the basic
documentation, the doctor starts to enter
information for the first trimester, where
Figure1. Third trimester
personal data patient and hospital, are
generated automatically.
The medical record includes all required data such as: sexual life, whether
the patient is traveling and using a belt, ultrasound images of the
examinations and the possible presence of the optional survey data
"biochemical screening."
The entrance to the menu software can make references and various
reports on specific parameters preset and required by the authors team.
Demand is realized through choice of a function from the following dropdown menus - "Personal data", "Visits" and "References", where each of
them offers the possibility to search with the patient ID number.
During the first visit of the first trimester it is obligate to make any
regulations and necessary laboratory tests, and whatever exam the doctor
finds as an appropriate. A full gynecologycal status and review can be
described in a free text entry field - a gynecological status.
In each trimester (Fig.1.), there can be entered various number of visits,
each with its own unique ID, generated automatically by the system when
staritng "New visit" from the menu Visits. Here are added urine tests, and
urine ketones, urobilinogen, a recording of fetal heart tone data and images
from fetal morphology.
The software is compared to 5 international solutions and 1 paper version
of the EHRs for OG practice. The comparison is developed on the base of
35 parameters, in 4 points scale. The total maximum points from the
parameters is 4 x 35 = 140, where with the largest sum is Acrendo's OB /
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GYN EMR file with 112 points, with minimum, no doubt - Paper Bulgarian
file with total of 60 points, followed by Basic Baby solution - 65 points.
All solutions offer a well-organized introduction and storage of
administrative-passport data and print mode for displaying paper equivalent
of the file. All records, except paper, offer automated removal of data from
the system. Laboratory results are well organized except the Bulgarian
version of EHR with 1 point less, because the authors believe that foreign
records offer more opportunities. Only in Bulgarian EHR is offered the
opportunity to transfer to Excel and Word, and one extremely important
parameter - archiving and storage of information.
It is necessary to mention, that the presented solution was introduced in
Government university hospital “Lozenec”, used by three different
specialists and evaluated as an excellent model for innovative work,
according to the world tendencies – electronic healthcare and services.
Conclusion
The software solution is composed and approbated by medical
practitioners in Bulgarian healthcare system model, which provides better
informed treatment methods, where the patient`s history plays a
fundamental an central role in monitoring fetal development and last but not
least – the patients health.
Medical and health informatics is an evolving process and prosperous
health service - an important characteristic feature for the provision of good
healthcare. Received and stored in electronic form information ensures
patient with greater degree of security and awareness, constant access to the
actual information at any time.
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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to pre sent approaches in the pr oject
DAPSEpro “Medical data acquisition, processin g an d collection for
e-health solutions”. The presented in the paper research is oriente d to
X-ray images processing for their perception improvement.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to present some results of the project DAPSEpro
“Medical data acquisition, processing and collection for e-health solutions”
for optimized visualization of X-ray images. The presented in the paper
research is oriented to X-ray images processing for their perception
improvement. The second target is pre-design of low-cost high-effective
and user-friendly environment for image processing for hospital
applications [1].
Hardware Basis
Image processing is based on digitized pictures. The project group has the
following sources of images:
• DICOM and JPG formatted images, obtained directly from X-Ray
machine
• DICOM formatted images, obtained directly from ultrasonic and
Doppler machines
• Scanned X-Ray pictures.
The X-Ray pictures are material and have to be digitized. Digitalization is
done by different devices. The experimental test-bed includes two different
devices: A3 scanner for semi-transparent pictures and high-resolution
digital camera carried by X-Y plotter.
The optical resolution of the scanner is 600/2400 dpi. The optical
resolution of the camera is 7.1. Megapixels.
The light source of the X-Y system has number of filters to control light
intensity. Movement resolution is 0.2 mm.
Primary Analyses and Observations
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Images received directly from X-ray machines, ultrasound and Doppler
scanners are accepted “as is” and have their native resolution.
Digitalization by scanner for transparent images has the following
disadvantages [2-3]:
• Scanning is slow. High quality scan needs unacceptably long
processing time. Pre-view and real scan are two different phases and
each one is extremely long.
• If the picture is bigger than A3 format in any dimensions it has to be
scanned in sections. This needs to adjust the picture to the axes of the
scanner each time for the needs of stitch process. In practice this is not
fully possible and at least needs time, skills and experience. In this case
stitching is mandatory. Because scan process is not automated stitching
cannot be automated too.
• In case when the top optical plane of the scanner is under the top end
of the scanner’s case processing images bigger than A3 is impossible
because they have to be bent to follow the top surface form.
• Only few scanners include light intensity control function.
• Selected target zone of the picture cannot be zoomed optically.
Digitalization by digital camera moved in X-Y space is an alternative for
some of the disadvantages of flat-bed scanner digitalization. It has two
variants [2-3]:
• The camera can observe the whole picture at once. It can be positioned
on a selected position and target area can be zoomed and digitized.
Digitized piece of the picture is ready for processing. Stitching is not
available.
• The camera travels and takes pictures covering the full area as a check
board. Camera settings are constant for the whole process. After that
automated stitching is applied. The digitized image is ready for
processing.
The first approach was implemented 10 years ago for X-Ray processing
for orthopedic clinic of Medical University Sofia by team from Sofia
University and Technical University of Sofia. The system is still
operational. Its price is relatively low and image quality is good even after
10 years. The weaknesses are degradation of image quality as a function of
the size of target area and low resolution of the camera (for now-a-day
criteria).
Under DAPSEpro project was decided to implement the second approach
– carried digital camera with remote computer control. Movement, zoom,
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capturing and stitching are automated. The main resolution of the camera
guarantees resolution better than scanner with optical 2500x2500 dpi.
Image Processing Results
Here are presented the following image improvements:
1. Improvement of low quality X-Ray image. The image is scanned and
stitched from the original picture – Figs. 1a, 1b.
2. Improvement of X-Ray digital image received from X-Ray machine
directly – Fig. 2.
3. Improvement of ultrasound image from received digitized from
ultrasound machine. Improvements in liver’s volumetric perception are

Figure 1: a) Original image

b) Processed image

Figure 2: a) Original image; b and c) Processed images
seen. Kidney’s structure image is improved, too – Figs. 3a, 3b.
4. Processing 2D image to present 3D view - depth generation (2.5D) is
basis for 3D re-creation – Fig. 4.
Conclusion
Preparation of the images for this paper resulted to diagnosis
confirmation. Additionally was obtained confirmation that personnel with
lower qualification can better interpret images. Finally was confirmed that
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Figure 3: a) Original image

b) Processed image

Figure 4: a) Original; b) Rotation 10o;

c) Rotation 30o; d) Rotation

images with very low quality can be processed and interpreted. This results
to reduced need for new pictures and to reduced dose exposition for the
patients [4].
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Abstract: Polish Telemedicine Socie ty members are entering 2010 with
novel applications and c ontinuation of previ ous implementati ons of
ideas and pra ctical telemedicine and eHealth so lutions in clinical
practice, rese arch, and ne w developme nts. e Health and Telemedi cine
activities focus on teleradiology, teleorthopaedics and telerehabilitation.
North West, Southern, South Eas t and Central Regions of P oland are
presented as focal areas of telemed icine applications development and
implementations. Presente d examples show system atic and c ontinuous
development of Polish Telemedicine Society that ma y accentuate some
specific features of telemedicine and eHealth development.
Introduction
Polish Telemedicine Society members are entering 2010 with novel
applications and continuation of previous implementations of ideas and
practical telemedicine and eHealth solutions in clinical practice and
research [1-4]. The aim of this review is to present selected Polish
Telemedicine Society activities represented by society members across the
country.
South Eastern Initiatives and Implementations
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Great advancement is noted in many non central and non academic
hospitals. Videoconferencing progress is observed in hospitals. An excellent
example is the Holycross Cancer Centre Hospital in Kielce that turned into
new way of telemedicine due to System X installation in September 2009.
The system is designed to didactic purposes and electronic surgical
procedures archiving and videoconferencing as well. That prompts regional
telemedicine in oncology. Successful IT medical system implementation at
the Holycross Cancer Centre is the best example of Telemedicine and
eHealth leadership in Holycross Region that follows “e-Health Strategy for
Poland 2009 – 2015”.
Southern Poland Telemedicine and eHealth initiatives
Despite legal problems and unclarity, huge and increasing market demand
for teleradiology services resulted in impressing growth of teleradiology in
Poland [5].
Lower Silesia eHealth Initiative
Lower Silesia was the first region of Poland that has successfully
completed EU sponsored eHealth initiative connecting 11 public and private
diagnostic imaging centers with a leading hospital (Voivodship Specialistic
Hospital in Wroclaw) as a provider of teleradiology services. The system
utilizes AGFA Healthcare PACS and RIS/Teleradiology by Alteris. The
project serves approximately 10,000 exams a year.
North West Poland enters the “Game”
In Westpomorian Region of Poland in 2009 the telemedicine program
“Telenet” **** has started in cooperation with German regions of
Brandenburg and Meklemburg. The “Telenet” is designed to link 35
medical institutes and 11 hospitals in Poland and 21 in Germany
(Greifswald University Hospital, Szczecin University Hospital and regional
hospitals in Gryfice, Szczecin, Gorzów, and Kołobrzeg). The aim of
cooperation is an improvement of medical care in wide areas – diagnosis,
treatment and prophylactic measures in oncology, cardiology, neurology,
neurosurgery and polytrauma. Project supports also organizing International
Scientific Symposia with telemedicine included into scientific program.
Teleradiology Network
The institutional member of Polish Telemedicine Society - “Voxel” is a
private held company, focused on teleradiology in both internal and external
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models. Voxel services currently support teleradiology development and
practice. Almost 30,000 imaging exams from 30 submitters a year reported
via teleradiology show significant input. The positive response to remote
services warrants irreversibility of teleradiology development in Poland.
Postural Telediagnostics
Postural telediagnostics clinically utilized by “TeleOrto” has turned into
automatization development phase to improve diagnostic effectiveness [68]. Telediagnostic screening system of postural deformities based on
structural light optical 3D shape measurement and automated data analysis
project is focused on clinical implementation of telemedical system along
with a method for three-dimensional measurement of human body surface.
Examples of International Cooperation
Members of Polish Telemedicine Society are involved in European
project CLEAR - Clinical Leading Environment for the Assessment and
Validation of Rehabilitation Protocols in Home Care that is setting up an
innovative e‐Health service based on the development of protocols for
rehabilitation and chronic disease management therapies provided under
control of medical staff, coordinated by Italian company – Signo Motus.
The clinical team in Poland is implementing telerehabilitation protocols for
musculoskeletal chronic disorders based on individually tailored clinical
exercises and remote patient supervision and self‐care management.
Clinical protocols are elaborated together with well known Clinical centers
across the Europe [Stichting Revalidatiecentrum Het Roessingh,
(Netherlands), Fundació Privada Institut de Neurorehabilitació Guttmann
(Spain), Azienda Unità Sanitaria Locale 11 Empoli (Italy) and Center of
Excellence “TeleOrto”, Medical University of Warsaw (Poland)].
International Online Service for Orthopedic Surgeons
Web based Online service Fracture healing monitoring (Orthopaedic
Intelligence**) has been effectively launched and turned into practice for
fracture union assessment, analysis and monitoring. Described system was
developed and implemented as Web application that utilizes single server
and Web Browser for Internet communication [9-11]. This project was
nominated to IT@NETWORKING AWARDS 2009.
Conclusions
The new generation of telemedicine enthusiasts is emerging and supports
the society. They enter into telenursing, teleeducation [12] and many more
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telemedicine specific activities. Some areas of the telemedicine were not yet
explored in Poland. Presented examples show systematic and continuous of
development of Polish Telemedicine Society that may accentuate some
specific features of the own way of telemedicine and eHealth.
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Abstract: Armenian Association of Telemedicine (AAT M) is a nongovernmental, non-pr ofit organization founded in De cember 2008 in
Yerevan, Armenia. The mission of AATM is to promote development of
Telemedicine and eHe alth field in Armenia, via cooperation with
central and local governmental struc tures, assis tance in Telemedicine
and eHealth initiatives, cooperation with major local and international
institutions, organiz ations and
companies, and devel opment of
educational activities. Sinc e 2009 AATM is a national mem ber from
Armenia to the Intern ational Society for Telemedici ne and e Health
(ISfTeH). In the past one year
since its creation AATM established
partnership with many local and international stakeholders in the field
of Telemedici ne and eHe alth; performed extensive e valuation of the
field and c onsultations need ed to in itiate relevant ac tivities; presen ted
its vi sion and stra tegy t o resp onsible go vernmental bodi es, a nd
obtained t heir supp ort f or proposed ac tivities; participated i n a ser ies
of local and international scientific and working meetings; and outlined
concepts of s everal s trategic long -term projects, to be developed i n
detail, prepared, implemented, and monitored during a time period of
five years. These include:
Elaboration of Strate gic Pl an of Long-T erm De velopment of eHe alth
Applications and Services in Armenia (eHealth Master Plan). The focus
on eHealth development is driven by major challenges that health care
systems ar ound the gl obe are fa cing. WHO has re commended all
member states “to consider drawing up a long-term strategic plan for
developing and implementi ng e Health services in the various areas of
health sector ”. To address the issue AATM establ ished a wor king
group (eHealth Tas k F orce) with participation of
government
authorities, NGOs,
academic and rese arch centers, ICT
representatives, and leading experts in the field, to develop and present
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to the government a strategic plan for eHealth (eHealth Master Plan).
The Task Force has performed initial consultations with local and
international experts, and started pre-assessment of the field, as well as
adopted a working plan and schedule. In the forthcoming months the
work will be continued to define necessary standards and requirements
for implementing eHealth applications, and develop a template for the
Plan.
Establishment, Development & Maintenance of National Telemedicine
Network in Armenia. Telemedicine in Armenia has potential to
improve performance and cost-effectiveness of health care system,
considering severe concentration of health care resources in the
metropolitan areas and decreased availability of specialized care in the
rural regions, as well as financial limitations. AATM proclaimed longterm goal to establish, develop, operate and maintain a comprehensive
nation-wide telemedicine network connecting together all country’s
health care facilities, as well as providing them with access to leading
international health care institutions. As initial step in implementation
of the above, AATM is launching a pilot telemedicine connection
between a community primary care facility and consult site in Yerevan,
to serve as a model for future telemedicine network.
Two other strategic programs (Promotion of Home Telecare Services,
and Development of Mobile eHealth Applications in Armenia) are
currently at preliminary stage of establishing cooperation with
interested stakeholders, designing methodology, and collecting
necessary data.
Introduction
Use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in medical
practice, education and research have resulted in emergence and maturation
of specific area at the crossroads of technology and health care known today
under a bunch of terms such as Telemedicine (TM), Telehealth, eHealth
(eH), and Health Telematics. The area is evolving dynamically in line
with current tendencies towards globalization, universal access to critical
services (including health care and education), and increasing overall
electronic literacy, as well as a need to contain health care associated costs.
Benefits of TM and eH for the society and health professionals include
improved access to health care and invaluable learning opportunities,
correspondingly, while overall economic advantages lie in reduced health
care costs through better resource management, shared staffing, reduced
travel and shorter hospital stays. The resultant effects ultimately translate
into further progress towards democratic and information society. All
mentioned above has recently led major international agencies, such as
International Telecommunication Union, World Health Organization, and
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European Commission, among others, to adopt special documents
prioritizing development and wider application of TM and eH services. In
that view recently established Armenian Association of Telemedicine
(AATM) has proclaimed its determination to support wider adoption of ICT
in health sector in Armenia. In the past one year since its foundation the
Association has established contacts with major local and international
government structures, organizations and companies related to the field, and
is currently working on several long-term projects aimed to facilitate
deployment of TM and eH services in Armenia.
Ongoing and Prospective Projects by AATM
Elaboration of Strategic Plan of Long-Term Development of eHealth
Applications and Services in Armenia (eHealth Master Plan)
eHealth covers interaction between patients and health care providers,
institution-to-institution data transmission, or peer-to-peer communication
between patients or health professionals. It includes wide range of digital
health-related data management services, telemedicine services, and
multiple medical information delivery services for both health care
professionals and community.
Armenia had “inherited” from the Soviet era rather developed health care
system, which has been exposed to severe social and economic
derangements, experienced significant breakdown, and is currently moving
through the period of transition towards health systems of the developed
world. Despite recent major advances in ICT field in the country,
penetration of ICT applications in health sector remains remarkably low,
which reflects absence of national strategy and sustained policy in eHealth.
To address the issue AATM has established multidisciplinary working
group (eHealth Task Force) with participation of government authorities,
NGOs, academic and research centers, ICT representatives, and leading
experts in the field, to develop and present to the government a strategic
plan for eHealth (eHealth Master Plan). This will include among others the
following sections: detailed analysis of the current state of healthcare sector
in the country, international experience in eHealth development, country
specific health policies and expected impact of eHealth on existing medical
practice, education and research in Armenia; organs responsible and
authorized for deployment of eHealth infrastructure and components; cost
analysis of implementing eHealth and budget for each stage of
development; national eHealth priorities and roadmaps for coming 10 years;
structure of Hospital Information System (HIS) and national telemedicine
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network; national standards of interoperability, security and privacy;
proposed legislative and administrative measures.
The Task Force has performed initial consultations with local and
international experts, started pre-assessment of the field, and adopted a
working plan and schedule. In the forthcoming months the work will be
continued to define necessary standards and requirements for implementing
eHealth applications, and develop a template for the Master Plan.
Establishment, Development & Maintenance of National Telemedicine
Network in Armenia
Telemedicine in Armenia has potential to improve performance and costeffectiveness of health care system. Health care resources in the country are
mostly concentrated in Yerevan metropolitan area, while other communities
commonly experience decreased availability of specialized care. Physicians
working outside major tertiary care institutions in Yerevan typically have
much less opportunities for continuing medical education and professional
development. Besides ability to tackle these inequities between various
parts of the country, telemedicine gives unique prospects in international
collaboration in the areas of medical practice, education and research.
One of the priority strategic goals of AATM is deployment and
subsequent expansion of comprehensive nation-wide telemedicine network
connecting together all country’s health care facilities, as well as providing
them with access to leading international health care institutions. As initial
step towards implementation of the national telemedicine network, AATM
is currently working on a pilot telemedicine connection between a primary
care clinic in remote rural community and central facility in Yerevan, to
serve as a model for future telemedicine network.
Promotion of Home Telecare Services, and Development of Mobile eHealth
Applications in Armenia
Among AATM’s plans for strategic development of health ICT in
Armenia special place is devoted to remote patients’ monitoring and mobile
(wireless) eHealth technologies. Importance of home telehealth lies in better
management of chronic conditions and maintenance of health status in
target groups of patients. Mobile telehealth (mHealth) emerges as one of the
most promising areas of development in health ICT. Both programs are
currently in initial phase of performing field assessment, defining
requirements and calculating investments, establishing cooperation with
interested stakeholders, designing concept and methodology, and
developing time-table of immediate activities.
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Abstract: The paper aims to report on the state of the art in
telemedicine-telehealth services in Slovenia. Such services are at their
initial phase. Some applications are presented, and ways to overcome
the obstacles and boost the development of services are discussed.
Introduction
In the field of telemedicine-telehealth Slovenia is among European
countries where such services have only started to appear. That which the
European Commission says in its declaration on telemedicine [1], namely
that “most telemedicine initiatives are no more than one-off, small-scale
projects that are not integrated into healthcare systems” is highly valid for
Slovenia. This was confirmed at the first national conference in Slovenia on
telemedicine – telehealth in January 2010 [2]. There are several reasons for
this. Among these, the strongest reason is that, as a young country, Slovenia
has gone through a series of tremendous changes that have directed efforts
away from the social and the healthcare systems into other areas.
R &D Activities in Telemedicine – Telehealth
Several industrial R&D and academic groups are now seeking
opportunities to develop their technological solutions in the area of
telemedicine – telehealth. But not many are trying to develop services based
on ICT supported solutions. Some limited funds are available each year
within tenders for e-Contents or supporting schemes for innovative
enterprises. Many of groups, furthermore, participate more or less
successfully in international consortia, in, for instance, FP5-FP7
programmes and other funded schemes. Among them the most successful
has been a specialized hospital for people with pulmonary diseases [3].
Telemedicine among Health Professional
Two services that exist in Slovenia belong to telemedicine and operate
among health professionals (B2B - business to business model):
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1.

Tele-consultations in urgent transfusion medicine [4] represent a
mature service offered by the National Institute for Transfusion
Medicine, Ljubljana. It supports regional transfusion institutions
(hospitals) where no transfusion medicine specialist is permanently
present; but where there are trained staff to source the necessary
quantities and types of blood, and obtain confirmation for the same,
before it is given to a patient.
The system consists of a safe and coded network, equipment for the
capturing and processing multimedia data, a videoconferencing system,
and broadband links to individual professional environments. The
application is original in its hardware solution - an apparatus
(Gelscope) that captures and processes digitized images of laboratory
mixtures of gel and blood. By the semi-automatic analysis of the
picture the selection of blood is confirmed or rejected.
The service ensures a uniform quality of blood transfusion services
throughout the country. As it reduces the need for a permanent presence
of specialised medical staff in smaller hospital environments, resources
are saved.
2. Tele-radiological application - external radiologists support three
hospitals remotely on request by analyzing tele-radiological pictures.
The pilot is planned in 2010 within the national eHealth programme
involving additional specialised hospitals.
Home Telemedicine – Telehealth Services
Below there are some examples of initiatives in the area of home
telemedicine – telehealth. All of them are in their developmental phase.
1. Home telecare service called Lifeline – “red button” [5] was introduced
in 1991. It aims at providing mainly social support. Although the
system enables also support for better health such as fall detection,
incontinence detection, medication reminders, etc. these solutions have
been introduced in only a very limited way within services at home
available to elderly population.
2. For more than five years a nation wide network supporting young
diabetic patients at home has been used on regularly basis. The system
that collects data on blood sugar levels uses a phone-line. It is
technically simple but effective.
3. eDepression [6] is an emerging internet-based care management and
patient empowerment system introduced in 2008. Patients with
depression staying at home periodically fill-in a web based
questionnaire, informing professionals on their mental condition.
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4.

A communication platform called iHub was developed to enable
distance support to pulmonary patients with COPD at home. The
project went through its feasibility phase but the service itself is not yet
available.
5. The Ljubljana Rehab Institute has been developing a tele-rehabilitation
service for patients with motor disabilities [7]. The system integrates a
body supporting instrumented frame, virtual reality environment and
video conferencing between a patient and a physician.
An educative example for all service developers was a trans-telephonic
EKG service called Mobilink that was offered to cardiovascular patients
some years ago. Although based on a mature technical solution, the service
failed to secure prompt responses from cardiologists to the received record.
Actors in the field of telemedicine - telehealth have also considered a
possibility of implementing services trans-nationally from other EU
countries (where those services have been developed). But marketing
activities from other countries have shown that healthcare stakeholders in
Slovenia are reluctant to accept telemedicine services that have monitoring
centers outside the country.
Obstacles To and Ways of Boosting the Development of TelemedicineTelehealth Services in Slovenia

Years long efforts to introduce telemedicine-telehealth services have
uncovered some significant obstacles to successful development. The
obstacles exist on the national, regional and local levels:
• Telemedicine-telehealth is not on a priority list of the eHealth
programme and the national development plans for 2008-2013
• Absence of a national strategy on telemedicine - telehealth
• Lack of financial resources for larger pilot projects
• No legal background for new telecare services
• Exclusion from health insurance schemes
• No inter-regional cooperation
• Lack of interest among health professionals, health insurance
companies and other stakeholders
Ways of boosting the development of telemedicine-telehealth services in
Slovenia could be:
• The Slovenian Medical Informatics Association (SIMIA) has
become active in the field. In 2009 it became an ISfTeH member.
SIMIA organised the first national symposium on telemedicinetelehealth in January 2010 aiming at getting an overview on
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•
•

activities and resources for development of telemedicine –
telehealth in Slovenia.
Within the eHealth program of the Ministry of Health five pilot
applications are planned to 2015 (only one identified so far).
A law on long-term care is in preparation that will introduce
compulsory insurance for long-term care. New and more effective
services will be needed, so costs for providing telemedicinetelehealth services could be refunded.
Conclusion

Committing itself to telemedicine, the European Commission will define
in 2010-2011 a set of actions to be taken by the Member States.
Additionally, by the end of 2011, Member States should have assessed and
adapted their national regulations enabling wider access to telemedicine
services. Slovenia too will have to accumulate more political will in the
future to fulfil its commitments towards its citizens and the EU.
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Abstract: Evaluating telehealth outcome indicators is one way of
assessing performance of telehealth applications. The goal for this
paper is to synthesize the scientific evidence on outcomes of telehealth
(clinical and non-clinical) reported in the different studies reported in
Asia. The present work explores the outcomes of telehealth use in Asia
utilizing modified version of the Canadian National Telehealth
Outcome Indicators Project (NTOIP) for Global eHealth settings i.e.
i.e. Gloal eHealth Outcome Development Framework (GeHOD
Framework). Telehealth outcomes were structured into hierarchy
domains concepts to help in their identification and report. The
domains include outcome themes, outcome categories, outcome
indicators, outcome measures and outcome tools. There was also no
consistent pattern noted in stating and evaluating outcomes indicators,
measures or tools. Out of the total of 109 studies, quality was measured
in 64 articles (59%), quality and access in 23 articles (21%), quality and
cost in 11(10%). The study raises some important questions on how
outcomes should be used, reported and defined. Studies should use
homogenous outcomes so that studies can be compared to other studies
in similar settings.
Introduction
Telehealth feasibility is well demonstrated in many projects, reviews and
commentaries around the world. Reviews have described telehealth as a
special way of health care delivery with enormous opportunity for clinical
care, education, research and administration in the field of health [1]. Amid
increasing trends in Telehealth use in both the developing and developed
world, there remains concern about ‘how the evidence supports
effectiveness of Telehealth in improving quality, access and costeffectiveness’ [2]. A systematic review on research methodologies
concludes that it will be difficult to draw firm conclusions from review
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studies until the telemedicine field adheres to standards of reporting
technical details [3]. Other than the quality of studies evaluating telehealth,
there is also lack of agreement on the outcomes of these studies, which
makes it difficult to compare different initiatives [4]. While limited studies
report information about telehealth outcomes in developed countries, no
such study exists for developing countries. This calls for reviewing the
publications on telehealth projects in the developing world, focusing on the
desired outcomes of these studies. This calls for reviewing the publications
on telehealth projects in the developing world, synthesizing the outcomes
used in these studies.
Methodology
In a previously reported systematic review of telehealth studies in Asia [,
a total of 1503 abstracts were retrieved yielding 109 articles for final
review. These articles were used in this study. To permit a standardized
approach to examining the outcomes used by the studies, the paper aims to
apply an established framework in a new (Asian) setting. The authors
adopted the Telehealth Outcomes Development framework designed by the
Canadian, National Telehealth Indicators Project (NTOIP) [4] as revised for
adoption within the Global eHealth setting i.e. Gloal eHealth Outcome
Development Framework (GeHOD Framework) [5]. Telehealth outcomes
were assigned to different domains representing relationships of outcome
concepts to help in their identification and synthesis. The domains included
outcome themes, outcome categories, outcome indicators, outcome
measures and outcome tools.
Results
The telehealth outcomes were measured in all the three areas of outcome
themes, i.e. Quality, Access and Cost. In depth analysis of the articles
delineated overlapping definitions and scope of the outcome themes. Many
articles assessed more than one theme with the quality being major focus of
attention. A total of 109 articles were reviewed from different Asian
countries. Outcome themes contained the triad of eHealth outcomes i.e.
quality, access and cost, see figure 2. Outcome categories in the quality
theme assessed technology performance (25%), satisfaction (25%),
treatment and diagnosis of disease (22%) among others. Outcome categories
grouped under the access theme included utilization of telehealth service
(33%), time in obtaining consult (27%) and time in management of a case
(20%). Outcome categories weighed under the cost theme were cost306

minimization analysis (53%), cost-benefit analysis
effectiveness analysis (16%) and cost analysis (10%).

(21%),

cost-

Discussion
The aim of this study was to obtain an overview of the outcomes used in
telehealth studies performed in Asia.. The review has identified outcomes
themes, categories, indicators, measures and their tools in a consistent and
standardized manner using an established framework [4-5].
This review confirms findings from earlier reports (9, 11) that it is often
difficult to assign outcome indicators into the defined categories of the
published framework. Outcomes had overlapping definitions and scope and
were defined in an inconsistent manner and at times were only implicitly
reported and defined. Analysis of the outcomes triad (quality, access and
cost) revealed that the theme ‘quality’ related to telehealth programs was
found to be the main focus of most of the studies (93%).
Despite a growing body of literature available on telehealth use in Asia,
there is no consistent pattern in defining and reporting telehealth outcomes.
This complicates systematic assessment of telehealth interventions and
hampers accumulation of definitive evidence of the value of telehealth
interventions. Adoption and routine application of a uniform framework to
identify and define telehealth outcomes, such as the TOD or GeHOD
frameworks would assist. These frameworks were used in this review, and
highlight the value of categorizing according to hierarchal domains
(categories, themes, indicators, measures and tools).
The review shows a lack of consistency in what is considered an
‘outcome’. Most articles focused on addressing the theme ‘quality’ –
whether measured alone or in combination with other themes – followed by
access and cost. Outcome indicators and measures in the theme ‘quality’
were the most diverse, with technology performance, satisfaction, diagnosis
and treatment being the most recurring indicators. The quality theme was
associated with the greatest use of validated tools, followed by access.
The study raises important questions on how outcomes should be
identified, defined, used, and reported. Many studies do not give focus and
importance to identifying outcome indicators, measures, and tools.
Identification of a small number of indicators, measures, and tools within
each theme, and consistent use of these in future evaluations would allow
the evidence-base for the application of telehealth in Asia to be built rapidly
and efficiently. Adopting the GeHOD framework would provide guidance
in this process.
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Conclusion
We recommend that a standardized framework and a discrete set of
indicators, measures, and tools be developed so that we can homogenously
report outcomes to assess telehealth initiatives. Use of validated tools will
also increase the credibility of studies.
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Introduction
From year to year, the telemedical systems gain the substance in clinical
diagnostics, communication of anamnestic, clinical and laboratory data,
remote consultations, and statistics gathering. Yet, telemedicine has not
infiltrated so far into the areas of disease prevention and evaluation of the
risk of disease development in normal people. Moreover, there is no
experience whatsoever in telemedicine-based researches of the human
organism interaction with environment, i.e. the processes of human
adaptation to stressful factors.
The report describes some of the very early efforts in the domain of ecotelemedicine with the goal to study the body functionality under various
ecological conditions. The new discipline has to resolve a multitude of
problems; however, we shall enlarge on remote evaluation of health and
deviations caused by climatic, industrial, social and other eco-factors. As a
matter of fact, eco-telemedicine has arose from piloted astronautics that
called for designing technologies of remote measuring the human body
parameters and also environmental conditions such as temperature,
pressure, humidity and make-up of air in spacecraft cabin. Now, when the
eco-telemedical system is part and parcel of the International space station,
it is time to address the issue of broadening the implementation of
telemedical technologies (TMTs) in rating health of different categories of
the population.
The paper deals with research and development of, and hands-on
experience with TMT proposed for a projected exploration mission to Mars.
The Institute of Biomedical Problems of the Russian Academy of Sciences
is making final preparations for the 520-day experiment in the full-size
mockup of a space exploration vehicle with the idea to imitate life and work
of the crew all through the period [1]. In experiments of the kind, it is
crucial to have ways for dynamic crew health evaluation, particularly their
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mental performance, mood and general physiological adaptability. State-ofthe-art methods have been successfully integrated into the TM system of
eco-medical monitoring applied to investigate the "Martian" crew and, in
parallel, groups of comparable volunteers in different regions of the world.
Thus, the space medicine achievements (TMTs) will be used in the unique
human ecology research that will be undertaken in conjunction with the
upcoming exploration mission simulation with participation of the
“mission” participants and, simultaneously, volunteers residing in different
climatic-geographical zones. In effect, the research will endeavor to apply
globally the methods of TM ecology.
Methods and Materials
The research methods first developed for the needs of space medicine
embody the prenozological approach that is revealing of functional states precursors of disease (nozological forms of pathology). Prenozological
diagnostics has the aim to check it if the functional status of human
organism nears the boundary between health and disease and to tap a
decline of adaptability while there is still no sign of a disease. Valid health
evaluation criteria for normal people were established during concurrent
eco-medical investigations of male test-subjects in a 105-day chamber
experiment and control groups of male volunteers (25-50 y.o.) in different
regions of the world. The 105-day experiment was performed in the
exploration vehicle mockup as a rehearsal of the main 520-day experiment
(the Mars-500 project). In the chamber and in the world regions the same
type of equipment was used to record parameters of the cardiovascular,
respiration and vegetative nervous systems. The equipment was identical to
that employed in the investigations conducted within the Program of
Biomedical Researches on the Russian segment of the International space
station. One of the basic methods was heart rate variability (HRV) analysis
that reflects the engagement of vegetative components of the physiological
functions regulation. The control groups were selected in Germany,
Czechia, Canada and five cities in Russia (Moscow, Voronezh,
Ekaterinburg, Syktyvkar, Magadan). Files with primary data of the
investigations and secondary tables and diagrams were e-mailed to Moscow
monthly.
Results
Figure 1 shows the month-by-month dynamics of averaged values of
heart rate (HR) and stress index (SI) in the groups of volunteers in Moscow,
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Figure 1. Monthly dynamics of HR and SI in the control groups in
Moscow, Ekaterinburg and Prague
Ekaterinburg and Prague. We notice that no matter the region, changes in SI
correlate well with the vegetative balance shifting as summer changes
spring. In Prague, the correlation has been established during the transition
from autumn to winter.

Figure 2. Values of DS and FR calculated from the mathematical model:
Control group (left) and the group of chambered volunteers (right) at the
beginning (B) and end (E) of the 105-day experiment
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Test-subjects in the 105-day chamber experiment served as a group in the
eco-stable conditions. Data from the groups of volunteers located in
different eco-conditions were compared to the results of monitoring the
chambered group. Figure 2 presents the results of comparing the functional
status dynamics in the chambered group and Moscow volunteers. The
functional status was calculated using the mathematical model [2] of the
degree of regulation systems strain (DS) and functional reserve (FR)
visualized as a trajectory on the phase plane.
In the period from April till July of 2009, DS values in the control group
increased, whereas FR values decreased, that is body adaptability tended
downward. In comparison with the functional status of the control group,
the volunteers for the experiment increased DS and slightly increased FR on
the eve of entry. However, already after one day in the chamber their
functional status looked much better, the regulatory systems were less
strained and the functional reserve grew. These positive changes were
associated with the relief from the hectic life in the “pre-launch day” and
the quietude of initial days of the experiment. Similar changes are quite
often in cosmonauts on the days close to launch. This is the reason why
baseline data collection is scheduled 2-3 months prior to flight.
Conclusion
Eco-medical investigations with participation of essentially healthy
people in various regions of the world using TMTs have been initiated
recently. These investigations lay the ground for telemedical ecology, a new
area of applied researches. The eco-medical investigations included into the
scientific program of the upcoming 520-day simulation of an exploration
mission to Mars will be done with involvement as participants in the Mars500 project, so groups of volunteers in various regions of the world.
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Abstract: Despite enormous enthusiasm, advocacy and application
telemedicine still suffers from a lack of strong evidence to fully
integrate its practice into evidence based medicine. Standards solutions
are available from analogous struggles in medical innovation.
Introduction
Common wisdom declares that telemedicine can offer greater access to
health care with significant improvements in outcome and lesser cost. The
conviction that this is true is almost a part of our belief system. Whenever
reports are contrary to the mantra we tend to discount or become defensive.
Two recent papers have challenged the telemedicine belief and are causing
some consternation. While both studies can be refuted with some warmth
perhaps there is reason to reflect and analyze a little on the arguments that
make telemedicine such an obvious benefit to world health. Are they truly
sound? Indeed, there is scant reference to telemedicine in the Cochrane
Database where trials of robust experimental design and statistical strength
are combined to give us references that truly adhere to the expectations for
evidence based practice. There is actually only one with 7 trials on face to
face versus telemedicine encounters and there was little evidence for
clinical benefit from telemedicine. Why is there so little in the gold standard
references to uphold our confidence in telemedicine? Currently we are in
very short supply of hard evidence and faced with an awful lot of doubters.
This paper considers analogous situations in clinical medicine where
opinion was the driver and information lagged. The recent data so critical of
telemedicine follows with a discussion and the report concludes with some
possible solutions.
Analogies
Fifty years ago the treatment of breast cancer in the world was an area of
common agreement and the more radical the better. Contrarians argued with
passion that lesser procedures should be just as effective and much less
ravaging to the patient. Passions were high and data were scant. Into this
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fray rode an entity in the US called the National Surgical Adjuvant Breast
and Bowel Project (1) Data from collaborative national and international
trials began to accumulate. Involvement of multiple centers allowed
recruitment of hundreds and even thousands of patients such that the power
of the statistic for outcomes was satisfied in years instead of only coming
from the presumed wisdom of a life of practice by a single surgeon. The
impact of extent of surgery, radiation, chemotherapy and pharmocogenetics
was readily apparent on outcomes and evidence for compassionate and
competent care followed. Today there is a consensus of relative stability and
it is not a matter of passion but of science. Now in the treatment of prostate
cancer there is no such organization and the arguments among radiation
therapists, surgeons, insurers, patient groups etc is unseemly and very much
frustrated by lack of clear evidence. Coronary Artery Bypass was
introduced in 1968 and its advantages were so self evident that no studies
were every really done and the operation passed into glory with little
question until coronary stinting became available. Then stints were obvious
the thing. Most recently the advantages of surgery over stints have again
been suggested and this time the evidence is in Cochrane (2). When
laparoscopic cholecystectomy was introduced in 1987 it rapidly replaced
open surgery with never a study of comparative safety or efficacy. In that
instance however, the public immediately grasped the difference in pain and
disability favoring laparoscopy. A randomized control trial would have been
impossibility. The striking lack of collaborative comparative studies is
really a failure of medicine to objectively assess new therapy and make
comparison to the old. Cancer care is really the exception.
Challenges:
In the Journal of the American Medical Association in December 2009
(3) there actually was a very fine trial reported on ICU telemedicine. The
study involved thousands of patient encounters in a study sponsored by the
National Institutes of Health in the US. The study found that ICU
telemedicine did not improve outcomes and was not readily embraced by
potential users in a large health system. The study had a hypothesis that the
telemedicine community might not use in the assertion that telemedicine
would be better than a full staff of intensivists on site. Equivalence might be
seen as a triumph and indeed that is what the study showed. This was not a
randomized controlled trial but the power of the statistic was more than
convincing. The article certainly got the attention of the US press. Yoo and
Dudley in an accompanying editorial in JAMA pointed out some of the
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strengths for ICU telemedicine that were always intended to improve access
to the equivalence of on site staffs of intensivists (4). In a review by
Saperstein in March 2009 the development of ICU telemedicine was
reviewed and best practices identified based upon evidence (5). Sadly in all
that fine review there is a consistent lack of randomized controlled trials and
too few observations to satisfy statistical power. However, in areas of
limited specialist ICU telemedicine is a clinical reality that is not likely to
go away. The value of electronic records was severely challenged is a very
thoughtful article by Hammerstein in recent months. Yet the importance of
electronic records is considered axiomatic to digital medicine and thus
telemedicine. In the study a survey of 4000 US hospitals computing seemed
only to modestly improve quality but at increased administrative costs. (6)
One might wonder if too much money had been spent on implementation
with too little thought and money being spent on system interface with the
medical community and training. Some systems of electronic medicine
seem to go well but this survey of real impact on so many hospitals suggests
that a good idea may be poorly applied on a huge scale. Such outcomes
hardly bode well for transition to digital medicine and the electronic
continuum promised by telemedicine.
Solutions
There is an urgent need for multicenter studies that will test the validity of
telemedicine applications based upon meaningful clinical outcomes and
cost. These studies would probably be best organized by national or
international telemedicine organizations with government sponsorship for
the inevitable costs. Panels from those organizations should design
protocols and guidelines for recruitment of data along with clear outcome
measures. The difference in the outcomes due to the intervention of some
telemedicine approach or another applied in a randomized control trial
should be determined in order to assign a confidence interval and study size
needed for a specified end point. The time for feasibility studies is done.
The time for case reports is past. The time for national anecdotal reports is
closing. New technology always will interest our community but as we look
to the integration of evidence based telemedicine into the regular fabric of
health care there can be no substitute for respectable evidence. There are
examples. Huge data from the US Veteran’s Administration for home
health, disease management, remote management and electronic records are
published (7). By discipline there are excellent data for standards and
practices in dermatology, pathology and radiology. But the impact on actual
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practice is not known and the answer may not be reassuring to telemedicine
advocates. The large scale studies of impact should ask the right questions
in an impartial way. Such an approach is the only path to influence the
decisions to be made by government and business in the crucial several
years ahead. Failure to provide that information and to properly inform the
decision makers would be a terrible failure.
Conclusions
Whenever science slowly morphs into a belief system there is danger.
Great energy may be applied to support that belief and the objectivity of
science can be terribly damaged. The data for climate change are probably
irrefutable and the need for early correction has been amply emphasized by
international conferences and statements of government intent. However,
the detractors of climate change data are articulate in the extreme and they
did not believe the data. Believe is not the word to apply to the ephemeral
nature of data. Data should always be questioned and hypotheses should
never be chosen because the investigator knows the outcome of the
experiment and that result will support a presupposition. Recent scandals
concerning the climate change data have done considerable harm to the
objectivity and purity of a measured approach to climate impact of CO2. (8)
If ever the decision makers or the general public get a hint that an advocate
for some position or another is sculpting the data for best fit to a
recommendation the cause is terribly damaged. It is essential that in
telemedicine we rapidly get the evidence for the impact on large scale
health parameters by full inclusion of telemedicine. Intuition says
telemedicine will help. Anecdote says it is inevitable. The data are lacking.
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Abstract: eHealth is a neology commonly employed to state the
utilization of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) to
improve exchanges of medical information. Luxembourg is currently
working on the definition and implementation of a national eHealth
platform in order to improve the connectivity between different health
actors (caregivers, administrators and patients) and to facilitate the
access to medical information in a standardized and safe way. The
adopted strategy is composed of three phases: a national survey to
determine the current use and needs of ICT; the elaboration of
technical concepts that satisfy those needs; and the implementation.
This paper reports the main results of the first phase.
Introduction
Since 2008, Luxembourg has inquiring different categories of healthcare
professionals and patients. The survey consists on a questionnaire sent to all
doctors’ practices and pharmacies, and several meetings with
representatives of caregivers, hospitals’ administrators, health insurance and
patients. These exchanges are essential to determine what has been used,
why, what is necessary to improve/create and how important are these
needs. This paper reports the main outcomes from the questionnaires’
analysis. The questionnaire was prepared to clarify the current situation of
the following topics:
• General information;
• Informatics tools;
• Internet;
• Security;
• Main used software facilities;
• Utilization of electronic health records;
• Medicament reference database and knowledge database;
• Needs and priorities for sharing/exchange medical information.
The questionnaire was sent to all doctors and pharmacies (one
questionnaire by pharmacy) registered in Luxembourg. In order to improve
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the pertinence of the questions and highlight the importance of the work, the
questionnaires were prepared by a group of experts in technology for health
from the Public Research Center Henri Tudor (department SANTEC) and
validate by the national representatives of doctors (AMMD – Association
des Médecins et Médecins-Dentistes) and of pharmacists (SDP – Syndicat
des Pharmaciens). Each questionnaire was submitted by post attached to a
letter from the Health Ministry explained the objectives of the survey. The
letters were also signed the respective representatives of each professionals.
An electronic version of the questionnaire was also available in Internet
were users could fill up the answers in a webpage. 32% of doctors and 55%
of pharmacies sent the answers.
As result of the analysis, we could observe that in Luxembourg the
majority of doctors are between 44 and 59 years and they are 86% to use an
Informatics tools to manage their practices. A deep analysis shows that the
age, the demographic situation (work in cities, work in rural areas) and the
Informatics knowledge do not influence the choice of using ICT solutions.
Another characteristic of Luxembourg is the diversity of solutions adopted.
More than 50 solutions were identified; some of them were designed to be
used in other countries and are not adapted to Luxembourgish market.
However, 3 software’s producers dominate 50% of the market.
An Internet connection is available in 81% of practices and it is mainly
used to search medical information. Luxembourg has also HealthNet, a
secure network implemented to the healthcare sector, for medical data
exchanges. However is only used by 5% of doctors and the most used
service is the reception of electronic versions of laboratory results.. The
main barriers to the development of this network seems to be the
registration costs, the (few) quantity of services offered via HealthNet, and
some restrictions imposed to guarantee the security level. .
The security aspect of this study shows an important paradox between
what healthcare professionals have been done to protect their data and what
they want from ICT solutions. Healthcare professionals request ICT
solutions that guarantee that collected data are validated by experts and that
they are not modified during the transmission and storage process. They
want to be sure that the data presented in the screen is the one validated by
the expert. It is normal when we known that medical data are very critical
and need to be protected from any illegal utilization. But each side of this
interaction needs to proceed carefully to do not break the security chain. For
example, the analysis of the survey shows that doctors and pharmacies
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(50% and 37%, respectively) do not apply what we had defined as minimal
security procedures:
• Access to the software by a login and password;
• Make regularly backups of important data;
• Use an update antivirus ;
• Use a firewall;
• Have a maintenance contract for Hardware and Software problems.
However, they are 85% and 100%, respectively, having patient data
stored in an electronic media and manage them everyday (this is the most
used Software facility).
When inquired about a national eHealth platform and how it can improve
their work, doctors give priority to receive (or access) data through (in) the
platform. Send data was classified as a low priority task. Fig. 1 presents the
8th most priority services to be implemented in the eHealth platform
according to doctors (General Practitioners, Specialists and Dentists) and
pharmacists. This opinion could be confirmed within the interviews. The
precise reason of it could not be determined, but they consider themselves
as beginners or intermediary users of Informatics resources and they want to
use the ICT solutions to facilitate their work. Fill up forms, validate and
send data, and correct errors (in the Software) will increase they workload.
37%

Receive anatomopathology reports

60%
58%
28%

Receive biomedical analysis results

67%
75%
55%

Access to medication history of patients
54%

61%
59%
92%

69%

Verify the validity of insurance card

45%

35%
Receive outcome letters from hospitals (of their patients)

52%

74%
64%
65%
60%

Share a national EHR (summary)

58%

Receive significatives medical images and repports

69%
71%
65%

Manage the history of madedication allergy

0%

10%

Pharmacists

20%
Dentist

30%

40%

Physicians

50%

60%

70%

80%
75%
77%
80%

GPs

Figure 1: Synthesis of healthcare professionals needs
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90%

100%

The main challenge of the platform concerns the technical and semantic
interoperability of systems. Many renamed organizations have proposing
standards to improve the interoperability of systems, but there still have
some critical problems to solve: Intersections of standards, uncovered data,
incompatibilities between standards, etc.
In Luxembourg, the used ICT solutions were not designed to be
interoperable. Even if two doctors use the same ICT solution, they are often
unable to exchange data. The multi-linguistic context of Luxembourg makes
semantic interoperability more complex. Several workgroups has been
created to deal with this problem, but a new solution will take time to be
implemented by the Software producers and used by doctors.
Conclusions
This paper presents the profile of doctors and pharmacists working in
private practices/pharmacies with respect to the utilization of ICT solution
to manage medical data. The outcomes will be used to define a set of
services to be implemented in the eHealth platform and some actions to
motivate professionals to use standard solutions.
In order to prepare those professionals to use new technologies, it is
necessary to offer them some basic supports. Practical activities with
different scenarios must be defined and used in training programs. It is
important to make them participate also in the designing phase of the
project, explaining them what is planned, how it can be used, what is
expected from them, and take note of their feedback to improve the preconcept. In this sense, the eSanté project creates workgroups with users,
technical stuff, administrators and patients. They will participate to the
definition of a test environment which will be used to get experience and
prepare mature concepts for the final platform, in one side. Training users,
inform Software producers, simplify administrative procedures, redefine
documents, and evaluate user’s satisfaction, in the other side. Behind this
process, there is a methodology to implement step-by-step new services and
with the agreement of all parts in order to avoid misevaluations of the
consequences (learned from other countries experiences) and loose the
confidence from the users.
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Abstract: The paper presents the development of a new horizon
scanning tool to identify recent innovations in telehealth technologies;
specifically, those that are relevant to the care and management of
long-term conditions (LTCs). It also discusses the issues regarding
matching appropriate technologies with relevant applications.
Introduction
The telehealth technologies sector has recently begun to develop at a great
pace. Several multi-national companies have entered the sector, including
some not traditionally associated with healthcare. This is a reflection of ever
greater demands on health and care services to support the increasing older
population, particularly those with LTCs. The technologies employed are
continually changing. This is set to continue with a greater role for
Information and Communication Technologies in reformed healthcare
delivery [1].
To ensure deployment of innovative but effective telehealth services
requires that the technologies are evaluated. In a large project [2] the
authors are seeking to separately evaluate both post-proof of concept and
newly marketed technologies.
Horizon Scanning is an approach to identify and prioritise new
innovations to inform decision makers about their likely impact [3]. It
provides a ready and systematic searching method. This paper presents the
development of a new horizon scanning tool to identify recent innovations
in telehealth technologies and discusses the issues regarding identifying
appropriate technologies with relevant applications.
Method
The new telehealth horizon scanning system (THSS) being developed at
the University of Sheffield uses established information-gathering protocols
from general health technology innovation tracking [4]. That is, the THSS
(Fig. 1) uses a systematic process of automated searching and filtering of
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conventional telehealth-related, web-based information sources. These
include bibliographic databases, technology news sites, industry press
releases, and conference proceedings. More broadly it will also search,
using keywords relating to technologies and/or health, for new innovations
in other industry sectors, such as electronic medical devices, computing and
communications. Automated searching of information sources will occur
every 3 months using Copernic Agent meta-search engine. Additionally,
Really Simple Syndication (RSS) feeds from identified websites will
provide weekly updates. Key stakeholders (clinicians, practitioners,
academics) and selected telehealth companies will be also be consulted to
identify new products.
Search Strategy
Web-based information

Other sources

Retrospective search
(previous 12 months)
3-monthly

Stakeholder
Consultation

Telehealth
companies

Blog

3-monthly Email

Weekly RSS

Pilot
study

Innovations database
Eligibility criteria

Filtration

Assessment criteria

Peer review-led Assessment &
Prioritisation

Contact with company
Feasibility trial

Knowledge Transfer

Figure 1. Schematic of telehealth horizon scanning system
References for retrieved technologies will be stored in a database. The
reference history of the identified technology will be cross-checked to
ascertain its development and to establish eligibility.
Inclusion criteria will be used to filter relevant technologies, as follows:
1) Technology type: any device, sensor or whole system which is electronic,
home/community-based and allows the remote transfer of information; 2)
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Development stage: new or emerging technologies which have yet to be
trialled; 3) Deployment level: very limited or no deployment in a healthcare
setting. Other filtration criteria will include the applicability to LTC care,
innovativeness, and the anticipated clinical and economic impacts. The
intention is to automate filtering as much as possible but some will always
require a panel of experts.
A peer-review process will assess and prioritise the potential impact of
the technology on the care and management of specific LTC patients, and
on the healthcare system. When a suitable technology is identified, its
potential for the care of people with long term conditions will be explored
through small scale trials. Allied health and social care practitioners will be
kept up-to-date regarding new technological opportunities through
knowledge transfer conduits.
As part of a pilot trial, technology-related keywords were used to search
for articles published in the Journal of Telemedicine and Telecare (JTT)
and the health technology website ehealthnews.eu in the previous 12
months. Articles were reviewed to identify the number of new or emerging
technologies with application for LTCs.
Results and Discussion
Pilot Study
Table 1 shows the results from the initial pilot study. Out of 484 articles,
41 were selected for further review. From these, 16 products were identified
as new or emerging, innovative technologies with defined or clear
applications for LTC.
Table 1. New technologies identified in the previous 12 months
Source
JTT
ehealthnews.eu
Total

Search
hits
77
407
484

New
products
5
11
16

LTC application for new product
Stroke
Diabetes Dementia Other/Not
defined
2
2
0
1
1
2
1
7
3
4
1
8

The other 25 excluded articles described technologies that have been
established on the market for several years and therefore regarded as not
novel. The 16 new technologies identified were classified as: vitalsigns/physiological monitoring (4); movement sensors (2); GPS-enabled
location device (2); web-based decision assistants (1); exercise/gaming
systems (1); hand-held text reader (1); multi device, integrated
telecare/telehealth systems (5).
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From the small pilot trial using only two information sources, it is evident
that a number of new technologies with potential LTC applications have
been developed (or at least publicised) in the previous 12 months. These
could be identified by an automated THSS.
A certain level of automation is required to ensure that the THSS is
human resource efficient. However, this may cause several risks to the
quality of the system’s output. Firstly, the accuracy of the initial search
results will be governed by the search terms and sources of information
used. Secondly, there is likely to be duplication from multiple information
sources. Thirdly, the innovativeness of the technology may not be readily
established. Automated tracking of the product’s reference history may
identify if it is already commercially established. Further work is required to
establish what elements of the system can be automated and what control
measures are required.
A key part of the THSS is the role of peer-reviewers to assess and
prioritise the identified products. However, different types of reviewers (e.g.
academics, clinicians, health economists) may prioritise technologies
differently. There also may be issues regarding how to secure agreements
with technology manufactures to trial products (e.g. intellectual property
rights, non-disclosure agreements, etc.)
It is too early to draw conclusions on the effectiveness or the level of
automation possible. In the end the value of the THSS will be determined
on how the information can be translated into potential trials of the
technology and later deployed in healthcare settings. However the process
and outputs also have wider value in identifying telehealth technology
development patterns, and in generally informing workers in the field of
innovations.
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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to present approaches in the project
DAPSEpro “Medical data acquisition, processing and collection for
e-health solutions”. The presented in the paper work oriented to
investigation about current status of hospital information systems on
the territory of the Medical University Sofia and implementation of a
pilot version of integrated solution. Elimination of the usual paperbased information exchange to e-health and IT based one is one of the
major topics.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to present results obtained in the context of the
project DAPSEpro “Medical data acquisition, processing and collection for
e-health solutions” for preliminary investigations, design, organisation and
future expansion of a hospital information system [1].
This part of the DAPSEpro covers deep investigation about current status
of hospital information systems on the territory of the Medical University
Sofia and implementation of pilot version of integrated solution.
Elimination of the usual paper-based information exchange to e-health and
IT based one is one of the major topics.
Medical University Sofia is very huge hospital complex distributed on a
large territory and has tens different clinics, laboratories and buildings.
Currently MU Sofia has not integral intra-university information system.
Part of the clinics is connected via optical backbone line. Every clinic has
its own unique information system.
The DAPSEpro covers now two clinics – clinics of nephrology and
pulmonology. All activities are oriented to conform requirements for
supporting Electronic Health Record. Standards HL7 (Health Level 7) [2],
CDA (Clinical Document Architecture) as a part of HL7, CEN EN 13606
EHRcom and OpenEHR initiative [3] documents were investigated and rethought trough Bulgarian requirements for health records. Additional work
and observations are presented in [4][5][6].
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General structure
The Intelligent Medical Information System’s (IMIS) structure and
subsystems are shown on Fig.1. It offers the following features:
Data
Analyses
Server

Certificate
Server

Main
database server

Pubic Key
Server

Hospital
Network
Border

Hospital
Public
MAN
WWW server Hospital
network
Gateway
Management
Server
Clinic’s
server

Fixed
network
Doctors’
network

Wireless medical
sensor network

Fig. 1. General structure of IMIS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unified environment for data exchange between installed apparatus
and systems in the hospital;
To offer for the personnel access to the information resources via
heterogeneous communication environment (mesh).
Tracking the full process of hospitalization of every single patient.
Data collection and storage for every medication and procedures.
To offer a background for expert medical systems for analysis and
control of health status for every single patient.
Offers Remote Medical WWW Services for out-of-hospital health
tracking and care.
Management of all procedures and medications.
Administrative tracking of all patients.
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•

Remote messaging of medical personnel about health status of
selected patients based on remote vital data acquisition and control.
The future target of this work is to establish environment for
transformation of the treatment data to knowledge system which will
improve the following elements:
• To increase the quality of the health care and services.
• To offer structured information for increasing diagnosis quality.
• In- and out-of hospital life-long patients’ tracking.
Doctors’ network
This network has to provide access for the doctors to huge data sources
(e.g. pictures, video films, etc.) in the hospital. Different medical machines
generate data in different amounts – laboratories, X-ray machines, X-ray- ,
ultrasound and Doppler scanners, etc. For data bigger than 50MB it is useful
to be accessed via fixed network resources. Now bandwidth of 1GB is
possible and this guarantees on-line diagnostics and data exchange between
sources, doctors’ terminals and storage servers.
Clinic’s server
It controls access over the local network, data base consistency and tracks
patients at home care.
Fixed clinical network
Fixed clinical network has to provide connectivity for all machines and
apparatus in the hospital from one side and servers and personnel terminals
from the other side. Additionally it guarantees better redundancy and offers
possibility to control internal clinical networks loading.
Wireless medical sensor network
This network enables access for the medical personnel to data servers. It
offers possibility to sensors and apparatus generating small amount of data
to be mobile on the clinic’s territory. This guarantees unbreakable control
when patients can carry their vital data acquisition sensors or simply to
move patients over the clinic without lose of connectivity.
Management Server
It controls all administrative processes, hosts all records about
manipulations (total and associated to every patient), personnel and patients
archive, etc. Based on this doctors can do different analyzes and increase
quality of medication.
Main database server
This is SAN network offering: on-line information for all patients; fast
access to disease history and hospital archive.
Data Analyses Server
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This is the core for future advances. Data mining services will be
positioned there. A hospital grid by specialized servers will be built there.
Specialized subsystems
Special focus for infrastructure upgrade is organization of subsystem in
Microbiology laboratory. It has smooth process for cultures analyses and
results report based on paper control and tracking. Antimicrobial resistance
check is based on the WHONET v.5.5 [7]. To integrate microbiology
laboratory to the hospital network now is designed and under
implementation a local network having two-level structure. On the first
level are connected all analyses machines having outputs to computer. All
results from analyses needing human interactions (like microscope
analyses) will be recorded manually using unified fill-in-the-blanks forms.
On the upper level are positioned WHONET server, local data-base
server and administrative terminals. Network server is positioned over this
level and connects laboratory micro-network to the hospital network.
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Abstract: Accurate and verified diagnosis of breast cancer is the first,
most important, essential requirement before deciding the best
treatment regime to follow. Even though many experienced doctors,
and high quality imaging devices are available for mammographic
imaging, objective methods and criteria to diagnose and quantify the
detected lesion characteristics, in order to define the breast cancer
development stage and to decide on a final most probable diagnosis are
still imprecisely defined for most of clinical applications. The present
paper introduces a set of fuzzy rules to process the relevant breast
cancer patient information in order to give a breast cancer risk
prognostic factor that is qualitatively comparable to that given by an
experienced mammogram reader.
Introduction
Breast cancer represents a major health problem worldwide and is one of
the major causes of death in women. Image based detection and assessment
of breast cancer lesion characteristics is currently possible [1, 2]. Automatic
software applications specially designed to analyse images and extract,
quantify and store the numerical assessment of the relevant characteristics
in a reliable database are being developed. Due to the fact that medical,
oncological or radiological experts make the diagnostic decisions for breast
cancer cases based on past professional experience and knowledge, artificial
intelligence techniques are only able to emulate the expert’s assessment.
Due to their good stability in the presence of noise and uncertainty these
techniques can sometimes obtain better results than classical analysis
methods. The aim of this paper is to describe an intelligent risk evaluation
procedure suitable for breast cancer diagnosis that requires definition of
judiciously chosen fuzzy rules derived from relevant personal patient data
and malignant mass classification.
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Methods
Investigators recognize the following seven broad categories of risk
factors that predispose women to development of breast cancer: age, family
history of breast cancer (mother or sister), hormonal factors (early onset of
menstruation or late menopause), proliferative (reproductive) breast disease
(for women who had no children – had not breastfed -, or had children after
age 30), irradiation of the breast region at early ages, personal history of
malignancy and lifestyle factors. These factors and their complex
interactions cannot be determined in more than 70% of breast cancer cases
[3], but studies show amongst other things that high-fat diets, obesity, or use
of alcohol also contribute to a woman’s risk profile. Additionally, according
to epidemiologic studies, there is an increase in breast cancer incidence in
women with a higher level of education or higher socio-economic status,
possibly related to delayed child-bearing and lower parity [4].
Results
The fuzzy logic that evaluates the breast cancer risk (seen as permanent
system output) takes into account the possible input variables from Table 1.
These input variables, together with their relevance factor (in what matters
the decisional process of the breast cancer risk), were selected based on the
experience of medical staff.
Table 1: Possible fuzzy logic input variables
Input variable

Relevance
factor
6%
6%
9%

Age
Age of first menstruation
Number of invaded
axillary nodes
BI-RADS score
24%
The numeric variation interval for each of the input variables can be seen
in Table 2. In breast cancer cases, invaded axillary nodes are a measure of
the cancer infiltration in adjacent tissues.
Table 2: Numerical range for input variables
Input variable
Age
Age of first
menstruation

Min value
10
10
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Max value
70
15

Number of invaded
0
15
axilary nodes
BI-RADS score
0
5
Output variable
Breast cancer risk
0%
50%
The breast cancer risk factor is the output of all considered fuzzy
systems. The variation interval for the output variable can also be seen in
Table 2, 0% corresponding to zero breast cancer risk, while 50%
corresponds to a high breast cancer risk.
Fuzzy Systems
The means and technique of developing fuzzy systems was described in
the METHODS section and works similarly in all of cases. This paper
presents the results of only one of the three researched fuzzy systems that
have as inputs and outputs the variables contained in Table 3.
Table 3. Researched fuzzy systems
Fuzzy
systems
FZ1

Input variables
Output variables
(I)
(O)
I1: Age
O1: Breast cancer
I2: BI-RADS score
risk
FZ2
I1: Age of first
O1: Breast cancer
menstruation
risk
I2: BI-RADS score
FZ3
I1: Number of invaded
O1: Breast cancer
axilary nodes
risk
I2: BI-RADS score
The researched fuzzy system works on a fuzzy logic specified also
according to the medical experience. The definition of the fuzzy inference
rules for FZ1 is shown in Fig. 1 as a matrix.

Fig. 1 Fuzzy inference rules for FZ1 (matrix representation)
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Fig. 2 presents the simulation results of the researched FZ1 fuzzy logic.
Hence, a breast cancer case characterized by age 22 and evaluation BIRADS result 1 the assessed potential risk for developing breast cancer (in
the next five years) is 5%.

Fig. 8 FZ1 Simulation result (Age 22, Birads 1, BCRisk 5)
Conclusion
The defined fuzzy system makes possible the correlation between stored
and evaluated information (like number of invaded axillary nodes, BIRADS score, age and other case related data) to the prognostic risk of
developing breast cancer. Thus this procedure can be easily and
successfully integrated and used in screening programs to automatically
assign breast cancer risk factors to patients in order to highlight the one that
requires prompt attention and care.
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CeRC Story-Game Engine: An Open Source
Technology to Power Story Based Investigation
Games
David Farrell, Patty Kostkova, Lisa Lazareck, Dasun Weerasinghe
City eHealth Research Centre, City University London, London, UK
Abstract: Playing computer games is widely popular among children
and teenagers as an entertainment activity; however computer games
can also be easily transformed into tools for education. City University
London’s City eHealth Research Centre (CeRC) - has developed such
educational computer games to improve young people’s understanding
of the importance of hand and respiratory hygiene and responsible
antibiotic use; and to teach school syllabus concepts such as microbes,
the spread and prevention of infection, antibiotic use and antibiotic
resistance. We have developed a game platform as an open-source
framework to promote game development for education and
entertainment. The platform enables the efficient development of new
games with new learning objectives along with the ability to support
translation into any language. For example, the current CeRC games
have been translated into 11 European languages (English, BelgianFrench, Flemish, Czech, Danish, French, Greek, Italian, Polish,
Portuguese, and Spanish). The existing CeRC games are targeted
towards school children; however, we investigate the usability of
utilizing such games for adult education as well as examining the
effectiveness of these games to convey messages to particular academic,
industrial (or otherwise) communities.
Introduction
The entertainment value of videogames is long established and
videogames are a popular past time activity amongst young people in the
developed world [1]. Consequently, there is an interest in using games in an
educational environment for this demographic [2]; however there is a lack
of successful games based learning (GBL) products available [3]. One of
the difficulties facing a GBL designer is the lack of established, cost
effective platforms upon which to build and expand their game. As part of
the EC-funded e-Bug Project, the City eHealth Research Centre (CeRC) at
the City University London (London, UK) developed an open source
platform, or Story-Game Engine, which provides a suitable middleware
framework from which new games can be developed. This paper describes
the “e-Bug Detective Game” that was developed using the Story-Game
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Engine, the technology behind the Story-Game Engine, and details of how
the framework can be used to develop multilingual games with new
learning outcomes.
The e-Bug Detective Game
The e-Bug Detective Game is a story-based adventure in which the player
is charged with solving microbial mysteries by visiting locations, speaking
to non-player characters (NPCs) and by searching for clues and evidence.
The game-play was designed following focus groups with 15 boys and girls
between the ages of 13-15 years (target demographic). The game uses a
Problem Based Learning (PBL) approach “in which the problem drives the
learning. That is, before students learn some knowledge they are given a
problem” [4]. PBL is a pedagogy that is largely used in medical training,
and has been considered by Annetta et al. as a suitable pedagogy for GBL
products [5]. Also, PBL has been shown to be an effective approach to
GBL, whereby Chen et al. found a statistically significant superiority for
medical interns educated (using PBL) in such areas as professional
knowledge and clinical techniques [6].
PBL is implemented through game-play via a story scenario that is
presented to the player. The scenario assumes that the player does not yet
have knowledge of the target Learning Outcome (LO). In the story scenario,
there is a problem which is established, but not fully understood or
explained by the NPCs. The player must speak to these NPCs to get the
appropriate clues in order to find the desired evidence to advance within the
story puzzle. For example, to learn about the importance of post-toilet hand
hygiene, the designer may first introduce the player to bacteria discovered
on a NPC’s plate of food whereby said NPC is sick in the toilet, having
already visited several locations (such as a barbeque, kitchen, etc.) The
player can seek potential sources of contamination, and through a process of
elimination, discover that the microbes on the food plate match those
microbes found in the ill NPC’s bathroom and on the hand of another NPC.
By building a mental model of the problem scenario, the player identifies
how the gathered evidence can be used to solve the puzzle and, in the
process, learns about the desired LOs.
The e-Bug Detective Game has four scenarios or missions, and includes
such LOs as “microbes are found in our food and can transfer to humans,”
and “if your doctor prescribes you antibiotics, it is important to finish the
course of medicine.” The e-Bug Detective Game is currently online
(http://www.e-bug.eu).
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The Technology behind the Story-Game Engine
In order to ensure that the e-Bug Detective Game is accessible to as wide
an audience as possible, the game was developed using Flash ActionScript
CS2 targeting the Flash 8 web browser plug-in, which has a wide
penetration (95% of internet enabled machines [7]) and, as such, does not
typically require the target user to have administrative rights to install new
software to their machine.
The Story-Game Engine is built such that it can power any story without
having to make changes to the underlying technology; i.e., the story-game is
data driven. This means that when the story-game is accessed, it loads text
files which define the characters, rooms, objects, graphics (or art assets),
and lines of dialogue used in the playing scenario. All of the puzzle logic is
also loaded from these text files; i.e., if a change is required to the storygame logic, it is not necessary to edit the coded software, only the contents
of the text files (and a subsequent re-compilation of the story-game).
The text files are created via an Excel spreadsheet (.xls). This spreadsheet
has a format that guides the designer - including several tabs (or new
spreadsheet pages) for each element of the design. For example, if the
designer wants to write a new NPC, s/he accesses the ‘Character’ tab and
fills out the fields in a new row. Similarly, if the designer wants to edit or
add dialogue, s/he accesses the ‘Conversations’ tab, etc. Finally, each
spreadsheet is saved as its own Comma Separated Value (.csv) file for the
story-game to load during compilation. Lastly, the web page that embeds
the story-game can pass variables to the game to define which scenario is
loaded. In this way, the same code can be used in multiple web pages and
can show a different scenario each time.
Facilitating Multilingual Games and New Learning Outcomes
Because the story-game is data driven, it is possible to replace the text
files with their translated equivalents that will be accessed by the storygame during compilation. To facilitate this process for the e-Bug Detective
Game, at first, the English language version of each scenario was written
and tested. Next, the finalised spreadsheet was sent to each partner country
for translation. The puzzle logic remains as originally designed; therefore,
although the text changes language, it is trivial to switch language files
(.xls) based on user preference. For example, the e-Bug Detective Game is
implemented in 11 European languages (English, Belgian-French, Flemish,
Czech, Danish, French, Greek, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, and Spanish) with the European Centre of Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC)
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already in agreement to fund further translations into the other remaining
major European languages.
In order to deliver a new Game LO (in medical or other contexts – such
as teaching about gender issues, STDs, sustainability development and
agriculture, infection control for hospital staff, etc.), a designer must create
a story-based scenario which has a flaw or problem to solve, whilst
simultaneously considering the clues, evidence, misinformation (or red
herrings), and hints provided. Similarly to the example provided for the eBug Detective Game (harmful microbes on the food plate), any LO is
possible to implement within the story-game as long as a logic puzzle can
be formulated accordingly. For instance, several LOs about providing fair
trade principles to propose a sustainable development solution for a small
town can be incorporated into a story-game investigating the impact of
under-priced supermarket products on local farming communities.
Conclusion
There is great interest in using Games Based Learning (GBL) products in
the classroom but one of the difficulties facing GBL practitioners is the cost
of developing bespoke software solutions according to each new subject or
project. City eHealth Research Centre (CeRC) has developed a low-cost
and re-usable framework for building story-based educational games. The
resulting Story-Game Engine is open-sourced and provides an appropriate
technological platform on which to design new games with ease in English
or in any other language.
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Cloud Computing in Healthcare: An Authorization
Perspective
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80, Karaoli & Dimitriou St., Piraeus 18534, Greece
Abstract: This paper is concerned with the development of a contextaware, role-based authorization and access control framework that can
be used to ensure authorized access to cloud healthcare services. The
resultant security system has been incorporated into a prototype PHR
system to enable authorized access to integrated patient information
when and where needed.
Introduction
Healthcare providers are increasingly considering migrating to cloud
computing in order to exploit its economic, technical, architectural and
ecological benefits [1,2]. Cloud computing is an on-demand service model
for IT provision, often based on virtualization and distributed computing
technologies, that may be divided into [1,2]:
− Software as a service (SaaS), which allows software offered by a third
party provider to be available on demand, usually via the Internet.
− Platform as a service (PaaS), which allows customers to develop new
applications using APIs deployed and configurable remotely.
− Infrastructure as service (IaaS), which provides virtual machines and
other abstracted hardware and operating systems which may be
controlled through a service API.
Clouds may also be divided into:
− Public, which are available publicly (i.e. any organization may
subscribe).
− Private, which are services built according to cloud computing principles,
but accessible only within a private network
− Partner, which are cloud services offered by a provider to a limited and
well-defined number of parties.
Given the cloud computing benefits, a personal healthcare record (PHR)
architecture based on a combination of the above categories may be used to
allow authorized access to integrated patient information at the point of
care, anytime. However, security is a priority for many cloud customers (i.e.
healthcare organizations) – customers will make buying choices on the basis
of the reputation for confidentiality [3,4].
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This paper focuses on a context-aware access control mechanism
incorporated into a prototype application, named NefeliPortal, which
enables access to a cloud PHR. The proposed access control mechanism
incorporates the advantages of role-based access control (RBAC) and yet
provides the flexibility for adjusting role permissions on individual objects
according to context. Thus, at run time contextual information is collected
to adapt user permissions to the minimum required for completing a job.
Relevant access control policies are enforced at both web service and BPEL
task levels.
Motivating Scenario
To illustrate the main principles of the security architecture incorporated
into the NefeliPortal, consider a healthcare process concerned with
radiological requests issued by physicians. On performing the radiological
procedure requested, radiologists access the relevant PHR data and issue
radiological reports which are send to requesting physicians.
Given a cloud computing PHR architecture, where patient data are
accessed via web services deployed through BPEL, this healthcare process
surfaces several authorizations requirements with regard to web service
invocations and associated task executions. These requirements include the
following:
− Restricted web service invocation: Web services for patient data accesses
can only be invoked (executed) by a dynamically determined set of role
holders subject to contextual constraints (e.g. location and time of
attempted access).
− Restricted task execution: Given an authorization for invoking a web
service, role holders can execute a dynamically determined set of web
service tasks subject to contextual constraints (e.g. location and time of
attempted access).
Access Control Architecture
Figure 1 shows a high-level view of the security architecture
implemented into NefeliPortal. The access control mechanism uses
collected contextual information to mediate between subjects (healthcare
professionals) and objects (web services and associated tasks) to decide
whether execution of an object by a given subject should be permitted or
denied. The access control mechanism is certificate-based as it relies on
Community Authorization Service (CAS) certificates issued to healthcare
professionals by a CAS server. These certificates specify user-to-role
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assignments in the form of security assertions, expressed in Security
Assertion Markup Language (SAML) [5]. The role-to-permission (role-toweb service invocation and role-to-task execution) mapping is performed by
means of access control policies expressed by using the RBAC profile of
eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) [6].
For example, upon submitting a request for invoking a web service, the
roles contained in the CAS certificate accompanying the request are
extracted and their permissions regarding web service invocations are
specified using a file where XACML policies have been stored. Then,
during web service execution, a request for executing one of the associated
tasks is issued which is accompanied by the same CAS certificate. The roles
extracted from this certificate are used in order to specify the permissions
regarding BPEL task executions using XACML policies which are stored at
each client node (i.e. healthcare organization). Permissions on both web
services and associated BPEL tasks are dynamically adapted by the
constraints imposed by the current context.
Application Services
Presentatio
n Layer
Integration
Layer
Web
Services

NefeliPortal

Authentication & Authorization Services

Authentication Service

Policy
Repository

Global Access Control Service
BPEL Engine

CAS

Task Agent
Context
Information

Application Server
Local Access Control Service

Existing
Databases
Database Database

Cloud Agent
Local Policy
Repository

… Databas

Figure 1. Security architecture in NefeliPortal
In the NefeliPortal prototype, the contextual information is determined by
a pre-defined set of attributes related to the user (e.g. user certificate,
user/patient relationship), to the environment (e.g. location and time of
attempted access) and to the client or healthcare organization (e.g. local
security policy). Contextual information is collected by a Context Manager
which consists of two kinds of agents developed in JADE [7]:
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− Cloud Agent: Hosted on a cloud server and manages user permissions on
web services.
− Task Agent: Hosted on a participating healthcare organization server and
manages user permissions on BPEL tasks.
Each agent uses context collection services to monitor context and
interacts with a state machine that maintains the permission subset of each
role. The state machine consists of variables that encode state (permissions
assigned to each role) and events that transform its state. Upon an attempted
access (either to a web service or to an associated task), the relevant agent
generates an event to trigger a transition of the state machine. Changes in
user and environmental context are sensed by both agents, whereas changes
in client context are sensed and dealt with by the cloud agent of each client
node.
Conclusions
Development of cloud computing applications that provide readily access
to integrated healthcare information at the point of care introduces security
risks especially with regard to authorization and access control. To this end,
the proposed security mechanism, embedded into a cloud portal application,
ensures authorized invocation of web services and execution of associated
BPEL tasks subject to the constraints imposed by the execution context.
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Web 2.0 Tools
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Abstract: In this paper, we describe two Web 2.0 based systems
designed to facilitate and enhance collaborative eHealth research
activities. Using a combination of Forums, Wikis and connectivity to
3rd party social networking systems, we have designed systems to
support collaborative document creation (including editing, reviewing
and publication), dissemination of material to relevant communities,
discussion of ideas, and sharing of opinions. The ECDC Field
Epidemiology Manual Wiki and Medicine Support Unit Online Forums
are presented herein, including an overview to the system architectures,
and user interaction models. We present our planned methods of
evaluation, focusing on the ability to measure successful and
sustainable community involvement.
Introduction
In recent years, the Web has evolved from a static, publish and consume
oriented platform to a dynamic and interactive shared space where users can
easily publish material, view and comment on other people’s contributions,
and connect easily with others via social networking. This new generation
of the Web, or Web 2.0 as it is commonly known, supports a wide range of
services that enable lightweight publishing (Blogs), collaborative
knowledge creation (Wikis), and sharing of ideas and opinions (Forums).
Much interest is developing [1,3] into how these tools can be used to
support better eHealth related activities, including teaching and research.
Wikis have been successfully used as platform for the creation,
dissemination, and management of teaching materials [4,5], and Forums
have been utilised to enable question and answer type discussions between
both citizens and healthcare professionals [2]. In the following Sections, we
describe two systems developed to support eHealth research activities: the
ECDC Field Epidemiology Manual Wiki (FEM Wiki) – a system for
epidemiologists to collaboratively build, review, edit, and publish a training
manual using a community of proffesionals and students; and the Medicine
Support Unit (MSU) Online Forums – a discussion site for Optometrists.
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MSU Forums (www.med-support.org.uk)
An Online Forum is a web application that hosts discussions and postings
from online users, much like a bulletin board. Posts are organized by
threads (or subjects), where a history of all comments on a particular topic
is kept. This kind of interaction model is particular suited to question and
answer situations: a user with an inquiry starts a new thread with their
question or comment as the subject. Others may respond, giving their ideas
or opinions on the matter, creating a conversation between all contributors.
Medicines Support Unit (MSU) for Optometrists website brings together
resources for optometrists in the UK. It is dedicated to providing a web
resource that supports optometrist's in the safe and effective use of drugs.
This project is funded by the Central LOC Fund and the College of
Optometrists. The Online Forum is the latest phase in the development of
the MSU website. Its function is to act as a discussion board on topics
relating to prescribing and therapeutics. It also has the potential to create
networking opportunities and develop a community of optometrist
prescribers. Forum users can create topics related to the filed optometric and
reply to the existing topics and posts in the site. Meanwhile, the user can
choose to receive an email alert when a reply is received to a posting and
administrator can make decision on approval and un-approval of posts in
the Forum.
FEM Wiki (www.femwiki.com)
The current ECDC Web Portal http://ecdc.europa.eu serves as a principle
access point for information relating to disease control, including news,
upcoming events, recent publications, and press releases. As part of this
Web Portal, ECDC will host a Wiki platform to enable the sharing of
information between experts and professional networks in the EU. Central
to this effort is the Field Epidemiology Manual (FEM), a set of essential
training materials reflecting the core competencies required by intervention
epidemiologists. The European Program for Intervention Epidemiology
(EPIET) has developed 18 draft chapters of ‘lecture notes’ from the core
scientific lectures in this training program.
The aims of the FEM Wiki are twofold: (i) To provide a platform on which
the Field Epidemiology Manual can be created, edited, reviewed and
updated easily by a number of contributors. Using state-of-the-art Web2.0
technology, the FEM Wiki enables collaborative document creation and
supplements coordination between contributors through the use of online
Forums. The FEM Wiki will automatically maintain two versions of the
Field Epidemiology Manual: a private, editable version (visible only to
authors, editors, and reviewers), and a public, non-editable version (visible
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to anyone that visits the site). Once material in the private version has been
edited, properly formatted, reviewed, and deemed suitable for public
dissemination, it can be published to the public version where it will remain
static and officially approved by ECDC. This separation will allow ECDC
to maintain control over the content and ensure that only quality-assured
material is made public. (ii) To create a social network for individuals
interested in field epidemiology, such as EPIET fellows, EPIET Alumni,
ECDC staff, academics, researchers, professionals, teachers, and students.
This network will enable people to advertise their affiliations and expertise,
link-up with others sharing similar research interests, provide help and
advice to others, disseminate new ideas and opinions, create a share useful
material, and to generally foster a community centered on epidemiology
research. Users of the FEM Wiki are given the opportunity to create profile
pages that lists their interests, areas of expertise, professional affiliations,
and links to other online profiles (such as Facebook and Twitter).

Figure 1 - The Fem Wiki Workflow
The FEM Wiki has been implemented using the Telligent Community
platform (www.telligent.com). Figure 1, shows a high level overview of the
reviewing, editing, and publishing workflow: Users of the system are
assigned one of four roles: 1) User, 2) Author, 3) Editor, and 4) Reviewer.
Once authors, editors, and reviewers have finished creating the FEM
content, pages are published to the ECDC Approved Content Wiki where
anyone can view it. Users may comment on the articles and discuss the
content using the Online Forums but they may not edit them directly. Users
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may also generate their own content, such as language translations of the
FEM, additional teaching materials, glossaries of terms, etc. using the User
Generated Content Wiki.
Planed Evaluation
Standard logging of both the FEM Wiki and MSU Forums will be
undertaken, recording the number of visitors to pages, the number of Wiki
edits made, the number of Forum posts made, visitor geo-location, etc. Such
a log will enable us to perform a number of interesting evaluations:
• How does the community grow over time? Little is understood about the
dynamics of online communities. Our intention is to gain better
knowledge of how new communities evolve over time, in terms of the
number of users, how active they are, the amount of interaction between
users, the amount of new material contributed. One important point is to
investigate how links with Social Networking Sites effect the growth of
communities.
• What is the relationship between feedback and contribution? With the
FEM Wiki, we will have detailed logs of the comments made by
reviewers (and users once the page is made public) and an edits that are
made as a result of them. Such logs will enable us to measure the
improvements made to articles over time, and assess how feedback and
commenting affects the quality of pages.
• How does the behaviour of users differ? Using information gathered
about site users from other sources, such as academic publications, their
activities on other Social Networking Sites (e.g. Twitter, Delicious.com,
Facebook), their professional affiliations, we will identify correlations
between user behaviour and their identity. We also attempt to profile
users, i.e. classify them by activity and connectedness, and identify
whether these traits are universal.
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Abstract: Many essential findings are traditionally stored as free text
descriptions. Automatic text analysis is viewed as information
technology of vital importance, because it enables automatic generation
of databases with structured patient data, using internationally
accepted, standardized classifications. Exchanged before or during the
teleconsultation sessions this data can help the prompt understanding
of patients’ diagnoses, treatments, manipulations etc. The coded data
can be automatically presented in the language of consulting specialist.
Introduction
Patient-related descriptions in Patient Records (PRs) are often
summarized as free text. Hospital PRs in Bulgaria, which discuss one
hospital episode, contain the most important facts and conclusions in the
form of unstructured textual statements. In this way important patientrelated information cannot be processed by Hospital Information Systems.
Automatic text mining and Information Extraction (IE) are advanced but
difficult information technologies since free text is hard to process with
high accuracy. Despite the numerous problems, there are projects, research
prototypes and industrial systems in many natural languages which aim at
the automatic extraction of patient features from free text (see for example
[1] and [2]). Here we briefly present an approach for processing hospital
PRs in Bulgarian and discuss its relevance to the field of telemedicine.
Automatic Information Extraction from Hospital PRs in Bulgarian
Currently we process PRs in order to extract important patient
characteristics, thus turning the free text description into a structured
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internal representation. The length of PRs texts in Bulgarian hospitals is
usually 2-3 pages. These documents contain the following standard
sections: (i) personal details; (ii) diagnoses of the leading and
accompanying diseases; (iii) anamnesis (personal medical history),
including current complains, past diseases, family medical history, allergies,
risk factors; (iv) patient status, including results from physical examination;
(v) laboratory and other tests findings; (vi) medical examiners comments;
(vii) discussion; (viii) treatment; (ix) recommendations.
IE systems need preliminary-prepared language resources, since they map
the strings occurring in the PR texts to the lexicons thus recognizing the
terms, the attributes of patient status etc. We use a terminological bank of
medical terms, derived from ICD-10 in Bulgarian language (10970 terms).
The Bulgarian version of ICD-10 has no clinical extension, i.e. some
medical terms need to be extracted from additional resources like a partial
taxonomy of body parts, a list of medicines etc. A lexicon of 30000 generalpurpose Bulgarian lexemes provides words recognition and morphological
analysis of Bulgarian medical text. We use also ICD–9 CM for procedures
and ATC classification for medications.
Our present experimental corpus consists of 1197 anonymized PRs of
patients, diagnosed with different types of diabetes, with about 700000
wordforms of 6400 different words, among them 2000 terms. PR texts
contain a specific mixture of terminology in Latin, Cyrillic and Latin terms
transcribed with Cyrillic letters. The terms occur with a variety of
wordforms which is typical for the highly-inflectional Bulgarian language.
The major part of the text consists of short declarative sentences and
sentence phrases without agreement, often without proper punctuation
marks. There are various kinds of typos in the original text which we avoid
at present since the we deal with a research prototype (but they have to be
addressed in a real system).
In addition to the lexical resources, our prototype uses the following
linguistic and conceptual resources which support the partial IE analysis:
semi-automatically prepared regular expressions which enable recognition
of particular language constructions; rules for negation treatment [3]; sets of
possible and default values for each attribute for each anatomic organ as
well as observations about attribute correlations for each anatomic organ.
Our present IE prototype has the following functionality: (i) search and
update in the termbank; (ii) segmentation of the PRs text into zones; (iii)
recognition and structuring of diagnoses and status features (age, sex, skin
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and limbs status); (iv) PRs retrieval by given features; (v) export of
structured patient descriptions.
Current assessment results show that there are serious obstacles to
automatic analysis: e.g. merged PR zones; individual expression styles;
missing descriptions since medical experts consider them insignificant etc.
The automatic PR segmentation is done with an average accuracy of
95,96%. The patient age is automatically recognized with 89,44% accuracy,
the sex – with 61,54% accuracy, the diagnose - with 97,47%, the phrasal
descriptions of diabetes duration – with 89,22%; the status of patient skin with 81,33% and the status of patient limbs – with 89,01% accuracy. Some
improvements can be achieved by more complicated analysis algorithms.
Conclusion
Despite the difficulties, our experiments show that certain facts can be
extracted relatively easy. These promising results support the claim that the
Information Extraction approach is helpful for the obtaining of specific
medical statements which are described in the PR texts. Developing further
our prototype, we are moving towards the automatic construction of
database with structured patient descriptions. In the future the recognized
terms, medications, treatments will be mapped to the international medical
nomenclatures and linked to the international subject codes. This structuring
leads to automatic replacements of words by codes in the PRs which
facilitates the data exchange. The coded data can be sent before or during
the teleconsultation and can be presented in the language of the consultant.
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Abstract: The claims for the growing quantity and quality of health
services are present; therefore the more efficient use of resources
became necessary. The collection, processing and transmission of the
data describing the state of the patient, and the medical decision
making during the treatment not in any case require the direct physical
physician-patient contact and do not always require the full therapeutic
use of the curing infrastructure. The use of telemedicine, the
appearance of new medical procedures is investment-intensive, but the
invested money returns in other resources saving an individual or social
level pay. The obstacle of spread of telemedicine and its fit in the daily
routine is not lack of sensors, the insufficient data transmission
bandwidth or the software insufficiency today. The available infocommunication technology ensures a safe operation. The lack of
adequate control became the main barrier of introducing in the daily
routine, these days. It is important to clarify the legal and ethical
questions of substitution of the traditional medicine. What are the
conditions and constrains, assumes the health insurance funding some
telemedicine procedures? How can be realised the professional
supervision, which both the interest of the patient, physician and
investor? The present study sketches the outline of a method which can
be generally used for preparing eProtocols, on the basics of the
traditional methods.
Introduction
The growing claims to health services in amount and quality signs, that
more effective use of resources is needed. The decision making during the
cure, collecting, processing and forwarding the data on the status of the
patient, or performing the treatment does not need direct, physical doctorpatient contact in every case. The patient surveillance, executing of some
procedures does not claim the whole ward infrastructure [1]. The
investment in telemedicine and eHealth, as new technology for continuous
data collecting in non-hospital environment returns on patient or nation
level. Introducing of telemedicine can become an effective and economic
way in the healing, technology able to realise, but somehow, the
breakthroughs missing.
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What is the obstruction of the success? Little management participation?
No motivation? Lack of interest? Lack of resources or investment?
Introducing of applying the telemedicine tools in not healing field, such
as fitness, sport, entertainment, exists, but only for a narrow market.
Healthcare utilisation needs the safety for all the participants, that is, for
patient, health provider, technical assistance [2]. There also must be ensured
economical and resource saving usage, legal and financial regularisation.
Until the health insurance accept and finance the telemedicine processes
and procedures, they will not become accessible generally in healthcare and
the usage rate will not guarantee the return of the investment in technology,
studies, human resources.
This study uncovers one of the problems of spreading the telemedicine,
that is, the lack of accepted and applied telemedicine protocols, so called
eProtocols.
Materials and methods
Observing the surrogate and/or supplementary procedures of the
traditional healing the point of view and the expectations of the participants
are different. Some actors of the healing procedure were reported.
In the point of view of patient, the telemedicine curing should be much
more comfortable, time and money saver, and much faster than the
traditional way. But in the same time the patient may worry because
believing a person that is the doctor is not the same as believing the system
[3]. Can the patient oversee who watches, records and procedures his/her
vital data? Who can access the data, able to forward – or in a case – delete?
Does the patient have possibility to delete or encrypt his/her own data?
In the point of view of the medical doctor or health provider the curing
processes should be protect protected by the controlled and supervised
eProtocols. It gives protection for the doctor in any later legal procedures
about the healing. In the case, if health insurance financed the applied
telemedicine procedures, to create valid investment and business plans
become much easier.
In the point of view of the health insurance company the safety, that is the
needed, adequate and eligible service has been given to the patient with the
necessary and sufficient resources, should be guaranteed. There must
connect the telemedicine health service to the Patient record, that is, the
insufficient procedure may not cause the growth of the cost of the cure of
the patient. Or, if it did, the cost holder must be pointed.
The validity and reality, as important aspects of the telemedicine, data
communication was also re-evaluated.
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The validity of the forwarded data from the sensors or otherwise created
input and sent data must be checked. Any individual datum may mislead the
doctor at the evaluation of the status of the patient, or the technician at the
reliability of the system. The traditional medical protocols contain the
checking procedures or data at accepting the results.
Another question is the checking of the reality of the sent data. It is also a
serious duty for the telemedicine data transfer agents.
The actors of the telemedicine service has been reported and asked about
their suggestions and doubts at fitting this technique in the daily routine.
They were also asked for alternatives.
Results
The telemedicine processes must contain their included control and
backup processes and systems. Single datum may appear only as part of
series or element of a collection. Data packs must be collected as consistent,
valuable measure results and sings. These transmitted data packs must be
validated before and after the transmission. Digital signature required for
the data interchange to identify the patient, the agent and the receiver, that is
the health provider. It also ensures the harmless communication.
Regulation is needed to oversee and check the quality of the telemedicine
procedures, actors and agents. That is the interest for both of the partners.
The reality and validity of the transmitted and received data must have
high priority.
Principles of eProtocols
Applicability/validity fields of protocols
Where and when is telemedicine applicable for healing, that is, when
diagnostic or therapeutic activity may be substituted by telemedicine tools?
That means, that the substituting or surrogate method for the traditional
medicine supposes keeping or raising the level of the healing. It also
increases the economical and social efficacy for the individual patient or the
population.
Stipulations to introduce the protocols
The keeping on level the efficiency and efficacy of the healing is
basically important. Continuous medical and technical supervision should
be implemented.
Must be determined
• Data, created by the telemedicine, to execute and analyse the cure
and to support the medical decision.
• Metadata, defining the data-communication.
• Input and output interfaces.
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Algorithms of diagnostics and therapy
The must to be identified those algorithm, which can be substituted whole
or particularly by the methods and tools of telemedicine.
To build in and fit the telemedicine processes into the algorithm and data
flow.
Complete the algorithm with the potentials and possibilities (analysis’,
aggregations, patient-oriented reports, alarming).
The questions of implementation and maintenance should be cleared before
start the realisation.
Conclusion
As the National Guideline, eProtocol also must have a supervised and
checked system for qualification and acceptance. To apply the eProtocol the
certification must renewed time by time, both in medical and financial
aspects. The technical background must be certificated too. There must be
found or named an authority to realise and supervise this process. The
existence of eProtocols is not sufficient conditions of the introduction of the
telemedicine generally and big amount in the daily routine, but creating
them may help to solve some problems of barriers.
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Abstract: This paper presents an IT system with an operative and userfriendly patient-medical system interface. The system (named MeDist)
will be a useful instrument for healthcare services for persons in rural
areas (where specialist medical assistance is reduced) and for persons
located in remote or isolated places (for example: marine oil rigs, ships
etc.). The MeDist system has been designed to be accessible to all
possible users (design for all), including people with special needs
(elderly, people with disabilities etc.). MeDist is in the development
stage. It provides tele-consultation (remote medical assistance),
monitoring of chronic patients in need of locally unavailable specialist,
orientation of the patient towards the best place of treatment, medical
care and recovery, facilities for making patient appointments.
Introduction
Communication is the most important component of intelligent life, and
particularly so remote communication. The use of the Internet for various
services has become a commonplace in the developed countries and tends to
become in Romania as well during the following years.
Telemedicine [1] can be defined roughly as health services provided
through telecommunication networks. Telemedicine is registering a high
increase of popularity in many countries with considerable interest and
investments in the computer and telecommunications industry.
There are multiple definitions of telemedicine based on its application in
health care. Sood et al. [2] reported over 100 distinct definitions in a review
of the literature, suggesting that telemedicine is a multidisciplinary,
continually evolving, tool in medicine that can overcome issues of uneven
care distribution and labour and infrastructure shortages.
The transmission of information and communication over geographic
distances enables enhanced care coordination and promotes informed
autonomous care on the part of the patient and their family members [3].
The reality of geographical and socio-economic barriers for the access to
healthcare in the rural environment has been recognized long ago, hence the
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necessity for these barriers to be removed in Romania also [4]. Health
workers in the rural environment find themselves in a professional isolation
and incur additional expenses for sending patients to specialist
consultations.
In this context, the development of an IT system that should offer an
operative and user-friendly patient-medical system interface is necessary.
The MeDist system will provide medical assistance through the Internet. It
will be a useful instrument for healthcare services for persons in rural areas
and for persons located in remote or isolated places.
The MeDist system is in the development stage. The system provides
tele-consultation [5], monitoring of chronic patients in need of locally
unavailable specialist, orientation of the patient towards the best place of
treatment, medical care and recovery, facilities for making patient
appointments.
Users
The main users of the system will be the patients. It will be also possible
for family physicians, specialist physicians, hospitals, clinics, spas etc. to
benefit of the facilities provided.
The communication between a user (patient or physician) and the system
is of two types:
1. unidirectional (for obtaining information) – the user will have
access to information regarding patients (if the uder is a physician),
family and specialist physicians, hospitals, clinics, spas etc.
2. bidirectional:
¾ tele-consultations - the users will be able to communicate
through Internet in order to
adjust the treatment for
untransportable patients and for patients residing in remote
areas. The communication can be between:
- patient - family physician/specialist physician;
- family physician - specialist physician;
- specialist physician – another specialist physician.
¾ tele-monitoring – the measurement of some parameters,
specific to the chronic disease of the patient, and the surveillance
of the patient in order to detect the occurrence of pathological
levels.
The MeDist system is accessible to all possible users (design for all).
The design for all approach is addressing a broad spectrum of users: elderly,
disabled people etc. So, during the process of designing the MeDist pages,
we took into account the WCAG (Web Content Accesibility Guidelines)
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reccomendations [6] in order to facilitate the access of the people with
special needs to the services provided by the system.
All users can consult the informative pages of the system. In order to
access the appropriate interactive functions of Medist (to communicate with
other users), the user need to register (to enter a username and a password).
System’s structure
The MeDist system comprises the MeDist database and a package of
ASPX pages for the management of the database through the Internet. The
database has been developed in SQL Server 2005 and the application under
Visual Studio.NET.
The MeDist database has been structured to contain users data, teleconsultation and monitoring data, data about appointments and reservations
and also consultative data (information from the healthcare domain, data
about physicians, hospitals etc.).
For the faster access of the user to the personalised pages, a page named
Personal MeDist has been created (figure 1).

Figure 1. Personal MeDist

The patient may chose the family physician, the specialist physicians etc.
and add them to his personal lists if they agree. So the user will consult only
the personal data, the physicians, healthcare units etc., patients (if the user is
a physician) from the personal lists. This page offers access to the main
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services: teleconsultation, monitoring, appointment for consultation,
reservation for treatment and recovery.
The system will be open, offering the possibility of registration (through the
Internet) of physicians, hospitals, clinics, spas etc. with information about
the available services of each medical provider.
Conclusion
The development of such a system is in accordance with the national
strategy of informatisation of the society in Romania and especialy of
providing access to public information. The MeDist system will contribute
to the development of the logistic infrastructure in the public health field
having thus high chances of success.
The implementation of the system will result in:
- increased quality and efficiency of the medical services by offering a
better and faster connections among all factors involved (patients,
physicians, clinics, spas, etc.);
- increased life expectation of the population by provision of fast
access to physicians in emergency cases (especially in cases in which
the physician and the patient cannot meet face to face sufficiently
promptly).
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Objective of the Project
The broad objective of the project is to use ICT in improving the ability
to collect, store and analyze real time health data across the state. The
project was conceptualized to provide the critical health data across the
health chain for quick and timely intervention by the health administrators.
Health Management Information Systems (HMIS) is expected to work as
the unified Health Reporting platform across the State of Tamil Nadu
including information reporting, Decision Support Systems, Expert systems,
and Executive dashboards.
Hospital Management System (HMS) represents the computer systems
(hardware and software) that aid in effective management within the
hospitals. This comprises various phases in patient care from Registration to
Preparation of Discharge Summary including online entry of diagnosis and
prescription by the doctor in the examination room, maintenance of drug
inventory in pharmacy, stores, maintenance of linen accounts, laundry, diet,
lab services etc. The patients received in the hospital and referred out of the
hospital are also accounted for under HMS.
Scope of the Project
The HMIS project comprehensively covers the key functionalities and
processes within the hospitals (HMS- Hospital Management System) as
well as provides for an online reporting system (HMIS-Health Management
Information System) for all health information.
1.
The services covered for hospitals as part of the HMS comprise 10
modules including Registration (outpatient, inpatient, casualty), Lab
services, Pharmacy, Stores, Wards, Blood Bank, Linen management, Diet,
Biomedical waste management, Equipment Inventory and Clinical module
covering patient Outpatient (OP) record, In patient (IP) record, Nurses
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notes, Operation notes, discharge summary, Ante Natal Records (ANC)
record, Natal & Post Natal record, Family welfare services and Referral
services. Patients receive printouts of the OP slip, lab results, and
prescriptions.
2.
The HMIS comprises four modules namely Clinical, Ancillary,
Program Information and Administrative Information system.
Highlights and Innovations of this project:
The project brought in institution-level changes and provides for the
following
1. Unique Patient identification Number (PIN)
2. Unique Institution codes across all government hospitals and
offices
3. Unique employee numbers/ user names and passwords
4. Usage of standardized State level drug codes & Treasury codes.
5. Uniform and standardized reporting formats
6. TNHSP has proposed to link the PIN to the UID-Unique
Identification Number that is to be developed by the Government
of India.
7. Online availability of patient health records across referral chain.
8. OP record entry by doctors online including online prescriptions,
lab investigations, diagnosis.
9. No Data entry support by ensuring the end users themselves
trained for online usage of the system.
10. The final diagnosis is linked to International Disease Code- 10.
Achievements of this Project:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pilot project implemented in five secondary care Hospitals – lessons
learnt and suitable changes in infrastructure planning and support
planned for next phase procurement and implementation.
Phase 1 successfully completed with 41 hospitals online and HMIS
training completed in 5 districts.
Over 2.8 million patients registered in the system, with around 20,000
patients being processed through the system online. Over 1.4 million
patient health records available online.
Phase 2 procurement in progress to cover 222 hospitals in 25 districts
of the State
Funds for Phase 3 expansion to Tertiary Care hospitals and Medical
Colleges from World Bank approved.
HMIS project awarded the e-India 2009 award for Best Government
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•

•

Initiative for the year 2009 in the e-Health category.
Invited to present paper at e-Asia conference in Colombo, Sri Lanka in
December 2009.
Nominated for the Government of India e-Governance award under
category for Exemplary Horizontal Transfer of ICT based best practices
in health care

S. Vijayakumar is Project Director of Tamil Nadu Health Systems
Project & Special Secretary to Government, Department of Health and
Family Welfare, Government of Tamil Nadu.

P.K. Amarnath Babu is Project Coordinator in Health Management
Information Systems, Tamil Nadu Health Systems Project.

Kala Rao is consultant at Tata Consultancy Services.
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The Approach to Individualized Teleconsultations
of Patients with Arterial Hypertension
1

F. T. Adilova1, N. A. Ignat’ev2, Sh. F. Madrakhimov2
Institute of Mathematics& ICT, National Academy of Sciences
2
National University of Uzbekistan

Abstract: In present study is proved hypothesis that homeostasis of
organism can be identified by set of features, which are not
conventional norm. We affirm that in general case the set of allowable
values of the features can be dissected on disjoint intervals, reflecting
conditions of homeostasis equilibrium of normal functioning organism,
but these values of features are not norm. We named these conditions
“zones of health” because in them organism supports the necessary
balance with external environment. It is shown, that partition on
intervals of the quantitative features can be also use for calculation of
arterial hypertension heaviness generalized rate.
Introduction
Partition of the measured factors on intervals is broadly used at data
analysis in medical research. Using the interval was considered useful at
homeostasis study of live system. Really, the organism can function under
comparatively small range deviations of the different features of the internal
environment (physic-chemical, physiological) from determined average
value, which was considered as norm, but condition of the organism in this
interval was considered as condition of homeostasis equilibrium. In many
investigations one can find the concept of individual norm. From
homeostatic point of view this norm is such status of arterial hypertension
patient in which conditions of homeostatic equilibrium provides
compensated type of clinical course. Main goal of our study is to define a
set of features’ intervals which form individual norm of patients with
arterial hypertension. As opposed to known approaches we offer to analyze
only data of examination, using methods of data mining [1]. So input
information for partition the quantitative features on disjoint intervals and
calculations generalized rate are used standard tables “object-feature”,
describing the status of every patient under study.
Material and methods
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The research was based on the data of patients’ examination from Central
Military Clinical Hospital, Republic Uzbekistan. 29 quantitative features
were used, reflecting clinical and functional condition of 147 patients. There
are two groups: 36 patients have diagnosis of arterial hypertension, 111
were practically healthy [2].
The formal description of the problem in general case (quantitative and
qualitative features) is reduced to the problem of the pattern recognition in
standard statement. The fixed set of objects E0 = {S1,..., Sm } , contains
representatives of two disjoint classes K 1 , K 2 . The description of objects
are produced by means of n two type features (intermix,-qualitative and
quantitative), ξ from which are measured in interval scale, n − ξ in
nominal.
Let us name the representatives of the class K1 (patient with arterial
hypertension) as “event”, representatives of the class K 2 (practically
health) - “not events”. Need of consideration problem of the pattern
recognition on two classes is done under following reasons: any generalized
rate (the rate of heaviness of the disease) is relative. The objects each of
classes are opposed to object of the opposite class; there are absent the
classes of analytical functions for recovering the dependencies in space of
intermix features.
Let us mark I , J a set of number accordingly quantitative and nominal
(qualitative) features X = {x1 ,..., xn } , I + J = n . On set E0 are selected
disjoint intervals for each quantitative feature in border of which dominate
values of the class “events” or “not events”. For this is produced of c -th
feature ( c ∈ I ) ascending ordering.
(1)
rc1 , rc2 ,..., rcm .
According to criterion defined below, sequence (1) is split on τ c disjoint

[

]

intervals rc ,rc i ,i = 1,τ c .
Values
of
feature,
within
u v
i
, hereinafter can be considered as gradation of the
interval rc , rc
u
v
nominal feature.
Let d i (u ,v ), d i (u ,v ) - number of the representatives accordingly classes
2
1`

[

]

[

]

K1 , K 2 in interval rcu , rcv i . For selection of features rcu , rcv on index

of the dominant class t ∈ {1,2} we offer criterion:
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d ti (u , v ) d 3i −t (u , v )
−
→ max .
Kt
K 3−t

(2)

The recursive process of the choice of dominant intervals we show on
1
example of the class K 2 . The borders of the first interval rcu , rcv in the

[

]

sequences (1) are calculated on maximum of criterion (2) under t = 2 . The

[

]

p

similar are defined borders for rcu , rcv

[

] [

to rcu , rcv 1 ,..., rcu , rcv

]

p −1

, on values (1), that not belong

. The criterion of the stop of the process serves the

absence of the interval with positive value (2) under t = 2 . Minimal
covering of all values (1), disjointing with intervals of class K 2 , form the

intervals of dominances of class K1 .
d i (u ,v )
d 2i (u ,v ) results of optimal in means
Let us label η = 1
,
η
=
1i
2i
K1
K2
of (2) of the partition for each interval rc ,rc i ,i =1,τc . Values of the
u v
membership function c -th feature to K1 on interval rc ,rc i define as:

[

f c (i ) =

]

[

η1i
.
η1i + η 2i

u

v

]

(3)

If feature, c ∈ J , then η1i , η 2i in (3) can be considered as number of
values of i-th gradations in classes K1 , K 2 , accordingly. The generalized

rate of the object S ∈ E0 ∩ K d , S = (b1 , b2 ,....bn ) is calculated under
formula:

[

]

[

]

⎞
⎛ ⎧ f ( i ), b ∈ r ,r i and x ∉ r ,r i
c
cu cv
jc
cu cv
⎟
⎜ ⎪c
⎟
⎜ ⎪
⎧⎪ fc ( i ), bc ≠ x jc ⎟
⎫
1
⎪ f c ( i )bc − x jc
⎜
R( S ) =
+ ∑⎨
∑
∑
⎨
⎪
,
r
r
≠
⎪
⎜
c
c
i
u
v , b , x ∈ r ,r
bc = x jc ⎟
K3−d S ∈K
c∈J ⎪
⎩0,
⎬ c jc cu cv
j 3−d ⎜c∈I⎪ rcu − rcv
⎟
⎪
⎪
⎟
⎜
rcu = rcv ⎭⎪
0,
⎪
⎠
⎝ ⎩

[

Where

S j = ( x j1 , x j 2 ,..., x jn ) and values

]

τc

each nominal features belongs to the set {1,2,...,τc }.

Results and discussion
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(4)

gradation, c ∈ J of

Partition of 29 quantitative features on intervals of dominances and values
of the membership function of each interval to arterial hypertension is
shown that was revealed brightly expressed two “zone of health”, [2.5,3.2],
[3.9,3.9], got for feature “size of the left auricle cavity”, where values of the
membership function in each of which less 0.5.
The suitable way for analysis of heaviness rate of disease is mapping of
values of the generalized rate from (4) in interval [0, 1]. Such image allows
comparing the generalized rates, got on different sets of features.
Conclusion
1. Homeostatic conditions of patient with arterial hypertension, named as
“zone of health” can be formed by set of some interval values of traditional
features. This set of values can be considered as individual norm of patient.
The organism of patient (at some people and not always) can find such
homeostatic equilibrium, in which regulation of features, in magnitude
deviating from norm, however realized in mode of the compensations. For
the first time we offer approach based of the clinical data and methods of
the artificial intelligence.
2. The calculation of the generalized rates by offered methods allows
define the level of disease heaviness on specified set of the features,
regardless of expert estimation by physicians. Thereby, we have shown that
this computing method gives the objective estimation of the patient status,
but discovery potential “zone of health” allows define the individual norm
for every patient.
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Abstract: Nowadays three dimensions must be considered to define
Clinical Information (CI): 1. The management logic. It is the logic of
aims, schedule, efficiency and control 2. The clinical science logic.
Clinicians have different expectations and make different requests out
of the clinical information. It must produce knowledge and be
understandable. It requires to manage the logic of causes and effects, of
risks and benefits; 3. The patient choice logic. There is no CI outside
the patient-physician relationship. Patients surf on the net searching
CI, take part to blogs and in the care of their own disease. CI is used for
creating Electronic Health Records (EHR). Managers have information
for performing epidemiological analysis and planning the delivery of
health services, but the comparison of data and the correctness of the
data chain management are often lost. This reflects the fragmentation
of the information systems. Here we analyze four approaches to CI.

ARNO epidemiological observatory
ARNO observatory has been activated in 1987 with the aim of providing
advanced IT resources to the local and regional programs dedicated to the
monitoring of medical prescriptions. It is an on-line multicenter prescription
observatory of a population of almost 11 million of inhabitants
characterized by an epidemiological approach. The system has been
conceived to combine and aggregate huge masses of data, collected for each
single patient for administrative use: general practitioner’s prescriptions,
hospital admissions and discharges, diagnosis tests and examinations by
medical specialists. Many efforts have been made to improve data quality,
cross-checking of the original data bases (drugs, patients, physicians)
leading to the creation of a population oriented database which assures a
high degree of confidence to both general and stratified analyses. During its
long history, ARNO observatory [1], [2], [3] have shown helpful in many
clinical research applications, beyond its downright scope of supporting the
daily work of Local Health Units. However, administrative data exchanged
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among the various health caregivers lack a reliable and standardized way of
representing and exchanging clinical information, thus imposing limitations
on the possibility to conduct epidemiological studies. For instance,
digitalization of drug prescription usually involve at some step the manual
input of data, with an obvious impact on the data quality. But an even worse
problem is represented by the lack of any indication or diagnosis. A similar
problem is faced with hospital discharge records, since the clinical data are
expressed in a form suitable for the reimbursement systems but totally unfit
for scientific research. Cross-linking all data flows helps greatly in
overcoming some of these drawbacks, though the usefulness of clinical data
would be greatly enhanced just by adopting a more rational representation
of clinical data. The number of LHU involved is 32 and the total population
is 10,498,545; the number of patients with prescription is 7,453,967 with
prevalence of 68.4 %, GPs involved are 8,307 whereas pediatricians are
1,260, the number of prescription per year are 90,193,000 and the total
prescription managed are about 640,000,000.
OLDES project in Bologna
In modern health care systems, a large number of agencies participate in
the care process which provides individual services. These services often
need to be combined into packages and plans. The challenge of OLDES
project (co-founded by EU FP 6 under Ambient Assisting Living theme) is
that this problem cannot be dealt by using the classical enterprise approach
made of solutions closely integrated with proprietary mechanisms. Due to
these challenges we referred to a federal approach which supports, and at
the same time depends on, the trust and co-operation between agencies.
This allows each agency to maintain its responsibility and management of
the individual relationship with patients, while exchanging information and
coordinating actions in the interest of their shared clients. Clients can
actively participate and give their consent to such actions. CI needs data
produced not only within the organization boundaries, but also data that can
be produced and owned by other agencies within the federation. A specific
attention is paid in the analysis of the relationship among the different
agencies which own data and define procedures for the governance of this
exchange flow and the composition of CI. Specific services are dedicated to
recovering information from different sources which belong to different
agencies. Information are then composed in a transparent way on the user
interface of the stakeholder. From a logical point of view, we have to
introduce a service for data management whose scope is not to aggregate
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every type of information in a single data base, but to extract information
and compose them from federated databases. We achieved this aim by using
a master data management that connects information with important
semantic meaning to the others.
High Learning Course for GPs at Bologna University
The High Learning Course (HLC) for GPs organized by Bologna
University highlights the importance for clinicians to know the new
opportunities offered by web2 in healthcare. More and more patients use the
tools made available by web2 and claim to discuss their pathology with
clinicians. This requires the generation of CI to be revised. In HLC on eHealth, a new attempt to evaluate different sources of CI was performed.
This approach resulted in a complex vision, due to the absence of
standardization within GP’s. However, it actually represents the more
reliable approach to evaluate CI usefulness, taking into account the problem
of individual and population outcomes we mentioned above. The internet
era has currently brought a lot of opportunities for the consumer of health
data [4]. Patients surf the net and claim to discuss medical issues with
physicians. However, in order to make the involvement of patients well
accepted by physicians, we need personal care to have a clear governance
and this implies a more strict physician-patient relation. CI used for
healthcare is composed by both structured and un-structured data coming
from different sources, even non conventional sources like images and
videos. Medical profession is a collaborative work and the CI managed by
one doctor could be important in different health pathway. In this scenario
the relationship between doctor and patient is changing. ICT solutions are
often focused on data and not on the relationships that produce those
information. In conclusion the patient involvement is needed in health care
practice and web2.0 can offer great opportunities to this involvement, but
the privacy and accuracy of information must be guaranteed. It seems that
traditional stand-alone health information system has to be revisited in the
light of this novelty.
ICT for managing EHR by GPs
EHR used by GPs are focused on the management of clinical pathways
and not on the generation of CI. Data are exchanged using HL7 messages
where the intelligence of the communication is embedded in the message.
CI “must” produce positive and measurable outcomes, both in population
(epidemiological approach) and in individuals (clinical approach) and for
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both perceived and objective needs of individuals and society. Obviously,
the integration of three “dimensions” (management logic, science logic,
patient choice) is a complex process and any interference in this process
might modify the final result improving or worsening the outcomes. In
several experimental set the type of data recorded largely depends on
personal interest of the researcher, availability of low-cost data, or
methodological issue, such as the idea of preferably recording wellstandardized data in spite of more complex information. As a result,
valuable CI about diseases are usually lost.
Conclusions
This analysis has pointed out a few critical situations in the correctness of
the information management chain. CI is flat and does not consist of
contextual information. Data stored in different applications are built for
management aims and lack the whole context. A single data has different
meanings: the privacy context, the disease management background, the
compliance to a guide line. So knowledge must be embedded in the
information process and not left to a communication framework. The new
opportunities offered by web2 require to change the conceptual frame of the
world of data bases. Access control services must be replaced with
publication and syndication services, in which the communication of health
information is an active process, based on the recognition by the two sides
of the importance of information and their desire to share them. In this
system the subject of information is an informed and active participant. We
have learnt that it is necessary to introduce collaborative tools in the work
of GPs in order to involve the patient,, but this process must be
accompanied by guide lines which guarantee patient’s privacy, governance
and compliance.
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Abstract: Epidemiology is actual and important task of healthcare in
the world. Natural or man-made incidents of infectious diseases can
cause serious healthcare problems. It is well known, that at 2001 during
anthrax incidents healthcare system in USA was overloaded due to high
intensity of requests of investigation of suspicious powders and
population calls regarding possible outcomes of contact with infectious
agent. At present the questions associated with epidemics acquire more
and more importance. After September 11 different projects have been
implemented for the aim to create an effective approach for
epidemiology control. Despite of variety of realized projects, the tool
has not been created till now. One of the most actual areas of research
is the application of information technologies for epidemiology aims,
and especially creation and management of epidemiology medical
information program and databases. Existed solutions mainly focus on
distance education. The amount of projects and initiatives, which aimed
usage of information technologies for epidemiology, except of distance
education, is limited. As a result the creation and practical application
of epidemiology medical information program and databases needs
further investigation. This objective significantly detains the process of
creation of adequate approach of early warnings system. The present
article aims presentation of the project which will investigate
application of information technologies for epidemiology purposes, in
particular for creation and management of epidemiology medical
information program and databases. In the frames of the project there
will be created as epidemiology medical information program
organized in accordance with the principle of clinical information
system / digital medical history, so virtual learning center. The last one
will realize distance education on actual topics of epidemiology,
bioinformatics and application of information technologies in the field
of epidemiology. The epidemiology medical information program will
ensure the realization of the modern concept of infectious diseases’
management. The application of information technologies for
epidemiology tasks and especially for creation and management of
epidemiology medical information program and databases, distance
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education on actual tasks of epidemiology and bioinformatics, is actual
and perspective approach. The project “Virtual Epidemiology –
Application of Information Technologies for Creation and
Management of Epidemiology Medical Information Program and
Databases” will stimulate usage of information technologies for medical
purposes, development of telemedicine and eHealth in Georgia.

Introduction
Epidemiology is actual and important task of healthcare in the world.
Natural or man-made incidents of infectious diseases can cause serious
healthcare problems. It is well known, that at 2001 during anthrax incidents
healthcare system in USA was overloaded due to high intensity of requests
of investigations of suspicious powders and population calls regarding
possible outcomes of contact with infectious agent. At present the questions
associated with epidemics acquire more and more importance. After
September 11 different projects have been implemented for the aim to
create an effective approach for epidemiology control. Despite of variety of
realized projects, the tool has not been created till now. One of the most
actual areas of research is the application of information technologies for
epidemiology aims, and especially creation and management of
epidemiology medical information program and databases. Existed
solutions mainly focus on distance education. The amount of projects and
initiatives, which aimed usage of information technologies for
epidemiology, except of distance education, is limited. As a result the
creation and practical application of epidemiology medical information
program and databases needs further investigation. This objective
significantly detains the process of creation of adequate approach of early
warnings system.
The present article aims presentation of the project which aims
investigation of application of information technologies for epidemiology
purposes, in particular for creation and management of epidemiology
medical information program and databases. In the frames of the project
there will be created as epidemiology medical information program
organized in accordance with the principle of clinical information system /
digital medical history, so virtual learning center. The last one will realize
distance education on actual topics of epidemiology, bioinformatics and
application of information technologies in the field of epidemiology. The
epidemiology medical information program will ensure the realization of
the modern concept of infectious diseases’ management. By it will be
realized organization and management of database, statistical analysis of
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data and also management of separate structural units of healthcare system
those are focusing upon infectious diseases control and biosafety tasks as
well as their coordination with each other. During project’s implementation
there will be implemented possibilities of medical information program,
management of databases and distance education. Mentioned information
program will be created on the background of .Net technology; for database
SQL Database will be used. Epidemiology medical information program
will have multilingual interface, possibilities of local (intranet) and distant
(internet) usage.
The application of information technologies for epidemiology tasks and
especially for creation and management of epidemiology medical
information program and databases, distance education on actual tasks of
epidemiology and bioinformatics, is actual and perspective approach. The
present project is innovative and progressive. The project will stimulate
usage of information technologies for medical purposes, development of
telemedicine and eHealth in Georgia. Project’s results will serve as the
background for establishment of systems of national epidemiology control,
biosafety, public health and etc.
Goals and Objectives
The project aims application of information technologies for creation and
management of epidemiology medical information program and databases.
In the frames of the project “Virtual Epidemiology – Application of
Information Technologies for Creation and Management of Epidemiology
Medical Information Program and Databases” teaching programs focusing
on actual tasks of epidemiology and bioinformatics will be realized
distantly. The project’s goals are:
1. Creation of epidemiology medical information program organized in
accordance with the principle of clinical information system / digital
medical history;
2. Creation of educational programs focusing on actual topics of
epidemiology and bioinformatics;
3. Distance education.
The objectives of project are:
1. Creation of epidemiology medical information program organized in
accordance with the principle of clinical information system / digital
medical history;
2. Creation of epidemiology database;
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3. Preparation of educational programs focusing on actual topics of
epidemiology;
4. Preparation of educational programs focusing on actual topics of
epidemiology;
5. Establishing of virtual learning center;
6. Distance education of medical personnel on actual topics of
epidemiology and bioinformatics;
7. Organization of conferences.
Expected Results
Application of information technologies in medicine is the most
perspective and actual. Usage of information technologies in epidemiology
is effective. But concrete technology or practical recommendation has not
been worked out till now. In the frames of the project will be elaborated
epidemiology medical information program, distance education on actual
tasks of epidemiology and bioinformatics will be realized. This is
innovative and perspective approach, which is the prerequisite of
development of effective systems of epidemiology control and public health
in Georgia.
Through the project a core facility of computational biology will be
created which will represent synthesis between epidemiology and medicine
from one hand and biostatistics and bioinformatics from other hand. In this
core facility bioinformatics tools will be applied for early identification of
pathogenic organisms on the basis of Internet searching and analysis of
nucleotide sequences. Multivariate biostatistics methods will be applied for
establishment of modern syndrome surveillance system.
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Abstract: Patients with food based allergies or intolerances have to live
on an individual diet. This has a big influence to their quality of life.
They have to avoid food that contains particular allergens or
ingredients. To support these people the CRP Henri Tudor launched
the WikiFood website that provides an independent product database
that helps to find compatible food.

Introduction
The prevalence of food allergies in the population has been estimated to
be around 1-3% for adults and 3-6% for children [1]. Food allergies have a
wide range of symptoms beginning with a mild indisposition to a lifethreatening anaphylactic shock. Patients suffering from food based allergies
or intolerances have to live on an individual diet. That means they have to
avoid food that contains particular allergens. For people that are extremely
sensitive even smallest traces can cause allergic reactions. Food producers
are obliged to provide the ingredients of their food products by printing
them on the product packages. But they are not forced to provide ingredient
lists to any governmental or private institution for consumer information or
protection. Allergic Patients have to read the ingredients lists very carefully
during shopping or before consumption to minimize the risk of a potential
allergic reaction. This is not an easy task as labels are often hard to read and
to understand. That is one reason why allergic persons often avoid buying
new products or visiting a restaurant. Food allergies concern both the
allergic person itself and all those supplying and preparing food [2].
Therefore the WikiFood initiative has started to build up an information
portal for people with food allergies and intolerances.
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The WikiFood Website
WikiFood is part of the MENSSANA project (Mobile Expert &
Networking System for Systematic Analysis of Nutrition based Allergies)
which will analyze how Information and Communication Technologies
(ICT) can support allergy disease management [3]. The MENSSANA goal
is to use electronic patient diaries for allergy diagnostics and diet
management purposes [4]. To achieve this, reliable information about
products and their ingredients is needed. As mentioned before, food
producers are not forced to provide this information electronically. This is
why the CRP Henri Tudor launched the WikiFood website
(www.wikifood.eu) in September 2006 to build up a central and
independent database. This product database provides detailed information
about ingredients, allergens and nutrition facts of foodstuffs. WikiFood
builds up a volunteer network where producers and consumers generate the
content of this product database (see Fig.1). Producers and retailers can
demonstrate their care and interest in food security by publishing their
products. As of December 2009 there were about 14,000 products of about

Figure 2: The WikiFood Community
2400 brands entered in the database. Food producers or retailers entered
about 11,300 of these products. All other entries were created by other
registered users. This transcription of product labels requires a lot of
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concentration and diligence and is rewarded with points for the user. Digital
pictures of the packages and the ingredient lists help to validate the data
entries. Similar to the free encyclopaedia Wikipedia (www.wikipedia.org)
every registered user can edit entries of other users except entries directly
provided by producers. However, the users have the opportunity to report
errors via a contact form. This ensures the data quality as all information
will be peer reviewed by the user community. An editing history of each
database entry helps to track changes of each product entry. This database
helps allergic persons when planning their shopping by identifying products
they need to avoid due to incompatible ingredients. Now they have the
possibility to get detailed information about food products at home before
the purchase. The website offers advanced search functionalities to exclude
particular allergens or ingredients to speed up the product search. But
WikiFood is not only helpful for people with food allergies. Also nonallergic people can use the information for a conscious handling of foods
and supporting a healthy way of living.
WikiFood is even more than a single product database. It also offers a
discussion board where allergy patients have the opportunity to exchange
their experiences. It also provides the opportunity to exchange private
messages. This leads to the establishment of social contacts between the
members.
Conclusion
Food allergies and intolerances are of high interest not only for people
with food hypersensitivity but for all supplying and preparing food e.g.
family members and friends, restaurants and food producers. The WikiFood
website provides an independent information portal where everybody can
find and publish information about foodstuffs and their corresponding
ingredients. Since 18th of July, 2008 there were 284.496 visitors (December
2009) on the website. This is an indicator for the success and need for this
kind of information platform. But there is still a lot of work to as the
product database only contains a fractional amount of the huge food marked
so far. To cover the whole market more input of food producers is needed.
Outlook
Current work is done on the general page layout to improve usability and
user satisfaction. In the future the users will have even more benefit of the
product database. It's planned to provide a WikiFood client for modern
mobile phones, like Apple’s iPhone or Windows Mobile based
smartphones. The users will be able to access the database in the
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supermarket and can directly check if a product contains incompatible
allergens or ingredients. First prototypes have been developed and are now
in their testing phase.
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Abstract: The main aim of the presented research is the development of
a Virtual Care Community around the elderly consisting of people of
different ages and roles that assist, collaborate and actively
communicate with the elderly to improve their daily life in an ad-hoc
and informal way stimulating thus and prolonging their independent
and active living in an outward environment. The solution integrates
different mobile wireless ICT based services addressing the elderly
social interaction context categories of Care & Wellness, Guidance and
Mobility Monitoring and provides for personalized care and adaptation
of social relationships and contexts of the elderly people as they age.
Introduction
Demographic studies show that the number of people aged from 65 to 80
will rise by nearly 40% between 2010 and 2030. State of the art
technologies can play an important role in addressing the challenge to
support the elderly to live autonomously and remain active for longer. Even
though, different efforts have been undertaken regarding the development of
ICT solutions supporting the elderly, such efforts are mainly focusing on
elderly that are in a rather advanced disabilities state. As a result the
provided solutions and technologies aim mainly at restoring the lost
independent living, allowing the elderly to have a glimpse of independence
in highly controlled and constrained environments. Related research [1], [2]
focuses mostly on systems aiming to assist the elderly people in coping with
everyday life without giving emphasis on the elderly socialization needs.
The presented research, carried out in the framework of the MELCO
project which is collaboration among the industry, care providers and
academia, takes a proactive action providing a solution for elderly people at
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the very early stages of capabilities degradation, when they are still capable
to have a non-assisted independent living. The target group is the big group
of healthy elderly with light physical or psychological health problems, who
are self-supporting, able to move around, and find pleasure in getting help
or stimulation to be active in an outward environment. The project builds an
innovative Virtual Care Community around the elderly aiming to support
and stimulate the elderly to remain longer active and live independent. It
encourages and supports active participation, communication, socialization,
mutual assistance and self-organization of the elderly, promoting seamless
integration and interaction of different people (family members, caretakers,
medical professionals, friends etc.) from all ages. The project places the
elderly in the centre of personalized care provision by integrating different
mobile wireless ICT based services addressing the elderly social interaction
context needs of Care & Wellness, Guidance and Mobility Monitoring.
Special attention is given on end-user’s trust and individual privacy
protection requirements.
Scientific and Technological Innovation and Main Objectives
In the research carried out innovation emerges not only from the area of
new technologies, but also from the development and support of an
innovative elderly social practice-oriented community model integrating
new types of user experience and advance elderly social interaction with
new ways of services design thinking and delivery. It focuses on the
identification of elderly particular wishes and needs in terms of what
factors, relationships, communication issues and roles are meaningful and
generate the greatest impact on their self concepts and ability to self
actualise. It goes beyond simple computer mediated interaction and
‘technology push’ services design thinking.
The developed practice-oriented community model paved the way
through the achievement of the project’s main objective of building around
the aged person a Virtual Care Community consisting of Virtual Dynamic
Collaborative Care Teams [3]. Such teams are virtual, i.e. they assist and
provide care to the elderly without being physically present, dynamic, i.e.
care provision changes dynamically in order to match the elderly people’s
needs, and collaborative the various team members combine their
knowledge and work interactively to provide effective elderly care
In the work carried out particular importance was given on human-tohuman computer-mediated interaction and trust. Elderly support is provided
by his/her assigned virtual social care team through close interpersonal,
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meaningful, and positive social connectivity affected by the quality,
quantity, frequency, diversity and reciprocity of social contacts as well as
the possibilities and opportunities for establishing them.
MELCO ensures that the elderly has a unique personalized profile of
disabilities and abilities, special needs and preferences promoting thus
personalized care provision. Behavior analysis is used to adapt social
relationships and contexts of the elderly people as they age and adaptive
user profiling techniques and interfaces, considering user feedback and
historical data, are used to change the elderly preferences and capabilities
regarding the provision of care services.
Main innovative objective of the MELCO project is also the integration
of the elderly virtual care community with different mobile wireless ICT
based services addressing the three main areas of the elderly social
interaction context: i) Care & Wellness providing basic informal care
empowering and encouraging the elderly people to undertake physical
exercises and activities; create meeting groups for leisure activities and
exchange their competence/knowledge/skills with the other members of the
assigned elderly virtual care team. This will guarantee that valuable
experience of elderly people does not cease to contribute to the wealth of
the society by the simple fact that people retire and age ii) Guidance
services providing instructions, explanation and information supporting the
daily activities of the elderly and iii) Mobility Monitoring services
supporting early detection of limitations in mobility and physical fitness and
elderly daily activity follow up based on predefined plans.
MELCO’s System Design and Implementation
Based on the identified elderly social interaction care needs and the
definition of the practice-oriented social community model, usage scenarios
have been specified, capturing the most appropriate use cases that are
implemented by the MELCO system. The UML (Unified Modeling
Language) has been used to identify roles and analyse and formalise
collaboration scenarios between virtual social care team members.
MELCO’s system architecture is a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
making use of web-services and a robust and persistent database
management system. The main aim was to provide the elderly with the
appropriate ICT based services, at the most suitable time, in the right place,
in the most effective manner. An important issue is the protection of privacy
and confidentiality interests of the users. Role access control is designed to
provide a series of mechanisms and services to ensure that information will
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only be shared among authorized users directly associated with the delivery
of the relevant services. Throughout the MELCO’s system implementation
different state of the art technologies have been used including : the Internet
Information Services (IIS) providing a secure, easy-to-manage Web
platform, the Microsoft Active Server Pages (ASP) enabling the creation
and run of dynamic, interactive web server applications and the Microsoft
.NET Compact Framework (.NET CF) designed to run on Windows CE
based mobile/embedded devices. Wireless sensor technologies and
monitoring devices and wireless mobile devices, are seamlessly integrated
and made available to the ICT services. MELCO does not only provide a
unique system adaptable multi-modal interface that operates on any state of
the art mobile wireless device, but all the different ICT based services are
working as a unique federated service.
Conclusions
The presented work provides an answer to the emergent demographic
challenge. Through the use of a Virtual Care Community, integrating
different mobile wireless ICT based services, addressing the elderly social
care context categories, MELCO enables a rich stimulating social
environment around the elderly people, that supports them to live
independently and actively for longer. This impacts positively their
wellbeing and quality of life. The project’s outcome has intrinsically also a
high positive impact in improving the work load of the elderly families and
care personnel, by prolonging the time the elderly can live autonomously in
a socially integrated community manner thereby reducing the demand for
care and the associated care cost.
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Abstract: The rate of medical emergencies aboard commercial flights is
increasing. This is probably due to the higher number of chronically ill
and/or old travelers. This study has analyzed files of patients assisted
by Centro Internazionale Radio Medico (CIRM) on board airplanes
from January 1st 2001 to December 31st 2008. In this period CIRM has
assisted 165 patients on board aircraft (50.91% males, 49.09%
females). Passengers accounted for the 89.70% of cases, crew members
for the 10.30%. Pathologies assisted involved to a greater extent
digestive system (18.18%), circulatory system (13.94%), respiratory
system (12.73%), nervous system (12.12%) and genitourinary system
(10.91%) disorders. Approximately 57% of patients improved and
28.5% were unchanged, whereas in the 6.7% of cases flight diversion
was necessary. The availability of epidemiological data may help for
developing standardized operative procedures and approaches for
guaranteeing the best care to ill patients on board airplanes.
Introduction
Data on the number of in-flight medical emergencies or deaths are sparse as
no established databases providing this information is available [1,2]. In
view of this, statistics on this topic are based only on the few studies
published in the literature [1,2]. It is reported that in-flight illnesses are
uncommon and in general are related to not serious problems. The rate of
medical emergencies aboard commercial flights is increasing probably due
to the rising number of chronically hill or old travelers. On the other hand,
serious illnesses including deaths may also occur. Centro Internazionale
Radio Medico (CIRM), the Italian Telemedical Maritime Assistance
Service (TMAS), besides providing medical advice to ships without a
doctor on board, since 1952 assists also people on board commercial flights.
In view of the limited information on pathologies on in-flight medical
illnesses, the present study has analyzed files of patients assisted by CIRM
on board airplanes from January 1st 2001 to December 31st 2008.
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Epidemiological analysis
Analysis was made by reviewing 21,869 files of patients assisted by CIRM
from January 1st 2001 to December 31st 2008. Diagnosis of CIRM
physicians was classified according to the International Classification of
Diseases (ICD)-10 [3]. ICD is the International Classification of Diagnoses.
This standard is used worldwide for general epidemiology, health
management and clinical analysis. Causes of illness were referred to the
age of individuals, their rank on board if crew members, to the
circumstances and to the number of crew members in the aircraft where it
occurred. These data were then analyzed statistically according to the basic
standards of epidemiology.
Results
In the elapse of time considered, CIRM has assisted 165 patients on board
airplanes (Figure 1). The male-to-female ratio was approximately 1:1 with
84 (50.91%) male patients and 81 (49.09%) females. The majority of
patients assisted was represented by passengers (148 people - 89.70%). The
remaining 10.30% were crew members.
People transported by airplanes asking for medical advice to CIRM
included 29,518 passengers and 1,667 crew members. Hence, a total of
31,185 people was on board flights assisted by CIRM. This indicates that
the frequency of diseases involving passengers on board airplanes was
5.3/1,000. The frequency of diseases involving crew members was 10.2/
1,000.
Age of patients assisted was between 1 to 87 years (mean 42.48 ± 21.55
years). Pathologies assisted involved to a greater extent digestive system
(18.18%), circulatory system (13.94%), respiratory system (12.73%),
nervous system (12.12%) and genitourinary system (10.91%) disorders
(Figure 2).

Figure 1: Number of patients on board airplanes assisted by CIRM from 2000 to
2008
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Figure 2: Pathologies involving patients on board airplanes assisted by CIRM in
2000-2008 classified according to ICD-10
(I-infectious diseases; III-Diseases of the blood and blood-forming organs and certain
disorders involving the immune mechanism; IV-endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases;
V- Mental and behavioural disorders; VI-Diseases of the nervous system; VII-Diseases of the
eye and adnexa; VIII-Diseases of the ear and mastoid process; IX- Diseases of the circulatory
system; X- Diseases of the respiratory system; XI-Diseases of the digestive system; XIIDiseases of the skin and subcutaneous tissue; XIV-Diseases of the genitourinary system; XVPregnancy, childbirth and the puerperium; XVIII- Symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and
laboratory findings, not elsewhere classified; XIX- Injury, poisoning and certain other
consequences of external causes; XX-External causes of morbidity and mortality; XXI- Factors
influencing health status and contact with health services).

In terms of outcome, 57% of patients improved and 28.5% were unchanged.
For 11 patients (6.7% of cases) flight diversion was necessary for their
hospitalization. One case of death on board following a severe crisis of
asthma in a passenger of 27 years was also noticeable.
With a few exceptions medical advice was required almost exclusively by
intercontinental flights operated by Italian airlines.
Discussion
The problem of providing medical care on board aircraft is quite complex
and is approached differently by various carriers [4,5]. Some use their own
medical services to provide medical assistance on board of their flights,
others have contracts with centers providing a subscription service, others
are affiliated to public hospitals [4,5]. In view of the heterogeneity of
possible providers of these services and of the increasing potentialities of
telemedicine for assisting remote patients , the availability of wider
epidemiological data may help for developing standardized operative
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procedures and approaches for guaranteeing the best care to ill patients on
board airplanes.
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Abstract: Although the mapping of health data is well known in
epidemiology, advances in geographic information systems (GIS)
provide new opportunities for developing applications for strategic
control and decision making in public health, specially in developing
countries, using interactive digital mapping techniques to help planning
the utilization of limited economic, physical and human resources.
In this pilot project, a GIS is enhanced with new health layers created
from data received from a mobile phones network strategically
distributed along the country. Each node of the network reports all
cases detected over a region of interest, using traditional SMS. These
formatted reports feed the GIS which fuses fixed geographic data with
dynamic data coming from the mobile network to create health layers.
These new layers are managed by a web-based GIS application with
different mining tools and specific features, like a situational awareness
tool for quick information display, where users can see in real-time the
spatial distribution of cases, get statistical reports, compare disease
rates across regions, trace the number of cases and obtain trends for
assessing the disease evolution and making strategic decisions by
adopting new and strong preventive or corrective actions.
These combined technologies can be used to develop health plans and
public health policies regarding to endemics, epidemics or pandemics
situations, such as Dengue, HIV, Malaria, Chagas, AH1N1 influenza
and others. It will also help to manage other concerns such as chronic
diseases (diabetes, cardiac, obesity, etc), birth control, health education,
epidemiology and disease control.
The potential use of GIS needs to be discussed. Information of weather,
environment conditions, potable water availability, electricity, and
other factors can be added to enhance the capabilities of GIS using
correlation among different factors in order to match significant data.
Regarding to its use in health, it is becoming a great valuable tool for
disease control and strategic decision making in public health.
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Introduction
Relationships between health issues and its spatial references it is not so
recent. In 1853, Dr. John Snow showed the importance of spatial dynamics
in the understanding of disease, and the use of maps to describe and analyze
it, predicting the evolution of cholera in London, assuming that cholera
might be spread by infected water supplies more than a century ago.
Nowadays, technologies allow for real time information analysis and
mapping using computational tools like GIS. These advantages have a
significant relevance in many fields, where timely information on the course
of an event or place is needed, among other related events, to take decisions
and to implement appropriate actions [1].
GIS Basics
A GIS is commonly defined as a computer-assisted information
management system of geo-referenced data, integrating the management
(acquisition, storage, maintenance), analysis (statistical, spatial modeling)
and display (graphics, mapping) of geographic data, which are presented as
interactive information layers [2]. There are many open source and
proprietary solutions and resources, and also we can integrate both
philosophies into a combined solution. From a technical point of view, the
two main components of a GIS are the spatial database and the set of tools
allowing for management and visualization of different GIS layers.
Health Perspective of GIS
The application field and objectives of a GIS can be varied, and concern a
great number of questions linking social and physical problems. The spatial
modeling capacities offered by GIS can help to understand, for example, the
spatial variation in the incidence of disease, and its covariation with
environmental factors and the health care system. Thus, GIS will be here
considered as a tool to assist in health research, in health education, and in
the planning, monitoring, and evaluation of health programs.
Design
The GIS Platform
A PostGIS database (PostGre SQL with spatial data management
features) allows for handle a solution with general public license, in
addition environments like MapServer bring solutions for building up an
open source GIS.
Combining both tools, we develop a GIS with free licenses, strongly
decreasing development costs and providing a working collaborative
scheme helping for the interaction between developers. Nevertheless, during
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the implementation phase of this kind of technologies, it must be considered
the need of a corporative backup, or the advice coming from developers and
users community.
A Tool for Healthcare Management
Many countries from South America share common problems specially
regarding to healthcare and infectious diseases control. For instance, Brasil,
Peru, Chile and Argentine have large territorial extensions with uneven
distribution of population causing unequal access to healthcare, education,
water, transportation and other key services. These common problems lead
to the need of unifying efforts in order to produce valuable health tools [3].
Hence, the ATLAS Network (Advances in Telemedicine for Latin America
Society) is rising up as a research group with members from universities of
different countries in order to provide solutions to health problems.
In Argentine, one of these problems is how to detect, control and prevent
the propagation of infectious diseases, which naturally occur in distant
regions, with low population density, poor economic and health resources,
and also with great difficulties for accessing to information. The early
detection of diseases is a key tool for the national health system because it
allows for designing preventive strategies, setting up efficient vaccination
programs and focusing health resources towards strongly affected areas [4].
Public HealthMmonitoring System
Using mobile technologies such as GSM, GPRS and 3G, we have a
reliable and fast way to collect information about cases of a disease, at the
point it take place. In this running pilot project, a mobile phones network
strategically distributed along the country feed new health layers of the GIS.
Physicians from each point (a health institution) of this network, acting as
sentinels of diseases, report all cases detected over a region of interest.
These formatted reports provide demographic data, time and date, type of
disease, number and severity of cases, spatial location, etc. The GIS fuses
fixed geographic data elements with the dynamic data coming from the
mobile phones network and draw up maps for visualization and early
detection of potential epidemic diseases. Information is sent using
traditional SMS service and it is received by a software application which
processes the data adding it to a specific GIS layer.
Health layers are managed by a web-based GIS application with several
mining tools which provide specific features, like a situational awareness
tool for quick information display, where users can see in real time the
spatial distribution of cases and the propagation profile, get statistical
reports, compare disease rates across regions of the country, obtain trends
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for assessing the disease evolution, to study its relationship with services
availability (water, waste zones, health centers, transportation, etc.), and to
make strategic decisions to control this evolution by adopting new and
strong preventive or corrective actions. Information can be accessed from
any computer using a web browser to visualize the maps and related data.
These combined technologies will be used shortly to develop health plans
and public health policies regarding to endemics, epidemics or pandemics
situations, such as Dengue, HIV, Malaria, Chagas, AH1N1 influenza and
others. It will also help to manage other concerns such as chronic diseases
(diabetes, cardiac, obesity, etc), birth control and health education.
Discussion
GIS use in public health is still in a formative stage; its potential use in
health needs to be discussed considering methods and limitations. The
growing need for reliable environmental geospatial databases is a
fundamental concern. Collected information of different factors can be
added to enhance the capabilities of GIS technology using correlation
among them in order to match significant data.
These kind of integrated technologies are becoming a great valuable tool
for disease control and strategic decision making in public health, to ensure
rational utilization of investments allocated for the sector, as health is
largely determined by environmental factors (including the sociocultural
and physical environment, which vary greatly in space) [5].
The monitoring system will be tested and deployed in all the countries
members of ATLAS network, considering some regional variations.
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Managing Health Information on Mobile Devices
Claudia Tessier
mHealth Initiative, USA
More and more patients and clinicians are adopting and benefiting from
mobile devices (mDevices) in healthcare. Their mHealth expectations will
require organizations to adopt strategies toward mHealth integration that
maximizes the benefits of mHealth while mitigating associated risks and
meeting government and accreditation requirements.
Of note, it is not the voice/telephone capabilities of mDevices that are
most appealing and beneficial but rather the improved electronic data
communication and connectedness that they enable across the spectrum of
healthcare stakeholders. mDevices offer not just portability but also realtime, anywhere communication capabilities far beyond those of EMRs.
Patients and their healthcare providers are embracing the opportunities
that mDevices and related applications offer for improved disease
management, triage of emergency patients while en route to the emergency
center, public health collection and dissemination of disaster as well as
epidemic data, easy access to expert advice from remote third world
villages, and text message appointment reminders. mDevice apps also
connect them with Web resources both in and outside the exam room for
patient education, link them to their colleagues for advice, permit real-time
eligibility determination and charge capture, and much, much more.
mDevices can be used for patient care documentation access, entry and
transmission. Patients can document ODLs, observations of daily living,
allowing both them and the physician to relate signs, symptoms, and
treatment to the circumstances surrounding their occurrence rather than
addressing them only in sporadic and brief conversations possible in an
office visit. Pharmaceutical companies not only are using mDevices for
clinical trials, but they are also becoming aware of the “informal clinical
trial” data that come from patients sharing information and experiences
online, thus alerting pharma to medication-related experiences that they
might not otherwise be aware of.
This mHealth movement will profoundly change communication patterns
and expectations of patients, clinicians, and other healthcare stakeholders.
For example, in order that clinicians and institutions not drown in a flood of
email and text messages and more from patients and among themselves,
systems must be developed that prioritize and effectively manage access,
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storage, and transmission of this growing communication stream. Other
management issues related to mHealth include
• integrating mDevice-based and –accessed personal health
records into clinical records
• selection and implementation of mDevices and mHealth
applications
• security of mDevices and apps, as well as the information on
or accessed through them
• authorization and authentication of mDevice and mHealth
application users
• patient authorization to use electronic communications (text
messages, email, instant messaging, social networks, etc.)
• audit trails of access to protected health information through
mDevices and mHealth applications
• restricting camera functions on mDevices
• and synchronization of mDevice-data with institutional
systems.
Thus, the deluge of communications and communication types
generated
and accessed through mobile devices – far more, from far more sources, and
far more frequently than through EMRs – will require expanding health
information management to include health communication management.
Claudia Tessier is president of mHealth Initiative, a not-for-profit
organization that envisions the emerging mHealth revolution and the
benefits it will bring to all healthcare stakeholders. Previously, she
was vice president of Medical Records Institute (2006-2009),
executive director of MoHCA, the Mobile Healthcare Alliance
(2001-2006), and CEO of the American Association for Medical
Transcription (1986-2001). She is author of the soon-to-be published Management and
Security of Health Information on Mobile Devices, as well as The Surgical Word Book and the
1st edition of The AAMT Book of Style for Medical Transcription.She has co-chaired the
ASTM Continuity of Care Record (CCR) Task Group since its formation in 2002.
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mHealth: Bridging the Health Divide
K. Ganapathy
Apollo Telemedicine Networking Foundation, 21 Greames Lane, Chennai
600006, INDIA drganapathy@apollohospitals.com
Abstract: mHealth offers exciting new opportunities to bridge the
health divide. Worldwide, innovative methods are being used in
emerging economies, to leap frog. This paper will review actors in the
mHealth value chain and the cutting edge applications in mHealth.
Mobile phones can promote wellness, transform healthcare outcomes,
reduce costs, extend health knowledge into remote areas and reduce
hospitalizations. GSMA estimates that mHealth services alone could
save up to €78bn by 2015 in Europe alone. Mobile phones can be used
as a communication, support and training tool for healthcare workers,
in disease and epidemic outbreak tracking and in diagnostic and
treatment support. In addition to reviewing the status of mHealth
globally, the article will touch upon the results of a few proof of
concept validation studies carried out in India by the author.
Introduction: The Global Scenario
After centuries of delivering health care in hospitals, healthcare providers
are shifting towards treating patients in their homes and communities.
Advances in biosensor miniaturization and mobile wireless
communications technologies hold the key to this change, enabling the
introduction of highly usable mobile-health devices to enhance elderly care
The potential for mHealth to transform health care is great. The challenge
is to determine where and why mHealth has been successful; remove
impediments to broader mHealth use and adoption; and encourage more
innovation throughout the developing world. [1]According to the United
Nations Foundation four-fifths of the world's population lives in an area
with mobile phone coverage, and about 64 % of mobile phone users are in
developing countries.[2]Healthcare is a major reason why cell phone
subscriptions worldwide will hit 5 billion this year, ITU Secretary-General
Dr. Hamadoun Toure, has observed [3]McKinsey & Co projects the global
mHealth opportunity to be worth up to $60 billion. During a panel session
at the Mobile World Congress at Barcelona in February 2010 , associate
principal Ajay Bakshi presented a review of 3,000 households, about their
interest in mHealth products. The survey, covering India, China, South
Africa, Brazil and United States, found that 70 % of respondents were
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interested in at least one product. 25 % in the U.S. were willing to pay 20
times what they currently pay for their wireless airtime. In India, people
were willing to pay 10 times more for a service that would provide 24-hour
access to a doctor. Introducing mHealth in emerging economies has
several advantages. The wheel does not have to be reinvented. Expensive
unwiring programmes are unnecessary.
The Cell Phone as a Peripheral Medical Device
Many innovative products have been designed to enhance the concept of
an mDoc a pocket hospital as it were. These include deploying a cell phone
as a microscopes using specialized software and a small sensing device.
[4]Anemia, tuberculosis and malaria can be diagnosed remotely by remotely
looking at a smear. Inexpensive light-emitting diodes added to the basic
cellphone ,shine their light on a sample slide placed over the phone’s
camera chip. Light waves hit the cells suspended in the sample, scattering
off the cells, and interfering with other light waves, producing a hologram.
Images similar to those seen under a microscope are then produced [5]
Epocrates Rx is a continuously updated drug database available on mobile
phones. The BlackBerry version includes monographs for more than 3,000
drugs.[6] Coughing into one’s mobile phone to get a diagnosis of the
common cold, flu, pneumonia or other respiratory ailment may one day be
possible. The user's cough will be compared to a database of prerecorded
cough sounds. [7]The Radiological Society of North America (RSNA) has
reported that acute appendicitis was diagnosed accurately on a mobile
phone The scans were zoomed, contrast and brightness adjusted with full
resolution as in a PACS system. Remote diagnosis aids in surgical
planning.[8]AT&T is providing wireless r connectivity to Vitality's Glow
Caps device, which is a pill box cap that fits standard pill boxes and glows
when the user fails to take the medications.. The Glow Cap can also alert
caregivers when a person forgets to take their medication and even call the
pharmacy to get a refill.[9] Yuechun Chu has reported a tele trauma system
that can provide continuous real time voice, video, and medical data input
between an ambulance and a level I trauma center. A mobile phone relays
the information, collected from sensors on the patient to the healthcare
provider using a 3G-based wireless network. Wireless telemedicine projects
have also been developed in management of stroke [10]Clinical
applications in mobile Teleradiology have been reported
[111Recently the White House endorsed the Text 4 Baby program for
low income, expectant mothers.The Center for Connected Health estimates
that text message reminders will be very powerful for 30% of the
population. 19% or more of Americans now have smart phones with
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potential access to about 5,000 health and medical applications Manhattan
Research , expect 81% of physicians to use smart phones in 2013 as against
64 % today. Verizon Wireless recently estimated that mobile broadband
solutions resulted in savings of almost $6.9 billion for U.S. health care. ( ?
$27.2 billion in 2016 ). Verizon offers video consultations for “tele-stroke”
allowing physicians to review cases via live video to determine whether
emergency care is required. Mobile phones have multifarious uses in health
care. Adherence and compliance are facilitated with simple SMS from the
simplest, low-end phone. Mobile phones have multifarious uses in health
care. Adherence and compliance are facilitated with simple SMS from the
simplest, low-end phone.
mHealth : Personal Experience
(Figs 1-4) [12] [13] In a pilot effort called Gramjyoti, Ericsson India
obtained a special license to use 3G spectrum in a pre-defined area, 100
miles from Chennai, to showcase the power of 3G and its role in providing
value-added services. These included e-governance, e-education, eentertainment, and m-Health. Text, audio, and video data were transmitted
on a realtime basis through 3G. This enabled consultants at the Apollo
Hospitals, Chennai to interact with patients in villages at the remote end.
Doctors at the tertiary hospital were able to clinically “examine” the
patients, through a high-quality Web cam. Medical history was made
available. Live blood pressure readings , heart and respiratory sounds and
ECGs were transmitted. In 240 patients evaluated, a clinical diagnosis could
be made. The potential of 3G to facilitate healthcare was also demonstrated
in pilot projects in Bhutan and in Bangladesh. A study was conducted at
Madurai District (State of Tamil Nadu in southern India), ,where EDGE
Technology was used to provide teleconsultation to a village, using a
Hospital on Wheels . A chest x-ray film was taken on board the HoW. The
film was processed and developed on board. The x-rayfilms were then
mounted on an illuminated lobby inside the HoW,and using a 10-megapixel
digital camera on a tripod stand, images were taken and transferred to a
wireless enabled laptop computer Each image of about 9 MB was
compressed to 600 Kb and transferred with FTP Ultrasound examination
was done on 20 women.. As live video streaming could not be conducted
due to bandwidth constraints and specific software unavailability, the video
was recorded on CD., compressed, and sent through the wireless network to
the tertiary hospital. A reasonable clinical examination was done through a
Web cam.
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Home Telecare thro wireless enabled Internet
[14,15] Home telecare systems will become necessary even in emerging
economies due to increasing numbers of elderly individuals living alone.
Video visits are easier than physical home visits. With increasing
availability of broadband at home, the middle- and upper-class Indians can
have access to home telecare. The author has embarked on pilot studies.
Patients requiring constant and close monitoring are provided with a
Multiparameter Digital Acquisition Unit (MDAU). The MDAU connected
to an Internet-enabled computer can record and transmit a 12-lead ECG,BP,
pulse rate, temperature, and heart and respiratory sounds. A Web cam
facilitates a real-time two-way video interaction. The MDAU can store
individual medical records. Prescriptions generated by the doctor can be
viewed and printed at the patient’s bedside. The prescription can also be
sent electronically to the nearest Apollo pharmacy, so that drugs are
delivered at the patient’s home. In an innovative programme “ Call– a Doc”
a paramedic makes a home visit and using a wireless enabled modem
accesses the internet and obtains a teleconsultation.
Conclusions
The formation and growth of several bodies like the mHealth Alliance,
the observations of several think tanks that though the youngest of the
mServices, mHealth has the greatest growth potential clearly indicates that
integration of mHealth in the health services may significantly help bridge
the existing health divide. [16] According to a recent Wall Street Journal
article m Entertainment, m Advertising , m Banking and m Commerce are
the m Services growing rapidly in India. ,mHealth is conspicuous by its
absence.

Fig.1 Schema 3G healthdata transmission Fig.2 Transmitting health data
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Fig. 3 Rural wireless telecamp

Fig 4 Wireless telecamp
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Abstract: The new embedded technologies used for the automobile are
now extremely advanced and are adequate to assist and secure the
driver and the passengers. An evolution of the same style is at now
outlined in the same way, in the field of the intelligent houses and ehealth technology in particular within the framework of the assistance
to the persons in loss of autonomy.
Introduction
The new embedded technologies used for the automobile are now
extremely advanced. The regulation encourages and accelerates this
evolution; it is in particular the case for CO2 emissions. This regulation
supports the industrial initiatives to make vehicles at the same time safer,
more efficient and more environment-friendly. Such is the object of the
initiative 2010 " intelligent Vehicle " of the European Commission, which
works on this subject since September, 2001. The objective is to offer an
outfit of technical means intended to assist the driver (and indirectly the
passengers) in their driving comfort and safety. This technology can be
described as e-assistance and e-comfort services.
An evolution of the same style is at now outlined in the same way, in the
field of the intelligent houses and e-health technology in particular within
the framework of the assistance to the persons in loss of autonomy. The
French law of February 11th, 2005 for the equality in rights and chances,
participation and citizenship of the disabled persons defines the handicap as
“any limitation of activity or limitation of participation in the society
undergone in its environment by a person because of a substantial or
definitive change of one or several physical, sensory, mental, cognitive or
psychic functions, a poly-handicap or an invalidating health problem”. In
the new political and social approaches, the handicap is thus connected
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strictly to the environment of the person (included its housing and e-health
environment) and to its project of life.
Automobile and intelligent house toward e-health services
In this frame, we can legally think to draw a parallel between the etechnologies used for the automobile and those who could be integrated into
the housing and e-health environment, in particular by means of the home
automation and the technologies of information and communication (ICT)
and so to compensate for the situations of loss of autonomy and encourage
the development of e-health services: the motor disability, the effects of the
ageing, the health monitoring and the perceptive handicap.
With this objective, we have listed the technical solutions chosen in terms
of safety, comfort and survey for the automobile, and confronted them with
problems met by the persons in situation of handicap or in loss of autonomy
in their housing environment very often needing e-health assistance. The
aim is to drive a coherent action plan in terms of comfort, safety, autonomy
and communication for the elderly and disabled people.
We first listed the various difficulties met in the housing environment by
the motor disabled persons, the visual deficient persons, the hearingimpaired persons and the elderly persons. The cognitive deficiencies were
not considered because too numerous. It was thus difficult to establish a
typical profile of a person affected by these deficiencies. Then, we have
thought about the way the embedded technologies for the automobile could
be adapted to facilitate everyday life for disabled people in their housing
environment and retained some solutions for every type of handicap. All the
proposed solutions can be also of help to design any assistive system for the
elderly and disabled people. Telemedicine and telecare systems can take
great advantages of such disposals.
Concerning first the motor disability, we retained solutions allowing to
facilitate the circulation in the housing environment as well as outdoor. One
adequate solution consists in installing on a wheelchair a tri-functional
system allowing at the same time to detect the obstacles and to avoid them,
to detect a potentially dangerous lowering and to forbid the crossing, and
finally, to warn of the impossibility to climb a too important slope. We
leaned for it on the system of control of stability of movement developed by
Volvo [1] as well as the assistant of trajectory control by Honda [2] and the
adaptive speed regulator developed by Mercedes-Benz [3].
Concerning the visual handicap, the purpose was to try to reduce the risk
of falls, to allow the person to find a way in an unknown environment and
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to inform about possible incurred risks. To do that, one technical solution
could be a portable system allying a millimetre-length sensor as well as a
speech synthesis which would allow to detect the obstacles and to warn the
person. Moreover, the use of a voice command could allow this person to
interact with this system but also with all the equipments managed in the
house. It is also advisable to maintain a good level of lighting in the house:
we thus used a luminosity sensor used in the system of automatic ignition of
the car lights, and use it in the housing environment to adjust automatically
the lighting level according to the natural lighting.
Concerning the hearing handicap, the main technical solutions are centred
on the communication with the environment and the coupling of the sound
signals with visual signals. One technical solution is inspired from the
speech synthesis system used on some vehicles models of Renault Laguna.
It proposes an interface of management made in a same way as the code
colours and the icons of a car dashboard. The icons formalism system,
which could be displayed for example on the television screen or on a
screen in the kitchen, could clearly allow the person to understand that an
important event has occurred. In the same manner, another additional
possibility is to consider flashing zones adequately placed within the house
that can alert the person about important events that have to be taken into
account urgently.
Concerning the old persons, features mentioned above can obviously be
used. However, another interesting technical solution consists in this case in
a monitoring system of the attention of the person developed for the truck
drivers [4]. This system could be useful in the privative housing
environment to watch the degree of attention of the persons and detect an
unusual behaviour. This system could thus notify the telecare and
telemedicine services in a hard real-time context.
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Over the past 30 years, efforts in health information technology (HIT)
have been directed toward using computers and other communication
devices to improve various healthcare processes. Electronic systems have
been the basis for eHealth.
The five sections of eHealth, i.e.,
eAdministrative, eFinancial, eClinical (including electronic health record
systems), ePharma, and ePublic Health systems, have been achieved with
varying success.
mHealth differs from eHealth by addressing necessary structural changes
in healthcare that are enabled by new communication technologies,
including mobile phone systems and other mobile devices (mDevices). The
focus of mHealth is on new communication systems between clinicians and
patients, among clinicians, and among various wellness and care providers
and other healthcare stakeholders. Connecting healthcare providers for
patient-centric care and providing remote patient monitoring and treatment
have been the core activities toward a connected health system. But
interoperability has been a moving target, and decades of standards efforts
and systems work have not helped much in improving the situation. Images
can be transmitted and integrated into receiving systems, but context-related
text is still causing interoperability problems between two or more systems.
As systems are moving to a ‘machine-to-machine’ mode, simple
connectivity is no longer adequate. Further, new security methods allow
encryption-based safe transmission of information via the Internet, costing a
fraction of the costs related to telemedicine over dedicated lines. When the
new phenomena of mobile computer devices and communication are added,
completely new communication systems and rules emerge.
In most countries, patients are using the Internet as a source of expanded
wellness and healthcare advice. Recent reports show that more than 70% of
patients in the United States are using the Internet as a second opinion. A
wealth of ‘personal software’ is emerging to assist patients in managing
certain aspects of their health. mHealth Initiative’s research showed that in
October 2009 there were almost a thousand apps on the iPhone alone for
consumers and patients.
Parallel to these developments, new
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communication patterns are emerging that will make the visit (encounter)
secondary, placing communication by mail, text, and voice in first place. In
other words, rather than communicating for a few minutes every few weeks
or months with a provider, a patient reports symptoms, pain, and other
observations when they occur in order to allow the healthcare professional
to recognize and respond to trends and influencers that might not otherwise
be apparent. The work of Robert Wood Johnson Foundation’s Project
Health Design on patients communicating and clinicians managing
Observations of Daily Living (ODLs) is ground breaking. Of course, such
systems require a new communication management system as clinicians do
not want to be overwhelmed by hundreds of emails per hour. Easy,
intuitive email systems of “clinical grade” are still not easy to find. But
easy teleconferencing and digital networking systems are emerging to create
a new kind of ‘group consultation’. Another form of networking consists of
specialists exchanging information on specific medical topics.
It may take some time until all these new communication methods are
implemented in many counties. But the changes will be dramatic and
disruptive. They will affect every doctor or nurse and every healthcare
professional. The impact of these profound and historic changes gives us
reason to call this phenomenon “the mHealth revolution”.
The authot C. Peter Waegemann is Vice President of the mHealth Initiative (www.mobih.org),
a Boston, MA, USA based not-for-profit organization.
Peter Waegemann is CEO of the Medical Records Institute. For over 25 years Medical Records
Institute (MRI) has provided guidance to physicians, nurses and
other clinicians, hospital and healthcare executives, as well as
consultants, IT professionals, and medial records specialists facing
difficult health IT decisions. Through conferences, seminars,
workshops, online programs, audiocasts, newsletters and surveys,
MRI has served as a forum for sharing knowledge, experience, and
solutions about the current and future state of health IT.
MRI holds the annual TEPR+ Conference. This event is the ideal
place to network and get advice about EMRs, EHRs, PHRs,
implementation, mobile healthcare, cell phone technologies,
information capture, and related aspects of HIT.Education
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Introduction

In the last few years mobile phone usage is being explored also in the
mental health field [1]. Mindfulness is defined as the capability that consists
of focusing one´s attention on purpose in a particular object of the present
moment experience without judging it [2]. Mindfulness Based Stress
Reduction (MBSR) is an intervention program of 8 weekly sessions that
focus on relaxation, and mindful physical exercises which aims to reduce
stress in patients with a variety of illnesses such as fibromyalgia [3].
Moreover, it has been pointed out the importance of continuing the
practice of those exercises once the intervention program has been
completed [4]. The objectives of this pilot study were: 1) to assess whether
the MBSR positive effects were maintained in a post-treatment period
lasting for one month; and 2) to appraise the user experience of a psychotechnology mobile application to facilitate the adherence of practice.
Methods
Thirteen women with fibromyalgia participated in this program lasting for
8 weeks. A follow up session was conducted one month after the program
was completed. Participants had been advised of the importance of
continuing practicing the relaxation, yoga and meditation exercises that
were taught during the 8-weeks program. A psycho-technology software
application was install in the mobile phone of 6 participants, who were
instructed in how to use it. The application monitored on-going mediation
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session and recorded daily practice at patient´s home once the program was
concluded.
Results
Positive results were found just after the 8-weeks program. However, those
patients who did not practice relaxation and meditation exercises during the
post-program, did not maintain the positive effects one month later (n=7).
Likewise, women who maintained their practice of meditation exercise
post-program (n=6), kept the positive effects one month later. Furthermore,
5 out of these 6 women (who used the psycho-technology mobile
application), reported that this tool facilitated them to continue with the
regular practice (100%) and to better self-regulate their focus of attention to
manage pain (100%).
Conclusion
Preliminary data of this pilot study suggests that the implementation of
mobile applications facilitates the adherence of mindfulness meditation
practice which is necessary to maintain the benefits of the MBSR program
[5]. Mobile applications are efficient alternatives to traditional paper-andpencil recording procedures, as previous studies state [6]. These promising
results encourage us to continue investigating in this specific field.
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Abstract: Healthcare Centers play the role of primary healthcare
providers under the Brazilian Unified Health System (SUS). One of its
relevant activities that is proving to be effective in increasing the
quality of life of the population is home care. To further improve the
quality of the health service provided by these public programs, we are
developing an integrated system composed of a mobile module,
Borboleta, and a fixed module, SaguiSaúde. They support a mobile
Electronic Health Record system that can be accessed both via
smartphones in the homes of the patients and via a desktop with a
regular Web browser in the Health Center. As we cannot count on
Internet connectivity in the patient's home, the system supports a
replication and synchronization process to provide offline data access
for both reading and updating health information.
Introduction
Healthcare Centers play a major role in the Brazilian public healthcare
system as they are responsible for the primary healthcare in their geographic
region. Governmental initiatives such as the Family Health Program have
produced very significant results in the improvement of health indexes by
focusing on preventive medicine. In these programs, health professionals
and specially-trained community agents visit the homes of patients (mostly
in low-income neighborhoods) to provide health services. However, at the
current stage, these actions are carried out with almost no support from
Information Technology. All the data is hand-written in forms that are
stored in piles of thousands of pages of paper that are hardly ever used for
any significant health action or study.
The Borboleta project conducted by the University of São Paulo, Brazil,
aims at developing a mobile Open Source Integrated System for
management of health information in the context of public Healthcare
Centers and home healthcare service. The hypothesis we want to verify is
that automating data collection and processing can improve significantly the
quality of the service provided to the population. To achieve that objective,
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the system we are developing includes a multimedia electronic health record
(EHR), which stores patient personal and health data, including treatment
history. The mobile EHR improves the quality of the health service,
facilitating access to patient health information and guaranteeing that less
data is lost due to hand-written records that are not processed. It also brings
the opportunity to study the evolution of diseases as the health information
database is linked to temporal and geographical information.
System Architecture
The system is composed of two major parts: Borboleta, that runs on
smartphones, and SaguiSaúde, that runs on the Healthcare Center. During
home care, health professionals visit patients carrying smartphones with
Borboleta to consult the patient's historical health records and to collect new
information. SaguiSaúde is responsible for centralizing health information
of all patients and making it easily available for health professionals.
Different from existing IT systems for primary healthcare that focuses
mostly on billing, the goal of SaguiSaúde is to improve the quality of the
health service that is provided. Developing such a complex and innovative
system in which the requirements are not completely known is a challenge.
SaguiSaúde - the Central Module
SaguiSaúde is developed as a Web system using the Ruby on Rails
framework and is accessed by health professionals via commodity Web
browsers. It is composed of three main modules: users registry, health
appointments, and administration. Users registry contains personal and
socioeconomic data of users, including patients, doctors, nurses, and other
Healthcare Center employees and community members. Everyone is seen as
a user in the system and their specific types and relationships among them
are represented with its specific semantics. The health appointments module
contains scheduling and history of health appointments. One can search
records by user name, registration number, and/or date. A health
appointment record contains written and oral notes from the health
professionals taken during a visit and they cover issues such as the patient's
health situation, daily activities, environment, treatment, and illness
evolution. We try to keep this data structured as much as possible, but
wherever it is necessary we give to the health professional the opportunity
to register stories as free text or oral reports.
The administration module is divided into two parts: support data and
management. Support data comprises the set up of static data, including
diseases, drugs, streets, religions, types of documents, education levels, etc.
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We never couple these data with static codes so that we can evolve the
system just by reconfiguring it. There is not yet in the Health community a
clear agreement about the terminologies to be used; making these data rigid
would practically preclude the adaptation to Healthcare Centers in other
contexts, for example, in other Brazilian state or another country. The other
part of the administration module comprises user management and finegrain access control. A major concern during the development of a health
system must be security and privacy. SaguiSaúde manages sensitive data,
and needs to assure that only permitted users will have access to these data.
To achieve this, the system has a role-based access control module that
gives the administrator the ability to manage users and what data each one
has access to.
Borboleta - the Mobile Module
The Borboleta module aims to be a mobile Electronic Health Record
system, which runs on smartphones and PDAs, replacing the paper forms
that were used before. In this manner, health care providers gain mobility,
because a mobile device is smaller than a bunch of paper forms, and agility,
as the system is optimized to not need so much typing on the inputs.
The module carries a subset of the information stored in the central
database. This subset is defined based on the homes that are visited in a
particular day, and the data is transfered to the mobile system through the
WiFi network of the Health Center. After this step, Borboleta works
disconnected from the central module, as at the patient's home, the health
professional has no network access. At the end of the day, the health professionals go back to the Health Center and synchronize the collected data.
The module is implemented on the Java ME platform using the LWUIT
framework for the graphical user interface to achieve a more uniform look
and feel across different types of smartphones and operating systems.
Synchronization
The synchronization process is composed of three phases: replication,
evolution, and reconciliation. In the replication phase, selected records are
copied to the mobile device and, when applicable, data locks are applied.
Data locks are meant to avoid data conflicts when a record can be updated
in more than one device while replicated. Another approach is to tolerate
data conflicts, treating them during reconciliation, resolving automatically
or with human help. In the current stage, we assume there will be no data
conflict as this is consistent with the current use of the system. We assure
this by replicating records as disjoint sets between mobile devices and
reconciling it right after the home visits. The evolution phase happens when
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local updates are applied to the mobile database, during home visits. In the
reconciliation phase, updates are propagated from the mobile module back
to the central database, a PostgreSQL database in our case.
During the development of Borboleta and SaguiSaúde we realized that it
would be difficult to maintain exactly the same data model for the mobile
and central databases. Having heterogeneous data models enables the
independent development of both systems. However, synchronizing
heterogeneous databases implies the addition of another step in the
replication and reconciliation phases: data transformation. The
synchronization process is implemented as module of SaguiSaúde and it is
responsible for transforming data from the central to the mobile model
during replication, and back to the central model during reconciliation.
The synchronization protocol was implemented based on REST
(Resource State Transfer) over HTTP, representing data as XML
documents. For the data transformations we have used XSLT (eXtensible
Stylesheet Language for Transformations).
Results
The software is currently being developed using an Agile Methodology in
which preliminary versions of the system are tested by real doctors and
nurses monthly and several releases are produced each year. Although
SaguiSaúde and Borboleta are not yet in production, some of their modules
are already usable and tests are being conducted with a 120,000 people
database from the University Healthcare Center. The system is available as
open source software and is freely distributed under a BSD license from
http://ccsl.ime.usp.br/borboleta .
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Abstract: Issues in approaching open development while at the same
time attracting end user input to achieve user centered design are
presented. These are based on experience from a tele-social application
for naïve computer users for which an associated open development
community is currently being set-up and a web based innovation
broker. This includes some technical, business and promotional aspects.
Applicability to telehealthcare is inferred. Barriers associated with lack
of shared language and understanding are reported.
Introduction
Increasingly open source software applications are being advocated by
state organisations over proprietary software [1]. Open source software is
defined as software where the source code that makes up the software is
made freely available. Proprietary or ‘closed development’ software is
where the source code is owned and restricted by the developing company.
Some current estimates say that 60% of all software will be open source by
2015. While there are many reasons for adopting the open development
model the main motivation seems to be saving costs. As all telehealth
systems incorporate software and because the main purchasers are currently
state funders, open development may become a necessity.
It is reported [2] that interest is building in open healthcare applications.
For instance ‘iPath’ [3] is an example of current Telemedicine activity. The
benefits of open development (OD) are stated to go beyond simple low
costs – namely no supplier lock-in, easier development and adoption of
standards and the ability to adapt the software to a newly identified/funded
use. The latter point is important as a driver towards achieving health
service wide solutions that meet the very diverse needs. Certainly if wide
adoption of a single open source software platform occurs, then de facto,
this will also drive standardization in software. All these gains seem to
benefit the technology purchasers and in a well designed solution the
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service users too. The loss of ownership of the software code however does
remove some business opportunities for manufacturers but several
successful business models have been demonstrated that are built around
open source products. Business models based around an open product can
build on the reduced development burden; cross product compatibility [4];
increased innovation and potential high market penetration and impact of
the software. In addition, many companies provide chargeable services
around the software, for example customization.
The authors are working on two projects both of which lend them to OD
that demonstrate some of the issues that need to be considered. However
both these projects draw on user centered design and this has raised further
issues to consider.
The Tele-social Application
A tele-social application has been developed based on research concepts
and refined through user specification and evaluation to engage elderly
people in social activity [5]. The released Mozilla plug-in application,
Managed Access to Audio, Visual and Information Services (Maavis) is
open source with a copy left protection. An associated OD online
community is currently being developed [6]. The choice of implementation
of this application was driven by: accessibility through low cost; creating
standards; flexibility of the application framework and sustainability. The
possible platform choices can be described as developing a standalone
application (be it hardware specific or independent), creating an operating
system or developing a browser plug-in. The browser plug-in provided the
closest fit: many of the application services involve delivery of web content;
availability of an open platform-independent browser and well defined
standards for web content (i.e. web languages); inherent ability to develop a
flexible application to deliver a range of services; and potential : for simple
installation alongside other standard software or across a network, to build
on an existing open development community, and to ensure compatibility
with future media and content formats.
The ubiquitous nature Maavis suggested enormous and diverse scope for
tele-applications but two key features here are: the ease of interaction for
the user – they not being required to understand computers or the operating
system; and the facilitator being able to change content with a very basic
knowledge of IT. Both are important to a market where independence and
patient self-care are stated goals of customers and where patient or carer
users can be people who find IT confusing or threatening. Similar intuitive
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interfacing can be seen in so called ‘kiosk’ based interfaces. As such, from
the Intellectual property perspective this is not something that has inventive
steps that can be protected and so OD seems the better approach.
Issues for Researchers about OD
The initial reaction of many researchers (i.e. academic or health service
researchers or innovators) to OD is one of concern over intellectual property
– just as for manufacturers. But this is for reasons of kudos (i.e. affect on
publications), competition with other research groups and impact on
funding sources. In fact the differences seen are : that so called ‘grey’
publication and conferences become more proactive and open than before;
and, the nature of content changes – becoming the researcher’s observations
and analysis as before, but adding effective management and use of other’s
contributions. Open communication if marshaled correctly results in more
and early engagement with all stakeholders that leads to a better solution or
product. ‘Duplication’ by similar work doesn’t inevitably stop the open
project, especially if the ‘copy’ is closed or does not have all the answers.
However OD introduces researchers to unfamiliar and for some unwanted
challenges such as increased complexity in management of the research and
development and its exploitation. The researcher has to think that they and
indeed the OD community should seek commercial interest from companies
that supply services or add value rather than just manufacture. A precursor
to this can include having to persuade employers that OD is the right way to
go. Dual licensing can resolve many of researchers’ remaining concerns but
is not always appropriate [7]. A problem with the above discussion is that
not everyone automatically includes users in the group ‘all stakeholders’.
Bridging the Gap
The ATIB (Assistive Technology Innovations Broker) enables developers
(or innovators), manufacturers, and end users to communicate about
innovations [8]. The ATIB is a web based test bed and a kind of controlled
or limited blog. The design has had to address significant mis-matches
between professional and the lay stakeholder users, e.g. use of specialist
terms and ensuring end user accessibility. The ATIB is on a single Internet
site that uses plain language but segregates those with at least some AT
innovation expertise from those who are naïve about it. Assumptions have
been made about likely uses of ATIB. For example : AT users will only
want to comment on ‘ideas’, ask questions or state needs; innovators will
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either want to ask about needs, seek feedback on an idea or ‘advertise’ a
prototype to manufacturers.
During the design phase suggesting to colleagues used to closed research
to consider trying their ideas (in particular) or technologies on the ATIB has
not had an enthusiastic response, making AT users the likely drivers of
innovation through sharing their needs. Therefore the ATIB needs to ensure
that lay users are strongly encouraged to sustain their participation. This
suggests use of social, financial, functional and altruistic rewards.
When combining OD with user centered design the pragmatic issue of
getting lay people who are users to communicate design requirements to a
community largely made up of computing and technology experts remains.
In most guidance to participation in online OD communities the expectation
is for contributions to use technologically (if not software) orientated
language. Also there is a likely clash in philosophy. On the one hand a key
aspect of user centered design is that only users can truly judge the
usefulness of ideas. On the other hand OD communities seem to be often
fuelled by innovators getting fun from developing their own ideas. Other
attempts have been made to bridge the gap [9-10]. In the OATS project a
web library of open source AT software was developed in order to promote
this to potential users and provide a forum where contact between
stakeholders could occur. The resulting website and community is still
maintained but has not yet achieved sustainability. In all projects, to date,
involvement of users in specifying their needs has remained the major
challenge. In conclusion any viable solution must overcome all these issues.
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Abstract: The constant increase in the variety and complexity of
available health technologies requires good management instruments to
allocate resources efficiently. Particularly in low- and middle-income
countries, there is a lack of information on medical equipment and
related management systems. These shortcomings cause misdirected
investment and wasting of scarce resources. The present work aims at
identifying and advocating a simple, flexible, and powerful tool that is –
in conjunction with training – capable of improving Health Technology
Management. An initial survey has shown that 66.7% of international
experts would appreciate a new, generic information system. The
availability of qualified human resources, over-sophisticated,
proprietary software and inadequate use of nomenclature are the
biggest obstacles in collecting and processing health technology data.
Based on this information, a new web-based open source application
(openMEDIS) was developed using php/mySQL. Along with the
software, six thematic training modules were developed. Particularly in
resource poor settings, the combination of a network system like
openMEDIS and a target-oriented training provides a foundation for
better Health Technology Management and cost effective planning, and
will eventually contribute to better quality of care. At present, this
approach is being implemented within cooperation projects in the
Ukraine, the Republic of Moldova and Egypt.
Introduction
In the past few decades, advances in technology and knowledge have lead
to significant improvements in the performance of many health care
systems. Besides drugs, clinical equipment is one of the major contributors
to the rapid progress of healthcare [1]. The vast world of medical
technology today encompasses more than 500’000 products and 10’000
generic groups from 13’000 registered manufacturers worldwide [2,3] and
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ten years ago 50% [4] of all diagnostic and treatment methods we use today
did not exist.
Measured in percent of annual health care expenditure, medical
technology accounts for less than 5% among OECD countries and 40-50%
in low-income countries [5]. Older studies by the WHO and other agencies
suggest that 25-50% of all medical equipment that exists in developing
countries cannot be used for one reason or another [6]. In addition to that,
inappropriate equipment imposes additional costs and seriously impedes
efforts to improve the delivery of health services. Ineffective management,
including planning, acquisition and subsequent operations, have been
identified as root causes for these shortcomings [7].
The basis for good management practice and policies is good data for
decision-making. However, health system planners or other actors (e.g.
donors and international agencies) are often not sufficiently informed about
the quantity and quality of the present medical device infrastructure to plan
for future investments efficiently. Resources to build such an information
base are often not available. Hence, there is an urgent need for a simple and
flexible IT tool and accompanied training to collect and process health
technology data.
Methods
To obtain a more comprehensive picture of the current situation
regarding PC based inventories in low- and middle-income countries, a
programmed online-survey targeting international experts was implemented
and followed by a literature research. The survey was sent to subscribers of
INFRATECH – a discussion forum for exchange of information on
infrastructure and technology for health services with emphasis on
developing countries. The main goal was to investigate system
requirements, identify past problems and get a picture of solutions currently
in use. Existing open source or proprietary systems identified, and selected
through survey results or internet research interviews, were evaluated using
selected requirements. A decision table with a point system was compiled
and filled in with all information available to identify a possible suitable
solution. Based on information collected, key messages, in both software
and device information systems theory, were extracted and integrated into
practical training modules. Finally, a standard implementation plan was
developed.
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Results
A total of 27 experts answered the online survey. The respondents worked
mainly in Sub-Saharan Africa (33 %), North America (22%) and Eastern
Europe, including Caucasus (7.4%) or the Middle East and North Africa
(7.4%). A significant concern was the perceived problems in establishing
and maintaining equipment information systems. The survey results show
that the main obstacles are of human- or organizational nature rather than
actual software issues (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: frequent problems with medical device information systems.
Another interesting realization is that roughly two thirds of the experts
asked confirmed that no inventory data is used or processed outside the
hospital, and 50% not even outside the technical department. Despite the
core problem being structural, 66.7% (95% CI: 0.5-0.86) of the respondents
still feel a need for a new, generic information system for medical devices.
An evaluation of seven existing open and proprietary software systems
has shown that none of them are sufficiently able to meet the claim for
simple and flexible systems. Modifying generic open source inventory
management software is too time-consuming as there are very specific
requirements such as a nomenclature according to ISO [8] standard. For this
reason, a new web-based open source application called openMEDIS [9]
was created using a PHP interface and a mySQL database. The software
provides functions needed for systematic collection and exchange of health
technology data. Other information such as a manufacturer database, an
integrated, reduced UMDNS nomenclature list, and equipment images
further support coherent data collection. Along with the software, six
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thematic training modules on, e.g., Health Technology Management,
nomenclature use, data management and analysis, etc., were created.
Discussion and Outlook
openMEDIS facilitates the transition from simple equipment inventory
towards integrated systems for management and decision-making. This
offers numerous opportunities for accurate budgeting and investment
planning through the availability of facility-wide equipment costs, analysis
and synthesis of data, better standardization through tracking and
eventually, reduced variety of
medical devices necessary in a
country or region.
Currently, the effectiveness of
the proposed approach is
supported by theoretical evidence
only, but it is foreseen that,
especially in resource poor
settings, it will lay the fundament
for better practice and evidencebased
Health
Technology
Management, and thus contribute
to improvement in quality of
care.
Initial experiences are currently
being consolidated by the Swiss
Tropical and Public Health
Institute, which utilizes and
Figure 2, Example of a data entry
promotes the openMEDIS system
page in openMEDIS.
in
its
own
international
cooperation projects with a health
infrastructure investment component. Custom solutions were created
together with local counterparts and successfully installed in the Ukraine,
the Republic of Moldova and Egypt where the positive impact of the
intervention on management practice can be demonstrated during the course
of the projects.
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Abstract: The application of open source (OS) software in healthcare
offers various advantages with respect to independency, affordability,
maintainability and reuse. The OSSHealth Repository wants to provide
information about existing projects and thus help to select the right
software according to the users’ needs. It aims to serve as a single
access point, providing uniform information on OS solutions in health
care. An interactive search and user-friendly listing of the repository's
content supports users interested in OS software discovering,
comparing and selecting appropriate solutions.
Introduction
The OSSHealth project is developing an interactive repository on open
source (OS) software for healthcare. OS software offers the following rights
to the user: to make copies of the program and distribute these copies;
access to the software's source code and to adapt the program [1]. This
results in an independency from vendors, an improvement on the
maintainability of systems, and encourages the reuse of existing works [2].
At present it is hard to get comprehensive information on existing OS
solutions. As developers host their projects at many different platforms or
even in a lot of cases at proprietary websites, it is cumbersome and time
consuming to get details on existing projects. As projects are presented in a
different way the records are not suited for a direct comparison and on top
of that the information found is often incomplete.
The OSSHealth online repository aims to be a unique place for gaining
knowledge about OS software. It complements existing information sources
that are sparse or not specific to the healthcare sector. Targeting the users
and especially the developers of eHealth solutions it wants to provide the
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information needed to get an comprehensive overview on existing projects.
Thus it will help to select the right software according to the users’ needs.
Method
A repository is being developed that will give a unified view on
information otherwise scattered over various sources. A predefined set of
data is collected for every registered project and made accessible via the
web. This information will be structured uniformly; each entry will have the
same features describing the software, e.g. release date, license type and
supported languages (see Fig.1). In addition, all entries will be classified
according to predefined application categories like practice management
and telemedicine. These categories can be used to guide the user while
browsing the repository.
An interactive search will allow the user to set filters on certain features,
thus limiting the results to individual requirements (e.g. application:

Figure 1: Project Details View
telemedicine, license type: GPL). The search results are listed in a way that
allows for straightforward comparison of results and helps the user to
interactively explore the information needed.
Discussion and Future Work
The OSSHealth repository can serve as a single access point, providing
uniform information about OS solutions in health care. The interactive
search and user-friendly listing of the repositories' content supports users
interested in OS software in discovering, comparing and selecting
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appropriate solutions. This work is based on the experiences of the
BioHealth [3] project that developed the BioHealth Standards' Repository,
an online repository with information on security standards relevant to
eHealth (see Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Search Result of BioHealth Repository
OSSHealth is not a platform for distribution or development of code like
e.g. SourceForge [4] it will solely provide information on OS solutions.
Other offers in this area exist, like OSOR.eu that is hosting OS projects
for the European public administration [5]. As these are working in different
domains, the focus on software for usage within the health domain
distinguishes OSSHealth from them.
The web-based tool for searching and browsing OS solutions is currently
set up and will be available to the public soon at the website
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http://www.bymedconnect.de/osshealth-repository. It wants to foster the
application of OS software in health care and thus helps potential users to
gain the specific advantages like no payment of licence fees and the
availability of source code.
As the repository is planned to remain for long time it is vital to take care
of keeping the content up-to-date; mechanisms to add emerging projects and
to update existing entries according to the development of contained
projects have to be discussed. Feedback mechanisms may help in the
administration of the content by means of actively including the users.
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Abstract: Modern societal issues, lighten up by historical perspective,
call for a new deal in health where persons will be the center of their
health reference frames. Ligne de vie is an open source platform of
services designed to help/guide this paradigm shift. It comes with
innovative knowledge management technologies and aims to open the
way to personalized risk management in health.
Toward a new deal in health
Historical perspective
From World War 2, a true technological big bang has been considerably
expanding the medical knowledge area. Positive outcomes are obvious in
term of life expectancy and long term functional status. On the other hand
there is also strong evidence that this centrifugal force has deeply shaped
the medical domain, leading most actors to hyper-specialization to the
detriment of the classical clinical examination.
Nowadays several major trends demand for a genuine new deal in health.
• The downslide of previous technological curve, while next curve,
involving genomic treatments and nanotechnologies, is still in labs
tubes and is not expected to reach market soon.
• Population ageing, along with an excess in wellness, is reversing
the acute versus chronic treatments ratio.
Simultaneously our “modern” vision of the body may be questioned. To
the question “What is a body?” a recent exhibition at Quai Branly Museum
in Paris [2] introduced the usual answer “I number it among my possessions
and I claim to exercise full sovereignty over it. So I think I’m unique and
independent” and concluded “Is my body really mine? It’s it that
determines that I don’t belong to myself, that I don’t exist alone and that my
destiny is to live in a social context.” It is high time to remember that a
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genuine person has always been a complex set of relations involving a body
and its social environment. Social issues must become plain part of health.
New paradigms and new models of care
Using past to shed light on present we delineated the streamlines of a new
deal in health well described by Cohen’s [2] New paradigms of care:
The individual
Acute diseases dominates
Episodic care
Cure of disease
Reactive
Physician provider
Paternalism
Provider centred
Parochial health threats

→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→

The community
More chronic illness/disability
Continuous care
Preservation of health
Prospective
Teams of providers
Partnership with patients
Patient/family centred
Global health threats

This is a vision where each individual is being taken care of in a highly
personalized way by a multidisciplinary team. It demands for fully adapted
information system mainly operating in the citizens and their social biotopes
reference frame.
About Reference Frames
Current information systems, owned by practitioners or care places, were
designed to record information according to the local viewpoint. One’s
health information is scattered among many systems and viewpoints.
Access rights management clearly illustrates the issue. Data access is
controlled from a matrix of rights (usually role based access control) that
involves people and roles enlisted inside a given care place. The “square”
matrix fits the Cartesian coordinate system that could be used to localize
objects inside the care place from a (x, y, z) triplet. It could very hardly
follow any outpatient. The time dimension is also usually limited to the
discontinuous set of periods when the patient is inside the place.
In order to follow a patient journey, it is mandatory to switch to a polar
coordinate system, that’s to say a patient centered reference frame where
objects are localized around the person, depending on an angle (where
around?) and a distance (how close?). This is what has been done to provide
access rights to Ligne de vie (LdV) with a system called “access roses”.
Figure 1 below shows a Health Team Rose (HTR) with the patient inside
the central circle and his team members around.
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Each object can come with a similar rose where each area is painted with
a colour (green for accessible, yellow for details being hidden and red for
invisible) and, once stacked on the HTR, defines who can see what.
Roses
clearly
demonstrate a truly
patient
centered
system
where
interactions depend
on
your
place
(where you are) in
the team. Ligne de
vie is probably the
first system to be
fully designed to
operate in citizens’
reference frame.
Ligne de vie
Ligne de vie was
initially a way to
tell
someone’s
health story in a graphical way, according to the artist drawing on figure 2.
The purpose was to draw the kind of mental representation that a health
professional elaborates from studying the pile of documents a patient health
record is usually made of. Our initial ambition was also to benefit from
informa
tion
accurac
y
in
order to
have
smart
agents
support
LdV
users in
their
daily
Figure 4: Artist drawing of Ligne de vie
tasks.
Figure 3: Health Team Rose
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We developed the first agents in the field of personalized cancer early
detection (for mouth, cervix uteri, colon, epithelioma, melanoma and
breast). It led to extending LdV with health goals for risk management.
Now able to answer three main questions, "what issues are to be
addressed?", "what has already been done?" and "what are the goals?", LdV
became a true project manager in support of (and giving birth to) the
Personal Health Project (PHP) of individuals.
Technologies: Knowledge management (KM) and Risk management (RM)
LdV is altogether a health journey “story teller”, a project manager and
the host for smart agents. Several innovative technologies were combined in
order to put it at work. LdV data model remains very close from natural
language using 50,000 terms ontology and a dependency grammar (DG).
Using DG trees, LdV can express any medical discourse with the same
accuracy as natural language, but in a non ambiguous and computer process
able way. Several innovative Man Machine Interfaces (MMI) are elaborated
to build DG trees: Archetypes for deterministic domains (static model trees
in XML files) and Fils Guides (on the fly pathway generation) for non
deterministic domains. A Blackboard, well known artificial intelligence
component, operates agents, called knowledge sources (KS), to solve
various problems under the supervision of a Controller.
LdV provides a new vision in risk management (RM). So far RM has
been compartmentalized (drug interaction, drug contraindication, primary
prevention, etc) and implicit (in peto). LdV now makes RM explicit, thanks
to risk lines, and unified because whatever the risk type, KSs can discover
risk factors from clinical data and propose personalized health goals.
Open source
LdV is a complex KM environment built to be operated as
communication layer between citizen and professionals reference frames
(and to federate legacy systems). This ambitious platform of services must
benefit from vast support and auditability in order to succeed. The usual
assets of open source!
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Abstract: Citizens have turned the Internet into a vehicle through which
of implement their social relations and the exploitation of these social
networks for the communication and discussion of health matters
among patients, carers and doctors is envisaged to become an effective
way to deal with an otherwise unsustainable system. However, the
sensitive nature of health information entails many particular
challenges. On one hand, while assuring the privacy of patients is
extremely important, a global analysis of their data is necessary in
order to induce patterns and extract conclusions from a wider
perspective with regard to particular pathologies and treatments
among others. On the other hand, the potential impact that the
information might have on the health of the patients accessing to it
requires an extremely careful handling of the information sources.
Consequently, a health social platform needs to implement challenging
security and trustability methods that handle information adequately.
In this paper, we present how this methods have been modeled and
implemented in Open Collaborative Health, an open-source health
social platform targeted at serving as a secure and trustworthy
communication vehicle between patients, carers and doctors.
Introduction
A social network website can be considered as groups of individuals (or
organizations) connected by some kind of interdependence that manages
their relationships on the World Wide Web. In our increasingly dislocated
and mobile society, social network websites are proving valuable in
bridging distances and facilitating interaction and communications. People
are spending a significant amount of time at the top social networking
websites in order to manage existing relationships with friends, reconnect
with old friends, share media and find new contacts that have similar
interests. One example of social networks is those related with health. On
these networks, users are patients, caregivers and physicians so they have
different roles and the information published by each one could be very
different. There are networks where patients share their medical chart, so
their profile is associated with pathologies suffered by them. There are user
groups based on their roles or even on their diseases. In some cases users
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share their experiences [1], give emotional support, or keep in contact with
medical staff [2].
Each user creates a personal profile based on their personal information,
on who they are connected with, on what they have shared (pictures, posts,
comments, etc.). All this information is tied to privacy policies decided by
the organization that maintains the social network and in most cases, they
can be customized by the users. On the other side, information
categorization as reliable is left to the figure of reviewers, if they exist. In
many cases, the revision of false information is done when a complaint is
filed on it, so the diffusion degree can be high and too late.
Social networks usually include reputation models. In general, reputation
models can be based on the number of users that are part of the social
network for each user or in the ratings made by users for the comments
provided by each user [3]. As a particular case, the reputation of a user may
be based on their skills or knowledge in certain area. For example, in health
social networks, medical professionals have greater reputation. Usually, it is
considered that information provided by reputed users is more reliable than
any other. But why does a user rely on the information provided by another
user? Consider the following definition [4]:
"Trust is the subjective probability by which and individual A, expects
that another individual, B, performs a given action on which its welfare
depends" (translation from Italian)
So, in fact, trust is basically estimation, an opinion given by an
individual, so it is a personal state. And, based on the definition, is related to
another person. On social networks, users usually get reputation based on
the information the have provided previously. In other words, an individual
A trusts on B, because the amount of trusted previous information B has
posted from A point of view. There are trust models based on entities [5],
but it is rightful thinking that a model based on the information provided
would be a better approach [6].
In the next section it will be shown how this model can be applied to
health based social networks using semantic description of the underlying
information and completed with annotations about trustability.
Semantic Web, Social Networks and Trustability
There are already available ontologies to describe social network
elements. FOAF is an OWL vocabulary that describes individuals and the
relationships among them [7]. It can be extended adding medical
information (medical profile), based on Electronic Health Record models
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[9] to describe a complete medical user profile for a social network. SIOC is
a vocabulary that describes the domain of interconnected communities [8].
If the user determines its trustability on certain information, SIOC could be
extended with a simple property (gives_credit) that relates a User and a Post
so, it would be possible to indicate which information is reliable for each
user.
With this simple model is possible to develop methods to create and
enrich the user confidence profile, using inductive path, through the analysis
of user behavior to get trust patterns. On the other hand, applying inference
deductive methods is possible to get information that is likely to be reliable
for the user. In next section some of the methods developed and
implemented will be shown.
Trust analysis methods
Information Confidence Ratio (ICR) can be set as the relationship
between the number of users who have claimed the information as reliable
and the total of users who have read it. This value can be categorized
according to different parameters and used on statistical analysis to get
behavior patterns. Information search results can be ordered based on these
patterns.
It is also possible to deduce trustability relations from users’ relationships
and it would work as a recommendation system to get reliable information.
If user U1 finds information I as reliable information, and U1 knows U2, it
could be assumed that I is likely to be reliable for U2. On the same way, if
all data posted by user U2 (I1, I2, …, In) has been deemed reliable by U1, any
new information In+1 published by U2 could be considered reliable for U1.
These rules could be refined introducing other properties such as
information categories, or the groups which authors belong to.
One consequence of applying these methods is the ability to refine
trustability user profile, generating new patterns or changing existing ones,
as long the user uses the online social network. This point is important for
implementing this modelling. A rigid pattern based system, ties each user to
the pattern profile that it defines when it signs on the social network.
Ongoing work
Currently, the system proposed for trust management is being
implemented in the Open Collaborative Health project. The project aims to
develop an open source framework for collaborative management of social
and health information and mechanisms for interaction and relationship
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between different actors involved. As first stage, the framework is being
tested by a group of hepatitis type 1 patients and some medical stuff. On
this stage, a social network website is under development with four user
groups: general users, patients, medical staff and physicians with patients
(in the social network) in charge. Patients can make public any information,
like experiences or advices. This information could be useful for any
member of the social network and they can rate its trustability.
Future work
Nowadays the implemented system is based on a binary model, “trust” or
“not”, where "not" indicates that the information published is "irrelevant"
from the user point of view. Looking ahead, we are modeling a more
complex system, establishing confidence levels (-1, 0, 1), where 0 or 1, is
equivalent to the current model, and -1 would express "distrust" on the
published information. On the other hand, there is information that could
come from reliable sources, and this should be taken into account. There
have been some proposed models that could be added to the proposed
model [9].
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Abstract: The Open Source Enterprise Master Patient Index
(OpenEMPI) software has undergone considerable enhancements and
redesign following the initial contribution by the California Health
Care Foundation to provide an extensible architecture that can
incorporate various matching, blocking, and string matching
algorithms. The new data model, along with the loosely-coupled
architecture of the underlying services make it suitable for integration
into environments with demanding workloads. Furthermore, its proven
compliance with the IHE profiles makes it easy to integrate into
heterogeneous healthcare environments.
Introduction
OpenEMPI is an Open Source Enterprise Master Patient Index (EMPI)
that originated from the remnants of the Care Data Exchange software that
were turned over to the open source community after the Santa Barbara
County (California) Care Data Exchange (SBCCDE) ceased operations[1].
Since it was originally released it has undergone considerable refactoring
and redesign in
an effort to
achieve
the
following goals:
a.
decompose
the
overall
system into a
collection
of
services,
b.
make
it
extensible
so
that
new
algorithms can
Figure 1 SOA-based Architecture of OpenEMPI
be
easily
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embedded into the system over time, c. optimize the data model to support
instances with large numbers of patients, and d. provide standards-based
integration access points into the system so that OpenEMPI can be easily
integrated into existing healthcare environments.
To achieve the first goal, the system was re-designed so that the overall
architecture of the software is now based on Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA) principles where loosely coupled components comprise the overall
system architecture and interaction among components only takes place
through well defined interfaces. Figure 1 illustrates the new architecture of
OpenEMPI with only some of the services included in the figure for
conciseness. The figure also illustrates the layered nature of the architecture
where services are allocated to the data access layer, the service layer or the
UI layer and where each layer builds on top of the layer below. Layered
architectures provide flexibility by allowing entire layers to be removed and
replaced without affecting the rest of the system. For example, moving
OpenEMPI to utilize storage in the cloud would simply require
implementing the data layer to be deployed on a Storage-as-a-Service
(SaaS) infrastructure without requiring modifications to the rest of the
application.
Some of the key services that comprise the architecture of OpenEMPI
include the Matching Service, which provides an abstraction for the
algorithm that determine whether two or more patient records in the system
identify a unique patient, the Blocking Service, which abstracts the
algorithm that reduces the number of record pairs that need to be compared
for matching purposes, the String Comparison Service, which determines
the measure of similarity between two strings, and the Standardization
Service, which transforms patient attributes into a standard format for the
purpose of improving matching performance.
By decomposing the system into components and specifying interfaces as
the only means of interaction between those components, the new
architecture achieved the extensibility goal. The system can be easily
extended by simply implementing a different version of a service and
plugging into the system without requiring any modifications to the rest of
the system.
An EMPI internally utilizes algorithms from the field of record linkage to
detect and link duplicate records. Record Linkage is an area of research
whose focus is the development of algorithms for quickly and accurately
identifying records that correspond to a single entity. Over the years many
algorithms have been proposed with different operating assumptions and
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performance characteristics [3],[4],[5]. By utilizing the extensibility of
OpenEMPI, multiple, alternative matching algorithms may be implemented
and the most appropriate choice may be selected during deployment. The
software distribution currently includes a fully functional implementation of
both a simple, deterministic algorithm as well as a probabilistic matching
algorithm, which is an implementation of the Fellegi-Sunter algorithm that
uses Expectation-Maximization (EM) for estimating the marginal
probabilities of the model [2][4]. The same extensibility mechanism is also
available in the blocking service implementation and in the string
comparison service. The current string comparison service provides a
number of string distance metrics including an exact string comparator, the
Jaro, Jaro-Winkler, and the Levenshtein distance metrics among others [6].
The next objective for the redesign of OpenEMPI was the optimization of
the data model to support the persistence and retrieval of patient identifying
and demographic data. This objective was selected for two reasons. The
intent is for OpenEMPI to be suitable for implementation in large-scale
healthcare environments with hundreds of thousands to millions of patient
records, and where the system needs to sustain intense user workloads. This
goal can only be achieved if the data model is designed from the beginning
with high performance as a key criterion. The second reason for the focus
on optimization of the data model was to form a solid basis on top of which
multiple additional matching algorithms could be developed, tested and
deployed in a production environment. With a data model where query
performance is not considered during design, it would be impossible to
develop matching algorithms that are efficient and suitable for
implementation in large-scale environments.
The final objective was the provision of integration points into
OpenEMPI in order to facilitate its integration into the Information
Technology (IT) infrastructure of existing healthcare environments. To
achieve this goal, OpenEMPI provides support for the Patient Identifier
Cross-Referencing (PIX) and Patient Demographics Query (PDQ) standards
defined by the Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) organization [7].
IHE defines the workflow and specifies the standards to be used in the
implementation of those workflows for promoting the sharing of medical
information. The PIX profile supports the cross-referencing of patient
identifiers from multiple Patient Identifier Domains and the PDQ profile
provides ways for multiple distributed applications to query a patient
information server for a list of patients, based on user-defined search
criteria, and retrieve a patient’s demographic information [7]. OpenEMPI
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utilizes the open source implementation of the PIX/PDQ profiles in
OpenPIXPDQ which has been tested successfully at both the 2009 and 2010
IHE Connectathon. To further simplify the integration of OpenEMPI into
existing IT infrastructure, there are plans for the development of both a
REST-based and a SOAP-based web services interface to the full
functionality available by OpenEMPI.
Conclusion
The enhanced OpenEMPI software is currently available from both the
official OpenEMPI site at www.openempi.org and as a member project of
the Open Health Tools site [8]. Further work involves development of a
user-friendly interface for configuration and interaction with the system,
exploration of parallel algorithms for further extending the performance of
matching algorithms, and the development of additional interfaces for
access to the full system functionality.
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Abstract: Today's applied research and development projects need to
do more than just present their findings back to the scientific
community or to a technically minded audience. Today we need to
focus more on bridging the gap between research results and the
technical problems that modern, knowledge-based economies need to
have solved. This paper will profile the activities performed to position
open-source medical imaging software for use by local hospitals. We
will briefly explore topics such as the disruptive nature of open source
R&D, the leveraging of intellectual property rights, and the use of
software valuation tools. We conclude our work by highlighting the
benefits of creating a viable technology transfer strategy.
Introduction
Technology transfer, in its simplest form, is the movement of knowledge
from those who have developed it, to those that wish to use it for some
purpose or to develop it further [1]. However, in many cases, the act of
openly publishing research work to a technical journal or on the web does
not lead to the automatic adoption of the researcher’s work by the public. A
“gap” exists in the understanding of how a researcher’s work might be
leveraged for everyday use. This is especially true of commercial entities
that wish to take advantage of R&D results but are unsure of the potential
economic value of the results or how to technically secure the appropriate
legal rights in order to use these results to create value. The key to closing
this gap is found in technology transfer, and it requires its practitioners to
develop transfer strategies that will benefit both the researcher and the
public at large.
Open Collaboration and Software
Optimage is a medical imaging software package developed as part of an
applied R&D project [2]. The software has been constructed using code
developed by other research centers in different countries as well as code
components developed for other IT R&D projects. As the inherent nature of
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research is to share knowledge, software R&D advances tend to be
published in such a way that the source code can be analyzed and then
improved upon by fellow researchers. Researchers therefore look favorably
upon the use of open source software licenses as it provides both a means to
openly share their programming contributions while still maintaining
specific copyright restrictions on the use and distribution of their work [3].
Therefore, when examining the potential for transferring the results of the
Optimage software package, the first critical step was the selection of an
appropriate software license that would respect the collaborative nature
used during the development of the software while at the same time
respecting the copyright of all contributors. For Optimage, the license
selected was the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1.
The Impact of Open Source Licenses
The LGPL v2.1 license is a derivative of the more commonly known
GNU General Public License (GNU GPL) open source license. At its core
the license, through its use of internationally recognized copyright law,
legally obliges anyone who agrees to use the software to adhere to two
specific conditions. The first condition is that everyone has the right to
make copies and freely distribute the software. The second condition
insures that any modifications or improvements to the software must also be
released under a GNU GPL license [4]. The LGPL v2.1 derivative is
slightly different in that it contains a special clause that allows the use of
proprietary software libraries without exposing software developers to the
viral nature of the GNU GPL’s modification restrictions. In this way, the
Optimage software can use external software libraries developed under
nonopen-source licenses and yet still remain open and distributable to the
public.
A Gap Develops
Intellectual property rights, such as the use of copyright law to create
specific software licenses, are a key component to developing a technology
transfer strategy. By selecting the LGPL, we had insured that researchers
would be able to continue their collaborative efforts and therefore expand
the state of the art in their domain. However, by selecting the LGPL we
created two potential barriers for commercial transfer. The first barrier had
to do with the exclusivity of resources and the second involved the
perception of quality. Under the terms of the LGPL v2.1 license there can
be no restrictions on the distribution of the software and derivative works
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cannot be developed under a proprietary license. Commercial activities in
software are generally based on the granting of limited rights allowing the
use the software in exchange for a financial consideration. Open-source
licensing changes this equation. And if the software can be distributed or
changed by anyone, how will end users who require knowledgeable, ondemand support perceive potential quality issues such as software
maintenance and ongoing support?
Bridging the Gap
The second part of our strategy was to develop a value proposition
whereby healthcare providers, in this case hospitals, could clearly
understand the economic value of what had been created in parallel with an
analysis on how the Optimage software would compare to existing
commercial solutions. We started our analysis by finding a similar imaging
software package that was already available in the marketplace. Information
concerning the competing product’s licensing fees and annual maintenance
costs were obtained as well as information concerning core functionalities.
We then performed a software valuation audit on the Optimage project
using the replacement cost valuation method. The replacement cost method
is used when data concerning a product’s market share or future income
streams cannot be accurately assessed [5]. By establishing this replacement
cost, we created a foundation for our argument that R&D based open-source
software does have a tangible, economic value [6]. Next, to answer any
potential users concerns about quality and continued development support,
we created a series of financial models that detailed different software
support scenarios. This was coupled with a cost benefit analysis that showed
the estimated cost of ownership for both the proprietary software and the
Optimage LGPL licensed software. Due to the ongoing nature of the
transfer activities, we are unable to release these models to the public at this
time. However, once this process has been completed we plan to follow-up
with a more public analysis of our work.
Conclusions
Software developed under open-source licenses benefits the research
community by promoting the reuse of existing code and the sharing of new
programming techniques and tools. Healthcare providers who would like to
implement the results of healthcare IT R&D need to have confidence in
both the software quality and the level of available technical support before
they will be willing to incorporate any software solution into their
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production environment. Without a technology transfer strategy, researchers
will have difficulty communicating and demonstrating the value of their
work. As applied R&D results are not generally ready for immediate
commercial application, a properly executed technology transfer strategy
becomes a key component in transferring applied research results to the
healthcare domain.
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Stratification of FOSS Communities Specialized in
the Provision of eHealth Systems and Technologies
R. Pawelzik
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Abstract: The Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) production
model increases in importance for the supply of eHealth related systems
and technologies. Our research group at CRP Henri Tudor, CR
SANTEC, applied metrics for the assessment of a community's internal
social structure and role differentiation and explored if and how the
level of centralization differs between communities of comparable size
and age, but differing in their project focus with respect to the
relevance for the eHealth sector. Based on three preliminary case
studies we observed that in eHealth related projects cohesive subgroups
of developers show a tighter level of homogeneity with respect to each
individual's centrality within the community at large.
Introduction
Previous FOSS research [1] found that the level of centralization is
negatively correlated with project size, suggesting that larger projects
become more decentralized/modular. Several metrics have been suggested,
like 'betweenness centrality' [2], 'coreness' [3,4] and 'hub/authority score' [5]
to measure centralization and social modularity in networks of social
interactions. We applied these metrics to investigate a hypothetical
relationship between the stratification of developer communities and the
relevance of their projects for the eHealth sector.
We focused on communication interaction data of the developer subcommunities of three FOSS projects (BioConductor, ImageJ, Webkit) over
a comparable timeframe of roughly 2000 days and a comparable minimal
activity threshold level.
The BioConductor community produces an open development software
platform "for the analysis and comprehension of genomic data generated by
wet lab experiments in molecular biology." The ImageJ community
produces a public domain, Java-based image processing program developed
at the National Institutes of Health. The WebKit community produces a
layout engine designed to allow web browsers (Apple's Safari, Google's
Chrome, KDE's Konqueror) to render web pages.
The level of relevance of these projects for the eHealth sector ranges from
strong (BioConductor), to medium (ImageJ) and to low (WebKit). We
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compared these three case studies by collecting e-mails from a large e-mail
archive (www.gmane.org) and processed these e-mails to ensure unique
author identity and thread structure consistency.
Studied FOSS Communities
Project Name
BioConductor
ImageJ
Webkit

E-mails
23029
16197
10524

Threads
5238
3754
2143

Developers (hub-score>0.01)
439
469
456

Methodology & Methods
We created a database of e-mail metadata, from the earliest e-mails
archived in the repository to today (8.2.2010), and utilized methods from
'Social Network Analysis' to construct a network of interaction ties ('who
responds to whom') between minimally active developers, creating a
directed network of message exchanges. We then applied, correlated and
compared different metrics on each response network with the help of
iGraph [6], a tool for network analysis and visualization.
Results & Conclusions
We explored the network of social interactions and observed a slight
increase in the variance of the centrality measure of members of the same
cohesive subgroup (same coreness) when the project's relevance for the
eHealth sector decreases (from left to right). While the histograms of
coreness themselves don't reveal any significant differences, the correlation
between hub-score and centrality (last row) clearly shows a decreasing
tightness when going from eHealth to non-eHealth related projects.
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It has to be shown, if this pattern (the change of variance) is statistically
significant and can be generalized to the FOSS ecosystem at large when
investigations are significantly expanded to more than three communities.
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Circus 14, 18581 Putbus, Germany
Abstract: Many countries are facing the challenge of an aging society.
Especially in rural areas new models of home health care are needed to
guarantee a basic level of primary health care in the future.
Information and communication technology (ICT) tools that support
the documentation and communication between health professionals
involved in patient management are already highly prevalent in the
clinical context. Recent advancements in mobile devices as well as in
wireless broadband technologies have opened the way to extend the use
of ICT tools to primary health care for immobile patients in remote
areas. New research areas like Ambient Assisted Living (AAL),
mHealth, Personal Health Systems (PHS) are emerging. Several
systems to support mobile home health care have been developed in the
last decade. However, these systems have not yet been applied on a
broad scale. The gap between research and practice is still very large.
The authors will give an overview of systems developed for mobile
home health care in Europe in the last decade from a technological
point of view. Besides the technical problems there is the problem of
sustainability. A system will only be applied successfully in the long run
if it is economically feasible. The authors argue that it is a prerequisite
for a sustainable system to create a win(n)-situation i.e. all stakeholders
gain from the application of the system. One way to accomplish this
goal is the use of Free/Libre Open Source Software (FLOSS). FLOSS
provides a way of lowering the total-cost-of-ownership (TCO) and
providing a modular, flexible, high quality system. The aim of this
paper is to describe the challenges and possible solutions for a mobile
sustainable platform for primary health care. A special focus will be on
the question of how FLOSS can be applied for patient centered home
health care. To illustrate a possible solution a prototypical platform
based on the open source system MEDICAL will be presented.
Introduction
In Europe almost all countries are facing the challenge of an aging
society. The number of people aged 65 years or over is projected to rise
from 84.6 million (17.1%) in 2008 to 151.5 million (30.0%) in 2060 [1].
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Several studies have shown that home care is more cost efficient than
residential care [2, 3]. In Germany 93 % of the people aged 65 years or
above are still living in their own homes and most of them prefer to stay
there as long as possible [4]. In recent years there has been a paradigm
change towards patient centred care where different health professionals
(e.g. physicians, community nurses and home help staff) provide the care in
a team oriented, collaborative way. This approach requires the effective
cooperation and sharing of information between the stakeholders at the
point of care. In the last decade several systems for mobile home care have
been developed. This paper reviews some approaches and discusses future
challenges.
Systems for team oriented home care
Several projects have developed information and communication
technology (ICT) tools to support home health care. In this review the
following inclusion criteria were defined:
1. Focus on ICT systems that support collaborative home care
2. Participants: nurses, general practitioners (GP) and patients
3. Use of mobile systems to support nurses at the point-of-care
The objective of the SARAH project [5] was the development of a
flexible mobile service platform which supports nursing care and social
support in the homes of elderly people in a rural area in North Sweden. A
district nurse is supported with a field backpack containing a set of different
telemedical devices, videoconferencing equipment and a tablet PC allowing
mobile access to the electronic patient records. The SARAH project was
carried out in the Norbotton County and relied on UMTS.
WOUNDLOG [6] is a medical teleconsultation service for district nurses,
dermatologists and GPs in Enschede, Netherlands, offering live
videoconferencing for a district nurse in need of advice from a
dermatologist and supports documenting the wound in a multimedia file.
The system uses either a WLAN 802.11 or a UMTS/GPRS connection.
The DITIS system from Cyprus [7] supports the dynamic creation,
management and coordination of virtual collaborative medical teams for the
continuous treatment of chronic patients at home. The system was initiated
in 1999 and has since been used for the collaborative treatment of cancer
patients in their homes. DITIS uses GSM/GPRS to access the electronic
medical records (EMR) of patients at the POC. The team members use
smart phones and pocket PCs. The unique feature of the system is the
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dynamic creation of collaborative teams involved in the care of a specific
patient.
The main purpose of the Swedish project “OLD@HOME - Technical
support for mobile closecare”[8] was the development of a virtual health
record (VHR) that allows all stakeholders access to the full documentation
at the POC. District nurses and GPs were equipped with tablet PCs allowing
them to access the VHR through a web interface. Although the test region
of the project was a rural, mainly non-urban area, a fibre-optical network
infrastructure connected all test sites of the project.
COPLINTHO [9] is a Belgian multi disciplinary project at the
Interdisciplinary Institute for BroadBand Technology (IBBT). The project’s
objective is the development of ICT applications for the support of the care
process in the home environment. Apart from the technical aspects,
COPLINTHO also considers non-technical aspects like liability and social
impact. The system is based on a service-oriented architecture (SOA) using
web services. An interactive nurse terminal (INT) based on a PDA and an
Interactive Patient Terminal (IPT) are at the core of the system. Video and
audioconferencing is supported as well as access to the EHR.
K4CARE [10] is an European FP6 project that has developed knowledgebased home care eServices. The project runs from March 1st 2006 until
February 28th 2009. The outcome will be a model as well as a prototypical
implementation of the proposed platform.
The aim of the Vitabit [11] project is the development of an ICT platform
to support the communication and secure information exchange between all
participants in the care process. One innovation of this project is the usage
of a digital pen allowing a paper based documentation as well as the
transmission of the data into the electronic patient record.
Discussion
Most of the above systems were developed in the context of a funded
pilot project. Although industrial partners were involved in the system
development the routine implementation in a real-world setting has not been
accomplished yet. A major barrier is still the unclear financing of such
systems. One solution could be a system developed under an Open Source
License. This allows the cost efficient usage and the adaptation to different
local needs and circumstances. One Open Source platform that could serve
as such a system is the “Medical” system. It is based on Open Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP). Open ERP is used in more than 45 countries and
over 350 modules for different purposes are available [12]. “Medical” uses
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the base functionality of Open ERP and provides different modules for
primary and home care [13].
The ICT platforms for the patient centred care should be open for
different participants. Therefore the platform should apply standards if
available to allow the integration of practice information systems and
nursing documentation systems.
Conclusions
From technological point of view platforms providing the functionality
needed for a patient centred care have already been developed in several
pilot projects. Major obstacles for a routine implementation are unclear
financing and the lack of interoperability between the systems. Existing
standards have to be implemented instead of developing new standards.
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Abstract: In recent years, a large variety of protocols and standards
have been proposed in the context of digital electrocardiography. This
multiplicity generates a clear lack of integration and interoperability in
electrocardiogram (ECG) standardization. Some pairwise converters
have been proposed and developed but such an approach is not costeffective, since it requires a large number of mappings. Therefore, to
efficiently administer the various formats, some management systems
are required. In this paper, a framework for the integration and
management of the different ECG formats is proposed. This
framework is a Java-based application comprising four main parts: a
servlet, an applet, a database and a web page. The primary idea of this
approach is to provide with converter classes to a central format. Then,
since ECGs are stored in the same format, they can be homogeneously
managed, stored and visualized.
Introduction
The electrocardiogram (ECG) is the most commonly performed cardiac
test. With the rapid development of new telemonitoring platforms, the
transmission, storage and management of digital ECG signals have turned
into major topics of debate and investigation.
In this context, a wide range of standards have been proposed as, for
example, the Standard Communications Protocol for computer assisted
ElectroCardioGraphy (SCP-ECG), HL7 annotated ECG (HL7 aECG), or
Digital Imaging and Communication in Medicine (DICOM). But the list of
proposed formats seems to be endless: Medical waveform Format Encoding
Rules (MFER), General Data Format (GDF), File Exchange Format (FEF),
PhilipsXML, ecgML along with some other XML proposals, etc.
In the literature, several projects covering the relationship between two or
more of these standards can be found. Examples of those relationships are:
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HL7 aECG with Philips XML [1], SCP-ECG with DICOM [2-3]; or SCPECG and HL7 aECG with DICOM [4].
However, this point-to-point approach is not cost-effective, since the
number of pair converters required is n*(n-1)/2, whilst with a central format
approach the number of converters needed is n (being n the number of
involved formats). Besides, hospital management services face up to a
challenging problem, since they are forced to cope with several different
formats and visualization applications.
Some other initiatives have been already carried out in this integrating
direction [5-7], but in [5] there is no central format, in [6] the chosen central
format is HL7 aECG and some fields for example from DICOM could not
be translated into this format, and in [7] only XML files are considered.
Methods
The proposed framework is based on Java and it comprises four main
parts: a servlet, an applet, a database and a web page (Fig. 1). The servlet is
in charge of the parsing and subsequent conversion of ECG files into the
central format. Thus, it contains the different converters that have been
developed. In our framework, we have considered the following formats:
SCP-ECG, HL7 aECG, DICOM and Philips XML. The applet is basically
the visualizer itself. It displays the ECG signals as well as patient and
manufacturer information. It also allows taking measurements on the ECG
signal. An applet vastly simplifies the accessibility, since only a standard
web browser is required to use the system. Within the database, the ECG
files are stored. The database is accessed through the web page (to list the
stored ECG) and the servlet (to extract an ECG file or to store a new one).
Finally, the web page is used to emulate a Hospital Information System. It
interacts with the database, the servlet and the applet.

Fig. 1 – Software architecture of the system.
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The central Java ECG Class uses an internal XML-based ECG format,
which provides versatility and integration. It has been designed by
analyzing the common point of the four standards considered.
In Fig. 2 the entity-relationship diagram of the system is shown, including
the core classes and methods implemented and the main actions that can be
performed. The front-end of the application is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2 – Entity-relationship diagram

Fig. 3 – ECG visualizer
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Conclusions and Future Lines
A framework for the integration and homogeneous management of
electrocardiography formats that could arrive to a central hospital server has
been designed and developed, solving this way the problem of co-existing
ECG formats and avoiding the use of different managers.
After analyzing the varied architectures of the most prominent ECG
formats it can be concluded that, in the current context of ECG
standardization, there is no consensus regarding neither the structure nor the
fields that a digital ECG file should contain. That is the rationale behind the
decision of creating a new open central format, able to manage all the
different fields of all standards.
The designed framework also provides with modularity (supporting a
new ECG format is as easy as developing its converter class) and
accessibility (just a web page is required to use the system).
Future lines include adding new converter classes; adding support for
comments and annotations; and the design of the central format based on an
ECG ontology. Another issue currently under consideration is the inclusion
of privacy and security in the system in order to guarantee confidentiality,
integrity and origin of the signal.
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Introduction
Patient medication adherence has for a long time been a big problem in
healthcare and has been the subject of many research projects in the last
decennia. Although some successes have taken place, no real breakthrough
has been made to bring a solution for this problem any closer [1]. Telehealth
and telemedicine techniques are currently being used in solutions for
medication nonadherence with some success [2,3]. AMEDS is a new
technical innovation primarily designed as a solution for medication
nonadherence. In its extended form, called PMHS, the system is optimally
suited to support and enhance the management of healthcare of patients
with severe multiple chronic diseases [9].
Medication nonadherence
In response to an initiative of the Dutch governmental healthcare
authority a report called “Time for a better use of medication” has been
published [2]. In this report an important distinction between several forms
of medication nonadherence has been stated:
• Intentional medication nonadherence:
• Intentional, rational medication nonadherence
• Intentional, nonrational medication nonadherence
• Nonintentional medication nonadherence
A policy towards reducing medication nonadherence also has been stated
in this report to advice the Dutch government: “…to reduce the intentional,
nonrational medication adherence with 50% in the year 2014”. The group
of patients with intentional nonrational medication adherence consists of
patients who deliberately do not take their medication because of irrational
reasons. Mostly these are younger patients. The interventions to accomplish
this 50% reduction of medication nonadherence, as stated in the report, lie
primarily in enhanced communication and education. An example of this is
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the so called “concordance model” as has been formulated by a large
number of pharmacological organizations [4,11].
Unfortunately, with the above described policy one important patient
group is neglected: patients with nonintentional medication nonadherence.
This group of patients consists of people who have the intention to take
their medication, but are not able to do this because of physical or cognitive
disabilities [5,6]. Mostly this group of patients consists of elderly patients.
These patients are most vulnerable: they have to take a large number of
different oral medications on a daily basis (polypharmacy), they often have
multiple chronic diseases and they are frequently admitted on hospital
wards. Due to their inherent disabilities these patients are also vulnerable to
have problems with medication adherence and in these situations
medication nonadherence can have severe effects and can lead to hospital
admissions, need for more or superimposed treatments, more elderly care or
even death. There are indications that this group of patients is large and will
grow substantially in most Western countries in the near future as it is
expected that then the population of these countries will consist of more
elderly people [7].
Medication nonadherence is expensive. In the Netherlands it has been
estimated that the costs related to medication nonadherence each year are
approximately €600-800 million [10]. In the US these costs are estimated to
be approximately $300 billion (!) each year [11,12].
In case the population of these countries will consist of more elderly
people, as is expected in the near future, these costs will increase
substantially. A large portion of the increase of these costs will be related to
nonintentional nonadherence. Besides these financial implications it is
highly questionable whether health care systems will be able to cope with
the increased workload generated by this mechanism, as it is expected
healthcare personnel then will be much more scarce.
NIVEL, the Dutch institute for research in healthcare, distinguishes three
forms of interventions to enhance and support medication adherence [8]:
• Communicational interventions
• Educational interventions
• Technical interventions
Because patients with nonintentional nonadherence are mostly elderly
patients with physical and cognitive disabilities the first two forms of
interventions, communicational and educational interventions, can only
have minor effects on their medication nonadherence. Due to their inherent
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disabilities these patients are best treated by a multidimensional support
based on a solid technical solution [6].
AMEDS and PMHS
AMEDS (automated medication dispensing system) and PMHS (personal
mobile health system) are innovative technical solutions designed to reduce
nonadherence and to support general healthcare management of chronic
diseases.
AMEDS is especially designed to support patient care in case of high
risks of the occurrence of nonintentional medication adherence. AMEDS
consists of patient-bound, mobile dispenser units. As these units are mobile
they can be used in almost every situation a patient is in: home situation,
during stay in a nursing home or during a hospital admission.
The AMEDS dispenser unit consists of a small computer, electro motors
and an ergonomically designed medication chalice. The internal computer
has all functionality a regular computer has and all connections regularly
found on computers are present. Special medication cartridges (<20) can be
attached to the AMEDS dispenser units. These cartridges contain pills
(<200) in medication strips. By means of the computer and electro motors
the dispenser units are able to expel pills from the medication strips to the
medication chalice according to a preprogrammed time/dosage schedule.
The dispenser units contain several sensor systems to ensure the pill expel is
adequate and safe.
Apart from the purpose of control of the dispensing process by means of
the internal computer the dispenser units are also able to communicate with
a central server. Authorized health care professionals are able to control the
dispenser units by means of the central server or directly by means of a user
interface on the dispenser units.
With this system a medical doctor is able to prescribe medication for a
patient from a distance (teleprescription) and a pharmacist can be informed
by means of the central server to deliver prescribed medication to a patient in this case medication cartridges to be attached to the dispenser units by the
pharmacist. All a patient has to do to take his medication is to react to a
preprogrammed voice message or graphic, sound or buzz signal and take the
ergonomic medication chalice out of the dispenser unit. This system can
thus be characterized as ‘multi-user friendly’.
PMHS is the extended version of the system. In this system the dispenser
units contain a more advanced computer and special external adapters.
These adapters make it possible to connect other devices to the dispenser
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unit. This can be done by two way communication techniques, like USB:
input data from these devices can be brought into the dispenser unit or the
dispenser unit can send control data to these devices. Although the primary
function of PMHS is still dispensing medication, with this system set up the
possibilities to support the primary health care process which takes place
between medical doctor, patients and other healthcare workers, like
pharmacists, are greatly enhanced. Some examples of enhanced possibilities
of PMHS:
• Advanced medication prescription support for medical doctors.
• Dispensing and/or monitoring intake of non oral medication, like
inhalation medication or injection fluids.
• Telediagnostics and telemonitoring: weight, blood pressure, INR,
heart rhythm, blood sugar, electrolytes, FEV1 value, etc.
• Enhanced teleconferencing with desktop sharing.
• Advanced patient information applications supporting the medication
dispensing process.
Research projects with AMEDS and PMHS
Research projects with AMEDS and PMHS are designed to study effects
of these systems in current practical patient care with special focus on
medication nonadherence and efficiency of treatment.
Example of using AMEDS in a clinical trial: Vitamin K antagonist
therapy is being done with cumarin derivatives, like fenprocoumon,
acenocoumarol, or warfarin. This therapy has special characteristics: regular
INR measurements have to be performed and complications, like bleedings,
thrombo-embolic problems or medication interactions are structurally
registered. This is especially so in case the treatment is done by services,
like the thrombosis foundation in the Netherlands.
Due to the special characteristics of vitamin K antagonist therapy
medication nonadherence amongst these patients is much more visible for
healthcare workers than amongst patients with other forms of therapy.
Currently a research project is being set up in which a small group of
patients using vitamin K antagonist therapy are treated by means of a
simplified form of AMEDS.
Example of using PMHS in a clinical trial: Patients with congestive heart
failure are often polypharmacy patients. The medication of these patients
are best given in relation to clinical parameters. These parameters include
the physical exam, like auscultation of the heart or assessment of ankle
edema, or other parameters, like measurement of potassium. In these
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situations PMHS can be of great value. Apart from teleprescription and
support for medication adherence with PMHS certain essential parameters,
like weight, blood pressure and electrolytes are suitable to be monitored
from a distance (telemonitoring). This can make the treatment much more
efficient. In a clinical trial PMHS will be used to support the treatment of a
small group of patients with congestive heart failure.
Conclusion
AMEDS and PMHS are state-of-the-art systems based on the most
modern techniques currently available. The systems are designed to reduce
medication nonadherence and can greatly enhance communication of
patients and healthcare workers. In case these systems are implemented well
the impact on healthcare systems can be of utmost value.
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Abstract: The adjustment of the Healthcare Systems to the increasing
number of chronic diseases is one of the biggest challenges to the
European Union. Especially in the rural regions of Europe it is not
secured that all parts of the population have equal chances to get
adequate care. Congestive heart failure (CHF) has become an
important health problem in the western world. CHF is the leading
cause of hospitalisation for patients over the age of 65. Current medical
therapy has only a modest effect on morbidity and mortality. The most
effective therapy for end-stage CHF is cardiac transplantation.
However, because of limited donor organ supply, transplantation is
limited to younger patients. Numerous scientific studies prove that
telemedicine improves the observation of chronically ill patients and
can lower healthcare expenses. For smaller countries like Luxembourg,
cross-border telemedicine can lead to a cost-effective and improved
disease management, but it requires new approaches in ambulatory
care and highest standards in data security and data protection.
Introduction
The adjustment of the Healthcare Systems to the increasing number of
chronic diseases is one of the biggest challenges to the European Union.
Especially in the rural regions of Europe it is not completely secured that all
parts of the population have equal chances to get adequate care for their
diseases. The use of communication and information technologies allows
offering medical services over great distances. With that, extended parts of
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the population can be provided with specialized health services in a health
economically reasonable way.
Congestive heart failure (CHF) has become a health problem of epidemic
proportion in the western world and is a leading cause of hospital
admission. Current medical therapy has only a modest effect on morbidity
and mortality. Today, the most effective therapy for end-stage CHF is
cardiac transplantation. However, because of limited donor organ supply,
transplantation is limited to younger patients.
Numerous scientific studies prove that telemedicine improves the
observation of chronically ill patients and can lower healthcare expenses.
The TEN-HMS (Trans-European Network initiative – Home-Care
Management Systems) study was one of the first large scale randomized
prospective telemonitoring trials (426 patients). The study showed that
telemonitoring reduces the number of hospital days by 26% and led to an
overall 10% cost-saving compared to nurse telephone support.
With the help of the Luxemburgish Fonds National de la Recherche (FNR)
the Public Research Centre Henri Tudor has developed a patented device
for the homemonitoring of CHF patients (MonICard). This system contains
die measurement of blood pressure, heart rate, weight, oxygen saturation
and pulse transit time (PTT). PTT reflects the peripheral resistance within
the vessels. The peripheral resistance of cardiac patients rises with the
degree of severity of their disease and seems to be particularly interesting
for high-risk patients.

Fig. 1: MonICard Home monitoring device with PTT measurement
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Selected target groups
For CHF patients who are waiting for a cardiac transplantation the
identification of a suitable recipient for the scarce donor hearts is of vital
importance for the therapy’s success and the optimal use of the scarce
hearts. About 30% of the patients die while on waiting lists, about 20% of
the transplant recipients die during their first year after the transplantation
from an uncontrollable rejection reaction. It should be figured out, if the
inset of the MonICard home monitoring system helps to detect beginning
rejections and to allow timely interventions.
Another application of cross-border telemedicine is the telemonitoring of
therapeutic anticoagulation in case of arterial fibrillation. Patients always
need anticoagulation therapy after valvular heart operations. Oral
anticoagulation takes place by regularly taking tablets, whose dose is set
based on the regular taking of blood samples for the determination of the
INR. A too low INR increases the risk of an embolism, which can lead to
apoplexy, heart attack and death; a too high INR can lead to life-threatening
internal hemorrhages. Therefore the determination of the INR-level of
chronically ill patients is carried out by the patient himself (the procedure
resembles that of blood sugar measurement) and telemedically transmitted
to the medical care center.
Establishment of a cross-border telemonitoring pilot project
For an ideal care of heart patients it is important that threatening health
statuses are quickly recognized. Currently an own telemedical center would
hardly be cost-effective for Luxemburg. A consortium has been set up
constituted of the Centre de Recherche Public Henri Tudor, the Centre
Hospitalier de Luxembourg, the IFAT (Institut für angewandte Telemedizin
Bad Oeynhausen, NRW) and the ZTG (Zentrum für Telematik im
Gesundheitswesen). IFAT has already established this telemedical service
and can take over the observation of appropriate patients from Luxemburg.
Within the pilot implementation, adequate workflows need to be elaborated
to assign duties and responsibilities of all partners. The ZTG from NRW is
scheduled for the neutral coordination of this task. Cross-border
telemedicine requires as well highest standards in data security and data
protection. The processes of collecting, sending and storing the medical data
have to be adapted to a multinational setting.
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Preliminary conclusion
The same access to high-end-medicine for all citizens is one of the aims of
the European Social Model. Telemedicine will play major role in the future,
because fewer physicians will have to take care of more and heavier
affected patients. Telemedicine offers many advantages, but besides
compatible medical-technological solutions, comparable structures of
accounting must be created in the EU-member states. Furthermore clear
regulations for a cross-border transfer of the patients’ personal data are
required.
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Abstract: Sudden cardiac arrest (SCA) remains leading cause of death
in Poland and in the world. Victims prognosis in SCA is poor despite
efforts. Especially poor is prognosis of victim with out-of-hospital SCA
– only 5% survive to discharge. According to American Heart
Association (AHA) and European Resuscitation Council (ERC) early
defibrillation is a part of “chain of survival”, sequence of actions
crucial for survival of victim with SCA. Public access to Automated
External Defibrillators (AED) is recommended, however lack of
knowledge about device presence reduces possible benefit of AED
public access programs. AED Location System (ALS) was designed to
counteract this problem by providing information about devices
situation. ALS is being initiated in the city of Warsaw – the capital of
Poland with about 2 million citizens and over 120 AED devices. ALS
provides information about position of all devices on the interactive
map of Warsaw. Moreover, additional system is prepared with
collaboration of telecommunication company allowing to receive
information about the nearest AED device via Short Message System
(SMS) in answer to free of charge empty SMS. Both solutions are being
implanted and evaluated in improving knowledge about device location
and AED usage.
Introduction
Sudden cardiac arrest (SCA) remains leading cause of death in Poland
and worldwide [1,2]. Every year about 700 000 Europeans die due to SCA.
The risk of SCA in general adult population remains stable at 1 case per
1000 persons per year. Especially poor is prognosis of victim with out-ofhospital SCA – only 5% survive to discharge. American Heart Association
(AHA) and European Resuscitation Council (ERC) promote a sequence of
actions crucial for survival of victim with SCA - “chain of survival” [3].
Early defibrillation is a part of this sequence. The mechanism of more than
40% of all SCA is ventricular fibrillation (VF) or ventricular tachycardia
(VT) without pulse, when defibrillation is indicated. In these cases every
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minute delay in defibrillation results in 10-15% decreasing of patients
chances for survival to discharge [4,5].

Fig. 1. Chain of survival. Adapted from European Resuscitation Council [3].
In common document European Society of Cardiology (ESC) and ERC
recommended public access to defibrillation with Automated External
Defibrillators (AEDs) and proposed models of AED access [6]. AED is a
simply in use device which analyzes heart rhythm and delivers discharge
when indicated. AEDs should be located in places, where risk of SCA is at
least 1 case per 2 years.
Availability of AED in the City of Warsaw, Main Reason of Low Usability
In the beginning of year 2009 Authors initiated study which aim was to
list all the AED in the city of Warsaw [7]. Over 120 devices were found.
AEDs are located at the airport, in some of the shopping centers,
underground stations, authorities offices, sport centers and museums.
Meantime two benefits were performed presenting proper AED usage and
results of our study for citizens of Warsaw.
During research and benefits main reason of low AED usability were
noted. One of them was insufficient knowledge about proper AED usage
and exact device location.
AED Location System
AED Location System (ALS) is a pilot study implanted in the city of
Warsaw as an European agglomeration. ALS was designed to counteract the
problem of lack of knowledge about AED devices location. The aim of the
project are collecting and presenting the data about all AED devices in the
city of Warsaw. Access to database is granted with interactive city map for
every internet user after logging. A part of ALS portal is an internet course
of cardiopulmonary resuscitation with AED based on current ERC
guidelines.
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Moreover, additional system is prepared with collaboration of
telecommunication company which allows to receive information about the
nearest AED device via Short Message System (SMS) in answer to free of
charge empty SMS.

Fig. 2. SMS Center (SMSC) coordinating reporting about the nearest AED.
Evaluation process
The main term of ALS importance is high reliability of the data. Essential
for ALS usability are gathering information about all devices and regular
data actualization.
The rank of ALS and its influence on citizens safety are conditioned by
number of users measured as activity in data input and output. Every user is
allowed to add proposition of new location, which is verified by data
administrator. Data may by review using internet city map or SMS system.
All the information about proper cardiopulmonary resuscitation with and
without AED will by available online in educational platform. The data
about intervention with AED will be collected during research period to
compare AED usage at baseline and after 36 months of the study.
The last part of evaluation process will be initiating ALS in selected other
Polish agglomerations on ground of experience and solutions tested in the
city of Warsaw.
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Fig. 3. Structure of ALS: input and output interface. * User activities.
Conclusions
ALS is a pilot project which aim is to provide information about all AED
devices in the area. ALS is prior being initiated in the city of Warsaw, but a
part of evaluation process is to incorporate selected other Polish
agglomerations. Positive impact of telecommunication solutions on AED
availability and usability may result in citizens safety improvement.
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Abstract: Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) remains the most common
cause of death worldwide with the most frequent and dangerous acute
coronary syndrome (ACS), particularly myocardial infarction (MI).
According to current guidelines in case of ACS time to diagnosis and
treatment initiation is crucial. Kardionet is a solution for accelerating
process of ACS diagnosis and treatment in situation of centralized
cardiology service and spread emergency (ER) and healthcare
providers, like in Mazovia district (Central Poland). Kardionet
provides connection between ER units, local hospitals and cardiology
center. Selected ER units have been equipped with Lifepack
defibrillators, which provide electrocardiography (ECG) transmission
and tablets for patients data input. In case of ACS suspicion ER unit
may transfer patients data together with current ECG to cardiologist
on duty via mobile phone with internet connection. Teleconsultation
results in patients risk stratification and referring to local hospital or
cardiology centre with fulltime invasive cardiology service. Similar
teleconsultation is offered to local hospital and may result in high risk
patients transfer for treatment or examination. For improving patients
data collection and transfer Electronic Patients Record (EPR) has been
developed, where patients personal data, medical history, current
condition and results of imaging examinations and laboratory tests are
set. EPR is supplied with Expert System (ES) module providing rapid
patients risk stratification on the ground of current guidelines with
high compatibility between ES suggestions and cardiologist treatment
decisions in initial assessment of reliability. High utility of ECG
transmission, novelty of EPR and high reliability of ES makes
Kardionet a very usefulness tool which may result in improvement of
ACS patients prognosis.
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Introduction
Among all causes of death in developed and developing countries the
most common are cardiovascular diseases, with the most frequent
presentation – acute coronary syndrome (ACS) [1]. Particularly dangerous
ACS is myocardial infarction (MI), necrosis of heart muscle due to
ischemia. According to current guidelines in ACS time from symptoms
onset to diagnosis and proper treatment initiation is crucial [2]. For the most
cases invasive treatment is the management resulting in the best prognosis.
Often the only invasive cardiology centers are located in big cities.
Kardionet is a system created to establish full time communication
between invasive cardiology centers, local health providers and emergency
(ER) ambulances. Currently it is validated in Mazovia district (Central
Poland) and coordinated by 1st Department of Cardiology of Medical
University of Warsaw.
Kardionet Infrastructure
Kardionet was based on readily available telecommunication
infrastructure. Selected ER units have been equipped in Lifepack
defibrillators offering electrocardiography (ECG) transmission, which was
assessed as relevant technique [3] and tablets connected by bluetooth with
mobile phone with internet connection. Local hospitals are involved into
infrastructure by internet connections providing bandwith 512 kbits/s.
Faster connections are arranged to enabled imaging data transmission.
In case of ACS suspicion ER unit may transfer patients data together with
current ECG to cardiologist on duty in cardiology center. During
teleconsultation cardiologist assesses patients risk and decide about
referring to local hospital or cardiology centre with fulltime invasive
cardiology service. Similar teleconsultation is offered to local hospital and
may be used for high risk patients consultation and transfer for treatment or
examination, which may not be proceed locally.

Fig. 1. The structure and idea of Kardionet.
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Electronic Patients Record
Full access has been established to patients medical history, present
condition and results of his laboratory tests and other examinations with
developing of Electronic Patient Record (EPR). EPR is initiated with
patients admission by ER unit or local medical provider and completed
during hospitalization. EPR consists of two parts: personal data forms and
medical data forms (case history, diagnosis, physical examination, transfer
events, additional tests and drugs). Special form, called Minimal
Cardiological Data Set (MCDS) has been added to obtain as fast as possible
consultation in emergency condition. Crucial data fulfilling time does not
exceed 5 minutes.
Additional Expert System (ES) module has been implanted to enable
rapid patients risk stratification on the ground of current guidelines.
In case of justified ACS suspicion teleconsultation consequence in
directly patients admission to cardiology center on behalf of ECG and
patients medical data from EPR. System usability has significantly
improved by implanting ECG transmission module from ER ambulance to
cardiologist on duty using Lifepack defibrillators. In the future efficient
transmission of imaging data in DICOM (Digital Imaging and
Communications in Medicine) format via 1 Gbits/s connection may result in
higher availability of echocardiography, magnetic resonance or computer
tomography. The rank of imaging examinations in cardiology and entire
medicine has increased in the last years which was confirmed by the new
universal MI definition where results of imaging examinations (like
echocardiography or computer tomography) may be proofs of hears muscle
necrosis with this same strength as results of ECG.
Kardionet in Mazovia District – First Appearance
Kardio.net is being successfully implanted in Mazovia district. All
transferred patients data are storage in healthcare providers’ databases
where it was produced, and available from every part of the system with
www interface. One of the principle of the Kardionet is data storage in
medical center where it was produced, which is necessary because of Polish
legal regulations. After successful logging access to the data is granted only
for medical staff treating patient actually or in the past. Recorded data of
patients may represent ACS cases from Mazovia district. The initial
assessment of ES reliability resulted in high compatibility between ES
suggestions and cardiologist treatment decisions. The main difficulty was
insufficient computer literacy among the medical staff but medical
personnel was positively motivated for feeding the patients data into the
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system. Positive results of ECG transmission from ER units to cardiologist
on duty has been previously reported, by Polish cardiology centers also
[4,5]. Kardionet is much more developed and complicated system providing
transmission of much more patients data, unified EPR module and
completed during entire hospitalization and allowing access to in
Conclusions
High utility of ECG transmission, novelty of EPR and high reliability of
ES makes Kardionet a very usefulness tool.
Its utilization is dependent on results in shortening the time from ACS
recognizing to cardiologist consultation finalized with successful treatment
and improvement of patients prognosis.
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Abstract: Directed acyclic graph based multiclass classifier is applied to
the problem of identification of sleep stages using heart rate
information. Efficiency and reliability of the classifier implemented in
Grid environment are investigated. The best classification rate was
obtained using polynomial or RBF kernel function, however the
training time was faster using RBF kernel function.
Introduction
Heart rate variability analysis is widely explored in many fields of
modern medicine, especially in cardiovascular, pulmonary and sleep clinics.
For the diagnostics of sleep related disorders assessment of sleep structure
is very important. Contemporary methods are based on polysomnography,
however this method is extremely time-consuming and expensive. The
results of the recent investigations show dependence between heart rate
characteristics and sleep stages. Heart rate variations during the shifts of
sleep stages might be a basis for the assessment of sleep stages. The
procedure of heart rate (RR intervals) recording is relatively cheap, as
compared with a full polysomnography, and might be easily implemented in
a hospital and home environment.
In the present paper the results of the experimental investigation of the
identification of sleep stages using heart rate data are presented. The records
of RR interval sequences during sleep recently published on the Internet
(http://www.pri.kmu.lt/datbank/) have been used as experimental data [1,
5].
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Classification Method and its Grid Implementation
Identification of sleep stages based on RR interval time series is a
multiclass classification problem. Sleep consists of six different states –
four stages of non-REM sleep, REM sleep, and wakefulness after sleep
onset. Sleep stages can be identified by classification of parameters
extracted from RR interval time series. In the experiments we used the
following linear parameters of RR time series: mean value, standard
deviation, very low frequency, low frequency, high frequency components
of power spectrum and ratio between low and high frequencies. Besides of
linear parameters the following parameters of non linear dynamics have
been taken into account: approximate entropy, sample entropy, short term
and long term fluctuation slopes estimated by DFA.
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Fig. 1. Full DAG for multiclass classification of six sleep stages. DAG of
grouped vertices.
The multiclass problem of identification of sleep stages using RR interval
data is reduced to into a set of binary classification problems and then the
binary classifications are combined to obtain multi-class classification. The
most common approach to multiclass classification one-versus-all, one492

versus-one and DAG methods [2, 3]. One-versus-all approach assumes that
for each class there exist a standard binary classifier which separates that
class and all other classes. For one-versus-one method the number of (k(k1))/2 binary classifiers were constructed. An example belongs to the class
which assigns to it the highest value. Full DAG algorithm for classification
of six sleep stages and DAG of grouped classes are presented in Figure 1.
The DAG of grouped classes is formed according sleep stages structure.
The main node classifies four stages of non-REM sleep versus REM sleep
and wakefulness. Then non-REM sleep is classified into classes 1st and 2nd
versus 3rd and 4th.
The multiclass classification problem is reduced to a number of binary
classification problems solved in parallel applying Grid computing
paradigm. Grid environment can be composed of supercomputers, high
performance computing clusters, clusters of personal computers.
Our experimental investigation has been done using the infrastructure of
the LitGrid with gLite middleware. Workload Management System (WMS)
in gLite [http://glite.web.cern.ch/glite/] is responsible for the distributing
and managing jobs across computational resources available on the Grid.
The jobs in gLite WMS are defined using Job Description Language (JDL).
The multiclass classification was implemented by adapting the SVM light
[4] to Grid environment and distributing binary classifiers using DAG type
of jobs.
Experimental Results
The Gridified multiclass classification has been used for the classification
of six states (1-4 sleep stages, REM sleep and wakefulness) using heart rate
data. Experiments were done on two sleep data sets, see table 1.
Table 1. Data sets.
Data set
Set 1
Set 2

# training data
252
3448

# testing data
108
1477

#attributes
12
12

For each data set we estimate accuracy using linear, polynomial and
radial basis kernel functions and different parameters γ and C . The
summarized results of classification accuracy comparing two methods are
shown in Table 2. The classification accuracy is very similar. The best
classification rate in data set 2 was obtained using polynomial or RBF
kernel function, however the training time was faster using RBF kernel
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function. The training time doesn’t include the time spent in Grid queues
and schedulers.
Table 2. Classification results.
Problem

Set 1
Set 2
Set 1
Set 2
Set 1
Set 2

Full DAG
DAG of grouped vertices
Training #SVs
Rate Training #SVs
Rate
time
time
Linear kernel function
2.51
61
70.91%
1.72
55
73.61%
107.15
1678 82.46%
84.62
1573 81.94%
Polynomial kernel function
5.58
57
83.68%
3.24
69
86.63%
862.34
1746 91.54%
792.82
1634 91.13%
RBF kernel function
3.48
37
88.47%
2.74
45
82.42%
761.52
1342 89.33%
743.59
1476 91.38%
Conclusions

Gridified DAG multiclass classification can be used for identification of
sleep states using RR interval data. Analysis of the results shows, that
polynomial kernel function has better classification rate, however training
time was less using RBF kernel function.
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Abstract: Started in Romania as a new technology in late 90’s.,
telemedicine and telecardiology emerged as a novel method for
clinicians. In countries like Romania with an emerging economy,
telemedicine had been proved a useful tool, for diagnosis and therapy.
The main areas of interest in telecardiology are: e-health, e-learning
and e-management. The contribution in e-health is related to improving
the healthcare in various areas, like ageing communities, geographic
isolated areas, emergency medicine, and transportation. Also an
important target for e-health is to reduce the costs of hospitalization
and the costs of specific proceedings, to reduce the waiting times mainly
in populations with limited mobility capacities. That for in the last
decade we have implemented at the Emergency County Hospital some
telemedicine and/or telecardiology projects. This study highlights the
implementation, the results but also the reasons for failure of
telemedicine projects in clinical practice.
Introduction
Nowadays, any responsible individual involved in healthcare should be
confronted, more or less, with three challenges, namely: promoting high
quality medical services, with the lowest costs possible, and with a high
accessibility. The e-health concept is more and more a reality, tending to
become a day-to-day utility.
E-health is playing an important role in the EU e-Europe strategy and one
of the important activities to support this is the deployment of health
information networks based on fixed and wireless broadband and mobile
infrastructures.
Another increasing social and economic phenomenon noticed in the last
decade consists in human mobility. Telemedicine projects have huge
qualities that consist in removing barriers between peoples, countries and
regions. In our opinion three main areas could have positive impact in
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clinical practice: bilateral telemedicine projects, diagnosis and research
telemedicine networks, and home or outpatients monitoring systems.
Bilateral telemedicine projects
This type of telemedicine projects could be dedicated, in our opinion, to
share medical information between hospitals or healthcare providers located
in different areas, for current activity (teleconsulting) or for special
emergencies (mobility). A bilateral project that sustains this vision and
finances the activities has started between regions from Romania and Italy.
The cooperation started between Lombardia and Toscana regions (Italy) and
Timis County (Romania) with the intention of enlargement. This bilateral
project that was functional since December 2004, was supported by the
Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and the project leader is the @ITIM –
Associazione Italiana di Telemedicina e Informatica Medica. The
University “Politehnica” from Timisoara, Romania and the University
Milano-Bicocca from Milan, Italy, ensured the design of the architecture
and the technical support. The project had as result the development of a
healthcare network between a Romanian hospital, the Emergency County
Hospital Timisoara and an Italian Hospital, the Careggi Hospital from
Florence. The aim of this study was to increase the quality of medical
services, provided by the Emergency Clinical Hospital Timisoara, Romania,
in collaboration with departments from hospitals from Italy (Fig. 1).

Figure.1 A model for bilateral or a telemedicine network system
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Started initially for radiology and cardiology department with
transmission of clinical data (case presentations), ECG or X-rays,
respectively echocardiography images, more recently (2009) the pathology
and hepatology department of the Emergency County Hospital Timisoara,
Romania are involved in a bilateral project with medical centers from
Brescia (Italy).
Diagnosis and research telemedicine networks
Cardiovascular diseases represent nowadays a major social and economic
impact in EU and recent new EU member countries, being the leading cause
of death in developed countries. Similar cardiovascular epidemiology
aspects are noticed in new EU member countries, like Romania. The main
concept of this type of projects is to create and promote a clinical and a
telemedicine network, that we have named CARDIOLOGICAL
DIAGNOSIS NETWORK (CARDIODIAGNET), for acute and chronic
patients with cardiovascular diseases. This network must also offer the
possibility to be accessed by various physicians, such as specialists and
family doctors or other persons involved in healthcare. CARDIODIAGNET
was designed to be oriented in the following main fields: clinical
cardiology, in which we proposed to introduce new techniques for ECG
signal processing, telemedicine units for rural or isolated areas and family
doctors and for continuous medical education, a platform for e-health and elearning, that has the possibility to be accessed from different locations by
the partners involved in the network. Using a user-friendly platform, the
network will provide: Tele-counseling in which hospital specialist will
request the opinion of the tertiary hospital specialists on a clinical case;
interactivity (through video-conferencing facilities). In this case, the
healthcare professionals can talk and see each other and thus share
information about the patient. In the case of e-learning, through videoconferences, specialists in medical or IT fields will interact with various
specialists and participants from other sites outside the partner centers.
Shared clinical records: A referring general hospital specialist and tertiary
hospital specialists will have access to the same set of patient’s clinical
records during a virtual referral or during the entire stay of the patient in the
tertiary hospital. E-Health: The CARDIODIAGNET project aims at
building a reliable software tool to support health professionals in taking
promptly the best possible decisions for diagnosis and treatment.
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Home or outpatients monitoring systems
The necessity of a modern telemedicine system mainly for the patients in
rural areas is important in the prophylaxy of cardiovascular diseases and to
reduce hospitalization. The main aim of the system is to offer a high level
healthcare to a basically old population with limited mobility capacities. For
that purpose we have implemented in a GP office a digital ECG
(electrocardiogram) device (Nihon-Kohden 9132K) with 12 leads. The ECG
device has the capacity to record data on paper or in digital format that
permit the transmission of the ECG signal to a smart phone HP (Hewlett
Packard) iPAQ 614/614c and through Bluetooth or VPN (Virtual Private
Network) to an ftp server located in the Cardiology Clinic of a Regional
Hospital. We use a wide band network (14 Mbps) for the transmission of
data. More recently (2009) we have implemented a bed-side ECG
monitoring system using a CARDIAX-PC device with the possibility to
share data (ECG) on an original HIS platform SIMIMED, developed by an
independent Romanian team.
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Abstract: Following the implantation of a mechanical heart valve,
permanent oral anticoagulation is a must. Thromboembolisms and
Marcumar-induced hemorrhages remain frequent complications after
mechanical heart valve replacement despite progress in the
development of artificial heart valves. The studies ESCAT I and II
show that INR self-management in combination with low-dose
anticoagulation is able to reduce the rate of thromboembolism and of
haemorrhaging. The INR values measured by patients can now be
monitored by using telemedicine.
Background
Today, the second most frequent cardiosurgical intervention is replacement
of a diseased heart valve. Approximately in Germany 18.000 patients per
year receiving surgery for heart valve. The vast majority of implanted heart
valves are so-called mechanical replacements. Yet thromboembolism and
hemorrhaging are still frequent complications following the implantation of
these artificial valves. The risk of thromboembolism and hemorrhaging can
be reduced through treatment with oral anticoagulants.
Butchart et al. [1] were the first to introduce the concept of risk-adjusted
anticoagulation intensity. He could show that postoperative oral
anticoagulation following mechanical heart valve replacement was not
usually adjusted to the levels required.
Anticoagulation with coumarin derivates has become established medical
therapy within the framework of secondary prophylaxis. The first step
towards improving postoperative anticoagulation is INR self-management.
For the reason, that there will always be at least some patients who require
long-term medical help with their INR self-control, the institute began to
experiment with telemedicine to assist this type of chronic disease therapy.
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Material und Methods
Approx. 120 000 people with permanent oral anticoagulation currently
perform INR self-management in Germany. Since 1994, we organise a new
program at the Heart and Diabetes Center NRW (HDZ NRW) in Bad
Oeynhausen for patients who have undergone mechanical heart valve
replacement. In December 2003, we founded the Institute for Applied
Telemedicine (IFAT). Since then, we registered and medically monitor
more than 900 Marcumar patients by IFAT.
They are instructed in INR self-control or self-management 7–10 d after
surgery. The patients are shown how to use the device, how to handle the
test strips and how to transmit telemedical data. They are also told in terms
how anticoagulation therapy (in this case Marcumar) works. They then
receive a home monitor, a CoaguChek XS. A module can read the INR selfcontrol data as soon as the test has been performed and transmit it
automatically to IFAT. There the data is matched to the corresponding
electronic patient file. Physicians and trained staff monitor the incoming
results. Also they inform patients about further anticoagulation measures.
The Institute works around the clock, 24 h/d and 7 d/week.
Results
The study ESCAT was able to show that patients are capable of learning
INR self-management. The qualitative improvements achieved by INR selfmanagement are highly significant.
Because of very low-dose anticoagulation in a follow-up study called
ESCAT II, this enabled the stability of the anticoagulation therapy to be
complied, while at the same time reducing variability. Further reductions in
thromboembolic and especially hemorrhaging complications were
evidentiary. The study TeleQin analyzes more than 900 patients. Our
evaluation shows that there are no significant differences between patients
who practicing self-management and those are telemedically monitored.
During late follow-up 83.3% of INR values recorded in Group B were
within the therapeutic range of INR 1.8 to 2.8, compared to 82.2% of INR
values recorded in Group A (p<0.0004). 65.4% of INR values recorded in
Group B were within the therapeutic range of INR 2.5 to 3.5, in contrast to
72.0% of INR values in Group A (p=0.001).
Conclusion
Sometimes patients with permanent anticoagulation encounter situations,
even in their everyday routines, in which they were overextended with this
form of therapy. Performing INR self-controls, maybe with the aid of
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family members or nurses, with added telemedically doctor’s advice was a
viable alternative. The combination of medical autonomy coupled with
telemedical service can achieve the highest quality intensification in oral
anticoagulation following mechanical heart valve replacement. In the
studies ESCAT I and ESCAT II, the IFAT were able to show that INR selfmanagement in conjunction with low-dose anticoagulation is able to reduce
the rate of thromboembolism and of haemorrhaging [2]. Therapy in close
cooperation with local practitioners is possible. The result is a minimumrisk anticoagulation therapy. This can be practiced by and offered to nearly
any patient with the relevant indication.
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Abstract: Telecardiology is one of the most important areas of e-Health
and Tele-ECG systems are very important for cardiological assistance
in remote and underserved regions of the world. Since the year 2000, a
digital Tele-ECG system works in the State of Rio Grande do Sul (RS),
in southern Brazil. Initially, a regional project was established in Sao
Lourenco do Sul (SLS) - 44,000 inhabitants. Since 2008, the method was
expanded to 11 more towns, coordinated by the eHealth Centre of
ICFUC-RS. Now, a larger public telecardiology network is being
established in RS.
Introduction
In recent years, thanks to the development of information and
communication technologies (I.C.T.), telemedicine and eHealth heve been
incorporated to almost all areas of health practice. Heart diseases [1],
mainly coronary heart disease, are the most common causes of death in
many countries [2]. Timely assistance of acute cardiac urgencies and
emergencies is critical for a successful therapy and patients recovery [3].
For this reason, Telecardiology is one of the most important areas of
eHealth, causing significant impact when implemented in remote and
underserved areas of the world.
The State of Rio Grande do Sul (RS), located in southern Brazil, has a
population of around 11 million inhabitants distributed in 496 cities. Most
of them are very small - around 200 villages with less than 5,000 inhabitants
- and have a lack of health care professionals, being critically underserved
in medical specialties, including cardiologists. In order to improve the
quality of cardiological care, a telecardiology project started in the State of
Rio Grande do Sul (RS), in the year 2000. Initially, a digital Tele-ECG
system was established around the city of Sao Lourenco do Sul (SLS) 503

44,000 inhabitants -, with the involvement of 4 health care institutions.
Since 2008, coordinated by the eHealth Centre of the ICFUC-RS, a public
telecardiology project was implemented in 11 more towns, located in 2
different regions of the state. A recent partnership established between the
ICFUC-RS and the State Government, through the Health and Science and
Technology Secretariats, will expand the project to a larger public
telecardiology network. One hundred towns are expected to take part of the
program during 2010/2011.
Objectives
The objectives of a telecardiology network in RS can be divided into 2
stages:
(1) Since 2000: the establishment of a regional Tele-ECG system based in
the city of SLS, for the diagnosis of both urgent and routine cardiac
diseases, with the participation of four regional health care institutions;
(2) From 2008: the implementation of a public multipoint Telecardiology
network throughout the state of RS, coordinated by the eHealth Centre of
the ICFUC-RS, with progressive coverage of a large number of towns.
Methods
Regional Project SLS - The Digital Tele-ECG System of SLS started in
the year 2000, progressively connecting 1 cardiologist to 3 small regional
hospitals (2 urban and 1 rural) and 1 outpatient care unit. as described: 1.
Santa Casa Hospital (year 2000): main regional hospital, located in the city
of SLS; 2. Walter Thofehrn Rural Hospital (year 2001): located around 20
Km from SLS; 3.Outpatient Care Unit of Turuçu (year 2003): public
institution of Turuçu city (4,000 inhabitants), located 25 Km from SLS; 4.
Hospital Ernesto Arndt (year 2009): located in Morro Redondo city, distant
100 Km from SLS.
Technically, during the first year, the ECG data were transmitted pointto-point via conventional phone lines. After 2001, thanks to the availability
of data transmission via mobile phones (tdma) in the region, the Rural
Hospital was connected to the cardiologist. Since 2003, DSL (urban
regions) and radio based (rural area) Internet facilities became the
teletransmission standard.
The equipment included: Standard PCs, laptop, conventional and mobile
phones (tdma, cdma, gsm), digital ECG machines, Internet facilities (Radio,
DSL, Mobile: Edge/3G) and a telecommunication software.
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Telecardiology Network in RS - Coordinated by the eHealth Centre of the
ICFUC-RS, since 2008, the program can be divided into 2 phases:
Phase I: The implementation of a Telecardiology network connecting 2
cardiology referral centres (Instituto de Cardiologia of Rio Grande do Sul,
located in Porto Alegre (capital city) and the Hospital de Cardiologia of Rio
Grande, located in the city of Rio Grande) to eleven health care institutions
(small hospitals and outpatient care units): 6 located in the north-western
and 5 in the south-eastern region. Both Federal and State level funding
support the 2-year phase project. Technical infrastructure include the
implementation of Internet access of at least 512 Kbps, the acquisition and
installation of the equipment (computer, webcam, headset, digital ECG
machine and respective softwares). The equipment of the referral centres
are located in the respective emergency room sectors. Also, a training
program consisting of lectures and printed material with project guidelines
was prepared by the the ICFUC eHealth team. The telecardiology method
offers: 1. Immediate digital ECG signal acquisition, Internet
teletransmission from remote areas , and specialized ECG diagnosis from 2
referral centres; 2. Internet based live second opinion in cardiology; 3.
Thrombolytic therapy with tenecteplase for ST-elevation Myocardial
Infarction, to be infused at the remote point of care and; 4. Public
ambulance transport of critically ill patients to tertiary level hospitals. Phase
I of this project will be concluded in June 2010.
As part of Phase I, a Mobile Tele-ECG pilot project was tested in a very
remote Family Health Program (outpatient care unit and home care setting).
The study was carried out by student members of ICFUC-RS in the city of
Porto Lucena/RS, during November/December 2009.
Phase II: This stage establishes the expansion of the Multicentre
Telecardiology Network to 90 more remote and small towns in RS, during
2010 and 2011. Technological improvements include a new telecardiology
central unit for 24/7 operation, a data processing centre and a multicentre
webconferencing training program. Phase II is a partnership established
between the e-Health Centre of the ICFUC-RS and the RS Government
with the participation of its Health and Science and Technology
Secretariats.
Results
Around 13.000 Tele-ECGs were transmitted and analyzed during 10
years of a regional Tele-ECG System in Sao Lourenco do Sul, from 3 small
hospitals and 1 outpatient care unit. The telecommunication method,
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initially based on point-to-point phone transmission via conventional lines
and TDMA mobile phones, has changed to Internet based real time and
store-and-forward technology, including 3G mobile Internet access in the
last 2 years.
Phase I of this program connects 11 remote Institutitons - 6 located in the
north-western and 5 in the south-eastern regions - to 2 referral centres
(tertiary level cardiology hospitals). The system allows immediate ECG
diagnosis and specialized second opinion for acute and severe cases,
including medical advice for the administration of thrombolytic therapy in
cases of S-T elevation acute myocardial infarction. A training program in
the field was organized and carried out by the ICFUC-RS team and
consisted of: 2 regional meetings (1 in the northwest and 1 in the southeast
regions) and 6 local training sessions that were delivered for the
professionals of both the remote teams and the referral centres. A total of
121 professionals were trained in all institutions: 67 in the north-western
and 54 in the south-eastern region. Phase I will be concluded in June 2010.
Phase II - expansion to 90 more cities - is under implementation since
December 2009. The first steps adopted were: 1. Definition of the program
committee, composed by 6 members; 2. Building a new telecardiology
central unit in the ICFUC-RS; 3. Selecting professionals to work in the
telecardiology central unit, for on duty (24h/7days) analysis of ECGs and
for remote (web-based) cardiology counseling in case of urgencies; 4.
Constituting a training team, that will include cardiologists, nurses, IT
technicians and administrative personel, and; 5. Organizing a training
program composed of regional meetings (face-to-face lectures) and of a
multicentre webconferencing sessions.
Discussion
Ten years elapsed have elapsed since the first steps of a Tele-ECG Project
in RS. During this period, more than 10,000 patients experienced the
benefits of a Tele-ECG System, and the method was adopted as a public
strategy by the local health autorities. Meanwhile, a significant
improvement in IT apparatus was observed, allowing to widespread
telemedicine and eHealth services to underserved and far remote areas of
the state. At the same time there was a significant reduction in Internet
access costs, which guarantee the sustainability of e-Health systems.
Recent studies have demonstrated that planning public health assistance and
transport strategies can reduce the time spent to offer proper care for
cardiovascular urgencies and emergencies [4,5,6].
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In Brazil, both Federal and State level authorities are motivated to
implement e-health strategies, in an attempt to overcome traditional barriers
in health care delivery. Based on the achievements of the SLS regional
experience, a larger and public telecardiology network started in RS/Brazil,
in 2008, coordinated by the ICFUC-RS. The Multicentre Telecardiology
Program of RS, is under establishment as part of a public health program named “Saude Perto de Você” (Health Nearer You), aiming to offer better
health services to the regions where people live [7]. In order to successfully
expand the method to 90 more towns, Phase II of this program is a joint
action taken by 3 public institutions - the ICFUC-RS, the State Secretariat
of Health and the State Secretariat of Science and Technology.
Conclusion
This public telecardiology program can play a key role in health care
delivery. Combining new technological facilities for medical assistance and
for educational purposes is expected to reduce the existing gap between
underserved areas and the big metropolitan areas and to improve
cardiovascular assistance for those living in remote regions.
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The Experience of Integration between a
University Telehealth Center and the Public
Health Sector: Achieved Results
C. Souza, G. Cancela e Penna, M. C. B. Melo, R. M. Torres, H. J. Alves
Introduction
The Federal University of Minas Gerais (UFMG), together with the Belo
Horizonte City Health Department, had an important role in structuring the
Brazilian National Telehealth Project. The model of telehealth for the
Brazilian public health system was applied initially in Belo Horizonte,
through teleconsultation and web conferencing. This model was developed
in the scope of the @LIS Project of the European Community.
The National Telehealth Project, which will also incorporate activities in
distance training using 3D modeling, will promote the incorporation of
telehealth practice in the UFMG School of Medicine, one of the 9 university
cluster project coordinators. Moreover, the collaboration of the municipal
health department will allow various telehealth models to be tested, in order
to select the most appropriate for Brazilian requirements, thus allowing for a
project design adapted to the needs of the Brazilian public sector.
Objectives
The aim of this paper is to describe the structure of the Telehealth Centre
of the UFMG School of Medicine, its activities and achievements.
Results
The creation, in 2006, of a telehealth centre at CETES (“Centro de
Tecnologia em Saúde” - Health Technology Center, School of Medicine)
has enabled the convergence of experience in telehealth services with an
education and information technology structure, facilitating the quick
establishment at UFMG, of:
Laboratory of content production, using telehealth resources. The Health
Technology Center, School of Medicine, allows the realization of earned
value courses by using platforms of distance learning via video, animation
and organic 3D modeling. The use of 3D modeling of organic structures
permits the construction of virtual learning objects that simulate
physiological, pathological and anatomical events in a dynamic way.
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The use of organic modeling in the School of Medicine becomes crucial
for the production of content with a sharp level of incorporation of
technological resources. The School of Medicine chose a files package of
3D models of human anatomy, for editing in Maya 3D software, in which
each of the files (systems) represents the human anatomy on the same scale
and proportion and contains the necessary textures, groupings, and UV
coordinates.
The complex task of installing a content production laboratory in a
medical school, where virtual objects will be used for learning, has distinct
components - besides the 3D modeling, infrastructure hardware (computers
with monitors and specific features, servers, video cameras, editing and
videoconferencing rooms, lighting) and software for the incorporation of
video resources, animation and content production.
Also the structure of human resources requires multiple skills. In addition
to teachers who know the subject in depth, for the operation of the
laboratory, the Medical School hired two professionals trained in fine arts,
responsible for the animation and 3D modeling, experts in video editing and
technical personnel specialized on platform Moodle, so that distance
education courses were likely to be produced, incorporating all the potential
available in the content production laboratory.
The process of structuring the content production laboratory of the
Medical School can quickly relate to the needs of the public service,
offering innovative products prepared in a timely fashion. This process is
highly structured for the education of professionals, and has the ability to
facilitate mass distance education courses through the use of modern
technologies. It also creates, progressively, an internal dynamics in the
School Medicine that allows the training of professors in developing
distance learning courses.
Currently, the content production laboratory has already produced the
following distance learning courses available to several municipalities of
the state of Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte City Health Department, Ministry
of Health and UNIMED (a private health insurance company): course of
hypertension, ECG, Dengue, H1N1, superficial Trauma and Emergency. At
this stage, in conjunction with PAHO, we are translating into Spanish and
starting the availability of a course on dengue to Latin American countries.
Structuring activities of the Laboratory of Excellence and Innovation in
Telehealth Latin America – Europe
The structure of the Laboratory of Excellence and Innovation in
Telehealth Latin America - Europe is a milestone in the consolidation of
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UFMG and the Municipality of Belo Horizonte as an important
international benchmark in the area of telehealth. The structure of the
laboratory is a result of a combination of European and Latin American
institutions who participated, in the area of telehealth, in the @LIS Project
of the European Community.
The launching of the proposed Laboratory occurred in December 2006
and it was attended by representatives of 20 countries from Europe and
Latin America. The Second Workshop was held in 2009, with the same
number of participating countries.
Project Telehealth Public Policies in Latin America - PPT-LA-IDB
In order to coordinate the activities of the Laboratory for Latin America,
UFMG School of Medicine and the University Telehealth Network (RUTE)
signed an agreement with the IDB in December 2009 to develop the project
“Telehealth Public Policies in Latin America - PPT-LA”.
Structuring of the Latin American Journal of Telehealth (“Revista
Latinoamericana de Telesalud”)
The journal Latin American Journal of Telehealth was launched on early
2009, it is now in its third edition, using the SEER system - the Electronic
Journal Publishing - which is a Brazilian adaptation of the OJS - Open
Journal Systems software, developed by the University of British Columbia.
The publication of the journal has been achieved by a multidisciplinary
group of UFMG, involving professors in the areas of medicine, nursing,
dentistry, libraries, information technology, and also the participation of the
Belo Horizonte City Health Department. The journal has an international
editorial board, involving participants from 20 countries, in addition to the 9
universities of the Brazilian National Telehealth Project. Brazilian
representatives and UFMG staff participate of both the editorial board and
various committees that publish the journal.
Telehealth research ongoing projects
The UFMG School of Medicine develops the following research projects
in the area of telehealth: Brazilian National Telehealth Project - Minas
Gerais cluster (distance course, webconferencing, teleconsultation. It
involves 50 municipalities of the State of Minas Gerais); Tele-emergency
project (incorporating multiparametric monitors, 3G data transmission
technologies used by SAMU's ambulance to transmit information to
emergency hospitals in Belo Horizonte), development of distance courses,
with 3D modeling for the UNIMED, Belo Horizonte City Health
Hepartment, state health department and PAHO and
project of
retinography in diabetes and project of telemonitoring of diabetic and
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hypertensive patients and telehealth project for the Amazon region and
indigenous populations. Currently, the discipline of telehealth is taught
every semester in the School of Medicine. A proposal for a professional
master's degree in the area of telehealth was structured and is ongoing in the
UFMG.
Incorporating telehealth resources to rural internship in medicine,
nursing and dentistry
Professors at rural boards of these three areas, as well as many of the
students, are trained in the use of telehealth resources in the municipalities
where these activities are being developed. This is an initial process but it
predicts that in future, all students of these areas will be proficient in these
new technologies before the end of their course.
Conclusion
The existence of a structure focused on telehealth activities within the
UFMG School of Medicine, coupled with international partnerships and
regular interaction with the public service, has enabled a rapid development
of Telehealth actions.
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Abstract: The objective of the study was to assess the effectiveness of
thromboembolic prophylaxis strategies in Orthopaedics through a
systematic review utilizing Web based database. Thromboembolic
prophylaxis national registry in orthopaedic surgery and traumatology
has been invented since 2001 and provided consecutively. Data were
collected using Internet accessible database. An effectiveness of
prophylaxis was analyzed comparing two periods before and after
evidence-based national guidelines for venous thromboembolism (VTE)
in orthopaedic surgery publication. Most of patients received a form of
recommended prophylaxis mostly (Low Molecular Weight Heparin)
LMWH. Deep venous thrombosis (DVT) symptoms were observed in 22
(0,5%) orthopaedic patients in 2001 mostly while receiving
prophylactic regime. Similar symptoms have occurred in 13 patients
only (0,3%) at the end of observation period. This large-scale
prospective web based registry was confirmed as a useful instrument
for the assessment of thromboembolic prophylaxis. It was also used to
show how the guidelines are followed.
Introduction
Over one million people in the EU each year are affected with venous
thromboembolism (VTE) that includes deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and
pulmonary embolism (PE). Over 540,000 VTE-related deaths are estimated
per year in Europe with VTE [1]. Web based databases belong to eHealth domain that are
not frequently used in orthopaedic trials. The objective was to analyze data from the multicenter Web513

Based

Orthopaedic eRegistry (RECORD) to evaluate the prophylaxis level and assess how the

guidelines of VTE prophylaxis recommendations influenced on VTE occurrence and present the usefulness
of internet based tools for orthopaedic surgery.

Material and method
Thromboembolic prophylaxis national registry in orthopaedic surgery and
traumatology has been invented since 2001 and provided consecutively.
Data was collected using Internet accessible database. Despite guidelines
for venous thromboembolism (VTE) prevention in orthopaedic surgery
elaborated on evidence-based approach, many patients may not receive
effective prophylaxis [8]. Web based collected data derived from 50
medical centers in 2001 and from 62 medical centers in 2007. Registry of
primary venous thromboembolic prophylaxis in orthopaedic departments
had collected data on patient’s age, sex, height, weight, and patient's health
status including VTE risk factors. 1949 patients were admitted to
orthopaedic departments who had undergone a primary, unilateral, elective
THA or TKA in 2001 and compared with 2061 patients in 2007.
Results
In the first analyzed period the average hospital stay was 15 days and in
2007 was 16 days. Most of patients received a form of recommended
prophylaxis mostly (Low Molecular Weight Heparin) LMWH. Evidencebased national guidelines for venous thromboembolism (VTE) in
orthopaedic surgery were elaborated and accepted in 2002 as an official
document undersigned by National Specialist of Orthopaedic and
Traumatology of Locomotor System and President of Polish Society of
Orthopaedics and Traumatology (PTOiTr). The document was updated
twice in 2004 and 2007. Total hip replacement was performed in 28% of
orthopaedic patients and 4% total knee replacement in 2001 and for 30%
and 10% respectively in 2007. Deep venous thrombosis (DVT) symptoms
were observed in 22 (0,5%) orthopaedic patients in 2001 mostly while
receiving prophylactic regime. Similar symptoms have occurred in 13
patients only (0,3%) six years later. The VTE prophylaxis was prescribed to
97,17% of patients prior guidelines publication and to 98,38 of patients
later.
Discussion
Implementation strategies are key factors in determining the overall
success of clinical guidelines. They are important for changing physician
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practices and expected to result in clinical improvement or cost savings [2].
The dissemination of guidelines was postulated as influential on VTE
prophylaxis practice. The web based database enables the collection
important information that derives from multiple remote centers. It may
show DVT risk assessment, population, and other important variables of
appropriate prophylaxis. It may be utilized as analytic and decision support
system to result in the achievement of optimal outcomes. Having Web
based database, sufficient evidence was available to make useful
comparisons of regimen and medications utilization. Clinical management
guidelines (CMGs) [3] were used to standardize physician practices and
ensure safe and cost-effective patient care. Its use empowered to monitor
and coordinate physician behavior improves compliance with CMGs.
National Guidelines for proper VTE prophylaxis are recommended in many
countries [4-7]. They recommend how to use available prophylaxis
medication in certain condition taking into account reductions in VTE
events, reducing morbidity, mortality and costs to the public health care
system. Large differences in clinical practice on venous thromboembolism
prophylaxis are reported between the USA and other countries [8]. Yu et al.
[9] conducted study to evaluate compliance with the Sixth ACCP
Consensus Conference on Antithrombotic Therapy guidelines for the
prevention of VTE in hospitals. They found that overall compliance rate
with ACCP guidelines was 52.4% for orthopedic surgery. Recently,
Jameson et al. [5] compared complication rate with data from the National
Joint Registry of England and Wales regarding the use of LMWH during
the same periods. They found a significant increase in the reported use of
LMWH (59.5% to 67.6%, p < 0.001) following the publication of the
guidelines. Friedman et al. [8] analyzed data from patients who had
undergone a primary, unilateral, elective THA or TKA, and had at least 3
months of follow-up. They confirmed compliance with guidelines for 47%
of THA and 61% of TKA patients in the USA, and 62% of THA and 69%
of TKA patients outside the USA. However, they found that received
prophylaxis was not followed with treatment in accordance with the ACCP
guidelines [6,7].
Conclusion
This large-scale prospective web based registry was found as a powerful
eHealth tool. It has confirmed that dissemination of guidelines becomes
useful instrument for the unifying and improving thromboembolic
prophylaxis protocol. No considerable variation in venous
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thromboembolism prophylaxis practices employed by orthopedic surgeons
in THA and TKA patients was found. Despite statistically significant raise
of prescribing prophylaxis observed after publication of guidelines the
already achieved level of prescribing was satisfactorily high. Web based
database observations reinforce the continuing monitoring of clinical
practice and exploration the compliance with recommended prophylactic
regimens. Utilizing similar mechanisms an assessment of risk factors and
thromboembolic prophylaxis could be evaluated.
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Abstract: This presentation describes our Virtual Research
Environment (VRE) which we have called the LifeGuide Community
website. This VRE aims to facilitate collaboration for those involved in
creating internet interventions using the open-source LifeGuide
software. The aim of this presentation is to describe the methods and
results of an ongoing qualitative case study detailing how the VRE can
contribute to new ways of working collaboratively on internet
intervention projects.
Introduction
Internet intervention projects (i.e. projects developing interventions for
promoting or changing health behaviours or to train health professionals
over the internet) involve many different types of collaboration and sharing
of interventions, including:
• Collaboration between a large research team which requires input on
content, format and study design from lead investigators, clinical
experts, expert patients and researchers
• Supervision between PhD supervisors or lead investigators and their
students or research assistants
• Sharing between researchers who are working together to develop an
intervention
• Sharing intervention files with the wider e-health community to
disseminate work and facilitate future collaboration
We are developing a VRE to enable people using LifeGuide working
within a variety of disciplines to collaborate in sharing and reviewing
components of internet-delivered interventions. The aim of a VRE is to
facilitate researchers in “managing the increasingly complex range of tasks
involved in carrying out research” [1]. A VRE will enable LifeGuide
researchers to collaborate in internet intervention research and share
intervention components, research data and expertise. This will reduce the
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resource requirements (time and funding) that can make collaborative
research difficult. VREs are considered to be growing in importance as
more and more research is conducted with larger, geographically dispersed
teams, enabling researchers to make “real scientific advances” [2].
This project uses a co-design and co-deployment approach to the
development, deployment and revision of the VRE. This involves both
target end-users of the VRE and website developers working closely
together to ensure that the end-product is “both feasible and useful” for the
user [3].
Method
This presentation reports an ongoing qualitative case study that aims to
inform the co-design and co-deployment process of developing the VRE
and evaluating its use. The first author (a psychologist and therefore a
target end-user of the VRE) learnt to use the LifeGuide tool and assisted on
a number of LifeGuide intervention projects to obtain first-hand experience
of using the software and to help inform how a VRE may be beneficial for
the target population. Semi-structured interviews were also conducted with
perspective target users (n = 7) to obtain others’ perspectives of how the
VRE may facilitate their research.
The results from the interviews and observation were then used to inform
the production of ten personas and scenarios (Fig. 1). These are fictitious
characters that represent the different types of target users and descriptions
of how they might use a VRE which highlight their requirements.

Fig 1: Example personas and scenarios
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Results
Participant observation and semi-structured interviews highlighted four
types of sharing that need to be supported by the LifeGuide VRE:
1) Peer support - For many health researchers, developing an online
intervention is a new experience therefore the opportunity to share and
discuss experiences of using LifeGuide with others in a similar situation
will be of benefit to target users.
2) Technical support - Although LifeGuide is designed to be used by any
person without any programming experience, there may be times (for
example, when a new logic command is needed) when technical support is
required. Users have suggested having a discussion forum dedicated to
sharing technical issues and logic commands with one another.
3) Collaboration and Supervision - Providing feedback on an internet
intervention can be difficult. Previously, users would have to write feedback
on printed screenshots or write detailed e-mails trying to explain where
changes to an intervention are required.
4) Dissemination - One of the objectives of LifeGuide is to advance
scientific knowledge of interventions, therefore one aim of the VRE is to
enable researchers to share their completed interventions and the results to
examine what types of intervention components are most effective. The
LifeGuide Community website can therefore act as a repository of online
interventions to allow researchers in the field to play, review and re-analyse
existing interventions.
Discussion
A beta version of the LifeGuide Community website is available from
www.lifeguideonline.org. To meet the requirements for a VRE we have
designed the LifeGuide Community website to enable people to:
• Download the LifeGuide authoring tool and the accompanying
researcher help manual
• Securely upload interventions that they have developed to share
with team members or the wider e-health community.
• Comment on interventions. This commenting system enables
others (i.e. members of a research team, supervisors or other
members of the LifeGuide Community) to comment on each part
of an intervention right next to the page where it occurs. This
commenting system also facilitates real-time discussions which
can be utilised for virtual team meetings about an intervention.
• Find examples of existing interventions to help form ideas for their
own intervention development or to use in intervention research.
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The development of user-friendly discussion boards to facilitate the
sharing of peer and technical support at the more general level is planned, as
is a system to allow users to share their research papers relating to online
intervention research.
The qualitative case study will continue to run over the following months
whilst we evaluate the effect the LifeGuide Community website has had on
facilitating a collaborative research environment and to identify any new
requirements for improving the VRE.

Fig 2: Screenshot of the VRE
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Abstract: This paper presents the developments on the telemedicine
technology undertaken by the Research and Integration Centre - UTI
Group (UTI), in partnership with the Faculty of Automatics and
Computer Science from the “Politehnica” University of Bucharest
(UPB), Romania. The partnership aim is to develop solutions to
improve the access, efficiency, effectiveness, and quality of clinical and
business processes utilized by healthcare and social care organizations,
practitioners, patients, and consumers in an effort to improve the
health status of patients.
Introduction
One of the biggest challenges of the modern society refers to the
demographic changes, including ageing and diseases pattern changing,
which place a great pressure on the sustainability of the health systems.
Pandemics, major physical and biological incidents and bioterrorism pose
potential major threats to health while the climate change is causing new
communicable disease patterns. All those issues, correlated with the rapid
development of new technologies which are revolutionizing the way we
promote health and predict, prevent and treat illness, have triggered a major
development of the telemedicine. The work described in this paper is based
on the UTI large experience in R&D activities for system integration and
product development for personnel, assets and vehicles monitoring, e.g. the
KTrackP [1] used for patients remote monitoring.
The current telemedicine platform, a result of the scientific partnership
between UTI and UPB, responds to most actual requirements of the
telemedicine and serves as a technological enabler to help elderly people to
stay independent into their own houses and to allow those suffering from
chronic diseases and those living in isolated sites to be helped.
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System of Systems Approach
Due to the large scale and distributed architecture, a system of systems
(SoS) approach was adopted in order to achieve operational and managerial
independence, geographic distribution, emergent behavior and an
evolutionary development of the components: patient monitoring, hospital
care, ambulance service guidance to intervention and on route patient
assistance, first responders emergency management. The overall system of
systems architecture is presented in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 System Architecture
At the patient level, vital signs are monitored as well as data related to the
daily activities patterns (see Fig.2). This framework is applicable on both
home and assisted care facilities monitoring. Even at this level, the system
is considered as a SoS: the vital signs monitoring and activity monitoring
are two autonomous systems, each of which have their own capabilities.
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Fig. 2 Patient monitoring
By combining the data from both of them and analyzing the time series
data, the relationship between the health and physical condition will be
revealed and, in this way, allowing disease prevention and health
improvement adapted to specific individuals. The same vital monitoring
system is also considered as part of the patient in-transit monitoring SoS
(PT SoS), this time together with ambulance data (position, speed, heading,
status, etc.). Thus, valuable statistical information related to the effectives of
the service may be obtained. At a larger scale, all the patient monitoring
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SoSs are part of the physician/doctor patients monitoring SoS (PsM SoS).
All together are included into the hospital’s or clinic’s SoS (H SoS)(Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3 SoS topology
The overall heterogeneous system of autonomous systems has an
emergent behavior which, with a heuristic management, is generating
synergies among its components for the benefit of a much wider social
scale. Thus, by strategic connections with other applications for human life
protection (security, emergency and disaster management services, etc.) the
quality of the medical and social services is improved as well as the social
awareness and preparedness for disaster management.
In order to deal with the high risk of heterogeneous data structure and
semantic problems, a federated data management model [2] is used (Fig. 4).
PM SoS
SoS Data Repository

Data Acceptor
PM SoS

SoS Shared Data
Data Provider
PM SoS

Fig. 4 Data management
The overall SoS data repository contains shared data owned by the
partner systems and posted to the repository into a predefined format.
The Sensors Integration Platform
The sensors integration platform performs remote acquisition for multiple
sensors, intelligent local processing and transmission of the data via the
UTI’s home monitoring systems, vehicle tracking and monitoring platforms
and the deployable tele-monitoring kits (Fig. 5). The platform is build
around a Texas Instruments CC981H device which includes a
reconfigurable sensor interface, digital sub-system with embedded 8051
microprocessor, power efficient Hardware MAC and a RF transceiver. On525

chip program and data memory permits local processing of signals which
can significantly reduce the transmit data payload.
Sensors Target Stations

- Home monitoring station
- Vehicle tracking and monitoring station
- Deployable station

WAN
Long range link

Fig. 5 Sensors integration platform
Human Factors Approach
Decrements in vision, hearing, strength, manual dexterity, and memory
are to be expected with age and illness; because of illness, poor reading
ability, inadequate facilities, insufficient assistance, and inexperience, the
patients addressed by this platform often represents a special challenge to
designers [3]. Among the methods used to assess the needs of this particular
population are interviews, surveys, focus groups and experimental research.
The results proved that an integrated monitoring system can both help the
person who’s using it by providing around the clock assistance, and lifts an
evermore heavy burden off the medical care system.
Conclusions
When taken one by one, the architecture of each system component might
appear simple, but the overall system eventually leads to a very complex
SoS. According to the individual characteristics of the systems, important
heterogeneous information and emergent developments are extracted. The
amount of the sensed data is very vast and complex, due to the large number
and types of sensors which are continuously monitored in order to collect
data over long periods of time. All those multiple entities have different
goals, making the integration and system governance a critical issue. The
overall approach presented in this paper is enabling extremely powerful
strategies for preventing diseases and improving health and the overall
quality of life for elderly and chronically ill persons leaving alone into their
homes.
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Abstract: Prevention and rehabilitation efficiency can greatly benefit
from the application of intelligent, 24 hour tele-diagnostics and telecare information systems. Tele-monitoring also supports a new level of
medical supervision over the patient’s lifestyle. In this paper we briefly
present the aims and first results of the Alpha remote monitoring
system. The novelty of the system is beside the unified and flexible
processing of various signals retrieved from body-worn devices, passive
sensors, physiological signals as well as software sensors (patient
responses in tests performed on the central home unit), the open
architecture of the system toward every participants in the health care
facing the monitored patient. We are currently testing the prototype
system; public experiments will begin by the spring of 2010 involving
volunteers with and without neurologic degenerative diseases.
Introduction
The development of telemedicine looks back to decades, but most of the
marketed systems refer a special patient population, not seldom only special
sensors. So systems exist for patient with hypertension[1], diabetes
mellitus[2] as well as for patient subpopulations having special type of
implanted devices[3]. The recorded data consequently are available only for
dedicated medical services participating in the monitoring, and not for
emergency facilities facing the patients in urgent cases. Similarly, when the
monitored patients attend a specialist not involved in telemonitoring
program, the consultation could not capitalize from the overview of the
recorded data.
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Objective
Our purpose was to develop a telemonitoring system with active and
passive sensors, as well as software sensors for an elderly population, which
is open for all the physician serving these patients.
Methods
Our system is being developed by a consortium including academic,
healthcare and industrial / sensor manufacturer partners. The system is
based on a Home Hub which is a robust laptop category computer with only
a touch screen and internet connection, and wireless links to the sensors
installed in the home or worn by the patient (Figure 1.). Data is collected,
from several Home Hubs representing a patient each, by the Data Centre.
The centre provides a web GUI for the supervising medical personnel,
analysts, and the family. The system is flexible to host any new type of
sensor, but we propose a base configuration as follows. Physiological and
activity sensors are Bathroom scales, Blood pressure meter, ECG recorder,
Blood glucose meter, Wrist-worn fine motion sensor (consortium’s own
development), passive sensor network including fridge open/close, PIR
relays, room temperature and lighting. The software components available
on the Home Hub GUI are Cognitive and speech therapy software,
Personalized dietary log and analysis and Physical exercise coach for poststroke rehabilitation; all developed by the consortium.

Figure 1.
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The system uses Lifestyle Support Patterns (LSP) to effectively find and
highlight complex events and meaningful, high level physiological states.
The LSP governs the monitoring episode. It is composed from a set of
sensor configurations, measurement workflow definitions, abstract signal
definitions and alerts. Abstract signals, like “deviation of conventional daily
activity”, “calory intake in relation to physical activity“ can be presented for
the monitoring personel. The user can drill down into the ‘roots’ of an
abstract signal, check the eventual artifact, and if necessary, relabel the
alarm episode.
The collected data are stored by the Data Centre. Only data relevant for
urgent interventions are presented on the monitor of the 24 hours/7 days
working monitoring center. The system consist of two further type of
display utilizing web browser technology. One is aimed at nurses of the
home care service, to help the identification of slow changes in the patient
status, to schedule the check-ups of the patients by the specialist. The other
display supports the work of specialists,, including physicians from
neurology, cardiology, diabetology and so one. The physicians can
overview the results of measurements in time graphs in relation to time of
drug intake, or meal, the calorie and carbohydrate contain of the
nourishment etc. The messaging integrated in the system makes the
consultation between physicians as well as nurses and physicians easy. If
the patient requires a medical supply in any medical service, which is not
involved in the telemonitoring system, the patient can easily authorize the
physician in charge to get overview about her/his data, stored in Data
Centre. Data regarding previously monitored parameters, as well as
medication history can help the physician to evaluate the current status of
the patient and decide about further management of the case. The
admittance to data for this physician last, however, only for 24 hours. If the
physician will participate in long scale in the disease management of the
patient, she/he should perform a full registration based on the approval of
the patient. In this case, he/she will get the right to modify the therapy of the
patients and document it within the system, as well as to adjust the alert
level of individual sensors.
Results and Conclusion
We implemented the prototype using a workflow and a rule engine built
into a service-oriented architecture, both on the Hub and the centre. We
have also validated our custom devices with respect to commercial
alternatives. We have developed a set of LSP’s and a full episode
configuration GUI is in progress. Living lab experiments with ca. 30
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dementia/Alhzeimer/ Parkinson/post-stroke patients will begin in june 2010.
More information is available on the project website at
http://www.proseniis.com
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Abstract: we describe a large scale agent-based system which can
monitor elderly people. Such a system requires particular protocols for
distributed data gathering and partial results aggregation between
agents. It is based on a variety of sensors carried by monitored people
or installed in their homes. Data about daily activities, positions and
physiological information are collected by data-processing agents
constituting the system. The system uses a multi-agent classification
method in three steps. Our method is illustrated by a case study with
ten monitored people.
Introduction
In the year 2020, more than 20% of the population of industrial countries
will be over 65 [1]. This leads to organizational and financial problems for
the healthcare systems. To reduce costs, and to improve their welfare, home
monitoring systems can bring solutions to help elderly people staying at
home.
Our project takes place in this context. It aims to help professional home
care teams by increasing the number of elderly people looked after in their
homes with an adaptive and non-intrusive remote assistance.
Our approach tackles the home monitoring issue in a collective and
cooperative way. As described in [4], it is based on a study of several stateof-the-art home care systems, and differs from them in that it is centered on
groups instead of individuals.
We collect individual monitoring with the aim of detecting global
behavior patterns. A multi-agent architecture is suitable because the
monitored population is strongly distributed and changing [2]. Patterns
collected are used to estimate the state of elderly people, to link them to
their community, and to try to forecast the evolution of their activity.
The next sections present the multi-agent system and its classification
method. An experimentation on ten people closes the article.
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Multi-agent System for Home Monitoring
The system is based on a whole of sensors carried by monitored people or
installed in their homes. Those sensors are presence and movement sensors
or medical measuring apparatus. The data coming from sensors are
transformed into indicators. Some indicators can also come from human
information: notes of a nurse or patient’s answers.
Indicators are information on which the system will generate its
classification. It is important to note that the functioning of the system is
independent of the type and the number of the indicators.
Indicators are collected by data-processing agents constituting the system.
Because the system is strongly distributed, indicators of two people will not
be inevitably collected by the same agent. There may also be some overlaps,
if the same information is collected by several agents.
Thus, agents have indicators concerning several individuals. With its
indicators, each agent calculates a local, partial classification. This
classification does not take into account all the indicators and is related to a
reduced sample of the population. Since the data input are numerical values,
statistical classification methods are applicable; in our tests, the system uses
the ISODATA method.
To compute the global classification, the agents communicate each other.
The groups are constituted in matching agents which made similar
classifications. The agents of a group measure the distance between their
classes using the weighted Euclidian distance, merging or splitting some
classes.
This classification is actually multi-agent because the classification result
is not the work of a simple agent, as it is the case in other multi-agent
systems (choice of the most skilled [3]) but well a collective work.
This multi-agent classification makes possible to dynamically increase
the system scale: for example, when the number of entries changes.
Thus our method satisfies the requirements of our application because it
does not depend of the type of the indicators and does not require
preliminary categories.
The management of the monitored people continues throughout the
functioning of the system, as the agents collect more indicators values. Thus
patterns evolve and the class of people can change.
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Fig. 1 – Classification tests
Case Study and Perspectives
Our system has been tested with several agents collecting eleven
indicators (corporal temperature, blood pressure, number of times the
person gets out of bed during the night or goes to the toilet, time spent in the
kitchen or in the living room…) concerning ten people. Four group of
people emerged from the final classification as shown on Fig. 1.
The medical aspect of the classification has to be confirmed by
organizations of assistance to elderly people. These organizations often use
an evaluation grid of the dependence degree to determine the service needed
by people. The matching of the two evaluation ways should validate our
approach and also could consolidate the relevance of the grid criteria.
Later, medical organizations can use the system to follow the evolution of
the dependence degree of people. Thus, somebody leaving his original class
to enter a new one could be re-evaluated by the organization, and the
assistance could be adapted to his new behaviors.
Finally, this dynamically updated classification could have other main
uses like:
• Having global and anonymous statistical data about old people
looked after in their own homes.
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•

Allowing generating specialized alarms depending on the detected
event. Once the classification is set up and people status is known,
decisions can be taken to personalize the monitoring of someone activated sensors, generated alarms and danger zone.
• Remote monitoring of people suffering from chronic problems of
health like cardiac and pulmonary insufficiencies, asthma or
Alzheimer disease. The possibility of having a global vision of
several monitored people can bring richer and more relevant
information on the follow-up. The distribution in classes and the
historic of the patterns evolution should allow new people entering
the system to get a better service; in particular, it should make it
possible to generate more appropriate alerts according to the incurred
risk.
We have now to validate our empirical study in a more real-life
framework, which will be possible thanks to our actual project "homecare in
rural environment" relying on several professional partners.
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Abstract: We have developed a new type of device for electrical
stimulation of the free nerve endings in the auricle, mainly the vagus
nerve, with remote control in which stimulation characteristics of three
independent stimulation channels can be adapted to the patient’s needs.
The effect of stimulation for sleep improvement was demonstrated on 8
female insomniacs. Two-day full polysomnography data demonstrated
objectively improved sleep parameters such as a decreased sleep
latency time and wakefulness after sleep onset. Normalization of sleep
structure – an increase of REM sleep and stage 2 with a decrease of
stage 1 while stages 3+4 remain approximately the same duration – was
evident.
Introduction
Auriculotherapy is the stimulation of the auricle of the external ear for the
treatment of various health conditions; it is also referred to as electrical
stimulation to the ear reflex points. Vagal withdrawal and/or sympathetic
overactivity are always accompanied by stress and dysfunction of body’s
systems which can be treated by the auriculotherapy. It was demonstrated
that mild stimulation of the auricular points may effectively enhance vagal
activities and suppress sympathetic regulations of the heart in humans [1].
Based on these consolidated findings a specific minimal invasive electrical
stimulation method “P-Stim” (Punctual Stimulation) at the free nerve
endings of the cranial nerves of the human auricle, amongst others the vagus
nerve, emerged. P-STIM is a quasi-continuous stimulation of the vagus nerve
in auricle with some short periods of rest in total for about one week. The
electrical stimulation of n. vagus afferent receptors may influence gate
mechanisms in the central nervous system avoiding the person’s perception
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of pain. Stimulation of pain receptors and activation of inhibitory pain
control systems may be also involved, as well as a stimulated release of
neurotransmitters, e.g., endorphins and other endogenous opioids. The
advantages of the electrical stimulation over conventional acupuncture with
respect to pain relief, well-being and sleep quality were shown [2]. An
increase of n. vagus activity during P-STIM was recently demonstrated [3].
It might be expected that reflex stimulation of n. vagus will be effective in
the attenuation of anxiety and depression symptoms and will improve quality
of sleep in insomnia patients.
New Technologies
We have developed a new type of device with remote control in which
stimulation characteristics of three independent stimulation channels can be
adapted to the patient’s needs. A wireless connection between computer and
device manages main stimulation parameters such as:
• Stimulation voltage amplitude of each channel (e.g., 4V in amplitude);
• Stimulation waveform (e.g., biphasic stimulation with changing polarity
every 1s and impulse duration of 1ms);
• Stimulation and pause duration (e.g., 120 min active and 20 min inactive
stimulation period);
• Number of impulses in the bursts of the respective channels (e.g., 10
impulses within 1s).
A precise positioning of the needle in the vicinity of the vagal nerve was
facilitated by local conductivity measurements, for the local conductivity
increases in the region of the nerve and its supporting blood vessels.
Methods and Contingent
The effect of P-STIM for sleep improvement was demonstrated on 8
female insomniacs, aged 57.2±13.13 (range 38-78 yrs), using 2-day full
polysomnography (PSG). First PSG was reference with applied P-STIM
device, but switched off stimulation and second PSG was with activated
electrical stimulation.
Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) was used for assessment of
subjective sleep quality [4]. Sleep quality was evaluated: no sleep
complaints – PSQI≤5, the result PSQI>5 indicated insomnia. Hospital
Anxiety and Depression Scale (HAD) was used for assessment of
depression and anxiety. Scores 11 or more on each scale are considered as
significant case, while scores 8–10 represents borderline, 0–7 considered as
normal [5]. At baseline examination Pittsburgh sleep quality index
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(16.0±1.69) showed subjectively reduced sleep quality in all patients, while
Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale revealed only symptoms of anxiety
(11.1±4.58), but not depression (4.9±2.17).
Results and Discussion
Polysomnography data demonstrated objectively improved sleep
parameters such as a decreased sleep latency time and wakefulness after
sleep onset which determined an increase in total sleep time while the sleep
period remains the same (Fig. 1).
The relative values of sleep stages were shifted towards normalization of
sleep structure – an increase of REM sleep and stage 2 with a decrease of
stage 1 while stages 3+4 remain approximately the same duration (Fig. 2).
In Figure 3 an effect of P-STIM is demonstrated. During electrical
stimulation of vagus nerve dramatically decreased sleep latency and
wakefulness after sleep onset. The sleep structure was nearly normalized,
because of an increase of REM sleep and decreased wakefulness after sleep
onset. The sleep efficiency indicating a ratio between sleep period and total
sleep time, increased from 50.2% till 71.1%.
Presented data clearly demonstrate, that the first P-STIM procedure
a)

b)

**p<0.05 ; *p<0.1

Fig. 1. Sleep parameters (a) and stages (b) under reference
(grey bars) and P-STIM treatment (black bars) nights
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substantially improves sleep quality in patients with insomnia. It might be
expected that long-term P-STIM treatment is effective measure for
insomnia treatment without medication.
Conclusion
The pilot results show that a new type of device for electrical stimulation
of vagus nerve endings with remote control has a positive effect for
insomnia treatment.
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Abstract: Introduction: New user friendly mobile digital diagnostic
technologies enable implementation of virtual consultative and
educational activities in rural areas by recognized experts.
Purpose: To establish a virtual ophthalmology competence center and
telenetwork for consultations, management of eye diseases and training
of primary care physicians. Methods: New equipment, handheld fundus
camera Smartscope (Optomed OY, Finland), used for image collection
and information exchange within the network. Teleconsultations used
for patient data evaluation and training of participating physicians.
Implementation of new digital diagnostic technologies by primary care
physicians who are trained to use new technologies and utilize the
possibilities of teleconsultations enables early diagnostics of eye
diseases, monitoring of diseases, and bringing of high competence of
expert physicians-specialists to rural areas. Joint activity in cooperation
between the competence centers, such as ophthalmology, and
participating primary care physicians who receive training in using
new technologies in a particular clinical specialism enables to extend
expert diagnostics and treatment to the primary care environment. In
addition to clinical benefits, it also provides economic benefits: ability
to provide high quality patient services without sending patients for live
consultations to clinical specialist centers offers healthcare savings, and
clinical specialist centers can reduce workload associated with
consultations that can be provided using telemedicine. A significant
shift in practical application of telemedicine is that the new equipment
offers high mobility and high diagnostic quality at a reasonable cost
accessible even for small primary care offices. It also enables
implementation of high impact mobile preventive screenings.
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Introduction
Clinical Background
Practical implementation of telemedicine has often been driven by
government or large institutions, but we want to show an example and
experience of a small local telemedicine network driven by clinical reasons.
Urbanization, ageing of population, rising health care costs are global issues
and they also encouraged our local telemedicine network initiative.
Lithuania is a small country and secondary and tertiary level health care
services are concentrated in two major university clinics in Kaunas and
Vilnius. In ophthalmology, the Eye Clinic of the Kaunas Medical University
Hospital receives approx. 35000 outpatient visits per year, and Vilnius
Santariskes Hospital of Vilnius University receives approx. 25000
outpatient visits per year. One of the reasons of the high number of patients
at these two centers is that there is a lack of secondary level
ophthalmologists in smaller towns and rural areas, and primary care
(family) physicians are sending the majority of ophthalmologic patients to
the two centers. However, we estimate that a considerable proportion of
those patients could benefit from a telemedicine consultation between (and
with assistance of) the primary care physician and a tertiary level
ophthalmology expert. Wait times for live patient appointments at the
university centers can be up to 1 month, while teleconsultation and
evaluation of patient data and test results could be done much faster. Speed
and quality of diagnostics are important in the clinical outcomes. By various
estimates, up to 40-50% of patients received at the two tertiary level
University hospitals could be diagnosed and treated by ophthalmologists at
the secondary level. Teleconsultations could reduce the workload of the
tertiary care centers (university hospitals) by addressing less complicated
cases with the help of telemedicine, and allow them to concentrate more on
complicated cases, while primary and secondary level physicians using
telemedicine could be very effective in screening and early diagnostics, so
even in a small urbanized country with strong university hospitals practical
implementation of telemedicine can have very significant clinical impact.
Economic Background
Live patient visit with an expert ophthalmologist (and maybe a surgery)
will still be needed in many cases. However, for initial assessment,
evaluation and diagnosis, teleconsultation is faster, more accessible to
patients in rural areas, and more economical. Basic diagnostics is normally
done by a primary care physician and does not need to be repeated at a
tertiary care center. There are different health care financing models in
various countries and it may be difficult to do a precise cost estimate, but
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based on observations during our pilot project, cost of a teleconsultation can
be significantly less expensive than live visit. Also, there will be an
economic reason for a patient who would not need to travel to the tertiary
care center but receive service with help of teleconsultation close to home.
Development of a Pilot Telenetwork
We developed a pilot telenetwork in ophthalmology by connecting several
small remote healthcare points (2 primary care clinics; a specialist
(secondary level) ophthalmology clinic Ziura; and several mobile points) to
the compentence center at Stratelus eye clinic in Kaunas, Lithuania.
Stratelus is a small healthcare company which evolved from telemedicine
activities at Kaunas Medical University but is independent and operates on
commercial basis. Stratelus employs experts ophthalmologists from the
Kaunas Medical University. We used hardware developed by Optomed OY
(Finland) – digital camera Smartscope M3-1 and M3-2 with ophtalmoscopic
lens, and (for comparison of methodology) with dermatoscopic lens.
Clinical Results
A number of images were taken by participating physicians during the
pilot project in autumn 2009 – winter 2010, and sent to Stratelus for
experts’ evaluation. The focus was on ophtalmological patients. The focus
was on 4 clinical areas – Glaucoma; Diabetic Retinopathy; Aging Macula
Degeneration; Intraocular Tumours. These are eye diseases with significant
negative impact on patient’s health and life prospects while their diagnostics
and treatment could significantly benefit from the use of telemedicine.
Glaucoma
Evaluation of the optical nerve head requires experience which primary
and often secondary level physicians not always have, while screening for
early diagnostics of glaucoma at primary and secondary level is very
important for prevention of this disease which may cause loss of vision.
Diabetic Retinopathy
Evaluation of the eye fundus of the patients with diabetes mellitus is
normally performed by secondary level ophthalmologists but normally an
evaluation regarding laser treatment is needed by a tertiary level
ophthalmologist – laser treatment specialist.
Aging Macula Denegeration; Intraocular Tumours
Effectiveness and outcomes of treatment of aging macula degeneration
and intraocular tumours very much depends on early diagnostics which can
benefit from preventive screening by primary level physicians and images
sent for evaluation of tertiary level ophthalmologists.
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In addition to direct clinical impact (faster/better diagnostics), strong
benefit of the telenetwork was ability to follow-up on the patient treatment
progress often, and physician learning (e-learning) opportunities as the
referring physicians stayed very involved including the teleconsultation
session itself. One of the outcomes of our project is development of the
database of images with a focus on intraocular tumours which will also be
used for learning. Advancements in diagnostics of intraocular tumours is a
focus of another ongoing Stratelus project which is supported by the EU
Eurostars programme – A Non-Invasive Expert System for Diagnosis of
Intraocular Tumours (NICDIT) which includes hardware and software
components.
Recommendations and Conclusions
Our project is continuing into a daily practical telemedicine application,
and we are expanding the clinical area (adding dermatology, cardiology)
and geography (adding more participating locations, including
international). Our observations are: available diagnostic equipment already
provides with a good quality images at reasonably low investment; software
for teleconsultations / electronic patient record is also available, but it needs
to be ensured that physicians using various software for electronic patient
record can transfer data easily; participating primary care physicians need to
be well trained not only how to use the diagnostic equipment, but also some
additional specialty (e.g. ophthalmology) knowledge. In many cases,
teleconsultations, images evaluation can be as valuable clinically as live
patient visits, but more timely and more efficient in terms of time and cost.
The highly portable equipment used in our pilot enabled not only to achieve
good quality images at the participating locations, but also at mobile points
(e.g. preventive screening/monitoring).
Overall, our conclusion is that with the right equipment and motivated
physicians, practical telemedicine can be successfully used not only by big
healthcare institutions, but also by small offices and individual physicians, it
can help optimize patient flows between the primary, secondary and tertiary
care level, and demonstrate strong positive clinical and economic impact.
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Abstract: Telehealth Program Brazil was implemented on 2007 in nine
of the 27 states of the country. Its main objective is to support the
decision of the Family Health Teams, offering a Formative Second
Opinion[1], qualifying and making the most effective intervention to
primary health care[2,3]. It is defined as "Second Opinion Formative"
the answer structured, systematic and built from the best clinical and
scientific evidence available, from the questions raised by the teams of
Family Health, which act at points of Telemedicine and Telehealth
advanced position on issues related to diagnosis, planning and
execution of actions, individual and collective, on work process or
linked to clinical cases treated in the Family Health Strategy[1]. Each
core maintain specialists to send structured responses to the connection
points distributed among municipalities. The program reached in
September 2009 the 8531 collection of Second Opinions Formative,
indexed according to the subject addressed and the professional
category involved (upper and middle). A Library for Health, with
emphasis on Primary was built to provide access to collections of
interest and also the collection of Second Opinions Formative built
during the implementation of the program. A semi-structured
questionnaire on the use of the portal of voluntary participation (200
responses were received), showed that the contents are more accessible
in technical areas (37.5%), followed by nursing (28% of votes);
Medicine (24%) and Dentistry (9.8%). The category that most
responses to the questionnaire was provided to nurses (31.5% of
responses), but even the managers of Health participated in the survey
(3.5% of respondents), showing the program as a management tool in
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Health. We conclude that the strategy has demonstrated effectiveness in
meeting the expectations of the medical and technical staff and has
attracted the continuous interest of managers to observe the potential
of the tool qualification reduce costs with improved quality to brazilian
health care.
Introduction
Brazil occupies an area of 47% of the territory of South America, and has
continental dimensions (8.514.876,599 km2) with a population of
191,480,630 inhabitants. It is the fifth most populous nation, despite having
one of the lowest population densities (21.96/km2), with a concentration of
population in the coastal area. It is because of the internalization of large
population and areas of vacant land primarily in the forest.
Brazil is structured by the division in 26 states and one Federal District
and has borders with Venezuela, Guyana, French Guiana, Suriname,
Uruguay, Paraguay, Argentina, Bolivia, Peru and Colombia.
The constitution in force determines the health for all citizens and the duty
of the state, but regional characteristics determine many challenges to
improve quality care to health. The strategy of the Health System - SUS,
created by the 1988 Constitution stipulated that the Brazilian population has
access to public service. This system includes the centers and health centers,
hospitals (including university laboratories, blood banks, services,
Surveillance, Epidemiological Surveillance, Environmental Monitoring,
foundations and research institutes).
The Primary Health Care in SUS strategy are supported by Family Health
Teams - FHT. Which service teams (1 doctor, 1 nurse, 1 dentist, 1 nurse and
a dental assistant and 1 community worker) made visits to a number of
families, taking health care to homes. The concern for professional and
technical qualifications of the clinical staff FHT moved the Ministry of
Health to bring together the initiatives in telemedicine in the country, thus
creating the Telehealth Program Brazil, which has built a virtual library
bringing together the applications of Second Opinion asked by Family
Health Teams.
Strategy
The Telemedicine Brazil was structured in 2007 as a pilot project, serving
9 states (Amazonas, Bahia, Ceara, Minas Gerais, Goiás, Rio de Janeiro, Sao
Paulo, Rio Grande do Sul and Santa Catarina) at a state university (Center
of Telehealth) and the core goal of create 100 hotspots in Basic Health
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Units - UBS - municipal (Telehealth points) and technical schools, hospitals
and research institutes ( Telehealth Advanced points).
The professional of the Family Health Teams (FHT) allocated to the UBS
served by the program can send questions about clinical doubt and the
Center of each state has a responsibility to produce a structured response,
based on best clinical and scientific evidence, with appropriate references,
thereby building library of answers. The structure that gives the name of
Formative Second Opinion since it refers not only to answer, but the
decision-making and technical training, improving the quality of health
care, expanding primary care in solving and reducing costs by reducing the
number of unnecessary referrals.
Each Center maintain specialists to structured and sending structured
responses to the connection points distributed among municipalities.
Specialties include all the thematic areas of health, connecting the
professional and technical staff with the producer of knowledge, allocated
in the universities. A Library for Health, with emphasis on Primary Health
Care was built to provide access to collections of interest and also the
collection of Second Opinions Formative[1] built during the implementation
of the program. Access to this information is free to all professionals and
technicians in health: www.telessaudebrasil.org.br [5] (the site is being
translated to Spanish and English).
In 2009 we applied a semi-structured questionnaire with the users of the
site Brazil Telehealth Program in order to verify if the content were
appropriate to the needs expressed by the medical and technical staff,
evaluating the necessary adjustments and relevant updates.
Results and Conclusions
The program reached in September 2009 the collection of 8531
Formative Second Opinions, indexed according to the subject addressed and
professional category involved (the professional, technical or community
worker). The average transmission of requests for second opinion in the
two-year pilot project was approximately 8-by-point applications
implemented (currently 900 points distributed among 9 states).
The most salient issues determine the production of teaching materials for
each professional category, to be used in distance education.
The survey on the use of the portal was a voluntary one (200 responses were
received), and showed that the contents are more accessible in technical
areas (37.5%), followed by nursing (28% of votes); of Medicine ( 24%) and
Dentistry (9.8%). The category that most responses to the survey was
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provided by nurses (31.5% of responses), but even the managers of Health
participated in the survey (3.5% of respondents), showing the program as a
management tool in Health.
The thematic areas of greatest number of requests for second opinions or
issues which are seasonal or epidemic or pandemic may require the
production of teaching materials and administration of structured courses. In
some of those opportunities it was asked for translation of the portal to
Spanish and English.
We can conclude that the strategy of the Formative Second Opinion[1]
specialized and structured to qualify the primary health care has
demonstrated effectiveness in meeting the expectations of the medical and
technical staff of the FHT and has attracted the continuous interest of
managers to observe the potential of the tool qualification to reduce costs
with improved quality in Health[2,3]. The international event crowned the
initiative and the need for extended observation of international standards
for structuring collaborative work[4].
The process of expanding the program throughout the country will
continue the production of structured material, increasing the Virtual
Library and enabling the service described by the FHT.
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Abstract: This work is contextualized currently living on the state of
Sao Paulo (Brazil), which is common to several countries in relation to
the gradual increase in number of people overweight and need to
control the body's energy expenditure (EE) during basal metabolic
state, at resting and several physical activities than medical staff
required for rehabilitation process in free-living condition. This way,
for the design of EE prediction model daily in free-living condition are
taken into account the number of subjects to be monitored (>1000
adequate for epidemiological studies), period of monitoring system
(daily in free-living) and cost of implementation to the population
(lower cost). The main contribution of this new method of monitoring is
the insertion of loss body-heat through of measurement of body
temperature and its correlation with heart rate, thermal factor of food
intake, oxygen uptake, and body’s acceleration. Moreover, we have
been analyzing the influence of other factors that influence the results
as the ambient temperature and altitude, those measured directly
through the mobile phone. This way, the use of information and
communication technology intended that the population can access this
monitoring system through your mobile phone and only two sensors in
order to make wide use of this monitoring system, such that design is
based on the mobile phone network 3G (UMTS/HSDPA) with main use
of Short Message Service (SMS).
Introduction
Background
Nowadays more and more people suffer to metabolic syndrome, which
increase the risk of cardiovascular diseases, obesity, energy imbalance,
malnutrition, diabetes mellitus type 2, and others. According to research of
World Health Organization (WHO) in 2008, we are witnessing an
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"epidemic" of cerebrovascular accident (Stroke) due to the progressive
increase in obesity in the world with nearly 300 million people worldwide
are obese [1]. In Brazil, according to report of the Brazilian Institute of
Geography and Statistics (IBGE), 2007 there is around 17 million people
obese, which represent 9.6% of population. Only in Sao Paulo, according to
report of Pediatrics Society of Sao Paulo (2008), obesity affected 10% of
children and 20% of Brazilian adolescents. Furthermore, report of the
Brazilian Health Ministry (2009) confirmed that the rate of obese adults is
13% [2]. This is how, cerebrovascular accident or, for short, a CVA
(Stroke), besides being a disease with high death rate, it is also the leading
cause of disability in people aged above 50 years. According to Brazilian
Health Ministry estimates that between 1990 and 2020 increased 130%
from the occurrence of obesity, mainly consequences of Stroke [3].
Thus, this problem is addressed by turning from Sa Paulo State problem
and now of national interest.
System Design
Requirement
The requirements for monitoring system in free-living condition begin
with the context of performance:
• The system must be practical for long-term period studies, light and
does not interfere with the dress or with everyday activities.
• The system must be easy to install and it must have protection from
electrical shocks to the subject.
• Its operation must have national coverage. The requirements for model
prediction of energy expenditure (EE):
• Specific: designed to assess a prediction of EE in free-living condition.
• Valid: the degree to which the tests actually measures EE.
• Reliable: The test must be consistent and stable in specific measuring.
• Objective: Produce consistent results and distinguishable from those
already obtained by other authors.
Signals and Bio-signals
The energy balance involves a balance between the amount of energy
intake through food and the amount of EE during the day. Factors such as
exercise, balanced diet and clinical monitoring are essential to sustain a
healthy life. This model prediction of EEtotal is based on the correlation of
heart rate, oxygen consumption, body temperature and physical activity
with respect to amount of energy intake through food. With respect to
compliance with the requirements, the prediction of energy expenditure
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required for collecting the following data. Heart Rate (HR): determines the
frequency, variability, and average heart rate. Oxygen Intake (VO2): ratio of
O2 consumption and CO2 production. Body Temperature (Tb): assessment
of corporal temperature onto skin. Diet-Induced Thermogenesis (DIT):
specific dynamic action due to thermal effect of foods. Physical Activity
(PA): assessment of quantity and intensity of physical activity. In addition,
other measures such as altitude and ambient temperature are needed to
prediction model.
Suitable Method of Measurement
Sensory components should be noninvasive not intrusive to the subject
during the execution of any
physical activity (Fig. 1). We
1
have chosen the position of
measuring devices taking into
account the comfort and free
movement of subject. Device 1:
2
is a wristwatch that records the
heart rate signal and body's
temperature then transmit its by
3
Bluetooth to mobile phone
located at position 3. Device 2:
is a wearlink with two sensors
Figure 1. Placement of devices on body
inside, EKG and body's
temperature. Device 3: is a mobile phone which collects data from to
wristwatch or from the waerlink directly. The other measures altitude,
environment temperature and global positioning are collected by software
from WAP connection.
Predict Model Energy Expenditure
There are many main components to assessment EE human how the
metabolic rate, the thermal food effect, and Non-exercise Activity
Thermogenesis (NEAT) [3]. We began with the premise that for quantify
EE under free-living conditions, requiring the use of complementary
methods. Therefore, this system allows measures correlate minutes-tominute heart rate, acceleration and body temperature. Our prediction of EE
equation is: TEE = BMR + AEE + REE + DIT + Qr, where TEE: total EE,
BMR: basal metabolic rate, REE: EE resting, AEE: EE activity, DIT: diet
induced thermogenesis, and Qr: body's radiation. We adopt the method to
estimate REE from FlexHR method [4]. In addition, we correlate the extent
of acceleration of the body in three dimensions to measure heart rate to
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predict the intensity of physical activity [5]. The relationship between HR
and oxygen uptake (VO2) has been used to predict maximal oxygen uptake
(VO2max). Determine
the
heart
rate
variability with AEE.
Thus, with TEE and
AEE is estimated that
uses
a
prediction
equation to estimate
Figure 2. Network flow data
BMR using age, body
mass and sex as independent variables [6]. The prediction of heat loss by
radiation Qr = ε·σ·A·(Tb - Ta), Where ε: emissivity coefficient, σ: StefanBoltzmann constant, A: body surface, Tb: absolute body temperature, and
Ta: absolute ambient temperature.
Architecture
The architecture used is composed for layers. The infrastructure layer
enables access to mobile phone network 3G (UMTS/HSDPA) with global
coverage. The hardware layer is composed of active equipments than allow
exchange information with the telemedicine network. In the software layer
allow programmed protocols and database. In the data layer are registered
with all the measurements. In the safety layer are applied encryption
algorithms. The applications layer is offer services to the User layer that
have a friendly interface.
Beneficiaries
Patients who need individualized follow-up your treatments. Medical
staff and researchers that are indexed using this system as a tool for
prediction of EE and thus, validate their procedures.
Conclusions
Briefly this monitoring system meets requirements. Finally, the prediction
model included loss body-heat by radiation, as a measurable factor in freeliving conditions through the use of information and communication
technologies.
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Introduction
Open Health Assistant (OHA) is based on new concepts of Health &
Welfare whose main challenges are to achieve citizen and patient oriented
services, improve the efficiency of sustainable health financing and the
effective integration of levels of health care through telecare and
telemedicine. Apply home monitoring systems using including mobile
systems and location services, extends the service to all persons who,
despite their clinical pathology, develop part of their activities outside the
home.
Open Health Assistant
The Andago project, Open Health Assistant (OHA) of home monitoring is
aimed at the management of patients by medical specialty and / or patients
over 65 who require care in their homes, adapting the service to the real
needs of each person. The service incorporates different components and
technological devices that facilitate patient attention and treatment.
Patients may have different devices at home that allow detection of the
emergency situations or the communication between the user and the
Attention Hospital Center.
The technology consists of an easy to use mobile terminal, which sends
an alarm signal to the central information process terminal and may use a
mobility detector to locate movement within its coverage area via GPS.
OHA Biomedical Devices
Studies conducted by Andago represent a series of advances in
telemedicine applicable to different medical specialties including both
hospital and outpatient: telesurgery, gynecologists’ outpatient, patients with
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ambulatory peritoneal dialysis (CAPD), etc
Some of the available wireless telemedicine devices are the
sphygmomanometer, the pulse oximeter, the meter, the scale and
electrocardiogram recorder sending data to a mobile terminal, which in turn
sends it to a terminal registration information or telecare. Finally, there are
also mobility devices that include GPS and GSM technology, thus allowing
to automatically geolocate the user.
The application of ICT information systems allow different professionals
to record and to monitor remote health care of an individual or group of
individuals, through the use of diagnostic and therapeutic methods managed
remotely and recording them via the Web.
Telecare and Telemedicine Platform
OHA is a generic platform used to develop applications for the
management and the intelligent application of outpatient treatment for
patients that require health care provision. Its main goals are:
•
The management, implementation and monitoring of clinical processes
at home: Pharmacy, Pathology, test, scans, etc.
•
Provide technology based home monitoring for decision making.
•
Reduce the degree of dependence of patients with hospitals.
•
Enhance the efficiency of outpatient treatments, registering better
monitoring and controlling.
•
Active participation of the home patients.
•
Conjunction of mobile and biomedical devices for monitoring
processes.
•
Provide assistance to the health professional to diagnose the patient.
•
Provide services for the implementation of the different treatments,
taking into account the specific conditions and needs of each patient
and their personal context.
•
Provide continuous monitoring of the evolution of the treatment
applied to the patient through mobility systems (mobile, web, TV, etc).
OHA is based on the development of tools for outpatient care knowledge
management, reducing the diversity issues of standards and protocols used
in home automation and medical devices. The orientation of the solution is
directed towards:
•
Patients who need health care provision that do not require
hospitalization.
•
Patients recovering from medical or surgical procedures.
•
Patients with chronic care and monitoring 24 hours a day.
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•
Monitoring of Hospital Care in homes.
•
Mobile/Web Monitoring of Medication or Care (Medicaid).
OHA as home care platform gives us a number of advantages which allow:
•
Costs savings, reducing visits to health centers.
•
Remote medical history registry.
•
Registration of Multidisciplinary team review
•
Improved monitoring of patient treatments.
•
Service coverage in rural areas
•
Quotes automation
•
Biomedical Monitoring using devices
•
Improved Quality of service
•
Integration with back-office hospital (Unique Medical Records).
•
Reduction of hospitalization duration.
•
Reduction of health spending.
The monitoring of sensors and biomedical devices provides to the patients
an absolute peace of mind because of the status follow up which doctors
perform daily, making advances in:
•
Reaction time to problems arising from any treatment.
•
Providing a clinic history of the activities made by patients in their
homes and / or outside the hospital to the multidisciplinary team,
without having to alter the daily routine of the patient as well as cost
savings by avoiding travel.
•
Providing tips for “healthy lifestyle”, showing online advice,
describing basic exercises, providing cognitive rehabilitation, etc.
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Abstract: The present study has analyzed drugs prescribed for treating
diseases on board ships by Centro Internazionale Radio Medico
(CIRM). CIRM is the Italian Telemedical Maritime Assistance Service
(TMAS) and is one of the organizations with the largest experience in
the field worldwide. The investigation has evaluated: No. of patient’s
file, ship’s flag and position, language of teleconsultation, age and sex of
patient, rank, days of assistance and number of teleconsultations,
diagnosis (ICD-10), drug(s) prescribed (ATC) and their dosage. Based
on pharmacotherapeutic guidelines for a given diagnosis, treatment
prescribed on board ship and optimal (according to the guidelines)
possible therapy will be defined. The expected results may serve as a
reference for future regulations on the contents of the medicine chest.
Introduction
According to international regulations, every ship should have an own
pharmacy, the contents and the size of which is established by both
international and national regulations. Factors such as the type of ship, the
number of people on board and the nature, destination and duration of
voyages are taken into account in establishing this provision of medicines.
In general, ship pharmacy is named ship’s medical chest. In adopting or
reviewing national provisions on the contents of the medicine chest and the
medical equipment carried on board, international recommendations in this
field should be taken into account. These include the most recent edition of
the International Medical Guide for Ships and the List of Essential Drugs
published by the World Health Organization (WHO), as well as advances in
medical knowledge and approved methods of treatment. The last edition of
the Medical Guide for Ships with the List of Essential Drugs was published
in 2008 [2].
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However, the above authoritative guidelines in general are not based on a
pharmacoepidemiological analysis of drug use/needs in assisting patients on
board ships. The present study has assessed the type of medications most
often used in telemedical assistance to ships, by reviewing medical files
assisted by Centro Internazionale Radio Medico (CIRM) in 2004-2008
Epidemiological analysis
Analysis was based on the review of files of medical assistance of CIRM
in 2004-2008. CIRM, which is headquartered in Rome, is the Italian
Telemedical Maritime Assistance Service (TMAS) and has one of the
largest experience in the world of medical assistance of seafarers with more
than 65,000 patients assisted on board ships. The investigation has
evaluated the following items: No. of patient’s file, ship’s flag and position,
language of teleconsultation, age and sex of patient, rank, days of treatment
and number of teleconsultations, diagnosis (ICD-10), drug(s) prescribed
(ATC) and their dosage [1,3,4].
Data extracted by computerized medical files of the Centre were
transferred in an Excel file for further analysis. These data were then
evaluated by two investigators independently and matched. In case of
classification problems, the opinion of a third investigator was required.
Results
From 2004 to 2008 CIRM has assisted 8,532 patients on board of ships.
The number of patients assisted each year is shown in Figure 1. Pathologies
involving these patients classified according to the WHO ICD-10 are
summarized in Figure 2. ICD is the International Classification of
Diagnoses. This standard is used worldwide for general epidemiology,
health management and clinical analysis.

Figure 1. Number of cases assisted by CIRM per single year from 2004 to
2008
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Figure2. Pathologies assisted by CIRM in 2004-2008 according to ICD-10.
(I-infectious diseases; II-III-Neoplasms-Diseases of the blood and bloodforming organs and certain disorders involving the immune mechanism; IVendocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases; V- Mental and behavioural
disorders; VI-Diseases of the nervous system; VII-Diseases of the eye and
adnexa; VIII-Diseases of the ear and mastoid process; IX- Diseases of the
circulatory system; X- Diseases of the respiratory system; XI-Diseases of
the digestive system; XII-Diseases of the skin and subcutaneous tissue;
XIII-Diseases of the musculoskeletal system and connective tissue; XIVDiseases of the genitourinary system; XV-XVI-XVII-Certain conditions
originating in the perinatal period-Congenital malformations, deformations
and chromosomal abnormalities-Pregnancy, childbirth and the puerperium;
XVIII- Symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and laboratory findings, not
elsewhere classified; XIX-XX- Injury, poisoning and certain other
consequences of external causes-External causes of morbidity and
mortality; XXI- Factors influencing health status and contact with health
services).
Discussion
People living ashore may have medical services available within a short
time. On board ships the situation is different and the majority of vessels is
at sea for days or weeks before they can reach a port. Only few ships carry a
doctor or an adequately trained paramedic on board. In this situation, the
best possibilities for treating diseases or accidents on board are:
- To provide medical advice via telecommunication systems;
- To guarantee adequate training of personnel with the responsibility
of health care on board;
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-

To have an adequate supply of drugs and essential medical
equipment (the so-called also ship’s medicine chest).
This investigation which is still in progress is the first study addressing
the type of pharmacological care for patients on board ships and can provide
important insights into the needs/quality of pharmacare for sailing seafarers
and passengers on ships.
Based on pharmacotherapeutic guidelines for a given diagnosis, treatment
prescribed on board ship and optimal (according to the guidelines) possible
therapy will be defined. The expected results may serve as a reference for
future regulations on the contents of ship’s medicine chest.
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Abstract: Telemedicine services for the ageing population are expanding
recently. Postural screening assessment is usually focused on children
and adolescents. Elderly population is endangering on kyphotic
deformations due to osteoporotic fractures. Yearly three dimensional
(3D) examinations may be applicable to monitor postural deterioration
among elderly. Remote assessment of back shape seems to be an option
to measure kyphosis angle and postural worsening. The aim of this
study is to present the archiving and assessment system and its
applicability. The proposed system has two main components:
measurement module with data analysis and storage one. The
measurement module is based on structured light method. Shape of the
elderly patient’s backs was acquired and sent over the Internet
connection. Presented, originally developed system combines postural
telediagnostic screening and monitoring. The development of automatic
anatomical structures detection shall be able to prompt final diagnostic
procedure and make draw of the trend of measured values changes
over the time. The safety and procedure of presented examination
method was highly accepted by elderly patients.
Introduction
Telemedicine services for the ageing population are expanding recently.
Remote assessment of back shape seems to be an option to measure
kyphosis angle and postural worsening. The aim of this study is to present
the archiving and assessment system and its applicability.
Material and Method
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The measurement system consists of four modules which simultaneously
measure patient’s skin surface from four directions. Each directional
module is an optical full-field 3D scanner based on structured light
projection method. The main components of each module are: projection
unit, detection unit or a camera and a PC-class computer. During the
measurement process the patient is placed inside a calibrated measurement
volume while a series of patterns is projected onto his or her body surface
[1]. Directional point clouds originating from measurement modules are
merged automatically basted on a global calibration. Measurement data
acquired with use of the measurement system along with patient’s textual
data are stored in a dedicated database. The database is the heart of the
system and serves two main purposes - archiving of data and guarding it
from unauthorized access. Implemented features altogether form a complete
system which can be securely used over any network, be it a local area
network (LAN) or the Internet. Communication between system modules is
performed over the TCP/IP protocol, incorporating two different channels
for each client, dedicated to two kinds of data - text channel, for
transmission of the XML documents and binary channel for the transfer of
large binary data. Analysis can be carried out in two ways - discrete, based
on a set of landmarks on the surface of the body or on a more global shape
analysis. The discrete analysis itself can be performed either using manual
indication of points or an algorithm of automatic landmark detection. The
method assigns an area to each landmark, within which the exact position of
the landmark is searched for. The 3D shape contained in each cell is
analyzed based on maps of parameters which give general information
about surface shape. Specific parameters were developed in order to
describe surface shape of full 3D point clouds [2]. Landmarks exhibit
specific properties depending on the type of posture which implies the use
of different detection paths and an algorithm which would provide some
general, coarse information about the posture of the patient.
Early Results
The average age of analyzed patients group was 72 years. Kyphosis angle
was measured in the range of 32 to 60 degrees, assessed by the clinical
team. Average time for assessment was calculated from logs of user
entering the system. Shape of the elderly patient’s backs was acquired and
sent over the Internet connection. The average 3D image size for each
examined patients was 5 MB, which takes about 20 seconds to transfer
using a broadband connection. Average time for assessment was estimated
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to be around 3-4 minutes based on information gathered by the analysis
client module.
Discussion on Kyphosis
Spinal sagital curvatures and their deformities are described in relation to
the anatomical planes of the body which are the coronal (frontal) plane, the
sagittal (lateral) plane and horizontal (transverse or axial) plane. There are
natural curvatures in the sagittal plane. Hyperkyphosis, colloquially called
“dowager’s hump”, refers to excessive kyphotic, or anteriorly concave,
curvature of the thoracic region of the spine. A kyphosis angle over 40° the 95th percentile value for young adults - is currently used to define
hyperkyphosis [3] that may impair pulmonary and physical function
capabilities and increase risk of future fractures [4-6]. Several devices have
been developed for kyphosis measurement [4, 7 - 12]. Many study
suggested that kyphosis is associated with decreased BMD and loss of
height but does not cause substantial chronic back pain, disability, or poor
health in older women [13-18]
Conclusions
Presented, originally developed system combines postural telediagnostic
screening and monitoring. The development of automatic anatomical
structures detection shall be able to prompt final diagnostic procedure and
make draw of the trend of measured values changes over the time. The
safety and procedure of presented examination method was highly accepted
by elderly patients.
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Abstract: To make extravehicular activity (EVA) safe it was important
to register in real time the physiological functions of the cosmonaut
while he was outside the landing module of the spaceship. And these
records are of great scientific interest. Purpose: Especially, for the
autonomy of crew activities during a manned mission to Moon and
Mars should be developed the remote physiological monitoring system
with onboard database, incorporated into the landing module computer
complex. Method: The database should include the results of medical
support of EVA-crewmembers during long-term orbital flights, the
results of previous Lunar expeditions (already realized) and the list of
medical off-nominal EVA situations (assumed in the future Martian
expeditions) with description of the physiological approaches to their
decision. Results: An important problem of space medicine is to ensure
the safety of space flights, of emergence of man into space and his
landing on the surface of other celestial bodies. A prolonged stay in
outer space and especially work outside the spaceship put special
requirements to the routine of a reliable medical monitoring during
EVA and check-up before sorties. Conclusion: In case of danger both a
check-up, and a monitoring of physiological parameters should ensure
the adoption of a correct decision in the shortest possible time.
Introduction
A special biomedical information complex (IC) is implemented in order
to ensure a safe and productive extravehicular activity (EVA) of
cosmonauts [1,2,5,9]. For the autonomy of crew activities during a future
mission to Moon and Mars should be developed the remote physiological
monitoring system with onboard database, incorporated into computer
complex both onboard the orbiter module of mother craft, landing module,
and in a planetary space suit (SS) system of operational control [3,4,6,11].
Method
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In the form of telemetry the medical information from the SS operational
control system is transmitted to the on-board telemetry system of the Orbital
Space Station (OSS) in real time [1,2,7,8], and then the total telemetry flow
is transmitted to the on-ground Mission Control Center (MCC). Latter, the
medical information is processed and displayed in the workstation of the
EVA specialists to control of the microclimate parameters, the oxygen
supply, and basic medical parameters [5,9,10]. The 27 life support
parameters are assessed in real time through communication link of SS
operative control system [1,2]. However, only 3 of these parameters are
directly related to following physiological signals: electrocardiogram
(ECG), pnevmogram (PG), and body temperature (BT).
At the present time for receiving, processing, display and registration of
biomedical parameters used hardware-software complex ‘Comastra’ [8,9].
In addition to the display parameters in real time complex allows
retrospective analysis of all of the information and archives on paper or
magnetic media. The microclimate monitoring includes following physic
parameters: an atmospheric pressure, the concentration of oxygen and
carbon dioxide, CO2 inlet/outlet difference at the cartridge (ΔCO2), the
ventilation rate (V’), the liquid temperatures in the liquid water cooling
loops and in the liquid cooling garment (LCG). The ΔCO2 and V’
multiplication is the basis for calculating the value of the metabolic rate
(MR), and the human heat production (HHP) according to the indirect
respiratory calorimetric method [5, 9-10]. The human heat removal (HHR)
from the skin of the cosmonaut is calculated in accordance to direct
calorimetric method by the multiplication of the LCG inlet/outlet
temperature differential (ΔTLCG) and liquid flow in LCG with an additional
value of perspiration losses [5]. Comparative analysis of the actual MR, BT,
and heart rate (HR) values supports a differential diagnostic decision
between the emotional and the thermal components of the stress reactions
during physical activity [5]. The additional TV images review is possible to
evaluate the working posture, the distribution of workload between the
cosmonauts during EVA, and to control of the general status with post-EVA
assessment of the injures and upper limbs attrition after ending of sorties
[9]. The flight surgeon and other on-ground physicians has secured on-line
information, to monitor the level of physical activity, the psycho-emotional
stress, the adequacy of manual thermal regulation, and thus to predict both
the health and the physical status of cosmonauts during the EVA [1-5,9].
Results and Discussions
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An important problem of space medicine is to ensure the safety of space
flights, of emergence of man into space and his landing on the surface of
other celestial bodies [3]. In 1965 academic Vasilij Parin pointed that, a
prolonged stay in outer space and especially work outside the spaceship put
special requirements to the routine of a reliable EVA [11]. In XXI century
his remark is actual for telemedicine usage in Lunar/Martian manned
missions.
In order to provide safety, preserve a health and maintain physical
capabilities of EVA crewmembers the approach to medical support should
include the following stages of biomedical monitoring for human deep
space exploration [3, 6]:
• Through (biomedical and psychological) examinations of crew on
the Lunar and Martian orbit prior to descent on the planet;
• Medical control for health conditions of crew after landing on the
surface (with preparation of medical recommendations concerning
application of preventive means, therapeutic and emergency care);
• Medical control for health conditions per EVA day before donning
of lunar/planetary suits;
• Medical monitoring during work of crew on the surface, and
• Medical examination at the end of EVA after doffing of
lunar/planetary SS.
Based on the Russian mainland tracking posts MCC actualize all
decisions in flight control operations [7]. During orbital EVA sorties these
tracking posts communicate with the on-ground MCC one by one as the
OSS (or spacecraft) travels over them, passing to each other the stable relay
communication between the MCC and OSS [7, 8]. The MCC also has links
with orbital Lunar and Martian automatically stations through the direct
communication and television lines via deep space or through transmitting
satellites. At the beginning of EVA program in the USSR the zones of the
direct telemetry transmission to the MMC originally did not exceed 20-25%
of the total EVA duration [8, 11]. A constant television cannel has been in
service since 1979 between MCC and orbital spacecraft (or OSS) for the
EVA crewmembers personal communication with the Earth [7]. At first
100% transmission of the EVA cosmonaut’s voice communication through
direct radio link between the MCC and orbital space complex “MIR” was
established by the communication satellite “Luch” [7]. Later, in the
introduction the communication satellite “Antares” to the “Mir”, the
medical telemetry transmission zones were increased to 60-65% [8]. This is
a reason why on-board indicators of medical parameters (such, as HR and
BT) have been provided in different options of the OSS “Salyut” but not
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used by the cosmonauts because of the time deficit and employment of
other working operations [9]. In orbital flight of the International Space
Station (ISS) with the increasing of the crew to 6 cosmonauts/astronauts it is
possible to control HR, BT, and the EVA-crewmembers health status by the
crew remaining on board the ISS. Despite the initial planning of the crew of
the ISS, number 6 people, and advanced computer power of the Russian
segment, these possibilities so far are not fully realized [7-9]. Using NASA
S-band channels realize the possibility to listen the voice communication of
the EVA-crewmembers via a two-way radio during sorties. However Sband channel can not compensate the absence of the “on-line” medical data
and SS telemetry in MMC [7]. The better time division multiple access
concept has been developed in joint European/Russian project ‘EVA Suit
2000’, especially, for two EVA astronauts/cosmonauts application on-board
mothercraft ‘Mir-2’ [12]. In this concept the communication link can be
characterized as 3-node a time division multiple access network operated in
Ultra High Frequency band with a frequency range of 400-420 MHz. The
transmission characteristics are 160 kB/s and a bit error rate of 10-5 at a
distance of 1 km. The mothercraft node became a primary master for
network synchronization, each space suit transceiver transmits its digitized
voice and digital data as a multiplexed bit stream within time slot in the
communication link [12]. This communication system is capable of
providing a full conference mode for voice communication, where as
telemetry and biomedical data are transmitted unidirectionally from two
EVA suits to the mothercraft data management system onboard future
selenocentric or areocentric orbital expedition complex [1,2,12].

Fig. 1. The space suit communication principle and the biotelemetry data
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As shown in Fig.1 the communication and telemetry system is capable of
providing a full conference mode for voice communication, whereas
telemetry and biomedical data are transmitted unidirectionally from SS to
OSS. The MCC computer network receives, processes and analyses the
telemetrical data from the mothercraft in real time scale, performs medical
operational calculations of BT, HR; and registers metabolic parameters
such, as MR, HHP, HHR. The network digests info at an estimated rate of
several dozens of millions of operations per second, and its memory stores
to several GB of digitized data [7-8].
A versatile computer system ‘Elbrus’ does complex calculations, solves
the navigation tasks, analyses, plans and builds the central databank of the
MCC. Specialized high-speed PS-2000 systems process great flows of data.
Information complex ‘Comastra’ registers and recording the medical results
of EVA, TV images and voice messages in database, to go back to if and
when needed. Furthermore, IC ‘Comastra’ personal computer displays on
the physicians monitors in real time scale both microclimate parameters
(airlock and SS pressure modes, gas temperatures in ventilation loop and
liquid temperatures in LCG), the physiologic responses (HR, ECG, PG,
BT), and operative metabolic information (O2 consumption, CO2
production, MR, HHR). Thus, hardware-software complex ‘Comastra’ is
the heart and brain of the EVA medical control group. Telemedicine
monitoring of EVA and medical data accumulated in this database during
orbital EVA sorties onboard OSS ‘Salyut-6’, ‘Salyut-7’, ‘Mir’ and ISS
[6,10,11]. This experience and modern EVA database for ISS are a valuable
basis for future medical support of autonomous manned flight onboard
expedition complex to Moon and Mars with the remote EVA sorties on the
surfaces. In Lunar/Martian manned missions the next generation of data
acquisition and management system for EVA spacesuits operational control
should include following: 1) the experience of medical support of EVAcrewmembers during long-term orbital flights, 2) the results of previous
Lunar expeditions (already realized), and 3) the list of medical off-nominal
parameters and EVA situations (assumed in the future expeditions) with
description of the physiological approaches to their decision.
Conclusion
In 1965 academic Vasilij Parin mentioned following remarks in his
lecture for students from medico-biological faculty of Russian State
Medical University: “A prolonged stay in outer space and especially work
outside the spaceship put special demands to the routine of a reliable
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medical check-up. In case of danger such a check-up should ensure the
adoption of a correct decision in the shortest possible time”. In the modern
state of art his conclusion is most actual for telemedicine application during
Lunar and Martian manned missions in XXI century.
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Abstract: Telemonitoring of weight and physical activity: Efficacy in
obese humans and in patients with diabetes mellitus type 2
Introduction
Obesity and obesity associated diseases are presently a pandemic in all
affluent countries. This problem continues to grow despite efforts of the
medical societies, the population and even the governments. Therefore,
strategies to fight and to prevent obesity are eagerly sought.
Problem
Obesity and diabetes type 2 rise in most cases from an atherogenic diet
plus a lack of physical activity. While there are many approaches to modify
the calorie input there are only few measures which can effectively improve
and control the calorie consumption by physical activity. This paper
describes 2 studies in which a novel program was used for weight reduction
in obese humans and in patients with diabetes mellitus type 2. This new
approach includes telemonitoring of weight and physical activity and has
been shown to be powerful and cost effective.
Solution Approach
The 3 elements of the holistic ABC (Active Body Control) program are:
(1) Telemonitoring of weight and physical activity with weekly feedback
letters to inform and motivate,
(2) A combination of 2 diets: calorie restriction plus preference of
carbohydrates with a low glycemic index, and,
(3) Cost liability
The carer receives the data via the internet and responds with weekly
letters informing the participants about their data and aiming to motivate
them (figure 1).
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Figure 1: Telemonitoring for diabetes patients
Participants were 20 parents in obese families in the first study and 87
patients with diabetes mellitus in the second study. These participants were
initially informed in 3 sessions about nutrition, the importance of physical
activity and about the use of the telemonitoring equipment. The first study
took 12 months, the second study 6 months. Both studies were controlled by
an equal group of participants who were not treated with the “ABC”
program.
Results
The obese parents in the first study reduced their weight after 6 months
by -7.2 kg, which was almost 3 times more than in the control group (-2,6
kg) without the telemonitoring devices. After 12-months, the intervention
group reduced the weight even further without a tendency for a weight
regain in contrary to the control group.
The 87 diabetic patients (BMI=35,3kg/m2, mean age 59 years) showed a
mean weight reduction by 10.3 kg after 6 months. Concomitantly, their
glucose and HbA1c fell by 1.6 mmol/l and 0.9 % percentage points,
respectively. The proportion of patients with HbA1c > 7% was reduced
from 66% to 27%. An anti-diabetic drug was discontinued in 26 patients
and reduced in 33 patients, which resulted in a reduction of treatment costs
by 117 EURO per patient and 6 months.
Table 1: Results in patients with diabetes mellitus type 2
Weight reduction

-10.3 kg

p < 0,000

HbA1c reduction
Percentage of patients in whom the
anti-diabetic drug treatment was
reduced or discontinued

- 0,9 %

p < 0,001

68. %
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Figure 2: Weight-loss in 87 patients with diabetes mellitus type 2 (red =
mean weight-loss)
Summary
The ABC-program is a novel program which improves the atherogenic
lifestyle, in particular by enhancing the physical activity by means of
telemonitoring.
In summary it provides the following advantages:
• Relevant and sustained weight reductions
• Relevant health improvements
• The program is cost effective. The preparation of a feed-back letter
requires on the ABC platform 3-5 minutes (www.abc.diaet.com)
• The program is indicated in other obesity associated diseases like
hypertension and the metabolic syndrome
• The monitoring equipment can be combined with other telemonitoring
devices such as blood pressure or glucose measurement
• The ABC program can be applied by doctors, oecotrophologist, diet
assistants and other health related professions
• Participants can be looked after even over very long distances.
Outlook
The availability of the ABC-program is presently being increased in
several german regions. Reimbursement negotiations with health insurance
companies have been started.
Further studies with patients with hypertension, the, metabolic syndrome
and the Polcystic Ovary Syndrome (POC) are being initiated.
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Abstract: The Brazilian Telehealth initiative enables videoconferencing,
diagnosis and formative second opinion, continuous and permanent
education and web conferencing, by linking university and teaching
hospitals via RNP, Brazil’s national research and education R&E
network. It operates two significant national projects: The
Telemedicine University Network, RUTE (www.rute.rnp.br) and the
National Telehealth Primary Care Program, Brazil Telehealth
(www.telessaudebrasil.org.br); respectively from the Science and
Technology Ministry and Health Ministry. The municipal, state,
national and international health institutions coordinate collaborative
projects in research, innovation, development, management, education
and assistance.
Introduction
RUTE´s main objectives are:
Connect the University and Teaching Hospitals to the national R&E
backbone through a 1Gbps City Fast Ring for R&E Institutions
• Formally create a Telemedicine Nucleus in each Hospital
• Approve a Videoconference Room
• Create initial infra-structure for Teleconsult and Telediagnosis
• Train Personnel for Video- and Webconference
• Create and stimulate participation in SIGs – Special Interest Groups
In its first phase, started January 2006, RUTE resources were available
for 19 University Hospitals [1]. Second phase, January 2007, included 38
institutions involving all University Hospitals from all Federal Universities
in all federal states and 26 embrio institutions according to an agreement
between RUTE/RNP and Telehealth Brazil. Third phase, started May 2009,
selected 75 institutions, involving all public certified teaching Hospitals,
federal health institutions and the federal indigenous health department.
The Ministry of Health integrates the initiative through the Telehealth
Brazil, implanting initially in 9 states the remote Primary Care Program in
•
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the University Hospitals attending 100 Municipalities in each state, yielding
900 operational at the moment.
Advanced Network Infrastructure
RUTE implements communication infrastructure in university and
teaching hospitals in the largest 53 cities in Brazil, enabling the
establishment of telemedicine and telehealth centers with investments on
equipment, connectivity and ambience preparation. The goal of the project
is allowing all participating hospitals to use the National Network for
Education and Research in order to operate applications on telemedicine
and telehealth, including video and webconference for exchanging
information, talks, continuing education, second opinion and
teleconsultation, creating a base for collaboration among hospitals and
training them for remote collaboration.
The R&E Metropolitan Community Networks (Redecomep) implements
communication infrastructure in the 27 brazilian capital cities through its
Points of Presence (PoPs - www.redecomep.rnp.br ). It expands now to 10
more cities. The goal of the project is to connect all main public universities
and research centers in the country, with optical fiber managed by a local
consortia made up of these institutions and RNP. However, the participation
of state and municipal governments on R&E networks is opening up
possibilities including public schools and health care centers.
These metropolitan networks are being installed and full operation is
expected by 2010 in the capital cities (Fig. 1). Currently, sixteen capital
cities operate the Redecomeps with 290 institutions.

Fig. 1 – RNP national backbone and Redecomep R&E City
Network. 607 municipalities covered by the Minas Telehealth
in the state of Minas Gerais
Metropolitan networks are connected nationally by the National R&E
Network backbone with current Gigabit connection capability in ten PoPs
(10Gbps for Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo, Brasília and Belo Horizonte and 2,5
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Gbps for Porto Alegre, Florianópolis, Curitiba, Fortaleza, Recife and
Salvador) – http://www.rnp.br/backbone/index.php
RUTE Operational Methodology
The following procedures are implemented for setting the structure of the
University Telemedicine Network operational methodology:
• Establishment of the organizational and technological infrastructure:
national coordination, advisory committee made up of experts of the
country’s best teaching and research institutions, interest groups on
specific health areas and also executive, maintenance, communication
and operational teams of the national and local telemedicine and
telehealth network;
• The Advisory Committee recommends the procedures for the
innovative use of the Telemedicine University Network;
• Each member institution establishes the telemedicine and telehealth
Centers with a physical area and a dedicated team;
• Member institutions establish SIGs to promote and develop
collaboration activities on telemedicine and telehealth specific topics;
• Organize workshops to encourage everyone’s understanding of the
collaboration work for the national integration on teaching, research
and the improvement of health care service for the population [3].
Network Results
RUTE member projects integrate at the moment 158 health institutions. It
connects today 36 Nuclei and 31 embrio-Nuclei fully operational.
RUTE performs daily routine VC or Webconference sessions, each
specialty at least once a month, on pediatrics radiology, oncology, urology,
children and adolescent health, dermatology, cardiology, oftalmology, etc.
There are 30 SIGs operational and at least 12 more in 2010. A total of ca.
500 sessions were held in SIGs in 2009 (Fig.2).

Fig.2: A NOTES transvaginal colecistectomy surgery performed and
transmited at ISCMPA by Prof.Dr.Luiz Alberto de Carli on Sept 30th 2008
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There has been a 137% increase in the participation of institutions in the
groups in 2009, from 89 to 211institutions. In some groups up to 400 people
participated from remote areas in specific sessions on intensive nursing.
In addition, as it happens with the added value of the program Tele Minas
Saúde (Minas Telehealth Fig.1) financed by the State Government Health
Department and coordinated by Prof.Dr.Beatriz Alkmin, ECG formative
second opinion is guaranteed for each of the 500 municipalities, on duty
service 12 hours, 7 days per week shared with the following National
University Hospitals: UFMG, UFU, UFTM, UFJF and Unimontes, yelding
more than 900 consults per day.
International Collaboration
The encouragement for the continuous development in this area comes
from the following mechanisms:
• Cooperation signed between Internet2 and RNP in Health Sciences;
• Program for Innovative Continuing Medical Education in Dermatology,
American Academy of Dermatology and the University of Miami;
• Laboratory of Excellence and Innovation in Telehealth – America and
Europe, in Belo Horizonte;
• Establishment of a SICOT Education Center on orthopedics and trauma
in Rio;
• Public Policies on Telehealth in Latin America, an IADB project,
starting March 2010, with the following countries: Brazil, Colombia,
Ecuador, El Salvador, Mexico, Uruguay and RedClara [3].
Conclusion
Previous research projects at the Brazilian universities showing remote
assistance, education and collaborative research, also stimulated by the @lis
results [4], including RedClara, encouraged government actions and public
investments on communication infrastructure, telemedicine and telehealth.
The main reasons for the continuity and success of the network are:
federal initiative and coordination, state initiatives, integration and
synchronization between the two main complementary projects and
members: RUTE (Ministry of Science and Technology) and Telehealth
Brazil (Ministry of Health) [5].
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Introduction
According to the on line survey conducted by the Anesthesia Patient
Safety Foundation (APSF), the two factors that contributed most to
intraoperative adverse events were believed to be inadequate preoperative
information/preparation and communication/teamwork errors1. Thus
development of electronic medical record and automated anesthesia record
keeping systems remains a very relevant task for modern anesthesiology.
Even bigger challenge is to ensure compatibility and universal access to the
wealth of the acquired anesthesia information. Internet as a common
information milieu in combination with new technologies creates the basis
for Web integration of anesthesia-relevant information and further advances
of anesthesiology, minimizing the “human error” component in the area of
patient’s safety in the operating room (OR). In the last century this
minimizing of human error was secured through adoption and introduction
of the Standards for Basic Anesthetic Monitoring. The 21st century calls for
systems for remote patient’s monitoring, facilitating close cooperation
between anesthesia provider and specialist/mentor, creating databases
jointly accessible via Internet and modern audiovisual telecommunicating
tools for physician’s lifelong learning. That contributes to a “second layer of
safety”, when specialized anesthesiologist is able to supervise and control
via any on-line computer physiologic parameters in real time, together with
visualizing the actions of the OR team over web cams. This redundancy
compensates for the remaining «human factor» («to err is human»), that can
be responsible for the anesthesia-related complications even when all the
essential hardware of safety monitoring is in use. The same computer can
give the videoconferencing capabilities to the supervisor for his
teleconsulting and mentoring role. Work in that promising field at the
Russian National Research Center of Surgery has been active since 1997
and is reflected at http://tele.med.ru
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Study Goal
Development and clinical application of a system for the permanent
Internet monitoring of patient’s condition, actions of anesthesiologist and
surgeon to optimize operating room workflow and to ensure administrative
oversight. Piloting of the concept of «remote second safety layer in
anesthesia»
Material and Methods
«Home-grown» paperless automated anesthesia record keeping in 8
operating rooms (cardiac, organ transplantation, abdominal/colorectal
surgery, thoracic and invasive radiology) with gathering data on the central
server and using the proxi-server that presents information over the
Internet. High resolution Webcams (736x480 pixels) controlled over the
Internet (Sony SNC-RZ30), four-channel video server Axis 241QA for
visualization of performance of surgeons and anesthesia providers, as well
as screens of the anesthesia monitors, transesophagial echocardiography
(TEE), X-ray and endoscopic equipment with resolution of 768x576 pixels.
Videoconferencing using H323 and H320 protocols and peer-to-peer Voice
over the Internet Protocol (VoIP) «Skype». Database with over 5000
patient's records, 2400 operated during last four years are accessible and
available for mathematical analysis from any computer on the world
network. Patient's control and performance monitoring of surgical and
anesthesia personnel using any web browser on any stationary computer as
well as mobile devices from site http://tele.med.ru
Results
This technology allows to receive information that constitute anesthesia
record in real time as well as access it for the post-hoc analysis on any
computer of the world. It is easy to control the computer monitoring
protocol, to discover the technical or instrumental errors, to detect periods
of suboptimal anesthesia. The chief of service can oversee the situation in
the OR during meetings and conferences, using mobile Internet access from
laptop , from home during emergency procedures and even via mobile
telephone (s. Fig.1, Quadruple OR view on the iPhone, at the end of this
text).
Physician in charge can, without leaving his office, home or even car can
monitor the anesthesia provider, give advice and prioritize his/her work,
supervising several operating room in parallel with the necessary
administrative duties. The comments, remarks, recommendations and
diagnostic statements made remotely are recorded in anesthesia record using
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specifically designed piece of software that identifies the commenting
author as well. To diagnose the patient's condition at the distance quality
and comprehensivness of data output are of high importance. From that
standpoint displaying the hemodynamic and ventilation trends together
with two video server images or simultaneous four-windows picture from
Axis 241 QA proved to be the best. Combining the «fly on the wall» view
of the OR with operating field, trends of computer anesthesia record and
screens of hemodynamic and gas analyzing monitors / TEE permitted to
detect hemodynamically significant responses secondary to coarse surgical
manipulations or changes in preload (leg elevation) that were not recorded
by the anesthesia provider in the room. Based on the results of Internetmonitoring it was posssible to diagnose the patinet's condition and provide
recommendations to anesthesiologist in the OR. There were two occasions
when disconnection of endotracheal tube from anesthesia circuit was
diagnosed remotely using this system. Videoconferencing, Skype in
particular, provides the leader reliable opportunity for «telemanagement».
We successfully tested telemonitoring of anesthesia's depth by Board
certified anesthesiologist stationed in Philadelphia, USA.
Using the system the leading cardiac surgeon follows preparatory stages
of the procedure remotely, instructs and consults his team, participates in
the TEE study or provided with live X ray images. It is possible to capture
video images as digital files to document the key stages of the procedure
and create videoclips / podcasts of the operating technique to educate and
train surgeons.
Developed system is succesfully implemented in remote medical graduate
and postgraduate education of students, surgeons, anesthesiologists and
specialists in intraoperative functional diagnostics. It also permits
substantial cost savings over installation of commercially available
designated systems for videoconferencing often requiring the presence of
dedicated staff to ensure their operability. High quality of visualization of
operating field is achieved by remotely controlled via Internet, never turned
off Web cams or by simple video server. VoIP Skype combined with high
definition camera Logitech 9000 Pro delivers a very clear professor's image
to the OR, and cordless headset Plantronics CS60db provides quality audio.
Conclusion
Developed at the Russian National Research Center of Surgery system of
Internet-monitoring provides reliable remote access to control the condition
of patient undergoing surgery, as well as performance of anesthesiologist
and actions of surgical team. It provides «informational backbone» of the
concept of «Real Time Telemedicine in the OR», that is built up in our
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center and may serve as basis for creating National anesthesia database in
Russia. «Real Time Telemedicine» implies formation of the digital
operating room, in which all gathered information is available to qualified
user via secure Internet access from potentially any computer in the world
for review, management and teaching, with using
available modern
communication technologies like videoconferencing and VoIP
videotelephony.
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Abstract: Progress of anesthesiology has been closely related to
technological innovation. Implementing telemedicine in cardiac
anesthesia has its unique challenges due to potentially rapid changes in
patient’s state, making necessary constant “hands on” presence. The
potential for human error can be reduced by “picking the collective
brain” - harnessing the resources and technologies of the Web. We
discuss our experience in organizing service enabling a) virtual
presence in the operating room for the outside consultant and b)
continuous rational access of anesthesia provider to various resources,
from anesthesia record database to podcasts from practically
anywhere.
Introduction
The most significant achievement of modern anesthesiology over last two
decades is advancement in patient’s safety. Nowadays the question of
“surviving surgery / anesthesia” is practically always answered with
resounding, “yes”- a lot of effort has shifted into postoperative period and
quality of the recovery. At the same time the ability to bring sicker and
sicker patients to the operating room leads to ever-increasing pressure on
the anesthesia provider to be on top of variety of medical and technological
issues. It is well known that human error remains the major factor for
occurrence of untoward events, not only in medicine.
Roughly the same time frame corresponds to the revolution in
informational exchange brought to us by Internet and it’s major component,
the World Wide Web.
We believe that further improvement in quality of anesthesia care is
intricately related to mobilizing the resources and technologies available on
the Web. The following presentation describes our approach to Web
integration as ideology and innovative means of real-time informational
support in cardiac anesthesia.
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Introduction
Conceptual development, testing and clinical application of a service that
utilizes the Web interface to facilitate real time monitoring, communication,
research and education on the basis of cardiac operating rooms (ORs) at the
Russian National Research Center of Surgery.
Material and Methods
Developed at our Center paperless automated anesthesia record keeping
system rendering data to the central server; proxi-server that presents
information accessible by any Web browser. High resolution Webcams
(736x480 pixels) installed in the OR lights and controlled via Web browser
(Sony SNC-RZ30) with pre-set positions, four-channel video server Axis
241QA for visualization of performance of surgeons and anesthesia
providers, as well as screens of the anesthesia monitors, transesophagial
echocardiography (TEE), X-ray and endoscopic equipment with resolution
of 768x576 pixels. Videoconferencing using H323 and H320 protocols
plus peer-to-peer Voice over the Internet Protocol (VoIP) «Skype».
Secure on-line access to the intraoperative data (one minute interval) in real
time or to the database for the last four years with possibilities of
mathematical analysis from any computer on the world network.
Results
As per title, the site http://tele.med.ru reflects the results of our approach
to this topic.
Telemonitoring/ virtual presence. Anesthesia requires constant presence
of a trained personell that is capable of necessary intervention in response to
continually monitored physiologic parameters and demands of the surgery.
That is why the main part of our site is dedicated to the real time access to
automated anesthesia record. It portrays trends and last minute values of
monitored parameters simultaneously with video feed - either from high
resolution webcam or panoramic «fly on the wall» view. It is also possible
to visualize the screens of the monitors , transesophagial echocardiogram or
X-ray's image intensifier screen, depending on needs and configuration of
hardware connected to video server. Remote observer is able to change
views of the camera, that has preset positions: operating field, anesthesia
machine, perfusionist's workplace with possibility of zooming and fine
tuning via Web browser. At this stage feedback is delivered either by video
and audioconferencing with OR staff or by entering the comments in the
anesthesia record after logging in, these entries marked separately to
distingquish them from the OR notes. We are aware of the atempts of
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providing automated anesthesia and teleanesthesia by other colleagues 1,2,
we do rely on the anesthesia provider present in the OR at this stage. It is
our belief that creating certain degree of redundancy in the system by
utilizing external expert observer should contribute to improvements in
safety and quality. It remains to be proven - at the moment we only have
anecdotal evidence of near misses when potentially dangerous situation was
detected first by the remote observer who notified OR staff.
Searchable Database. Beside virtual presence in the different ORs and
keeping track of case's progress anesthesiologist can concentrate on quality
of his/ her work by reviewing and analyzing the past anesthesia records,
observing trends, performing statistical analysis or research. The database
of anesthesia records can be accessed from the same site with graphical
output right away; to receive the numerical data one has to request them
from database administrators. The archive is organized around individual
ORs and spans last 5 years.
Web resources. The anesthesia provider, beside availability of the
videoconferencing to obtain real time consultaiton and advice, has an
obvious advantage of immediate acccess to the various reference materials –
search engines, electronic interactive cardiac anesthesia library and drug
databases.
Webcasting. To deliver instructional and educational materials compiled
by the professors of our Center we use webcasting, both live and on
demand. We widely utilize Adobe Flash to present these materials due to
smaller file size and faster loading, they are also viewable across different
platforms and operating systems. There is growing library of high definition
videos demonstrating anesthetic and operating procedures used for teaching
purposes as well; the podcasting also represented.
News/Periodicals. These sections of the site are regularly updated with
information about relevant conferences, meetings, emerging technologies
etc., one can familiarize with new publications or publish his/her work in
this section
Portability/Mobility. The PDA and WAP versions of the site guarantee
anesthesiologists's access to the resources while using palm computer or
mobile phone.
Conclusion
We believe that effective application of telemedicine in anesthesiology is
impossible without organizing of a Web access to crucial anesthesia
information. It should allow
•
Improved oversight of overall patient's condition and thus contribute
to patient's safety during anesthesia
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•
•
•

Effective use of pooled data from different health care institutions
for objective analysis and scientific research
Continous medical education for anesthesiologist
Time saving when searching for information necessary to perform
clinical duties
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Abstract: In this paper we present our joint Wielkopolska Center of
Telemedicine effort, which aims to establish a telemedical
infrastructure supporting the healthcare system in the region of
Wielkopolska. We discuss how the proposed ICT-based solutions may
help to improve the patient safety and the quality of the delivered
medical services in the area of trauma, which has been selected as the
pilot medical domain tackled by our project.
Introduction
Telemedicine shows a huge potential in supporting healthcare with
advanced technical solutions allowing to better organize the communication
between healthcare stakeholders. Introduction of telemedical solutions is
done towards the aim of providing higher quality medical services. At the
same time telemedical tools often allow to reduce the cost of a given
medical service. These objectives, along the increase of patient safety, are
among the major goals of the Wielkopolska Center of Telemedicine (WCT)
project (www.telemedycyna.wlkp.pl) realized by Poznan Supercomputing
and Networking Center in cooperation with the Poznan University of
Medical Sciences and Poznan University of Technology. This project
tackles the challenges of improving the organization of the regional
healthcare and increasing the quality of treatment in the area of trauma in
Wielkopolska.
In this paper we discuss the needs of the regional healthcare in the area of
trauma and the activities of the WCT project towards fulfilling them. First,
we present the challenges imposed by the current organization of the
regional healthcare. Next, we list the activities of the WCT project aimed at
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tackling these challenges. Finally, we summarize the project works on the
background of similar initiatives undergoing in Poland, Europe and beyond.
Challenges
Current State
Presently, the regional healthcare system in the area of trauma is
organized in Wielkopolska in a way that assigns the Division of Trauma,
Burns and Plastic Surgery of Poznan University of Medical Sciences
(PUMS), together with a few cooperating clinical departments of this
university, as the reference center for all hospitals in the region. While this
assumption seems the right solution, the technical and organizational means
for referring difficult trauma cases, especially the multiple-injury ones, are
not sufficient. The only communication means which the first level
hospitals located in each county may use to contact the PUMS clinical
departments located in Poznan is the telephone. This shows as very
insufficient for making educated decisions on the best solution in a given
medical case from the patient’s point of view.
Evidence
The lack of a standard for communication between hospitals in the area of
trauma has a negative effect on the safety of patients with multiple injuries.
According to the data we collected during the recent 3 years, on average
only 35% of cases referred to the PUMS Division of Trauma, Burns and
Plastic Surgery were referred based on a previous contact between the
hospitals during which the proper classification of patient state has been
conducted. In 40% of referred cases the proper classification of patient state
was not possible due to technical limitations of the phone talk. The
remaining patients referred from the region arrived in Poznan without
previous contact between hospitals; over half of these patients should have
never been transported.
Solution
Wielkopolska Center of Telemedicine
To increase the patient safety and improve the communication between
the stakeholders of the trauma patient treatment system we proposed to
organize the Wielkopolska Center of Telemedicine. This project aiming at
establishing the telemedical infrastructure in the area of trauma in
Wielkopolska started in May 2009. The objective of the project is to build a
regional platform for remote medical teleconsultations allowing to introduce
standardized communication in trauma. This platform will connect 26
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hospitals from Wielkopolska with 7 clinical departments of PUMS. In
addition to the deployment of the platform for medical teleconsultations, the
project also constructs the Medical Digital Library, which collects
anonymous medical data and provides this information through
accompanying telemedical services of the educational nature. Both
subsystems are closely coupled with each other to enable sharing data
between them and allow users to seamlessly utilize services provided by
both of these subsystems.
Regional Platform for Medical Teleconsultations
The goal of the platform for remote medical teleconsultations is to
improve the communication between stakeholders of the regional healthcare
system in the area of trauma. This platform is aimed to enable seamless
transmission of patient data between the participants of the trauma patient
treatment workflow. We envisage supporting two scenarios within the
constructed platform: (a) a teleconsultation, where one doctor asks another
for a specialist opinion, and (b) a telecouncil, where several specialists are
able to provide their opinions on a given complicated case. At the time of
writing of this paper we are finishing the designing the platform on the
organizational and technical layers.
Medical Digital Library
The primary goal of the Medical Digital Library is to enable innovative
educational services allowing the members of the regional medical
community to share their knowledge and experience between each other. To
achieve this goal we proposed to collect anonymous medical data within the
registry of medical cases [1, 2]. The collected cases are precisely classified
according to the assumed standard of injury classification, thus allowing to
relatively easily build added-value services such as clinical decision support
and reporting to the regional supervisor. The registry with its carefully
designed database forms also an excellent field for future scientific analysis
of the collected information. The registry of medical cases is on-line since
August 2009.
Summary
In this paper we presented the challenges connected with the
improvement of the quality of treatment in the area of trauma in
Wielkopolska and how the Wielkopolska academic and medical
communities which we represent tackle them. Namely, we were able to
apply for and receive a grant for the Wielkopolska Center of Telemedicine
project in which we build a regional system for medical teleconsultations
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and the Medical Digital Library. The former activity is aimed to allow the
improvement of the organization of the communication in the area of
trauma in the regional healthcare to increase the safety of patients, while the
latter one aims to improve the quality of treatment through providing
innovative educational resources and services.
The Wielkopolska telemedical project is one of several projects aiming to
establish telemedical centers for various medical domains currently
undergoing in Poland. Others tackle the challenges of teleradiology
(uct.su.krakow.pl),
telecardiology
(www.teleintermed.pl)
and
telelaryngology [3]. A telemedical system supporting communication in the
area of trauma is utilized by three provinces in Italy [4]. Complex
telemedical systems connecting all medical practices exist in Norway. To
our knowledge, however, none of these initiatives includes the development
of the organized comprehensive teleeducational effort such as the one we
aim to establish with the Medical Digital Library and its innovative
teleeducational services closely coupled with the teleconsulting platform. In
our opinion only parallel tackling of both these areas carries a potential of a
big influence on the improvement of the patient safety and improvement of
the quality of the medical services delivered to the patients.
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Abstract: The main advantages of telehealth are health-related activities
at a distance between two or more locations, using information and
communication technologies by medical professionals including nurses.
Wound care management for many elderly patients requires assistance,
however the nursing decision making needs also surgeon’s assistance
frequently. Nurses, usually after teleconsultation with leading physician
can assess and monitor wound healing, and make treatment changes
without having to visit the home of each patient or order an immediate
on site visit if required. The aim of the study was to assess an accuracy,
resolution, perspective and clarity of wound images taken by nurses in
orthopaedic outpatient clinic and transferred to attending physician for
consultation. MMS via GSM technology and Internet were used for
transferring images. Research demonstrated that wound assessment
using MMS technology is comparable to in-person wound assessment.
Our study have confirmed current needs for the training of skills how
to use technology to obtain proper quality and resolution of images
required for telemedicine. The telemedicine oriented skills should be
considered as current direction for nursing education.
Introduction
The main advantages of telehealth are health-related activities at a
distance between two or more locations, using information and
communication technologies. These contacts include all branches of
medical stuff including nurses. Despite declarations of open attitude to
telemedicine obtained while surveying citizens and or health care
professionals real implementation is facing various difficulties before its
overall acceptance. Wound care management for many elderly patients
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requires assistance; however the nursing decision making needs also
surgeons assistance frequently [1-3].
Expert wound care is a specialized service that may not be available in
every population. Modern approach by telehealth may offer new
opportunities for all patients, nurses and physicians. Videoconferencing or
photography allows transmitting images of wounds and reaching wound
care nurses or physicians in distant locations (1, 3, 4). The route of image
transfer need to be tested by nurses to make them familiar with technology
for themselves as well for instructing patients. Nurses, usually after
teleconsultation with leading physician can assess and monitor wound
healing, and make treatment changes without having to visit the home of
each patient or order an immediate on site visit if required. The aim of the
study was to assess an accuracy, resolution, perspective and clarity of
wound images taken by nurses in orthopaedic outpatient clinic and
transferred to attending physician for consultation.
Material and Method
MMS via GSM technology and Internet were used for transferring
images. Images were immediately read and confronted with real wound.
Three experienced and specialized nurses in wound care but unfamiliar with
technology were requested to take images by Mobile phone incorporated
camera and sent over to attending surgeon. Forty six MMS images were
snapped and transferred using Sony Ericson Unit (19 post operative wounds
and 27 chronic). Patients both sexes were aged from 37 to 76 signed an
informed consent to let their wounds photographed. Five point (1-5) Likert
scale based assessment was performed for each image evaluating its quality
and resolution, perspective, wound measurement possibilities, and healing
advancement. Five point (1-5) Likert scale based assessment was performed
for each image valuating its quality and resolution, perspective, wound
measurement possibilities, and healing advancement. Directly after making
photos, the wounds the patients went to the physician who made face to face
assessment. These results were compared to the opinions made from the
photos.
Results
Average quality of images was 3.01 in a range from 1 to 5 (std 1,05). The
study has had an element of surprise due to ad hoc request for photographs
taking by nurses. The average healing was advanced in 3,3 out of 5 (std
0,9). Proper perspective was assessed to ensure the photographed area and
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wound vicinity. Average perspective was assessed 2.72 in the range from 2
to 4 (Std 0,621). Measurement possibilities expressed any calibration of size
or depth of assessed wound. Average measurement possibilities achieved
value of 2,826 (Std 0,598) in a range from 2 to 4. Face to face assessment of
the wounds revealed similar results as taken from the photos in 42 patients
(91%).
Discussion
Mobile phones due to their usually smaller screens are rarely described as
devices for transmission of clinically oriented images. Cellular phones are
designed recently to become similar to handheld computers like Personal
Digital Assistants (PDA) that are becoming increasingly popular among
medical professionals [1-3]. Telemedicine oriented applications are not
often installed on mobile phones as well on PDA devices, however their
availability, including picture archiving and communications systems PACS
have been reported [4]. The use of mobile phone photo-messaging into
clinical practice for the assessment of hand trauma was reported as “low
cost and easy” [5]. The MMS technology was demonstrated by Ng et al. [6]
to be a useful media for the transmission of high-quality images to assist in
the diagnostic process and implementation of emergent clinical therapy.
Teleconsultations using a mobile camera-phone [7] were feasible to
evaluate the severity of digital soft-tissue injury and to triage the injury with
regard to management recommendations. Handy mobile controller were
able to access the picture archiving and communication system (PACS) to
enhance image management for clinicians with nearly no restriction in time
and location using various wireless communication modes [8]. MMS
services were useful in musculoskeletal injuries for transmitting images
from radiological department to orthopedic surgeons within less than 2
minutes and 30 seconds [1,3,9]. Despite, the most of the papers report
transmission of X ray pictures [1-3] wound images have similar impact for
its applicability. In presented study the nurses transmitted the photographs
of wounds in order to assess the quality of images and the proper
assessment of wounds. The nurses had not been previously taught how to
perform the photographs, and they were novice in practicing telenursing
techniques. The study revealed that in most cases the assessment of wounds
images were properly taken and sent via MMS services. The evaluation of
the process of healing based on transferred photographs was in most
patients similar to the opinion made during an eye-made control by the
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physician. However, the results could be a little better with more skills in
using telemedicine oriented techniques.
Conclusions
Our study demonstrates that wound assessment using video technology
seems to be comparable to in-person wound assessment. Simple and daily
used multimedia communication using MMS can be feasible for wound
management by nurse wound care expert supported by surgeon on remote.
Our study confirm the skills how to operate MMS technology are required
to obtain proper quality and resolution of images. Gaining new telemedicine
oriented skills by learning program can be considered as current direction
for nursing education.
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Abstract: Telerehabilitation promises to change physiotherapy delivery
in rural and remote areas. The range of motion is an important
measurement in musculoskeletal disorders. The aim of the study was to
assess reliability of measurements of endpoint active flexion range of
motion. The study group consisted of 15 patients in early postoperative
period after total hip replacement due to osteoarthritis. The results
were analyzed using Intra Class Correlation Coefficients and kappa
statistics. The average value of kappa coefficient calculated for this
preliminary group was 0,43. Its significance can be interpreted as
moderate agreement. Further investigation is mandatory to develop
overall best practice conditions for valid range of motion assessment
using telemedicine tools.
Introduction
Measurement range of joint’s motion is one of the fundamental/essential
measurements, which is carried out/used during patient’s examination with
osteoarthritis of locomotion system. The measurement enables the
estimation of patient’s functional state, moreover, if it is carried out
regularly, it is used to estimate progress of the dysfunctions.
Telerehabilitation promises to change physiotherapy delivery in rural and
remote areas [1-9]. The range of motion is an important measurement in
musculoskeletal disorders [10-16]. The aim of the study was to assess
reliability of measurements of endpoint active flexion range of motion.
Additionally, the study was aimed to estimate the effectiveness and
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authoritativeness of the measurement range of motions “from distance” with
using free and generally accessible programs.
Material and Method
The study group consisted of 15 patients in early postoperative period
after total hip replacement due to osteoarthritis. Collected images were sent
via the Internet using safe connection. Images were saved in JPEG format.
Freeware Angle Measurement Tool Scale 2.0 was used for measurement.
Assessments were made by every investigator included (orthopedic surgeon
and physiotherapists) based on images archives collected from patients
treated at the clinical facility from September to November 2009. Patients
before their discharge from the hospital after Total Hip Replacement
Surgery were randomly selected for the study (mean 6 days post surgery).
An approval of this study was granted by Bioethical Committee. Range of
joint’s motion was examined indirect on snapped images using Angle
Measurement Tool - Scale 2.0 freeware. The range of hip motion was
assessed using well selected anatomical landmarks [17]. Each measurement
was independently repeated by each investigator. Measurements were taken
while the patients were supine on a hospital bed with both legs resting on
the bed. The most studies [10, 16] have measured flexion in supine position.
The goniometric measurements were performed according to the technique
of range-of-motion examination accordingly to the SFTR recording method
[11]. The centre of the fulcrum positioned over the greater trochanter. The
mean and standard deviations were calculated for each RoM assessed and
for each observer. The mean difference between the two observers and the
SD of this difference were calculated. The magnitude of the SD expresses
the extent to which the observers were able to achieve the same value [12].
Subsequently, the 95% limits of agreement were calculated, defined as the
mean difference between observers ± 1.96 SD of this mean difference [18].
The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was calculated for
measurements and raters [19]. We used online statistical software tools to
calculate the ICCs.
Results
The results were analyzed using Intra Class Correlation Coefficients and
kappa statistics. Intra Class Coefficients calculated for each rater were
significant (ICC 0.894-0.976). The kappa coefficients calculated was
calculated for multiple coders generalization according to Krippendorff.
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The average value of kappa coefficient calculated for this preliminary group
was 0.43. Its significance can be interpreted as moderate agreement.
Discussion
The development of eHealth and telemedicine affects rehabilitation
making the delivery of rehabilitation services over telecommunication
networks and the internet [1-9]. New services require to introduce modern
remote assessment methods of outcomes. Russell et al. [20] have suggested
that Internet-based physiotherapy interventions delivered to the home are
suitable for further development. Telerehabilitation based assessment of
interobserver agreement for Range-of-motion should approximate to
similarly good results as achieved with standards methods [13-15]. The
reliability and validity study have evaluated knee range of motion via the
Internet [21]. Hoffmann et al. presented [22] an Internet-based goniometer
which can be used for the remote quantification of joint range of motion
(ROM). Further improvement of ROM measurement, that achieved already
good enough intraclass correlation coefficient, is expected. It may occur due
to following particular photographic guidelines. The Angle Measurement
Tool Scale 2.0. is the free program already known and utilized in
orthopaedic studies [23, 24].
Conclusions
The results of this study illustrate the preliminary measurements using the
same "e-goniometer" over the same joint. Various factors should be taken
into account for further improvement of telerehabilitation outcomes
assessment namely range of motion in examined joints at a distance. Further
investigation is mandatory to develop best practice conditions for valid
range of motion assessment using telemedicine tools.
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Abstract: TraumaStation II / TeleConsult is an active diagnostic,
portable 3D ultrasound imaging device for medical professionals, which
is able to acquire, process, display and transfer two- and three
dimensional medical images in a telemedical environment. The term
“telemedical” here refers to the ability to send and receive image data
either offline or in an online mode via a network connection. This
medical trauma station is designed as a medical plug and play solution.
It can be used in emergency as well as routine medical examinations.
The software running on the medical traumastation is an assembly of
medical software collaborating in seamless ways.
Introduction
Telemedicine is the ability to provide interactive healthcare utilizing
modern technology and telecommunications. It can be as simple as two
health professionals discussing a case over the telephone, or as complex as
using satellite technology and video-conferencing equipment to conduct a
real-time consultation between medical specialists in two different
countries.
Telemedicine is practiced on the basis of two concepts: real time
(synchronous) and store-and-forward (asynchronous).
Within this paper, we present an imaging telemedicine application that
provides a wide spread of possibilities:
• It is able to acquire ultrasound images (at the same time vital
parameters can be acquired - ECG, SPO2, BP) directly from an
ultrasound device,
• To enrich a given image material with additional
information/annotations and
• To transfer it as a message to distant expert doctors connected to
the medical network over Internet, satellite (DVB-RCS) or any
other existing telecommunication channel. The application uses
both synchronous and asynchronous concepts [1] [2].
Traumastation & Teleconsult Application
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The medical trauma station is an ultra light, portable, batteries operated
tele-medical first-aid device, which provides the physicians with a number
of useful medical devices (ultrasound, ECG, SPO2, BP) seamless assembled
within a suitcase, as shown in Figure 1. In addition, the Traumastation is
equipped with a telecommunication gateway which supports GSM, UMTS,
DSL, Satellite channels, providing a great communication convenience to
the physicians.

Figure 1- Traumastation
This medical trauma station is a plug and play medical solution. It can be
used in emergency as well as in routine medical examinations [3]. The
software running on the medical trauma station called “TeleConsult” and
enables online and offline medical assessments and discussions based on
acquired and transmitted 2D/3D medical images and vital parameters such
as blood pressure, electrocardiogram and oxygen saturation.
TeleConsult provides several functions for setting-up an operation of a
health telematics network. Although originally developed for inexpensive
Ultrasound equipment, in the latest TeleConsult version a DICOM interface
has been incorporated, making possible the use of the TeleConsult
application for other imaging modalities (such as X-Ray, MRI, CT images)
and making it suitable for a broad range of teleradiology utilizations
including direct network access to a local HIS/RIS/PACS [4].
Client/server architecture over any available telecommunication channel
enables the central storage of all data and the access from every PC, which
is equipped with the client-software. Direct access to the local database is
supported and multi-media annotations (cursor movements and voice) are
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possible, as well as text annotations and chatting. Members of the health
telematics network store their data in their local database and send the
queries to the consultant centre via satellite, ADSL, Internet or other
available channels that supports TCP/IP. The medical history of a patient,
which is necessary for the assessment of any medical case, is sent
anonymously and automatically along with the teleconsulation messages.
TeleConsult operates in two different modes:
Off-line: In this mode the software might be used to collect data, form a
question and send the data for example over night to a remote consultant
centre which can answer either on-line or by an off-line reply.
On-line: The On-line mode can be used to transfer and discuss the case in
interactive manner by mean of two connected workstations which display
the remote actions (like mouse movements) in real-time. This mode is
especially useful together with the off-line mode in order to discuss about
previously sent medical data. This mode is supported by a TelePointing
option that is intended to point to certain details in a graphical image
window. If activated a second mouse pointer in both connected
workstations is representing the remote pointer. Additionally a separate
TeleChat window, which allows text-based discussions, can be used as
well.
In addition, TraumaStation provides by different functions the
construction of a health telematics network. In the connected database
patient and image data and all incoming and sent messages will be stored. A
client/server architecture provides the central storage of all data of a health
telematics centre and the access to this data from every PC, which is
equipped with the client-software. Members of a health telematics network
store their data in their local database and send their queries to the
consultant centre via Satellite and ADSL or other available channels
supporting TCP/IP layer [5]. The medical history of a patient, which is
necessary for the assessment of a case, will be sent anonymously and
automatically with the messages.
In summary, TraumaStation offers the following features:
•
Acquiring and handling of 2D and 3D images including the acquisition
of 2D/3D ultrasound data and the import of images in DICOM format
•
Acquiring electrocardiograms, blood pressure and oxygen saturation
parameters and store them into DICOM and VITAL protocol (in
progress)
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•
•
•
•
•

Sending and receiving of messages with text and image material over
Internet, ISDN, Satellite and analogue phone line in offline and onlinemode
Enrichment of the images with graphical and textual annotations and
pictograms
In the online-mode interactive communication via usage of a chat
window, mouse, exchanged images and a shared screen view is
possible
Client/Server-architecture of the database. Storage of all images,
patients and messages in the database
Handling of a second opinion service for customers and partners of a
health telematics services centre
Conclusion

The presented medical imaging collaboration device (Traumastation)
provides medical doctors with all necessary tools for communicating and
exchange medical information over different communication media such
internet, ADSL, and conventional phone lines. Our application provides a
wide spread of possibilities to enrich a given image material with additional
information and to send it as a message. In our medical scenarios [T@HIS,
T@LEMED, TeleInVivo] several remote nodes making use of the medical
trauma station will be able to be connected to any communication channel
in “plug and play” way and request medical advice from an expert doctor
[6-8].
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